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Federal Highway Administration 

Finding of No Significant Impact 

I-495/Connecticut Avenue (MD 185) Interchange 
Montgomery County, Maryland 

The FHWA has determined that the Build Alternative, relocation of 
Ramp H from Kensington Parkway to existing I-495/Connecticut Avenue 
interchange and other necessary modifications to the interchange 
(as described on pages III-4 and III-5) will have no significant 
impact on the human environment. This FONSI is based on the 
Environmental Assessment and the attached documentation which 
summarizes the assessment and documents the selection of the 
selected alternate. This FONSI has been independently evaluated 
by the FHWA and determined to adequately and accurately discuss the 
need, environmental issues, and impacts of the proposed project and 
appropriate mitigation measures. It provides sufficient evidence 
and analysis for determining that an EIS is not required. The FHWA 
takes full responsibility for the accuracy, scope, and content of 
the Environmental Assessment and attached documentation. 
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I. RECORD OF DECISION 



Maryland Department of Transportation 
State Highway Administration 

1 
Richard H. Trainor 
Secretary 

Hal Kassoff 
Administrator 

November 1, 1989 

MEMORANDUM 

TO: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

RE: 

Mr. Hal Kassoff 
Administrator 

Neil J. Pedersen, Director 
Office of Planning and 
Preliminary Engineering 

<fuL) ~fj4M*" 

Contract No. M 600-101-370 
Interstate Route 495/Maryland Route 185 
Interchange Reconstruction 
PDMS No. 151114 

STAFF RECOMMENDATION FOR ADMINISTRATOR'S APPROVAL 

The Project Planning Division has completed project planning 
studies for the I-495/Connecticut Avenue interchange, specifi- 
cally the ramp from northbound Connecticut Avenue (now via 
Kensington Parkway) to eastbound Beltway 1-495. 

These studies have concluded that the Build Alternative, 
consisting of the relocation of this ramp from Kensington Parkway 
to Connecticut Avenue with modifications, is the preferred 
alternative.  This recommendation is shown in the attached 
report. 

The recommended alternative was presented at a Combined 
Location/Design Public Hearing on November 16, 1987.  Subsequent 
to the Hearing, SHA representatives presented this project to the 
Montgomery County Planning Board on several different occasions, 
each of which provided the public an additional opportunity for 
offering comments.  This project recommendation is supported by 
the Planning Board and the Montgomery County Delegation. 

Neighborhoods along Kensington Parkway support the Build 
Alternative because of the relief it offers from interstate 
traffic on their residential street; neighborhoods along 
Connecticut Avenue support the No-Build Alternative because of 
the increased vehicular and truck traffic which will result from 
relocating the ramp from Kensington Parkway to Connecticut 
Avenue. 

1-1 
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There are no significant environmental impacts associated 
with this project.  To the extent feasible, all improvements in 
conjunction with the ramp relocation project will be made within 
existing State Highway Administration right-of-way and within 
existing curbs wherever possible.  At such point that the project 
may move toward construction, we will consider requests from the 
owners of the four residences on the east side of Connecticut 
Avenue between. Jones Bridge Road and the Beltway interchange 
whose only access is onto Connecticut Avenue, to have their 
residences purchased at fair market value.  The purchases would 
be on a purely voluntary basis and would not include any 
reimbursement for relocation expenses.  Noise walls or berms are 
not recommended for the project.  Landscaping will be included in 
the final design of the project. 

The current cost estimate for this project is $3.75 million 
tor the interchange and other associated construction items. 

The attached Team Recommendation Report has received the 
concurrence of the Project Planning Team.  We do not believe that 
a tormal recommendation meeting is required, therefore, we are 
requesting your concurrence on the contents of this report and 
selection of the Build Alternative. 

n •-•,A??nCUr ?ith the team reconimendation and hereby select the 
Build Alternative for the reconstruction of the I-495/Connecticut 
Avenue interchange. \£ 

CONCURRENCE 

Hal K'assoff 
Administrator 

NJP/ih 

cc:  Distribution List 
Mr. Bob B. Myers 
Mr. Robert D. Douglass 
Mr. Earle S. Freedman 
Mr. Louis H. Ege, Jr. 
Mr. James K. Gatley 
Mr. Anthony M. Capizzi 

Date 

5 t>~-e 

o—c 

Mr, 
Mr, 
Ms. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Ms. 
Mr. 

Thomas Hicks 
John Bruck 
Angela Hawkins 
John H. Grauer 
Charles Adams 
Cynthia D. Simpson 
Robert J. Finck 
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INTERSTATE ROUTE 495/MARYLAND ROUTE 185 
INTERCHANGE RECONSTRUCTION 
CONTRACT NO. M 600-101-370 

FINDING OF NO SIGNIFICANT IMPACT 

II.  SUMMARY & COMPARISON OF ALTERNATIVES 

Decision by State Highway Administration 

• The State Highway Administration (SHA) has decided to seek 
Location Approval for the relocation of the northbound to 
eastbound 1-495 ramp in the Connecticut Avenue/Capital 
Beltway interchange from Kensington Parkway to Connecticut 
Avenue (see Figure S-l). This action will remove all 
Interstate ramp traffic from Kensington Parkway. 

• At the time the Beltway was originally built, ramp 
connections to Kensington Parkway were constructed as a 
compromise due to adjacent residential development and 
Rock Creek Park. In recognition of the inappropriateness 
of a major Interstate ramp connection onto a residential 
neighborhood street, the State Highway Administration in 
1981 removed the off-ramp connection with a direct ramp 
connection to Connecticut Avenue. The current decision 
by SHA will result in the removal of the other major 
Beltway ramp movement that was required to use Kensington 
Parkway. 

Description of Selected Build Alternative 
(see Figure 1 and Section III B) 

• Construct left turn Ramp Bl, relocate EB 1-495 to NB 
Connecticut Avenue traffic to Ramp Bl, and close loop Ramp 
C. Signalize intersection with Connecticut Avenue (2- 
phase signal). 

• Construct Ramp N-E, relocate NB Connecticut Avenue (via 
Kensington Parkway) to EB 1-495 traffic onto Ramp N-E, and 
close Ramp H. 

• OPTION B    The design of the EB 1-495 to SB Connecticut 
Avenue Ramp B connection will be reviewed to 
determine if a modified connection can be 
made to reduce traffic speed and provide an 
improved merge onto SB Connecticut Avenue. 
These modifications would be constructed 
within existing right-of-way and would result 
in the beneficial impact of shifting ramp 
traffic further away from residential areas. 

II-l 
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Actions to Address Concerns Raised Through the Study Process 

1. To the extent feasible, all improvements in conjunction 
with the ramp relocation project will be made within 
existing State Highway Administration (SHA) rights-of- 
way and within existing curbs wherever possible. Based 
upon the existing level of analysis, no additional right- 
of-way is expected to be required for the improvements. 

2. A landscaping plan for the Connecticut Avenue median and 
other areas within the project limits will be developed 
and incorporated into the construction project. 

3. At such point that the project may move toward construc- 
tion, SHA will consider requests from the owners of the 
four residences on the east side of Connecticut Avenue 
between Jones Bridge Road and the Beltway interchange 
whose only access is onto Connecticut Avenue (house 
numbers 8905, 8907, 8909 and 8911) to have their resi- 
dences purchased at fair market value. The purchases 
would be on a purely voluntary basis and would not 
include any reimbursement for relocation expenses. 

4. When the project enters the design phase, SHA will 
investigate the feasibility, cost, and impact of con- 
structing a sidewalk along the east side of Connecticut 
Avenue. Based upon the existing level of analysis, if 
the sidewalk is constructed it could be constructed 
within the existing right-of-way. Coordination with the 
County and adjacent property owners will be made before 
making a decision on whether or not to construct such a 
sidewalk. 

5. A raised median will be retained along Connecticut Avenue 
between Jones Bridge Road and the 1-495 Beltway inter- 
change. This median will accommodate median plantings 
and northbound left turns into Woodlawn Road. 

6. All existing traffic movements will be retained in the 
existing Jones Bridge Road/Connecticut Avenue/Kensington 
Parkway intersection, including the Kensington Parkway 
leg. SB Connecticut Avenue traffic lanes will be shifted 
to use. the abandoned left turn lanes and provide three 
SB through lanes and a SB right turn into WB Jones Bridge 
Road. 

7. SHA will request that Montgomery County consider install- 
ing a traffic signal at the intersection of Spring Valley 
Road and Jones Bridge Road. This traffic signal would 
be coordinated with the signal at Connecticut Avenue and 
Jones Bridge Road and would be installed in order to 
facilitate movements out of the Chevy Chase Valley 
community. 

8. Other than normal maintenance or safety improvements, no 
widening is planned on Connecticut Avenue south of Jones 
Bridge Road. 

II-2 





1-495 (CAPITAL BELTWAY) & 
CONNECTICUT AVENUE INTERCHANGE 
Montgomery County, Maryland 

Table S: SUHIARY OF ALTERNATIVES 

December, 1989 
RK&K 

COMBINED LOCATION/DESIGN PUBLIC HEARING OPTIONS A THRU G 
Selected 

Build 

Alternative 

COMPARISON FACTOR 

No- 
Build 
Alt. 

Build 
Alt. 

A 

2-1ane connection 
from Kensington 
Pkwy. to Conn.Ave. 
(westbound only) 

B 

Ramp B & double 
right turn @ 
Conn. Ave. 

C 

NB Conn. Ave. 
to EB 1-495 
via left 
turn to Ramp D 

D 

4th lane 
Southbound 
along 
Conn. Ave. 

E 

4th lane 
Northbound 
along 
Conn. Ave. 

F 

Driveway 
mitigation 
along NB 
Conn. Ave. 

G 
Reconstruct 
Conn. Ave./ 
Jones Bridge Road/ 
Kensington Pkwy. 
intersection 

1. Socio-Economic Impacts 

a. Properties Affected 0 0 1 0 7 10 12 10 2 0 

b. Private Residential 
Property Required 

0 0 0.4 ac. 0 0.2 ac. 0.3 ac. 0.4 ac. 0.3 ac. 1.9 ac. 0 

c. Residences Displaced 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
(see note 3 page II-2) 

d. Businesses Displaced 0 0 (dentist's office 
at above resid.) 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

2. Woodlands Required 0 0.1 ac. 0.2 ac. 0 0 o 0 0 0.8 ac. 0.1 ac. 

3. Year 2010 Level of Traffic Service, (ranging from 'A' best to 'F' worst). 
(ratios in parentheses represent the volume to capacity ratio; level ot service data for the B uild Options A thru G assume Build Alt. in place) 

a. Signalized intersection of Connecticut Avenue and 1-495 interchange ramp 
AM - Peak Hour      -   E(0.96)    E (0.92)      F (1.06)      F (1.06) 
PM - Peak Hour      -   C(0.80)    F (1.14)      C (0.80)      E (0.92) 

E (0.96)   E (0.96)   E (0.96)   E (0.96) 
C (0.80)   C (0.76)   C (0.80)   C (0.80) 

E (0.96) 
C (0.80) 

b. Signalized intersection of Connecticut Avenue/Jones Bridge Road/Kensington Parkway 

AM - Peak Hour    F(1.25  F(1.36)    F (1.25)      F (1.36)      F (1.36) 
PM - Peak Hour    F(1.37  F(1.47)    F (1.37)      F (1.47)      F (1.47) 

w SB   w/o SB 
Ken.P.  Ken.P. 

F (1.36)   F (1.36)   F (1.36)  F(1.20) F(1.18) 
F (1.47)   F (1.47)   F (1.47)  F(1.28) F(1.18) 

F (1.36) 
F (1.47) 

c. Weaving section along eastbound 1-495 between loop ramps at Connecticut Avenue 
AM - Peak Hour    D     weave    weavi  section eliminated        E 
PM - Peak Hour    E    eliminated      3                       F 

weaving section eliminated 
weaving 

eliminated 

d. Merging section on eastbound I 495 at trcrgs from northbound Connecticut Avenue. 
AM - Peak Hour    C       C          C           C 
PM - Peak Hour    F(1.19)   ODD 

C       C       C      C 
D        0        D       D 

C 
D 

4. Estimated Costs (Millions 1987 S) 

$0.06 
0.33 
0.55 

$0.04 
0 
0.35 

$0.08 
0.05 
0.77 

$0.05 
0.07 
0.42 

$0.06 
0.10 
0.59 

$0.02 
0.07 
0.19 

$0.14 
0.46 
1.33 

(millions 1989 $) 

$0.40 
1.31 
2.04 

a. Engineering 
b. Right-of-Way 
c. Construction 

- $0.27 
0 
2.56 

TOTAL None $2.83 $0.94 $0.39 $0.90 $0.54 $0.75 $0.28 $1.93 $3.75 

Table S: 
Summary of Alternatives 

v? 
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AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
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INTERSTATE ROUTE 495/MARYLAMD ROUTE 185 

INTERCHANGE RECONSTRUCTION 
CONTRACT NO. M 600-101-370 

FINDING OF NO SIGNIFICANT IMPACT 

III.  SUMMARY OF ACTIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

A.  BACKGROUND 

1.  Project Location 

The project study area includes the 0.6 mile portion of the 
Capital Beltway (Interstate Route 495) which also encompasses the 
interchange with Maryland Route 185 (Connecticut Avenue); and the 
0.5 mile portion of Maryland Route 185 from 1-495 to Jones Bridge 
Road in Montgomery County, Maryland (see Fig. S-l). The project 
study area south of 1-495 is primarily residential communities. The 
Village of North Chevy Chase is located east of Connecticut Avenue; 
the Chevy Chase Valley Neighborhood is located west of Connecticut 
Avenue. Rock Creek Park borders 1-495 and the project study area 
to the north. 

Existing Connecticut Avenue is a 6-lane divided arterial 
highway. Kensington Parkway is a 3-lane collector street. Jones 
Bridge Road is 2 to 3-lanes east of Connecticut Avenue and 4-lanes 
west of Connecticut Avenue. 

The Capital Beltway (1-495 and 1-95) is the single, most 
important highway in the Washington Metropolitan Area. Classified 
as an Urban Interstate Highway, it encircles Washington, D.C. at 
an average distance of about eight miles from the center of the 
City. The western portion of the Beltway, which is designated as 
1-495, and the eastern portion of the Beltway, which is designated 
as 1-95, consists of 6, 8 and 10-lane sections. The original 6- 
lane section within the project study area was recently 
reconstructed to increase traffic safety and provide an 8-lane 
section. The Capital Beltway has 25 exits in Maryland and 14 exits 
in Virginia. 

2.  Purpose of Study 

The purpose of this study was to evaluate options for the 
removal of all Interstate oriented traffic from Kensington Parkway 
as it passes through the Village of North Chevy Chase. In addition 
to evaluating the No-Build Alternative, a Build Alternative and 
Build Options A through G were developed to address the following 
traffic operational and design issues: 

• interstate bound "through" traffic on Kensington Parkway, a 
local road; 

• short weaving distance along eastbound 1-495 between the loop 
ramps at the Connecticut Avenue interchange; 

• number of entrances (two) and exits (two) along eastbound I- 
495; 

III-l 
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• continued over-capacity operations at the five legged Connec- 
ticut Avenue/Jones Bridge Road/Kensington Parkway intersection; 

• increased traffic volumes on Connecticut Avenue south of 1-495; 
• pedestrian safety along Connecticut Avenue, Kensington Parkway 

and Jones Bridge Road; 
• bus transit service; 
• "cut-through" traffic in the residential community west of 

Connecticut Avenue and north of Jones Bridge Road; and, 
• residential impacts. 

3.  Project History 

Following execution of an Inter-Agency Agreement in 1963 
by the State Roads Commission (now the Maryland State Highway 
Administration, SHA), the Maryland-National Capital Park and 
Planning Commission (M-NCP&PC), and the National Capital Planning 
Commission (NCPC), detailed design and right-of-way acquisition 
were initiated for the section of the Capital Beltway through Rock 
Creek Park. Constructed along portions of the then Inter-County 
Belt Parkway, the Rock Creek portion of 1-495 contained less than 
desirable geometric design features. It was, however, accepted by 
all agencies as a compromise which permitted Beltway construction 
with minimum damage to Rock Creek Park and the adjacent residences. 
Because the Inter-County Belt Parkway (extending between Wisconsin 
and Connecticut Avenues) included a substandard interchange at 
Connecticut Avenue, a new interchange configuration was developed 
as a part of the 1-495 project. The proximity of adjacent residen- 
ces and Rock Creek Park, however, resulted in the I-495/COnnecticut 
Avenue interchange containing two major design compromises. These 
compromises required the use of a section of Kensington Parkway 
from the 5-legged intersection with Connecticut Avenue/Jones Bridge 
Road/Kensington Parkway north to 1-495 as the link for the 
following two ramps. 

• westbound 1-495 to southbound Connecticut Avenue exit 
loop ramp; and, 

• northbound Connecticut Avenue to eastbound 1-495 
entrance ramp. 

Almost since the opening of 1-495, the Village of North 
Chevy Chase has urged the State Highway Administration to remove 
Interstate oriented traffic from Kensington Parkway, which is a 
local road. In 1981, the exit loop ramp for westbound 1-495 
traffic to southbound Connecticut Avenue was removed from Ken- 
sington Parkway and relocated to a signalized at-grade intersection 
with Connecticut Avenue. Removal of this loop ramp reduced traffic 
volumes on Kensington Parkway and improved the operation of the 5- 
legged Connecticut Avenue/Jones Bridge Road/Kensington Parkway 
intersection. 

In conjunction with local citizen representatives and 
representatives of M-NCP&PC, the State Highway Administration has 
evaluated several improvement options to remove all Interstate 
oriented traffic from Kensington Parkway. 

III-2 
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B.  ALTERNATIVES 

1. Alternatives Considered 

a.  Existing Facility 

The existing facility has a number of geometric and 
operational deficiencies. With reference to Figure 1, these 
deficiencies are as follows: 

• Ramp H: 

In addition to poor visibility for drivers 
approaching the ramp from Kensington Parkway 
(caused in part by trees and other obstruc- 
tions) , the sharp geometries of the first curve 
along the ramp proper result in drivers being 
forced to turn quickly to stay between the 
curbs. Visibility at the merge point with I- 
495 is also less than desirable. 

• 1-495 Weave: 

The entrance-exit ramp combination along 
eastbound 1-495 (existing loop Ramps D and C) 
results in a weaving traffic operational 
problem along the interstate highway. 

• Southbound Connecticut Avenue: 

The steady flow of traffic along Connecticut 
Avenue south of the Beltway results in 
considerable delay for residents attempting to 
exit their driveways. 

• Northbound Connecticut Avenue: 

The steady flow of traffic in this direction 
on Connecticut Avenue south of 1-495 also 
results in delay for adjacent residents. 

• Kensington Parkway: 

Use of the 2 and 3-lane wide portions of 
Kensington Parkway for interstate oriented 
traffic is an inappropriate use of a local 
road. 

III-3 
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• Connecticut Avenue/Jones Bridge Road/Kensington 
Parkway intersection: 

The complexity and number of traffic movements 
as well as high traffic volumes at this 
intersection result in considerable traffic 
delays. 

b. No-Build 

The No-Build Alternative would not alter the existing 
1-495 and Connecticut Avenue interchange ramps nor the use of 
Kensington Parkway as a connection between Connecticut Avenue and 
eastbound 1-495. Normal maintenance activities would continue to 
be provided along the State and County routes. Because the Village 
of North Chevy Chase residential community has jurisdictional 
control of Kensington Parkway between Connecticut Avenue and 1-495, 
these residents would continue to be involved with maintenance for 
the Parkway. 

c. Build 

The Build Alternative proposed to relocate the existing 
entrance ramp to eastbound 1-495 from Kensington Parkway to a 
direct connection from Connecticut Avenue. The Build Alternative 
as presented at the Public Hearing and discussed in the 
Environmental Assessment consisted of the following elements: 

• Ramp H (Kensington Parkway to eastbound 1-495) 
would be closed and the existing ramp pavement and 
directional signing removed. The ramp area would 
be landscaped. 

• Loop Ramp C (eastbound 1-495 to northbound 
Connecticut Avenue) would be closed and the 
existing ramp pavement and directional signing 
removed. Because this area would be used for a new 
ramp, the area would be regraded to support new 
roadway pavement. 

• Existing Ramp B (eastbound 1-495 to southbound 
Connecticut Avenue) would be reconstructed to 
provide a new direct connection with Connecticut 
Avenue by adding a 2-lane wide left turn lane to 
accommodate traffic desiring to proceed north on 
Connecticut Avenue. The intersection of new Ramp 
B would be signalized at Connecticut Avenue. The 
two-lane portion of new Ramp B would extend west 
along Ramp B for a sufficient distance to prevent 
traffic queues from affecting the Capital Beltway 
and allow the existing Ramp B movement to south- 
bound Connecticut Avenue to flow freely. This 
consolidated eastbound 1-495 exit would function 
much like the recently consolidated westbound I- 
495 exit. New directional signing would be 
provided. 
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• A new ramp (Ramp N-E) directly connecting north- 

bound Connecticut Avenue to eastbound 1-495 would 
be constructed in the area currently occupied by 
loop Ramp C. This new Ramp N-E would begin with a 
30 MPH exit curve from Connecticut Avenue and 
transition to 40 MPH and 50 MPH design speeds as 
it approaches and then connects with eastbound I- 
495. An acceleration lane would be provided to 
permit smooth traffic merges (this acceleration 
lane would extend across the widened eastbound I- 
495 bridge over Kensington Parkway and tie into the 
existing Ramp H acceleration lane). Landscaping 
would be provided in the area between this new ramp 
and Inverness Drive. Directional signing would be 
provided and trucks would be permitted to use this 
ramp. 

• Kensington Parkway immediately north of Jones 
Bridge Road would be reconfigured to be only 
northbound (i.e. "in"); the existing southbound 
movement would be closed. Traffic currently using 
this movement would be required to use the Beach 
Drive connection between Kensington Parkway and 
Connecticut Avenue north of 1-495. 

d.  Build Options A through G  (as presented at the Public 
Hearing and discussed in the Environmental Assessment) 

Option A: This Option proposes the construction of 
a 2-lane, 1-way roadway between Kensington 
Parkway and Connecticut Avenue (for traffic 
desiring to continue south on Connecticut 
Avenue). This new roadway would be curbed 
along both sides, and located between the 
new Connecticut Avenue to eastbound 1-495 
ramp and Inverness Drive. A median opening 
would be provided on Connecticut Avenue. 
The intersection with Connecticut Avenue 
would be signalized. Only left turns onto 
southbound Connecticut Avenue would be 
permitted. Landscaping would be provided. 

Option B: This option proposes to shift the existing 
Ramp B (eastbound 1-495 to southbound 
Connecticut Avenue) merge point with 
Connecticut Avenue north approximately 250- 
feet and provide a 2-lane wide right turn 
movement. The new roadway would be curbed 
on the left and right sides. An existing 
portion of Ramp B near Connecticut Avenue 
would be removed and the disturbed area 
landscaped. This option would provide 
additional gaps for vehicles desiring to 
enter southbound Connecticut Avenue from 
driveways or the side streets. 
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Option C: This option proposes to accommodate the 
northbound Connecticut Avenue to eastbound 
1-495 movement with a double left turn from 
the median of Connecticut Avenue along a 
new "stub" connection to a widened loop 
Ramp D (southbound Connecticut Avenue to 
eastbound 1-495). This new intersection 
would be signal controlled. Northbound 
Connecticut Avenue would be "bowed out" to 
the east to accommodate the double left 
turn lane in the median. Directional 
signing would be provided and trucks would 
be permitted to use this ramp. (This option 
would replace new Ramp N-E proposed with 
the Build Alternative and precludes Option 
A). 

Option D: This option provides a 4th southbound lane 
along Connecticut Avenue from the 1-495 
interchange to Jones Bridge Road. Traffic 
in this 4th lane would be required to turn 
right at Jones Bridge Road. 

Option E: This option provides a 4th northbound lane 
along Connecticut Avenue from Jones Bridge 
Road to new Ramp N-E. Traffic in this 4th 
lane would be required to turn right at 
Ramp N-E. Special design considerations 
would be required for several of the 
existing driveway connections. 

Option F: This option provides driveway mitigation 
measures along a portion of northbound 
Connecticut Avenue (10-foot wide shoulder 
lane). This additional lane would not be 
a full 4th lane; it would only extend in 
front of the residences along the east side 
of Connecticut Avenue (in essence, only 
connecting these driveways). This lane 
would not connect with Ramp N-E. NOTE: 
Options E and F are mutually exclusive. 

Option G: This option provides for the full recon- 
struction of the Connecticut Avenue/Jones 
Bridge Road/Kensington Parkway intersection 
to provide 5 eastbound Jones Bridge Road 
lanes (double left, 2 lanes through, free- 
right turn) and 3 lanes on westbound Jones 
Bridge Road (shared lanes for double rights 
and 2 lanes through, no lefts). This 
option has been evaluated both with and 
without the southbound Kensington Parkway 
movement. 
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e.  Selected Build Alternative 

The Selected Build Alternative consists of relocating 
the existing northbound Connecticut Avenue to eastbound 1-495 
entrance ramp from Kensington Parkway to Connecticut Avenue. This 
action will remove all Interstate ramp traffic from Kensington 
Parkway. This action will also relocate the eastbound to northbound 
movement so it will be made via a left turn movement from the ramp 
in the southwest quadrant of the interchange. 

In order to address as many of the concerns which had 
been raised through the study process as possible, the following 
actions will be taken: 

• All movements will be retained in the existing 
Jones Bridge Road/Connecticut Avenue intersection, 
including the Kensington Parkway leg. 

• To the extent feasible, all improvements in 
conjunction with the ramp relocation project will 
be made within existing State Highway Administra- 
tion right-of-way; and within existing curbs 
wherever possible. 

• The proposed "Green Road" connection between 
Kensington Parkway and Connecticut Avenue (Option 
A) will not be constructed. 

• The design of the eastbound 1-495 to southbound 
Connecticut Avenue exit ramp connection in the 
Beltway interchange will be reviewed to determine 
if a modified connection can be made to reduce 
traffic speed and provide an improved merge onto 
Connecticut Avenue (Option B). 

• Other than normal maintenance or safety improve- 
ments, no widening is planned on Connecticut Avenue 
south of Jones Bridge Road. 

• A raised median will be retained along Connecticut 
Avenue between Jones Bridge Road and the Beltway 
interchange which will accommodate northbound left 
turns into Woodlawn Road and will accommodate 
median plantings. 

• SHA will request that Montgomery County consider 
installing a traffic signal at the intersection of 
Spring Valley Road and Jones Bridge Road. This 
traffic signal would be coordinated with the signal 
at Connecticut Avenue and Jones Bridge Road and 
would be installed in order to facilitate movements 
out of the Chevy Chase Valley community. 
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• At such point that the project may move toward 
construction, SHA will consider requests from the 
owners of the four residences on the east side of 
Connecticut Avenue between Jones Bridge Road and 
the Beltway interchange whose only access is onto 
Connecticut Avenue (addresses 8905, 8907, 8909, 
and 8911) to have their residences purchased at 
fair market value. The purchases would be on a 
purely voluntary basis and would not include any 
reimbursement for relocation expenses. 

• When the project enters the design phase, the need 
and cost of constructing a sidewalk along the east 
side of Connecticut Avenue will be evaluated. This 
effort will involve coordination with the County 
and adjacent property owners before a decision is 
made on whether or not to construct such a 
sidewalk. Based upon the existing level of 
analysis, if the sidewalk is constructed it could 
be constructed within the existing right-of-way. 

• A landscaping plan will be incorporated into the 
roadway construction project. 

2-  Service Characteristics of Selected Build Alternative 

a.  Traffic 

Currently, there are 10,500 daily vehicles which now 
utilize Kensington Parkway to connect from northbound Connecticut 
Avenue to eastbound 1-495. This daily volume represents 530 
vehicles in the morning peak-hour, 1,290 vehicles in the evening 
peak-hour and the remaining vehicles throughout the balance of the 
day and night. 

Existing and projected year 2010 traffic data for key 
links on the highway and street network in the project area are 
presented on Figures 4, 5, and 6. AM and PM peak hour traffic 
volumes are indicated. While annual traffic growth rates are 
relatively low, traffic volumes are projected to increase by 
approximately 20 percent along 1-495, Connecticut Avenue and Jones 
Bridge Road by the year 2010 (comparing Figure 4 traffic volumes 
with Figure 5 traffic volumes) . Review of the data relevant to 
this project should focus on the volume of traffic estimated to use 
northbound Kensington Parkway to access 1-495 eastbound in the year 
2010 (see Figure 5, link number 5); 12,300 vehicles per day; 620 
vehicles per AM peak hour; 1,510 vehicles per PM peak hour. With 
the Build Alternative (Figure 6), this traffic would be diverted 
to Connecticut Avenue, resulting in 37,300 vehicles per day on 
northbound Connecticut Avenue in the year 2010 (see link number 
10) : 1,595 vehicles per AM peak hour and 4,070 vehicles per PM peak 
hour. This is an increase of 12,300 vehicles per day over the No- 
Build in the year 2010 (620 vehicles per AM peak hour and 1,510 
vehicles per PM peak hour). 
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Legend 
Actions to Address Concerns Raised Through the Study Process 

7*      "   ] EXISTING  ROADWAY TO REMAIN 

XXX" EXISTING   ROADWAY TO   BE   REMOVED 

^•B SELECTED   BUILD ALTERNATIVE   IMPROVEMENTS 

• •• ADDITIONAL  IMPROVEMENT OPTIONS 

(§) AIR RECEPTORS / NOISE SENSITIVE   AREAS 

• To the extent feasible, all inproveDents in conjunction 
with the ranp relocation project will be nade within 
existing State Highway Adainistration (SHA) rights-of- 
way and within existing curbs, wherever possible. Based 
upon the existing level of analysis, no additional right- 
of-way is expected to be required for the iisproveaent. 

• When the project enters the design phase, SHA will 
investigate* th« feasibility, cost, and inpact of 
constructing a sidewalk along the east side of Connec- 
ticut Avenne. Based upon the existing level of analysis, 
if the sidewalk is constructed it could be constructed 
within the existing right-of-way. Coordination with the 
County and adjacent property owners will be aade before 

caking a decision on whether or not to construct such a 
sidewalk. 

• A raised Mdlan will be retained along Connecticut Avenue 
between Jones Bridge Road and the 1-495 Beltway inter- 
change. This nedian will accoaaodate median plantings 
and northbound left turns onto Woodlawn Road. 

• All existing traffic aoveaents will be retained in the 
existing Jones Bridge Road/Connecticut Avenue/Kensington 
Parkway intersection, including the Kensington Parkway 
leg. Southbound Connecticut Avenue traffic lanes will 
be shifted to use the abandoned left turn lanes and 
provide three SB through lanes trui a SB right turn onto 
KB Jones Bridge Road. 

Description of Balectad-Bnild aitwnatiTa 

• Construct l*ft turn Rasp Bl, relocate EO 1-495 to MB 
ConnacticufAvtmitt traffic to Raap 81, ana close loqpvRamp 
C. Signalize new intersection with Connecticut Avanu* (2- 
phass signal). 

• Construct Ranp N-E, relocate MB Connecticut Avenue (via 
Kensington Parkway) ,to EB 1-495 traffic to Ranp H-E, and 
closa Ramp  H. 

• OPTIOH B  The design of the EB 1-495 to SB Connecticut 
Avenue Ramp B connection will b« reviewed during 
final  design  to determine  if  a  Modified 
^connection can be made to reduce traffic speed 
'"and provide an iaproved verge onto SB Connec- 
ticut Avenue. 

1-495 (Capital Beltway) & 
Connecticut Avenue Interchange Study 

SELECTED 
BUILD ALTERNATIVE 

Maryland State Highway Administration 
Scale; 
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NOTES: 
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impacts, and are subject to change during the 

final design phase. 
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PROJECT MAP 

EXISTING  TRAFFIC  DATA 

Location 
( all data one-way 

except where noted.) 

Average 
Daily 

Traffic 
Volume 

(vehicles per doy ) 

AM 
Peak Hour 

Traffic 
Volume 

(vehicles per hour ) 

PM 
Peak Hour 

Traffic 
Volume 

(vehicles per hour ) 

1 76.700 5.250 4.470 

2 5.600 590 /70 
3 3.500 320 450 
4 5.100 290 270 

5 10,500 530 1.290 

6 80.300 5,220 5.770 

7 22,800 2,650 1.090 

8 22,800 860 2.170 

9 31.600 3.180 1,290 

10 21.100 830 2,160 

11 31.600 3.180 1.290 

12 21,100 830 2.160 

13 27,000 2.660 1.330 

14 26,000 1.040 2.800 

15 TWO-WAT 180 15 20 

16  TWO-WAT 175 15 20 

17  TWO-WAT 140 5 20 

18 1.500 110 40 

19 13,900 635 1,465 

20 12.500 1.400 500 

21 13.300 490 1,580 

22 8,200 885 525 

23 6.100 180 780 
• 
i 

1-495 (Capital Beltway) & 
Connecticut Avenue Interchange Study 

EXISTING TRAFFIC DATA 
Maryland State Highway Administration 

Scale: r=400' December, 1989 Figure     4 
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-BUILD  TRAFFIC DATA (YEARS 1990/2010) 

PROJECT MAP 

Location 
( all data one—way 

except where noted.) 

Average 
Daily 

Traffic          j 
Volume          | 

(vehicles per day ) 

AM 
Peak Hour 

Traffic 
Volume 

(vehicles per hour ) 

PM 
Peak Hour 

Traffic 
Volume 

(vehicles per hour ) 

1 78,300/89,600 5.370/6,140 4,560/5,220 

2 5,700/6,500 610/690 170/200 
3 3,800/4,400 320/360 450/530 

4 5.200/6.000       ' 300/340 270/320 

5 10.700/12.300     ' 540/620 1.310/1,510 

6 81,900/93.800     ' 5,320/6,090 5.880/6.740 

7 23.300/27,000 2.700/3,140 1.120/1.300 

8 23.300/27,000 880/1,020 2.220/2.590 

9 32.300/37.400 3.250/3,770 1.320/1.530 

10 21.600/25.000 840/980 2.210/2.560 
11 32.300/37,400 3.250/3,770 1,320/1,530 

12 21,600/25,000 840/980 2.210/2.560 

13 27.600/32,000 2.720/3.150 1.360/1.570 

14 26.600/30.800    , 1.060/1.230 2.840/3.280 

15 rvo-WAr 180/180 15/15 20/20 

16  TWO-VAY 175/175 15/15 20/20 

' '    TWO-WAY 140/140 5/5 20/20 

18 1.500/1,800 110/130 40/50 

19 14.200/16.500 650/750 1.480/1.725 

20 12,800/14.800 1.430/1,660 510/595 

21 13.600/15.800 500/580 1.615/1.885 

22 8.400/9.700 905/1,045 535/625 

23 6.200/7,200 185/215 790/920 
\ 

\ 

1-495 (Capital Beltway) & 
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NO-BUILD TRAFFIC DATA 
{1990/2010) 

Maryland State Highway Administration 
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BUILD TRAFFIC  DATA (  YEARS 1990/2010  ) 

PROJECT MAP 

Location 
( all data one-way 

except where noted.) 

Average 
Daily 

Traffic 
Volume 

(vehicles per day ) 

AM 
Peak Hour 

Traffic 
Volume 

(vehicles per hour ) 

PM 
Peak Hour 

Traffic 
Volume 

(vehicles per hour ) 

1 78.300/89.600 5.370/6.140 4.560/5.220 

2 5,700/6.500    , 610/690 170/200 

3 3.800/4.400 320/360 450/530 
4 5.200/6.000 300/340 270/320 

5 10.700/12.300 540/620 1.310/1.510 

6 81.900/93.800 5.320/6,090 5.880/6.740 

7 23.300/27.000 i 2,470/2,880 1,120/1,340 

8 23.300/27,000 880/1,015 2,220/2.590 

9 33.600/39.000 3,350/3.890 1,350/1,570 

10 32.300/37.300 1,380/1,595 3,520/4,070 

11 33,600/39,000 3.350/3.890 1.350/1,570 

12 32,300/37.300 1.380/1.595 3.520/4,070 

13 27.600/32.000 2.720/3.150 1,360/1.570 

14 26.600/30.800 1.060/1.230 2.840/3.280 

15 rro-ioir 180/180 15/15 20/20 

16  TWO-WAY 175/175 15/15 20/20 

'   '   TWO-WAY 140/140 5/5 20/20 

18 1.500/1.800 110/130 40/50 

19 3.500/4,200 110/130 170/215 

20 12.800/14.800 1.430/1.660 510/595 

21 13,600/15.800 500/580 1.615/1.885 

22 8,500/9,800 910/1.050 540/630 

23 6.100/7.100 180/215 785/915 

1-495 (Capital Beltway) 8c 
Connecticut Avenue Interchange Study 

BUILD TRAFFIC DATA 
1990/2010     

Maryland State Highway Administration 
Scale: r=4-00' December,  1989 Figure     6 



Trucks are currently peratii&'ted on 1-495, Connecticut 
Avenue and Jones Bridge Road, but ar€S prohibited on Kensington 
Parkway. A survey of truck traffic volumes on major highways in 
the vicinity of the project area was conducted (trucks have been 
defined for this analysis as having 6 or more wheels) . On the basis 
of this truck traffic data survey, an analysis of additional trucks 
anticipated to use new Ramp N-E from northbound Connecticut Avenue 
to eastbound 1-495 was made. Alternative existing access points to 
1-495 were monitored, and the number of trucks that could be 
expected to divert from these existing routes to the new Ramp N-E 
on to eastbound 1-495 was determined. Between now and the design 
year 2010, truck volumes are projected to increase by approximately 
18 percent. In the design year, an additional 170 to 370 trucks 
per day are estimated to be diverted to northbound Connecticut 
Avenue as a direct result of new Ramp N-E (many of these "new - 
diverted" trucks are already and illegally using Kensington 
Parkway). 

Based on current analysis techniques, the quality of 
traffic flow was calculated at the locations indicated below. These 
levels of traffic service range from "A" best to "F" worst and 
represent measures of delay and congestion experienced by drivers. 

TABLE 1:  EXISTING TRAFFIC LEVELS OF SERVICE 

Location 

Signalized intersection of Connecticut 
Avenue/Jones Bridge Road/Kensington 
Parkway 

Diverge on eastbound 1-495 at ramp to 
southbound Connecticut Avenue 

Traffic merge/diverge ("traffic weave") 
on eastbound 1-495 at Connecticut Avenue 

Merge on eastbound 1-495 at ramp from 
northbound Kensington parkway 

AM 
Peak-Hour 

D 

PM 
Peak-Hour 

& 

As indicated, traffic levels of service are relatively poor during 
the peak periods within the study area. 

A major concern of study area residents both east and 
west of Connecticut avenue has been the volume of cut-through 
traffic in their communities. Because all of these residential 
streets are narrow, residential safety is a major concern. To 
reduce this cut through traffic, the Village of North Chevy Chase 
has closed several intersections in their community to physically 
eliminate the majority of this problem. Except for the very high 
volumes of traffic using Kensington Parkway through this community 
to access the Beltway, no other significant problems have been 
identified by this community. 
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In the residential area west of Connecticut Avenue, 
turn prohibition signs are located at the following locations. All 
prohibitions are for the 7 to 9 AM peak period. 

• southbound Connecticut Avenue at Woodlawn Road 
• southbound Connecticut Avenue at Montrose Drive 
• southbound Connecticut Avenue at Parsons Road 
• northbound Connecticut Avenue at Woodlawn Road 

The results of a survey to assess this problem during both the 7 
to 9 AM Peak and the 4 to 6 PM Peak, are noted below. 

EXISTING CUT-THROUGH TRAFFIC VOLUMES 

flouthbound Connecticut Avenue 

Time Period 

FROM A 
TO 

B    C Total 

AM Peak 
(7 to 9) 5   4 9 

PM Peak 
(4 to 6) 12   1 13 

Eastbound/Westbound Jones Bridge Road 

Time Period 

FROM D 
TO 

F  G 

FROM E 
TO 

F   G Total 

AM Peak 
(7 to 9) 0   3 0   0 3 

PM Peak 
(4 to 6) 15   0 1   0 16 
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The Selected Build Alternative would shift the 
Interstate destined traffic away from Kensington Parkway and to 
Connecticut Avenue. 

Residents in the residential community west of 
Connecticut Avenue have strongly expressed their concern that 
construction of Ramp N-E would result in significant increases in 
the volumes of PM traffic cutting through their community to avoid 
the traffic signal at Jones Bridge Road/Connecticut Avenue/Kensing- 
ton Parkway i.e. eastbound Jones Bridge Road, left on Spring Valley 
Road, right on Woodlawn Road and left on northbound Connecticut 
Avenue to Ramp N-E. The Selected Build Alternative would not 
contribute to increased cut-through traffic through this 
neighborhood. However, if a solution is needed, then turn 
prohibition signs at Woodlawn Road/Connecticut Avenue would reduce 
this problem to the few drivers who would make this movement 
illegally. 

A total of 10 homes are located along the west side of 
Connecticut Avenue between the 1-495 interchange ramps and Jones 
Bridge Road; 5 driveways connect with Connecticut Avenue. A survey 
of traffic gaps observed during the morning peak period 7 AM to 9 
AM in the right-hand curb lane on southbound Connecticut Avenue 
indicated that there are very few gaps of 5 or more seconds, 
approximately 3 percent, available for drivers to enter Connecticut 
Avenue. For these homes with a driveway connection, entering or 
leaving their driveways is often a difficult experience during peak 
periods. The Build Alternative would slightly increase traffic 
past these driveways; however, the new traffic signals proposed 
with the Selected Build Alternative would provide more gaps in the 
traffic flow and thus allow drivers to enter Connecticut Avenue. 

Driveway access for residents along the east side of 
Connecticut Avenue (a total of 7 driveways) is a concern. The 
Selected Build Alternative would increase traffic in front of these 
homes. 

Three of these 7 homes have a second means of access 
via Kensington Parkway. The remaining 4 homes will be offered the 
option of having their homes purchased at fair market price value 
when the project is constructed. 

A total of 42 pedestrians were observed on the westside 
of Connecticut Avenue between Woodlawn Road and Parsons Road during 
a 12-hour period. Pedestrian considerations will be included in 
the final design phase; these measures could include signal timing, 
pedestrian crosswalks and the possibility of constructing a 
sidewalk along the east side of Connecticut Avenue to improve 
pedestrian safety. 
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b. Transit 

The effect that the Selected Build Alternative would 
have on transit service on Kensington parkway was examined. 
Because there are no changes in the existing roadway configurations 
at the five legged Connecticut Avenue/Jones Bridge Road/Kensington 
Parkway intersection, both the Metrobus Routes L6 and L7 and the 
Route 33 Ride-on bus would continue to operate as at present. 

c. Safety 

Introduction 

An accident analysis has been prepared for portions of 
1-495, Connecticut Avenue and the I-495/Connecticut Avenue/Kensing- 
ton Parkway interchange. This analysis included all reported 
accidents which occurred from 1983 through 1986. 

1-495 Study Area 

1-495, from 0.4 mile west of Connecticut Avenue to 0.1 
mile east of Kensington Parkway, experienced an average accident 
rate of 134 accidents per one-hundred million vehicle miles of 
travel (lOOmvm) during the four year study period of 1983 through 
1986. This rate is above the statewide average rate of 71 
acc/lOOmvm for similar highways now under state maintenance. 

A total of 247 accidents were reported within the study 
limits during the four year period. The accident cost to the 
motoring and general public resulting from these accidents is 
estimated at approximately $820,000/100mvm. These accidents are 
listed below in Table 2 by severity, indicating number of fatali- 
ties, injuries and property damage accidents. 

TABLE 2: 1-495 ACCIDENT SEVERITY 

SEVERITY 1983 1984 1985 1986 TOTAL RATE 

STATEWIDE 
AVERAGE 

RATE 

Fatal Accidents 
# Killed 
Injury Accidents 
# Injured 
Prop. Dam. Ace. 

0 
0 

20 
40 
31 
51 

0 
0 

32 
45 
26 
58 

0 
0 

30 
52 
26 
56 

0 
0 

43 
83 
39 
82 

0 
0 

125 
220 
122 
247 

0 

68.0* 

66.3* 
134.3* 

0.7 

34.8 

35.8 
71.3 Total Accidents 

* Higher Than Statew ide Av erage R ate 

The collision types experienced on 1-495 within the 
study limits, in comparison to the statewide average rates for this 
type of highway are as shown in Table 3. 
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TABLE 3:  1-495 ACCIDENT TYPES 

COLLISION TYPE 
NUMBER OF ACCIDENTS 

1983-1986 RATE 
STATEWIDE 

AVERAGE RATE 

Angle 
Rear-end 
Fixed Object 
Sideswipe 
Parked Veh. 
Other 

1 
109 
44 
44 
5 

34 

0.5 
59.3* 
23.9* 
23.9* 
2.7 

18.5 

0.7 
22.8 
17.0 
12.8 
2.8 

13.8 

* Higher Than Statewide Average Rate 

The accident rates for the rear-end, sideswipe and 
fixed object collisions were above the statewide average rates. 
Rear-end and sideswipe accidents on a facility such as this are 
mainly associated with congestion and weaving conflicts. Of the 
total 44 fixed object accidents: 

29 occurred on the westbound roadway 
27 occurred on the left side (median side) of 

the roadway 
23 occurred during the hours of darkness 
15 involved vehicles hitting the guardrail 
9  involved vehicles hitting an embankment 
8  involved vehicles running into a ditch 

Truck vehicles accounted for 7.9 percent of the total 
vehicles involved in accidents which is above the expected range 
of values since trucks comprised 5.8 percent of the vehicular 
traffic volumes. Also, trucks were involved in 15 percent of the 
total accidents. 

There was one High Accident Section within the study 
limits; 1-495 from 0.3 mile west of Connecticut Avenue to Ken- 
sington Parkway (1983-41 ace, 1984-43 ace, 1985-45 ace, 1986-69 
ace) . 

Connecticut Avenue (Maryland Route 185) 

Connecticut Avenue, from 1-495 to Jones Bridge Road, 
experienced an average accident rate of 264 acc/lOOmvm during the 
four year study period. This rate is below the statewide average 
rate of 356 acc/lOOmvm for similar highways now under state 
maintenance. 

A total of 97 accidents were reported within the study 
limits during the study period. The accident cost to the motoring 
and general public resulting from these accidents is estimated at 
approximately $1.5 million/lOOmvm. These accidents are listed below 
in Table 4 by severity, indicating number of fatalities, injuries 
and property damage accidents. 
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TABLE 4: CONNECTICUT AVENUE ACCIDENT SEVERITY 

STATEWIDE 
AVERAGE 

SEVERITY 1983 1984 1985 1986 TOTAL RATE RATE 

Fatal Accidents 0 0 0 0 0 0 2.2 
# Killed 0 0 0 0 0   —— 
Injury Accidents 12 12 12 10 46 125.4 191.6 
# Injured 20 17 14 13 64     
Prop. Dam. Ace. 12 10 19 10 51 139.0 161.7 
Total Accidents 24 22 31 20 97 264.3 355.5 

The collision types experienced on Connecticut Avenue 
within the study limits, in comparison to the statewide average rates 
for this type of highway are as shown in Table 5. 

TABLE 5:  CONNECTICUT AVENUE ACCIDENT TYPES 

NUMBER OF ACCIDENTS STATEWIDE 
COLLISION TYPE 1983-1986 RATE AVERAGE RATE 

Angle 15 40.9 60.0 
Rear-end 32 87.2 104.8 
Fixed Object 7 19.1 35.0 
Sideswipe 12 32.7 36.1 
Left Turn 7 19.1 47.0 
Pedestrian 1 2.7 10.7 
Parked Veh. 2 5.4 8.2 
Other 21 57.2 48.2 

Intersection accidents accounted for 69 percent of the 
total accident experience. There was one High Accident Intersection 
within the study limits; Connecticut Avenue @ Jones Bridge Road 
(1983-18 acc, 1984-16 ace, 1985-15 ace, 1986-17 ace). 

I-495/Connecticut Avenue Interchange 

Four of the eight ramps at the I-495/Maryland Route 185 
interchange meet the statewide criteria for a High Accident 
Interchange Ramp.. These ramps are listed below: 

1) 1-495 westbound to Connecticut Avenue 
Northbound-15 acc 

8 wet, 6 rear-end, 4 fixed object 

2) 1-495 eastbound to Connecticut Avenue 
Northbound-33 acc 

31 wet, 29 fixed object 

3) 1-495 eastbound to Connecticut Avenue 
Southbound-16 acc 

14 rear-end 
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4)  Connecticut Avenue southbound to 1-495 
Westbound-6 ace 

6 wet, 4 fixed object 

The exit ramp from eastbound 1-495 to southbound 
Connecticut Avenue experienced 16 accidents during the study 
period. This ramp meets SHA's statewide criteria (5 acc/3yr) for 
a High Accident Interchange Ramp. Of the total 16 accidents, 14 
were rear-end collisions that occurred when vehicles exiting the 
ramp were forced to yield to traffic traveling southbound on 
Connecticut Avenue. 

The exit ramp from eastbound 1-495 to northbound 
Connecticut Avenue experienced 33 accidents during the study 
period. This ramp also meets SHA's statewide criteria for a High 
Accident Interchange Ramp. Of the total 33 accidents, 29 were 
fixed objects and 3 were rear-end collisions. Thirty-one (31) of 
these collisions occurred when the surface was wet. Most of the 
accidents occurred in the yield area and involved vehicles striking 
the curb. 

Kensington Parkway 

Kensington Parkway, from Connecticut Avenue to 1-495 
(including the ramp to 1-495), experienced 14 accidents during the 
four year study period of 1983 through 1986. There was one fatal 
accident within the study limits (the fatal accident involved a 
motorist, who had been drinking, and who left the roadway at a high 
rate of speed and struck a tree). 

Of the total 14 accidents, 9 were fixed object and 2 
were rear-end collisions. Six (6) of the fixed object collisions 
occurred when the surface was wet and 4 occurred on the ramp from 
Kensington Parkway to 1-495 eastbound. Also, all of the 14 
accidents involved at least one vehicle traveling northbound on 
Kensington Parkway. 

Summary 

1-495, from 0.4 mile west of Connecticut Avenue to 0.1 
mile east of Kensington Parkway is currently experiencing an 
accident rate that is higher than the statewide average rate. The 
accident rates for the rear-end, sideswipe and fixed object 
collision were higher than the statewide average rates. Connecticut 
Avenue, from 1-495 to Jones Bridge Road is currently experiencing 
an accident rate that is below the statewide average rate. There 
was one High Accident Section and one High Accident Intersection 
within the study limits. Four of the eight ramps at the I- 
495/Connecticut Avenue interchange meet SHA's criteria for High 
Accident Interchange Ramps. 
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The Selected Build Alternative is expected to improve 
the safety operations of the I-495/Connecticut Avenue interchange 
and considerably reduce safety problems along Kensington Parkway 
through the removal of interstate traffic from the Parkway - a 
local street. 

With reference to the four (4) High Accident Inter- 
change Ramps in the 1-495/Connecticut Avenue interchange (see 
listing on pages 111-14 and 111-15), the Selected Build Alternative 
is anticipated to improve traffic operations and safety along the 
1-495 eastbound to northbound Connecticut Avenue ramp. Option B 
will improve traffic safety along the 1-495 eastbound to southbound 
Connecticut Avenue ramp. The State Highway Administration's 
statewide program for High Accident Interchange ramps will address 
current safety conditions along all four ramps. 

3. Design Considerations 

The engineering aspects of the proposed Ramp N-E are based 
on 30 MPH design criteria at the diverge point from northbound 
Connecticut Avenue with an increase in the design speed to 50 MPH 
at the merge point with eastbound 1-495. Reconstruction of 
portions of Connecticut Avenue and existing Ramp B would be in 
accordance with the respective design criteria for these existing 
facilities. 

4. Environmental Consequences 

An Environmental Assessment (FHWA-MD - EA-87-09-D) was 
approved by the Federal Highway Administration on October 9, 1987. 

This section discusses the potential environmental impacts 
associated with the Selected Build Alternative. Minimization of 
impacts has been a primary goal in the development of the Build 
Alternative. Because the Build Alternative requires no right-of- 
way from adjacent properties, significant adverse impacts are not 
expected as a result of implementation of this project. 

a-  Socio-Economic and Land Use 

The Build Alternative would not require any private 
property, nor displace any buildings. At such point that the 
project may move toward construction, SHA will consider requests 
from the owners of the four residences on the east side of 
Connecticut Avenue between Jones Bridge Road and the; Beltway 
interchange whose only access is onto Connecticut Avenue (8905, 
8907, 8909, and 8911) to have their residences purchased at fair 
market value. The purchases would be on a purely voluntary basis 
and would not include any reimbursement for relocation expenses. 

The focus of this study is the heavy volume of traffic 
using Kensington Parkway to access eastbound 1-495. 
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The Build Alternative would relocate this traffic 

volume to northbound Connecticut Avenue, increasing the volume of 
traffic on Connecticut Avenue. This may result in additional minor 
social impacts along Connecticut Avenue, however, the change is 
not considered to be significant. 

Revision of the 1-495/Connecticut Avenue interchange 
and the Connecticut Avenue/Jones Bridge Road intersection is not 
anticipated to have a significant impact on the economic base of 
the study area, since it is already largely developed. The 
diversion of traffic from Kensington Parkway to Connecticut Avenue 
as proposed with the Build Alternative would be expected to 
slightly enhance property values along Kensington Parkway (30 
homes). 

All improvements would be constructed within the 
existing highway right-of-way and no parkland will be taken or 
physically impacted by this project. 

The proposed improvement is included in the 1970 Master 
Plan for Bethesda - Chevy Chase Planning Area and the July, 1984 
Final Draft Master Plan for this area. Implementation of the 
Selected Build Alternative will not result in adverse secondary 
impacts. 

b.  Natural Environment 

1. Stream Modification 

The proposed action will not require the relocation 
of any portion of Rock Creek or its tributaries. To prevent 
sedimentation in Rock Creek resulting from construction of the 
proposed improvements, a sediment control plan would be developed 
and applied throughout the project area. 

2. Stormwater Runoff - Quantity/Quality 

Water quality considerations and potential impacts 
would be addressed at two phases of project development. The first 
is during construction when clearing, grubbing and excavation could 
cause sedimentation of streams. The second occurs during operation, 
when special considerations are directed to reducing the quantity 
and rate of run-off (Stormwater Management) and to minimize the 
pollutant load carried by these waters (water quality). 

In the former case, removal of vegetation, 
alteration to topography, and an increase in the areas of imper- 
vious surfaces can increase the velocity of stormwater runoff, 
potentially adding to the sediment load discharged into adjacent 
surface water bodies. To minimize this effect, the removal of 
existing vegetation would be limited and all construction areas 
revegetated as quickly as possible. 
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Operations-related impacts result from increased 
levels of oil and other motor vehicle-related pollutants. These 
substances, in addition to deicing agents (road salt) used in the 
winter months, are flushed into nearby surface water bodies during 
storm conditions. Stormwater runoff can also carry agents used in 
the construction of permanent structures, including asphalt, 
cement, aggregates, paint, expansion joint compounds, and crack 
filters. Because the Build Alternative represents a percentage 
decrease in comparison to the No-Build Alternative in extent of 
paved areas, these operations-related impacts should not sig- 
nificantly increase. 

To the extent that runoff velocities are increased 
and impervious surfaces are added, groundwater infiltration is 
reduced and the potential impact on groundwater would increase. 

Impacts on surface water quality would be an- 
ticipated to be intermittent and localized in nature. No permanent 
significant adverse affects on any of the surface water bodies in 
the project area would be expected. What impacts occur would 
coincide with the first hours of periods of precipitation. These 
would give rise to insignificant increases in pollutant levels. 

State Water Resources Administration regulations 
.01-.10 Comar 08.05.05 "Storm Water Management" effective July 1, 
1984 requires water quality to be addressed in design. These 
regulations stipulate that the order of preference for stormwater 
management is as follows: 

a. Infiltration of runoff on site 
b. Flow attenuation by use of open vegetated 

swales and natural depressions 
c. Stormwater retention structures 
d. Stormwater detention structures 

Infiltration controls both the quality and quantity 
of runoff and is to be utilized wherever soil conditions and 
topography allow. Control, infiltration and attenuation methods 
will be designed in accordance with the "Maryland Standards and 
Specifications for Stormwater Management Infiltration Practices", 
Water Resources Administration, February, 1984. Retention and 
detention structures will be designed in accordance with "Soil 
Conservation Service Standards and Specifications for Ponds" No. 
378-1, July 1981. Since infiltration design applies to the two- and 
ten-year frequency storms, retention or detention structures will 
be used to control the 100-year design storm. 
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Sediment control plans,*which will be developed by 
the State Highway Administration during the final design phase and 
approved by the Water Resources Administration, will be strictly 
adhered to during the construction phase. These measures include 
stabilizing all exposed slopes as soon as practical to minimize the 
area exposed at any time and the appropriate placement and 
maintenance of sediment traps and other control measures. Because 
of the developed nature of the project area and the linear nature 
of the construction projects, the Selected Build Alternative and 
Option B are not expected to have a significant adverse effect on 
water resources. 

Potential adverse water runoff impacts will be 
further mitigated by the installation of stormwater management 
ponds and infiltration ponds. As previously discussed, the 
predominance of the well-drained soils throughout this project area 
should lend themselves to effective infiltration techniques. 

3. Wetlands 

There are no wetlands located in the immediate 
project area, consequently, the proposed improvements would have 
no effect on wetland areas. 

4. Floodplains 

There are no floodplains located in the immediate 
project area, consequently, the proposed improvements would have 
no effect on floodplain areas. 

5. Terrestrial and Acmatic Ecology 

The Selected Build Alternative will not result in 
significant impact to the overall terrestrial ecology of the study 
area. The major terrestrial impact would be the loss of deciduous 
woodland for the construction of Ramp N-E. Approximately 0.1 acres 
of woodland would be required. All of the affected woodlands are 
within the existing SHA owned right-of-way. 

None of the wooded areas that would be affected are 
known to be inhabited by wildlife of state-wide importance or to 
be otherwise notable or unique. 

6. Threatened or Endangered Species 

The proposed improvements will have no effect on 
any known threatened or endangered species. The U.S. Fish and 
Wildlife Service and the Maryland Department of Natural Resources 
have determined that there are no known Federal or State listed 
threatened or endangered species in the project area. These 
determinations were documented in Section V of the Environmental 
Assessment. 
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7.  Prime or Unicme Farmland 

While the Soil Conservation Service reports that 
there are some prime farmland soils in the project area, the 
intensity of development in the immediate project area would 
preclude any need to assess impacts to prime farmlands. The 
proposed improvements will have no affect on any prime or unique 
farmland (reference telephone conversation on 10 August 1987). 

c. Cultural Resources 

Coordination with the Maryland Historical Trust 
indicates that there are no significant historic or archaeological 
resources in the immediate project area. The Selected Build 
Alternative would thus have no affect on these resources (reference 
letter dated 18 August 1987 and included in Section, V of the 
Environmental Assessment). 

d. Air Quality 

An air quality analysis was conducted for the No-Build 
Alternative and Build Alternative. Using the MOBILE 3 and CALINE 
3 air quality models, one (l)-hour and eight (8)-hour carbon 
monoxide (CO) concentrations were determined for each of 6 
receptors (see Figure 1). 

The objective of this analysis was to compare the 
carbon monoxide (CO) concentrations estimated to result from the 
traffic configurations and volumes of each alternate with the State 
and National Ambient Air Quality Standards (S/NAAQS). The NAAQS and 
SAAQS are identical for CO: 35 PPM (parts per million) for the 
maximum 1-hour period and 9 PPM for the maximum consecutive 8-hour 
period. 

No violations of the 1-hour or 8-hour state/national 
ambient air quality standards for carbon monoxide will occur with 
the Selected Build Alternative in the completion year 1990 or the 
design year 2010. 

This project is within an air quality non-attainment 
area which has transportation control measures in the State 
Implementation Plan (SIP). This project conforms with the SIP 
since it is included in a conforming transportation improvement 
program. 

The construction phase of the proposed project has the 
potential of impacting the ambient air quality through such means 
as fugitive dust from grading operations and materials handling. 
The State Highway Administration has addressed this possibility by 
establishing Standard Specifications for Construction and Materials 
which specifies procedures to be followed by contractors involved 
in state work. 

The Air Quality Analysis Technical Report was submitted 
to the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency and the Maryland Air 
Management Administration for review and comment. Their comments 
can be found in Section V-C of this report. 
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The Maryland Air Management Administration was 
consulted to determine the adequacy of the Specifications in terms 
of satisfying the requirement of the Regulations Governing the 
Control of Air Pollution in the State of Maryland. The Maryland 
Bureau of Air Quality Control found that the specifications are 
consistent with the requirements of these regulations. Therefore, 
during the construction period, all appropriate measures (Code of 
Maryland Regulations 26.11.06.03 D) will be taken to minimize the 
impact on the air quality of the area. 

e.  Noise 

!•  Projected noise levels and abatement feasibility 

In accordance with the Federal-Aid Highway Program 
Manual, Volume 7, Chapter 7, Section 3 this project was analyzed 
for noise impacts. Noise mitigation is considered when Federal 
Highway Administration Noise Abatement Criteria are approached or 
exceeded or when predicted noise levels substantially exceed the 
existing levels (in Maryland this is 10 dBA or more) . The Noise 
Abatement Criteria for residential areas is 67 decibels. 

The following items were considered in determining 
potential noise impacts: 

1) Identification of existing land use. 
2) Existing noise levels. 
3) Prediction of future design year noise levels. 
4) Potential traffic increases. 

The factors which will be evaluated when determin- 
ing whether mitigation will be considered reasonable and feasible 
are: 

• Whether a substantial noise increase would 
result from the highway project—minimum of 5 
dBA increases—of Build over No-Build levels 
would occur in the design year of the project; 

• Whether a feasible method is available to 
reduce the noise; 

• Whether the cost of noise mitigation is 
reasonable for those receptors that are 
impacted-approximately $40,000 per impacted 
residence; 

• Whether the majority of the impacted residences 
were constructed before or after the construc- 
tion of the highway. 

An effective barrier should, in general, extend in 
both directions to four times the distance between receiver and 
roadway (source). In addition, an effective barrier should provide 
a 7-10 dBA reduction in the noise level as a preliminary design 
goal. However, any impacted noise receptor which will receive a 5 
decibel reduction is considered when determining the cost effec- 
tiveness of a barrier. 
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Whether a barrier is cost-effective or reasonable 
is determined by dividing the total number of impacted sensitive 
sites in a specified noise sensitive area, that will receive at 
least a 5 dBA reduction of noise levels, into the total cost of the 
noise mitigation. For the purpose of comparison, a total cost of 
$27 per square foot is assumed to estimate total barrier cost. This 
cost figure is based upon current costs experienced by the Maryland 
State Highway Administration and includes the cost of panels, 
footing, drainage, landscaping, and overhead. The State Highway 
Administration has established approximately $40,000 per residence 
protected as being the maximum cost for a barrier to be considered 
reasonable. 

A noise impact analysis was conducted for the I- 
495/Connecticut Avenue Interchange Study. Noise sensitive areas 
were identified along both of the major roadways (Connecticut 
Avenue and Kensington Parkway) within the study area. A total of 
6 sites were selected for ambient noise measurements and design 
year (2010) noise levels were predicted for interchange improvement 
alternatives (No-Build and Build). 

Detailed information on the noise analysis study 
is presented in the I-495/Connecticut Avenue Interchange - Noise 
Impact Analysis Report. This report is available for review at the 
Maryland State Highway Administration, Project Planning Division, 
707 North Calvert Street, Baltimore, Maryland. 

The method used to predict the future noise levels 
produced by the No-Build and Build Alternatives was developed by 
the Federal Highway Administration. The computer model derived from 
this method, called STAMINA 2.0, utilizes an experimentally and 
statistically determined reference sound level for three classes 
of vehicles (autos, medium duty trucks, and heavy duty trucks) and 
applies a series of adjustments to each reference level to arrive 
at the predicted sound level. The adjustments include (1) traffic 
flow corrections, taking into account number of vehicles, average 
vehicle speed,and a specific time period of consideration; and (2) 
an adjustment for various types of physical barriers that would 
reduce noise transmissions from source (roadway) to receiver. 

See Table 6 for the results of this analysis. 

The determination of environmental noise impact is 
based on the relationship between the predicted noise levels, the 
established noise abatement criteria and the ambient noise levels 
in the project area. The applicable standard is the Federal 
Highway Administration's Noise Abatement Criteria/Activity 
Relationship published in FHPM 7-7-3. 

The ambient noise levels for NSA's 2 thru 5 exceed 
the predicted No-Build noise levels for the following reasons: 1) 
Traffic volumes associated with the year when ambients were 
measured (existing year) are lower than the volumes associated with 
the No-Build noise levels predicted for the year 2010. The lower 
volumes for the ambient year result in higher traffic speeds and 
higher noise levels than the design year No-Build 2010 condition 
of higher volumes and lower speeds; and, 2) Ambient noise levels 
represent a worst case condition as they were taken at peak noise 
time periods. 
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1-495 (CAPITAL BELTWAY) & 
CONNECTICUT AVENUE INTERCHANGE 

TABLE    6:   COMPARISON OF AMBIENT AND PREDICTED Leq NOISE LEVELS 

AMBIENT NOISE RECEPTOR NUMBERS 
AND MEASUREMENT LOCATIONS (1) 

DISTANCE FROM 
CENTERLINE OF 
NEAREST ROADWAY 

AMBIENT Leq 
NOISE 

MEASUREMENTS 
(dBA) (2) 

FHWA 
LAND USE 
CATEGORY & 
MAX. Leq 
PERMITTED 

PREDICTED Leq FOR 
DESIGN YEAR 2010 (dBA) (3) 

NO 
BUILD BUILD 

BUILD - 
OPTION A 

1 Residence in the village of 
North Chevy Chase 
3612 Faircastle Drive 

2 Residence in the Village of 
North Chevy Chase 
8907 Kensington parkway 

3 Residence in the village of 
North Chevy Chase 
3820 Inverness Drive 

4 Residence/Office of Christian Churches, 
in the village of North Chevy Chase 
8901 Connecticut Avenue 

5 Residence in the village of 
North Chevy Chase 
8911 Connecticut Avenue 

6 Residence on Connecticut Avenue 
8904 Connecticut Avenue 

140' 

55' 

100' 

60' 

50' 

60' 

66 

65 

63 

71 

72 

69 

B   67 

B   67 

B   67 

B   67 

B   67 

B  67 

66 

62 

60 

69 

71 

69 

64 

55 

60 

69 

71 

70 

64 

55 

60 

69 

71 

70 

NOTES                                                                                               ••—' 

(1) See Figure 1 

(2) Ambient noise monitoring conducted               ' 70 underlined noise levels exceed FHWA 
during following time periods:                        noise abatement criteria for land use 

AM peak  7:00 - 9:15 AK                           category B (67 dBA exterior) 
OFF Peak 10:00 - 2:00 
PM peak  3:30 - 6:30 PM 

Indicated noise level is highest Leq monitored. 

(3) Assumes 8 lane operations on 1-495 
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As indicated on Table 6, the noise analys 
indicated that predicted design year noise levels do not exceed 
ambient noise levels by lOdBA or greater at any of the six receptor 
locations. Based on this assessment alone, none of the sites would 
qualify for abatement measures, however, sites 4, 5, and 6 located 
on Connecticut Avenue were identified as having predicted design 
year noise level in excess of the FHwA Noise Abatement criteria. 
Predicted noise levels in the design year at sites 4, 5, and 6 
would exceed the 67 dBA criteria by 2 decibels at site 4, 4 
decibels at site 5, and 3 decibels at site 6. All three sites have 
ambient noise levels that presently exceed the FHWA 67 dBA 
criteria. 

NSA 4 and 5 (see Figure 1) 

Eleven (11) single family residences are located 
in the noise sensitive area along the east side of Connecticut 
Avenue between Montrose Drive and 1-495 (this number includes 
several in-house offices). With Build noise levels ranging from 
69 dBA to 71 dBA (see Table 6) , this area qualifies for noise 
abatement consideration. 

Noise levels for this area could be abated 5 to 6 
dBA with construction of a noise wall along the east side right- 
of-way line of Connecticut Avenue (in front of the homes) . The 
required wall would: 

• be 1,100 feet long. 

• be 15 feet high. 

• cost $446,000 (wall construction cost only). 

• have a cost per residence of $40,500. 

Construction of this wall would require the 
blocking of the driveway accesses on nine (9) residences as they 
now exist. Wall construction would also require the acquisition of 
the four (4) homes with sole access on Connecticut Avenue (8905, 
8907, 8909, 8911) since access would be blocked by the wall. This 
would raise the wall cost above $446,000 and reduce the number of 
residences protected by the wall, thus increasing the cost per 
residence above the $40,500 cited above. 

It should be noted that driveway access would be 
denied only with the wall construction and not with the proposed 
project. The proposed project's offer to purchase four (4) of these 
homes with sole access on Connecticut Avenue would not reduce the 
number of residences whose driveway access is blocked by the wall 
since SHA will purchase the homes only at the homeowner's request. 
SHA intends to resell the homes, thus retaining the residential 
nature of the properties. To deny access is not reasonable and to 
leave so many breaks in the wall for access would eliminate the 
wall's effectiveness. 

isV^ 
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In addition, construction of the wall would not 
allow for the possible construction of the sidewalk that will be 
investigated during the design phase for the east side of 
Connecticut Avenue and would be aesthetically intrusive to the 
character of the community. 

In summary, based on the above, construction of 
this wall is not reasonable and feasible. 

NSA 6 (see Figure 1) 

Eleven (11) single family residences are located 
in the noise sensitive area along the west side of Connecticut 
Avenue between Jones Bridge Road and 1-495. With a Build noise 
level of 69 dBA (see Table 6), this area qualifies for noise 
abatement consideration. 

Noise levels for this area could be abated 5 to 6 
dBA with construction of a noise wall along the west side right- 
of-way line of Connecticut Avenue (in front of the homes) . The 
required wall would: 

• be 1,250 feet long. 

• be 15 feet high. 

• cost $506,000. 

• have a cost per residence of $46,500. 

Construction of this wall would require the blocking of the 
driveway accesses on five (5) residences as they now exist. In 
addition, access from three (3) local streets to Connecticut Avenue 
would be denied (Parsons Street, Montrose Drive and Woodlawn Road). 
The cost per residence of this wall exceeds the allowable cost 
per impacted residence of approximately $40,000. To deny this 
access is not reasonable and to leave so many breaks in the wall 
for driveway and street access would eliminate the wall's 
effectiveness. Therefore, based on the above, construction of this 
wall is not reasonable and feasible. 

In addition to noise walls, other abatement measures 
were considered as addressed in the Federal-Aid Highway Program 
Manual 7-7-3.  These included: 

1. Traffic Management Measures (e.g., traffic control 
devices and signing for prohibition of certain vehicles 
(heavy trucks) , time use restrictions for certain types 
of vehicles, modified speed limits and exclusion lane 
designations). 

These types of measures are not appropriate for a state 
highway serving as access to 1-495. It is not legally 
possible to prohibit heavy trucks from Connecticut 
Avenue. 

i\$ 
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2. Alterations of Horizontal and Vertical Alignment 

Changes in the vertical alignment are not feasible as 
a mitigation measure because this would involve 
reconstruction along the existing roadway. This 
reconstruction would result in prohibitive additional 
costs and impacts. 

3. Acquisition of Real Property or Property Rights to 
Establish Buffer Zones or Install Earth Berms. 

Because insufficient land is available to install 
buffer zones or earth berms for NSA's 4, 5 and 6, no 
options other than the possible purchase of the four 
homes along the east side of Connecticut Avenue whose 
only driveway access is onto Connecticut Avenue were 
evaluated. 
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C.  SUMMARY OF PUBLIC INVOLVEMENT 

Prior to the Public Hearing, numerous informal meetings were 
held with neighborhood representatives in order to brief them on 
the purpose of this study, the range of alternatives to be 
evaluated and evaluation methods. 

The following summarizes the comments resulting from the 
Combined Location/Design Public Hearing held November 16, 1987 at 
the North Chevy Chase Elementary School (see Section IV and V of 
this report for the Verbal and Written comments received at and 
subsequent to the Public Hearing): 

TABLE 7: SUMMARY OP PUBLIC COMMENTS 

TOTAL 
NUMBER 

1         PREFERENCE (if aiven^ 
NO-BUILD BUILD OPTIONS m 

Verbal 
attended by 
350+ people 

42 17 16 - Limited support 
for A, B, G 

- Opposition to 
D, E, F 

Written 

o Community 
Associations 

4 2 2 - Support for SB 
Kensington Pkwy 
movement 

o Petitions 2 1 
(244 

signatures) 

1 
(132 
homes) 

- none expressed 

o Individuals 104 69 20 - Limited support 
to A, B, G 

- Opposition to 
C, D, E, F 

NOTES 

(1)  Preference s not universally expressed for options. 

A 1 

This project was also presented to the Montgomery County 
Planning Board on December 3, 1987 and on November 17, 1988. 
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D.  TEAM RECOMMENDATION 

The Project Planning Team recommended the selection of the 
Build Alternative, with further consideration of Option B to be 
addressed in final design. Actions to address concerns raised 
through the study process are presented on page II-2 and Figure 1 
of this report. 

The Build Alternative is supported by Montgomery County and the 
Maryland-National Capital Park and Planning Commission. 
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IV. PUBLIC HEARING 
COMMENTS 
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INTERSTATE ROUTE 495/MARYLAND ROUTE 185 
INTERCHANGE RECONSTRUCTION 

CONTRACT NUMBER M 600-101-370 

FINDING OF NO SIGNIFICANT IMPACT 

IV.  PUBLIC HEARING COMMENTS 

A. COMBINED LOCATION/DESIGN PUBLIC HEARING 

A Combined Location/Design Public Hearing was held on November 
16, 1987 at the North Chevy Chase Elementary School in Chevy Chase, 
Maryland. The purpose of the Hearing was to present the results 
of the engineering and environmental studies completed for the 
interchange reconstruction project and to receive public comments. 
Approximately 350 people attended the Hearing, and 36 individuals 
made public statements following the presentation by the SHA 
Project Planning Team (17 in favor of the No-Build, 16 in favor of 
the Build, and 3 offered no comments). 

In addition to the No-Build and Build Alternatives, Build 
Options A through G were also presented. 

The following is a summary of the public statements made during 
the Combined Location/Design Public Hearing and the responses 
offered by SHA (page reference is to the transcript). A complete 
Hearing transcript is available for review in the Project Develop- 
ment Division offices, State Highway Administration, 707 North 
Calvert Street, Baltimore, Maryland 21202. Written comments 
received during or after the Hearing are discussed in the cor- 
respondence section of this document (Section V.). 

B. PUBLIC HEARING COMMENTS - ORAL 

1'     Mr. Jeff Noahf Chairman of the Citizens Committee of the 
Village of North Chevy Chase, (p.27) 

Comment: Mr. Noah strongly supported SHA's study to remove 
the Beltway ramp from Kensington Parkway (i.e. the Build Alterna- 
tive) . He noted that North Chevy Chase is a residential community 
of 200 households and stated that they have had " 20 hazardous 
years of Kensington Parkway being used as a Beltway ramp". He 
noted that one of the ironic circumstances of this situation is 
that as a special taxing district, the village of North Chevy Chase 
is responsible for the maintenance and upkeep of Kensington Parkway 
and SHA's 11,000 commuter cars a day which "...literally divide 
the community in two". Mr. Noah also reguested that should 
Kensington Parkway be closed at the Jones Bridge/Connecticut Avenue 
Kensington Parkway interchange, the green road (Option A) be 
constructed. He concluded his statement by submitting for the 
record the names of 244 signers of a petition supporting the 
removal of the Beltway ramp from Kensington Parkway, along with a 
letter of support from the Montgomery Chapter of the Maryland 
Municipal League. 
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SHA Response; The Selected Build Alternative addresses the issues 
raised by Mr. Noah. The Kensington Parkway traffic movement at the 
Connecticut Avenue/Jones Bridge Road/Kensington Parkway intersec- 
tion will not be modified — the green road (Option A) has been 
dropped from further consideration. 

2. Dr. Edward J. Leonard, Treasure of the Village Committee 
of North Chevy Chase, (p.30) 

Comment; Dr. Leonard spoke strongly in favor of the relocation 
of the Beltway entrance ramp from Kensington Parkway to Connecticut 
Avenue. He reiterated SHA's "...long standing verbal commitment 
from the State Roads Commission that the ramps would be removed" 
following their temporary placement at Kensington Parkway. He 
noted that this commitment was confirmed in the "VCC Master Plan 
of 1970 which specified relocation of the ramps in Connecticut 
Avenue". He applauded SHA's relocation of the Beltway exit ramp 
from Kensington Parkway to Connecticut Avenue in 1981, and 
requested that SHA complete the removal of all interstate traffic 
on Kensington Parkway. He also spoke in favor of Build Option A. 
He concluded his remarks by stating that the central issue here is 
that "...Kensington Parkway is a local road. It is not designed 
for commuter traffic." 

SHA Response; See Response number 1. 

3. Ms. Barbara Gregg, 3601 Dundee Drive, (p.34) 

Comment; Ms. Gregg addressed community values in North Chevy 
Chase and stated that "...the existence of Kensington Parkway 
barrier makes it difficult to sustain the relationships necessary 
for a strong, cohesive community." She concluded her remarks by 
supporting the Build Alternative and Option A, along with any other 
improvements which alleviate negative impacts to the public living 
along Connecticut Avenue. 

SHA Response; See Response number 1. 

4. Mr. John Schnitker, 9006 Montgomery Avenue, (p.3 6) 

Comment; Mr. Schnitker is Secretary of the Village governing 
body, the Citizens Committee of North Chevy Chase. Mr. Schnitker 
spoke in favor of the Build alternative, and emphasizedi that it 
must include Option A if the Kensington Parkway intersection is 
going to be altered at Jones Bridge Road/Connecticut Avenue. He 
also noted that trucks frequently ignore the prohibition on truck 
traffic on Kensington Parkway and thus stated that the potential 
increase in truck volumes associated with the relocation of the on- 
ramp from Kensington Parkway to Connecticut Avenue are simply not 
significant to warrant the expressions of concern which have been 
raised by some about this issue. He also noted that relocation of 
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the ramp should not be seen as a precursor for future development 
on Connecticut Avenue south of Jones Bridge Road. He stated that 
"...developers will have an uphill task of demonstrating the 
proposed use to meet the stringent requirements of Mayor Manuela." 

SHA Response; See Response number 1. 

5. Ms. Karen Hainlein. 3605 Kenilworth Driveway, (p.40) 

Comment; Ms. Hainlein addressed community problems associated 
with gaining access to the Rock Creek Park bicycle path, especially 
in view of the high speed traffic that uses Kensington Parkway to 
access the Beltway. She stated that Kensington Parkway is a 
barrier, " — it divides our small community". She supported the 
Build Alternative. 

SHA Response; See Response number 1. 

6. Mr. George Lear. 9005 Kensington Parkway, (p. 41) 

Comment; Mr. Lear noted that Kensington Parkway is a local 
residential street, and was "...never built to meet the safety 
standards and engineering principles for a high-speed traffic 
artery to the Beltway". He noted that since 1983, more than 14 
accidents along Kensington Parkway had been reported. He presented 
photographs typical of accidents that go unreported to the police 
and noted that last year, over a short period of hours, three 
separate skidding accidents occurred. He supported selection of 
the Build alternative. 

SHA Response; See Response number 1. 

7. Ms. Marilyn Levitt. Manager, Village of North Chevy Chase, 
(p. 43) 

Comment; Ms. Levitt spoke not as a resident of the Village, 
but as a mother of two elementary school children and Co-President 
of the North Chevy Chase Elementary School PTA. She presented 
slides which addressed the community split that occurs as a result 
of the use of Kensington Parkway for access to the Beltway. She 
noted that community visiting back and forth has been impeded by 
the "...physical barrier presented by the heavy and rapid traffic 
heading for the ramp on Kensington Parkway". She also addressed 
cut-through traffic on East Inverness Drive, and expressed concern 
about traffic cutting through her community to access the Ken- 
sington Parkway ramp. In addition to supporting the Build 
Alternative, she urged adoption of Option A if Kensington Parkway 
southbound is closed at Connecticut Avenue. Option A would permit 
continuation of the ride-on bus service which is used by her 
husband. 

SHA Response; See Response number 1. 
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8. Mr. Paul Ferrerof 3705 Houston Drive, (p. 47) 

Comment; Mr. Ferrero, who has been a resident of the community 
for 46 years, reviewed the planning and design history which 
permitted the State Roads Commission to place the Beltway inter- 
change ramps onto Kensington Parkway. He noted that the community 
of North Chevy Chase, which is a separate special taxing; area, was 
never consulted regarding this proposal. After the proposal would 
be presented, assurances were given by SRC representatives that the 
"... arrangement of the ramps was temporary". He concluded his 
statement by requesting that the SHA make good on its commitment 
for a temporary ramp connection. 

SHA Response; See Response number 1. 

9. Mr. Robert Pleasure, 3604 Inverness Drive, (p. 48) 

Comment: Mr. Pleasure spoke in favor of the Build Alternative 
and Option A. He discussed accident problems associated with use 
of Kensington Parkway and discussed the posted speed limit. He 
concluded his remarks by noting that the "...public interest 
clearly lies with safety and with removing the access ramp." 

SHA Response; See Response number 1. 

10. Mr. Hessellf Attorney Representing the Chevy Chase Valley 
Citizens Association, (p. 51) 

Comment; Before beginning his remarks, Mr. Hessell requested 
that SHA include all comments received as a part of the Montgomery 
County Planning Board's "Mandatory Referral" process in the 
transcript. Speaking on behalf of the Chevy Chase Valley Citizens 
Association, Mr. Hessell supported the No-Build for the primary 
reason of adverse traffic impacts along Connecticut Avenue 
associated with the relocated ramp, as well as the potential 
increase of cut through traffic. He noted that the relocation of 
the exit ramp from Kensington Parkway to Connecticut Avenue in 1981 
was accomplished without public input. He stated that "Connecticut 
Avenue was narrower than Kensington Parkway 27 years ago. 
Residents along Connecticut Avenue have had 90% of the through 
traffic dumped on their lawns and it continued to get half of the 
difference of growth since 1981". He encouraged those present at 
the Hearing to take a walk along Connecticut Avenue and experience 
what it is like. He cited three problems with the Environmental 
Assessment. The EA begins with a premise "How do we get traffic 
off of Kensington Parkway?" It should address the question "What 
is best for traffic in this area?" He also noted that the 
Environmental Assessment does not fully address all issues, such 
as traffic service on Connecticut Avenue, etc. 
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Mr. Hessell exceeded his four minute time allotment, 
and was requested to hold the completion of his comments until all 
speakers had presented. He concluded his comments by strongly 
opposing SHA's proposal, then discussing Option B ("looks good") 
and Option G ("may need some work"). He noted that he will "file 
whatever protest I can". 

SHA Response: In the summer of 1987, SHA representatives met with 
Mr. Hessell and other Chevy Chase Valley residents to discuss the 
scope and approach and development of alternatives to this project. 
As discussed during that meeting, the No-Build and Build Alterna- 
tives for relocation of Ramp H from Kensington Parkway were 
discussed. As a result of this community meeting and other 
community meetings, as well as input received from elected 
officials and other agency representatives, a series of Build 
options was developed to test various possible solutions. Both the 
No-Build and Build Alternatives, as well as Options A through G, 
are fully discussed in the Environmental Assessment and were 
presented at the Public Hearing. 

To the extent feasible, the selected Build Alternative 
will be constructed within existing State Highway Administration 
right of way and within existing curbs wherever possible. 

11. Mr. Robert Curran. 8810 Connecticut Avenue, (p. 57) 

Comment: Mr. Curran moved into his home on December 31, 1956. 
He offered for the public record photographs taken in front of his 
home in April, 1959, which showed that Connecticut Avenue was just 
a small two lane country road.  He noted that in response to 
questions from neighbors in North Chevy Chase, asking " why did 
you buy on Connecticut Avenue?" he noted that the picture is self- 
explanatory — Connecticut Avenue was once a nice country road. 
He then presented recent photographs of Connecticut Avenue, noting 
the massive traffic flows. Several other slides of Connecticut 
Avenue noting bus stops, sidewalks (lack of), and traffic conges- 
tion were also presented. He concluded his comment by noting that 
the proposed plan will continue the process of widening Connecticut 
Avenue, taking more of the front yards. He asked "Is it fair to 
have Connecticut Avenue residents suffer additional hardship so 
that Kensington Parkway residents can enjoy a decrease in traffic 
at our expense?" 

SHA Response: To the extent feasible, all improvements in conjunc- 
tion with the Selected Build Alternative will be made within 
existing State Highway Administration right of way and within 
existing curbs whenever possible. Traffic analyses indicate that 
widening Connecticut Avenue between the interchange project and the 
Jones Bridge Road intersection is not cost effective. Other than 
normal maintenance or safety improvements, no widening is planned 
on Connecticut Avenue south of Jones Bridge Road. SHA believes 
that the elected officials and the Montgomery County Planning Board 
both properly recognize the function of Kensington Parkway as a 
local road and its inappropriateness to be carrying major traffic 
volumes accessing the beltway. 
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12. Ms. Mary Ann Berberich, 3909 Montrose Driveway, (p.60) 

Comment; Ms. Berberich has been a resident on Montrose 
Driveway for the past seventeen years and is currently President 
of the Council of the Chevy Chase Valley Citizens Association. She 
stated that the. original Beltway/Connecticut Avenue interchange, 
in addition to being quite safe, "...equitably distributed the 
Beltway generated traffic between the two similar residential 
communities located in the immediate area". At that time, Connec- 
ticut Avenue and Kensington Parkway shared the north-south local 
and through traffic. She then showed slides which illustrated the 
consequences of SHA's 1981 decision to relocate the Beltway exit 
ramp to Connecticut Avenue and the resulting traffic problems. She 
also showed slides of vehicles attempting to access Jones Bridge 
Road and Connecticut Avenue from their community. She noted that 
since 1960, after Connecticut Avenue was widened, children have had 
to be bussed to school because of problems at the Connecticut 
Avenue/Kensington Parkway/Jones Bridge Road intersection. 

She also expressed concern that the Build Alternative 
Ramp N-E would result in a diversion of Jones Bridge Road traffic 
through their community in order to take a "cut through" route. 
Ms. Berberich supported the No-Build Alternative. 

SHA Response: The distribution of traffic between Connecticut 
Avenue and Kensington Parkway must address the functional classi- 
fication of each facility. Kensington Parkway is a local residen- 
tial street, not appropriate for interstate traffic. SHA will 
request that Montgomery County consider installing a traffic signal 
at the intersection of Spring Valley Road and Jones Bridge Road. 
This signal would facilitate movements out of the Chevy Chase 
Valley community. Although it is not anticipated that cut through 
vehicles will use the community, installation of sign prohibitions 
at Connecticut Avenue/Woodlawn would eliminate this problem should 
it occur. 

13. Mr. John D. Alexopoulos. 8911 Connecticut Avenue, (p. 65) 

Comment: Mr. Alexopoulos expressed concern that the experts 
show "...no sensitivity, no compassion, and no consideration for 
human lives." He opposed the conversion of Connecticut Avenue from 
a residential road to an "...empty space without people, without 
houses — just cars moving along". He opposed all Alternatives 
except the No-Build. 

SHA Response: SHA fully supports the residential character of 
Connecticut Avenue, but in view of the inappropriateness of major 
interstate traffic on Kensington Parkway, believes that the 
relocation of this ramp from Kensington Parkway to Connecticut 
Avenue is the proper action. For those residents on the east side 
of Connecticut Avenue whose only access is on to Connecticut Avenue 
(including in Alexopoulos' house), SHA will consider purchasing 
their residences at fair market value. The purchases would be on 
a purely voluntary basis and would not include any reimbursement 
for relocation expenses. 
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14• Ms. Sandra Alexopoulos, 8911 Connecticut Avenue, (p. 66) 

Comment: Ms. Alexopoulos stated that she and her husband have 
lived on the east side of Connecticut Avenue for the past ten 
years. She spoke on behalf of residents of the Village of North 
Chevy Chase who oppose the ramp relocation. These residents on 
Connecticut Avenue "...have watched Connecticut Avenue grow from 
2 lanes to 6 lanes..." and have watched their "...front yards and 
driveways become ever smaller and more dangerous". She stated that 
they "...have assumed our share of traffic burden ~ more than our 
share — without complaint: but now, we say enough". She expressed 
strong concern that noise abatement measures were not proposed for 
this project. She noted that one of her family members "...is 
severely hearing impaired and has been advised by his doctor that 
any increase in noise could seriously damage the little hearing he 
has left". She stated that the families living along Connecticut 
Avenue are "...endangered species..." if the ramp is relocated. 

SHA Response: See Response number 13. Detailed air quality and 
noise assessments were completed for the project and noise barriers 
and other mitigation measures are not reasonable given the number 
of driveways along both sides of Connecticut Avenue. 

15- Mr. Arnold Mitchumr 3901 Woodlawn Road, (p. 69) 

Comment: Mr. Mitchum is opposed to building anything at this 
interchange, and that the environmental study has "serious flaws". 
For instance, problems caused by vibration are not addressed. He 
stated that although the neighborhood was noisy when he purchased 
his house a year and a half ago, it has gotten worse, particularly 
because SHA has not repaired Connecticut Avenue. He also expressed 
concern about safety. Vehicles speed along Connecticut Avenue in 
excess of the speed limit, making it difficult for children to 
cross the street. He also noted that cut through traffic has been 
a problem. Most recently, a cut through driver forced his son's 
vehicle off the road and into an accident (car totalled) . Mr. 
Mitchum is opposed to all alternatives with the possible exception 
of Option G. He requested consideration for not only the people 
living along Kensington Parkway, but also the residential proper- 
ties along Connecticut Avenue. 

SHA Response: See Response numbers 12, 13 and 14. In addition, 
SHA conducted a vibration study at one residence located on the 
west side of Connecticut Avenue. The results of this study 
indicated that while traffic generated vibrations are clearly 
discernable within the residences, their intensity is low and not 
structurally damaging to the property. 
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16. Mr. John Mathias. 8812 Connecticut Avenue, (p. 73) 

Comment: Mr. Mathias has been a resident of the west side of 
Connecticut Avenue for the past 24 years. He is strongly opposed 
to any of the Build options, primarily because of the existing 
hazards which pedestrians must experience in order to cross 
Connecticut Avenue. Continuous moving traffic will cause unaccept- 
able hazards and completely isolate the Chevy Chase Valley 
community. He noted that until SHA addresses the traffic problems 
in the entire Connecticut Avenue corridor, they should not engage 
in patchwork programs that will make things worse. He concluded 
his statement by noting the residents of Connecticut Avenue 
purchased their homes with an implied commitment that the inter- 
change ramps would remain split between Connecticut Avenue and 
Kensington Parkway. 

SHA Response: See Response numbers 12, 13 and 14. 

17. Mr. Frank Vartaric. representing Coalition on Sensible 
Transportation, (p. 76) 

Comment: In addition to protesting the sudden inclusion of the 
four minute hearing presentation rule, Mr. Vartaric presented 
slides summarizing his analyses of the Environmental Assessment 
and study options. He criticized SHA for not including; the ramp 
deficiencies associated with this interchange in the previous 
Beltway widening environmental statements. He critiqued each of 
the options, noting deficiencies. With reference to Option B, he 
expressed concern about potential "grid lock conditions". He also 
expressed concern that a sidewalk does not exist on the east side 
of Connecticut Avenue. Sidewalks and cross walks are not suffi- 
cient along Connecticut Avenue, and how can "...we expect pedes- 
trians or the handicapped" to use this route? 

SHA Response: With the exception of future consideration for Option 
B, none of the previous Build Options have been selected. When the 
project enters the design phase, SHA will investigate the feasibil- 
ity, cost, and impact of constructing a sidewalk along the east 
side of Connecticut Avenue and will coordinate with the County and 
adjacent property owners before making a decision of whether or not 
to construct such a sidewalk. Other pedestrian safety measures, 
including improved cross walks, will be included in the Selected 
Build Alternative. 

18. Gordon Fowler. Director of Chevy Chase Recreation Associa- 
tion (CCRA) (p. 82) 

Comment: Mr. Fowler is also on the Board of Hamlet Citizens 
Association, which is a community behind 8101 Connecticut Avenue. 
Speaking on behalf of the CCRA, Mr. Fowler noted that CCRA is a 
swim and tennis club with about 800 members. In addition, a 100 
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student nursery is on the grounds. There is in-traffic at 9 
o'clock in the morning, out-traffic at 11:45 am, in-traffic at 
12:15 pm, out-traffic at 2 PM and out-traffic at 3 PM. Mr. Fowler 
was opposed to Options D and G, arid any general rebuilding of 
Connecticut Avenue and the Jones Bridge Road intersection. He also 
expressed concern that the provision of 3 southbound lanes on 
Connecticut Avenue with an additional curb lane for right turns 
only to Jones Bridge Road would result in vehicles being forced to 
shift over one lane to avoid the forced right turn at Jones Bridge 
Road. If there is construction proposed, pedestrian and bicycle 
access to Rock Creek Park should be enhanced. 

SHA Response: Neither Options D or G are a part of the Selected 
Build alternative, although a right turn only lane is proposed at 
Jones Bridge Road intersection. This lane, which would be 
accommodated by a lane shift into the existing left turn bays at 
Connecticut Avenue/Jones Bridge Road, will encourage drivers to 
turn right at Jones Bridge Road. Southbound transit vehicles will 
be permitted to continue through the intersection. Pedestrian 
measures will be included in the final design. 

19• Mr. Fred Lawrence. 8806 Spring Valley Road, (p. 86) 

Comment: Mr. Lawrence proposed increase mass transit as an 
option for reducing the total number of vehicles coming through 
the residential communities on Connecticut Avenue and Kensington 
Parkway. He suggested additional traffic signals along Kensington 
Parkway to control speeders. He was strongly opposed to Option A 
and encouraged construction of sidewalks along Connecticut Avenue. 
He also noted that a 20% projected increase in traffic in the next 
33 years seems low. 

SHA Response: The Selected Build Alternative would continue to 
permit the operation of bus transit as it currently exists today. 
Increased mass transit usage would not be anticipated to improve 
traffic operations or significantly reduce vehicular traffic 
volumes through the 1-495/Connecticut Avenue interchange. The 
provision of additional traffic signals on Kensington Parkway would 
result in increased rear end accidents. As discussed in other 
responses, sidewalks will be evaluated along the east side of 
Connecticut Avenue during final design. The "low" 20% projected 
increase in traffic by the design year reflects the fact that the 
study area is largely "built out" and significant new traffic 
generators are not anticipated. 

20. Mr. Douglass Dolan. 3701 Houston Drive, (p. 89) 

Comment: Mr. Dolan stated that the point of this meeting is 
not specific traffic volumes on Kensington Parkway, but the fact 
that the Beltway ramps onto Kensington Parkway are illegal because 
they connect to a local residential street. He emphasized the 
existing safety problems associated with Ramp H from Kensington 
Parkway. Mr. Dolan stated that Ramp H (northbound Kensington 
Parkway to eastbound 1-495) was "open prematurely 23 years ago and 
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a little girl 5 days shy of her 13th birthday died on that ramp. 
That girl was my daughter." 

SHA Response; The selected action would relocate all interstate 
traffic from Kensington Parkway to Connecticut Avenue. 

21. Mr. Monroe Vincent, 3905 Jones Bridge Road, (p. 90) 

Comment: Mr. Vincent has been a resident of Jones Bridge Road 
for over 30 years. He noted that previous pictures of Connecticut 
Avenue in the old days brought back fond memories. He expressed 
support for depressing Connecticut Avenue under Jones Bridge Road 
as recommended in County Plan 2000. He suggested that the impacts 
associated with this plan would probably be less than those 
currently anticipated. He also suggested that SHA consider a 
cutoff for eastbound traffic on 1-495 to access Hawkins Lane and 
then west on Jones Bridge Road instead of using Connecticut Avenue. 
This would accommodate easier traffic movements for residents along 
Connecticut Avenue. 

SHA Response: The Connecticut Avenue underpass proposed in Plan 
2000 would cost approximately $20 million to $30 million, far in 
excess of available SHA resources for this project. In addition, 
the scale of this depressed facility would not be in keeping with 
remaining portions of Connecticut Avenue. 

Mr. Vincent's suggestion for an exit ramp from 1-495 
to Hawkins Lane, a local residential street, would be as in- 
appropriate as the existing ramp to Kensington Parkway. 

22. Dr. Robert Berberichf 3909 Montrose Driveway, (p. 93) 

Comment: Dr. Berberich stated that any plan which proposes 
taking property from the front yards on the homes along Connecticut 
Avenue is "a nightmare". He opposed any plan to bring traffic 
closer to the doorsteps of these neighbors, and noted "...their 
lives would be disrupted, the value of the property will plummet, 
and they will feel insulated". He expressed concern that such an 
action would end up in the selling of these residential properties 
for commercial uses. Currently, Connecticut Avenue is a residential 
street from Kensington to Chevy Chase Circle except for the Lake 
Shopping Area. Any decision to widen Connecticut Avenue would send 
a "powerful and threatening message" to all the neighborhoods 
between these locations. 

SHA Response: To the extent feasible, all improvements associated 
with the selected action will be made within existing State Highway 
Administration right of way and existing curbs wherever possible. 
It is SHA's expectation to retain and maintain the residential 
character of Connecticut Avenue. As noted in previous responses, 
SHA will consider requests from the owners of the four residences 
on the east side of Connecticut Avenue between Jones Bridge Road 
and the Beltway interchange whose only access is on to Connecticut 
Avenue to have their residences purchased at fair market value. 
The purchases would be on a purely voluntary basis and would not 
include any reimbursement for relocation expenses. 
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23. John Dean, Vice-chairman of the Council of Village 5, the 
Village of Chevy Chase, (p. 94) 

* 

Comment: Mr. Dean was concerned about truck traffic along 
Connecticut Avenue, vehicle speeds along Connecticut Avenue, and 
is opposed to any widening of Connecticut Avenue. He supported 
the No-Build Option. 

SHA Response; An analysis of additional trucks anticipated to use 
new Ramp N-E from northbound Connecticut Avenue to eastbound 1-495 
was made. In addition to growth in baseline truck volumes by the 
year 2010 (estimated to be approximately 18 percent), an additional 
170 to 370 trucks per day are estimated to be diverted to north- 
bound Connecticut Avenue as a direct result of new Ramp N-E. See 
previous responses addressing right-of-way acquisition (#22). 

24. Oscar Heckmanr 8905 Spring Valley Road, (p. 96) 

Comment; Mr. Heckman has been a resident of Spring Valley Road 
for 30 years. He expressed concern with Option G, especially for 
the 54 houses in Chevy Chase Valley that must access Jones Bridge 
Road. He requested improvements to the intersection of Jones 
Bridge Road and Spring Valley Road. 

SHA Response; As a part of the selected Build Alternative, SHA will 
request that Montgomery County consider installing a traffic signal 
at the intersection of Spring Valley Road and Jones Bridge Road. 
This traffic signal would be coordinated with a signal at Connec- 
ticut Avenue and Jones Bridge Road and would be installed in order 
to facilitate movements out of the Chevy Chase Valley community. 

25. Edith Kiether. 3708 Stewart Drive, (p. 96) 

Comment; Ms. Keither has lived on Stewart Drive for 23 to 24 
years before the Beltway opened. She reviewed difficulties she has 
experienced in accessing Kensington Parkway because of heavy 
traffic volumes destined for the Beltway. She suggested that the 
problem "is not hurryness, it is automobiles. And what we can do 
to remove the problem is to insist that only those automobiles that 
are paid for are allowed to drive on the road." 

SHA Response; The selected Build Alternative would remove all 
interstate destined traffic from Kensington Parkway. 

26'   Mr. Martin Snyderman,. 8804 Spring Valley Road, (p. 100) 

Comment; Mr. Snyderman has been a resident on Spring Valley 
Road for 25 years. While he expressed sympathy for traffic 
problems, he was strongly opposed to any idea of taking property 
for expanding Jones Bridge Road. He supported Option B and 
requested assistance for access to Spring Valley Road. 
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SHA Response; The design of the eastbound Beltway to southbound 
Connecticut Avenue ramp will be reviewed during final design to 
determine if a modified connection can be made to reduce traffic 
speed and provide an improved merge on Connecticut Avenue. The 
addition of a traffic signal would facilitate the creation of gaps 
in southbound Connecticut Avenue traffic. In addition, SHA will 
request that Montgomery County consider installing a traffic signal 
at the intersection of Jones Valley Road and Jones Bridge Road. 
This traffic signal would be coordinated with the signal at 
Connecticut Avenue and Jones Bridge Road. 

27. Mr. John Cornwell. 9607 Gwynn Crest, (p. 101) 

Comment; Mr. Cornwell previously lived at 8905 Connecticut 
Avenue and moved because he "...figured it (Connecticut Avenue) was 
not a safe place to be". He requested speed control to slow 
traffic on northbound Connecticut Avenue. He stated that "...we're 
all trapped in this driveway they call Connecticut Avenue. All 
current recommendations seem to gloss over the situations for those 
residents". He also requested an evaluation on the effects of 
closing Kensington Parkway southbound on Beach Drive and impacts 
to Rock Creek Park. He stated that additional traffic on Connec- 
ticut Avenue was unacceptable and Option G is "...totally unaccept- 
able for those who have to get out of their driveways". 

SHA Response; See Response numbers 12, 13 and 14. In addition, 
the selected Build Alternative does not propose any modifications 
for the Kensington Parkway approach at the five legged intersec- 
tion. Consequently, adverse traffic impacts would not occur at 
Beach Drive as a result of the Selected Action. 

28. Mr. Nicholas Letsau. Linwood Place, (p. 103) 

Comment; Mr. Letsau expressed concern about traffic build up 
on Connecticut Avenue and the potential commercialization of this 
facility. He was especially concerned about the proposed Howard 
Hughes Institute between Manna Road and Jones Bridge Road. He 
opposed Options D and E and discussed concern about truck traffic 
volumes. He observed that his experiences on Kensington Parkway 
indicated to him that traffic drives at the posted speed limit and 
that traffic counts are "relatively light". He supported the No- 
Build until further study is made so that traffic can be taken off 
of Connecticut Avenue and Connecticut Avenue could return to a 
situation of a "safe street". He noted that "...the Kensington 
Parkway residents should share their burden along with the rest of 
us". 

SHA Response; See Response numbers 12, 13 and 14. Proposed 
developments such as the Howard Hughes Medical Institute are 
independent of the selected Build Alternative. The approval process 
for these developments is primarily the County and local jurisdic- 
tions' responsibilities. 
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29. Mr. William B. Young. Woodlawn Road, (p. 105) 

Comment; Mr. Young reviewed the changes which have occurred 
along Connecticut Avenue. The area along Connecticut Avenue south 
of Jones Bridge Road, or at least south of the lake, has retained 
its general residential character. He noted that if Connecticut 
Avenue is widened, or if more traffic is added, there will be 
"...inevitable pressure for rezoning, for commercial develop- 
ment..." While he expressed sympathy for the residents of 
Kensington Parkway, he was concerned that the ramp modifications 
would result in increased commercial development and requested that 
"...let•s do everything we can to stop adding more cars and making 
this just another throughway into downtown". 

SHA Response:      See Response number 28. 

30. Mr. William Leahy. 8813 Kensington Parkway, (p. 107) 

Comment: Mr. Leahy supported the Build Alternative and 
suggested that we "...have to look at the realities of the present 
untenable situation and try make the best of it". He noted that 
it is clear to any outside observer that there is a significant 
difference in the traffic characteristics between Connecticut 
Avenue and Kensington Parkway. Keeping in mind safety issues, he 
strongly encouraged SHA to relocate the ramp. 

SHA Response: The selected Build Alternative addresses the issues 
raised by Mr. Leahy. 

31. Saul Gnatt. 3604 Faircastle Drive, (p. 108) 

Comment: Mr. Gnatt has lived on Faircastle Drive for 28 years 
and noted that his street abuts Ramp H. He expressed support for 
the removal of Ramp H. 

SHA Response: The selected Build Alternative would remove Ramp H 
and replace it with new Ramp N-E from Connecticut Avenue. 

Note: Mr. Gnatt was the last speaker who had signed-up to speak 
during the Hearing. The following individuals rose in turn 
to offer comments. 

32. Ms. Betsy Dolanf 3701 Husted Drive, (p. 109) 

Comment: Ms. Dolan noted that the existing ramp from Ken- 
sington Parkway to the Beltway is "...illegal in that it is the 
only access road on the 65 miles of the Beltway that either is 
access or exit onto a village road". She noted that Kensington 
Parkway is maintained by the residents in North Chevy Chase 
Citizens Association. 
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SHA Response: The selected Build Alternative would remove all 
interstate destined traffic from Kensington Parkway. 

33. Mr. Roscoe Reeves. 3706 Inverness Drive, (p. 110) 

Coipient: Mr. Reeves noted that he has heard a lot of "... 
misinformation by some of the later speakers about the traffic 
situation on Kensington Parkway". He noted that the condition along 
Kensington Parkway is "...intolerable from a safety standpoint and, 
until something is done, it is going to continue to have tragic 
consequences..." He also noted the County Police have refused to 
enforce the prohibition against trucks. He also challenged 
previous comments about the lack of speeding on Kensington Parkway. 
He concluded by noting that the main issue is to "...get the 
traffic off of Kensington Parkway because of the safety issue." 

SHA Response: The Selected Build Alternative would remove all 
interstate destined traffic from Kensington Parkway. 

34. Ms. Linda Esterson. 9012 Kensington Parkway, (p. 112) 

Comment: Ms. Esterson spoke about existing safety problems 
along Kensington Parkway and noted the significant number of 
accidents that occur along the Parkway. She also discussed access 
problems in either trying to cross Kensington Parkway or enter 
Kensington Parkway from her driveway. She noted that the ultimate 
solution which would solve the problem for both residents of 
Kensington Parkway as well as Connecticut Avenue, would be to 
"close all the damn ramps to that Beltway.  Just close them all". 

SHA Response: SHA, as well as the elected officials and Planning 
Board, recognize the function of Kensington Parkway as a local 
roadway and its inappropriateness to be carrying major traffic 
volumes accessing the Beltway. Connecticut Avenue, Maryland Route 
185, has both the capacity and the ability to accommodate these 
volumes. 

35. Mr. Chris Roberts. 3808 Inverness Drive, (p. 113) 

Comment: Mr. Roberts expressed concern about safety aspects 
of " — the unbelievable, insane traffic on Kensington Parkway". 
He suggested this cannot be allowed to continue. 

SHA Response: The selected Build Alternative will remove all 
interstate traffic from Kensington Parkway. 
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36. Milton Misels. west side of Connecticut Avenue, (p. 114) 

Comment: Mr. Misels encouraged those who lobby for relocation 
of the ramp to not "...bulldoze our community to make life easier 
for your bike riders...do not bulldoze our community so that you 
can make Kensington Parkway once more a rustic lane..." He 
requested all residents to share the traffic burden and noted that 
Kensington Parkway carries 11,000 cars and that Connecticut Avenue 
one-way carries 26,000 cars. The increase in traffic if Kensington 
Parkway would close would make "...life unlivable for people who 
live on Connecticut Avenue". He suggested that traffic signals 
along Kensington Parkway would solve the majority of the concerns 
raised by those residents. 

SHA Response: See Response number 34. 

37. Robert Silvermanf Montgomery Avenue, (p. 116) 

Comment; Mr. Silverman has lived on Montgomery Avenue for 36 
or 37 years. He noted that you "...can't turn the clock back. We 
can't have this horse and buggy going up Connecticut Avenue any 
more." He stated that the automobile is here to stay and "...we 
must live with it". He briefly summarized what he has heard at 
the Hearing and applauded SHA for having "...the patience of a 
saint to listen to it all". He stated that he was willing to 
"...leave it to your good judgement". 

SHA Response: The selected Build Alternative is, in the judgement 
of SHA as well as elected officials and representatives of 
Montgomery County, the best solution for this problem. 

38. Ms. Linda Fernandes. 3911 Parsons Road, (p. 118) 

Comment: While Ms. Fernandes was in favor of relocating the 
Beltway traffic from Kensington Parkway, she requested that it 
should not be placed on Connecticut Avenue.  She said " there 
has to be another alternative.  These has to be another option". 

SHA Response: In the opinion of SHA, there are no other feasible 
locations for the relocation of the Kensington Parkway ramp. 
Connecticut Avenue is the proper location. 

39. Mr. Jim Hancock. 9011 Kensington Parkway, (p. 119) 

Comment: Mr. Hancock endorsed Mr. Silverman's request to let 
SHA decide. He stated that 23 years ago, when the ramps were 
originally placed at Kensington Parkway, sufficient information to 
address impacts was not available. But now that information is 
available to address the impacts of relocating the ramp from 
Kensington Parkway, the final solution should be left to SHA. 

SHA Response: See Response number 37. 
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40. Ron Lazieref 8908 Kensington Parkway (p. 120) 

Comment: Mr. Laziere stated that he is a relative new comer, 
he has lived in his house only two and one half years. According 
to the figures in the Environmental Assessment, he stated that "... 
10 million cars have passed my house in 2-1/2 years". He stated 
that Kensington Parkway was not designed for that volume of 
traffic, it is not safe. 

SHA Response: The selected Build Alternative would relocate all 
interstate destined traffic from Kensington Parkway. 

41. Mark Hessell. (see previous speaker number 10), (p. 120) 

Comment: Mr. Hessell continued his presentation of evaluating 
the Environmental Assessment. He noted that the Environmental 
Assessment does not discuss traffic queuing at intersections. He 
also noted that Option E was not analyzed for noise impacts. He 
opposed Option E because of the resulting short driveways that 
would occur and the loss of the front yards. He also noted that 
the noise model "defies logic". It does not seem logical, Mr. 
Hessell stated, that an additional 11,000 vehicles on northbound 
Connecticut Avenue would not increase resulting noise volumes. He 
expressed concern about the effect widening Connecticut Avenue 
would have on property values. He stated that Option B has not 
been clearly defined. "Would a traffic signal be placed at the end 
of the ramp so that all southbound traffic could be stopped for a 
short period of time?" 

For these and other reasons, Mr. Hessell stated that 
the Environmental Assessment is "legally inadequate". He stated 
that it does not address social impacts upon Chevy Chase Valley and 
that a number of steps as required by the Maryland Action Plan were 
not followed. 

SHA Response: The selected Build Alternative would, to the extent 
feasible, be constructed within existing State Highway Administra- 
tion right of way and within existing curbs wherever possible. 
Additional right of way along Connecticut Avenue for roadway 
widening would not be required. See Section III.B.4.e. discussion 
explaining that increased traffic volumes result in lower speeds 
which result in lower noise levels. During final design, SHA will 
evaluate the eastbound Beltway to southbound Connecticut Avenue 
ramp to determine if a modified connection can be made to reduce 
traffic speed and provide an improved merge onto Connecticut 
Avenue. Consideration of traffic signalization will be a part of 
this evaluation. 
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29. Mr. William B. Young. Woodlawn Road, (p. 105) 

Comment; Mr. Young reviewed the changes which have occurred 
along Connecticut Avenue. The area along Connecticut Avenue south 
of Jones Bridge Road, or at least south of the lake, has retained 
its general residential character. He noted that if Connecticut 
Avenue is widened, or if more traffic is added, there will be 
" — inevitable pressure for rezoning, for commercial develop- 
ment..." While he expressed sympathy for the residents of 
Kensington Parkway, he was concerned that the ramp modifications 
would result in increased commercial development and requested that 
"...let's do everything we can to stop adding more cars and making 
this just another throughway into downtown". 

SHA Response:      See Response number 28. 

30. Mr. William Leahv. 8813 Kensington Parkway, (p. 107) 

Comment; Mr. Leahy supported the Build Alternative and 
suggested that we "...have to look at the realities of the present 
untenable situation and try make the best of it". He noted that 
it is clear to any outside observer that there is a significant 
difference in the traffic characteristics between Connecticut 
Avenue and Kensington Parkway. Keeping in mind safety issues, he 
strongly encouraged SHA to relocate the ramp. 

SHA Response; The selected Build Alternative addresses the issues 
raised by Mr. Leahy. 

31. Saul GnattP 3604 Faircastle Drive, (p. 108) 

Comment; Mr. Gnatt has lived on Faircastle Drive for 28 years 
and noted that his street abuts Ramp H. He expressed support for 
the removal of Ramp H. 

SHA Response: The selected Build Alternative would remove Ramp H 
and replace it with new Ramp N-E from Connecticut Avenue. 

Note: Mr. Gnatt was the last speaker who had signed-up to speak 
during the Hearing. The following individuals rose in turn 
to offer comments. 

32. Ms. Betsy Dolan. 3701 Husted Drive, (p. 109) 

Comment: Ms. Dolan noted that the existing ramp from Ken- 
sington Parkway to the Beltway is "...illegal in that it is the 
only access road on the 65 miles of the Beltway that either is 
access or exit onto a village road". She noted that Kensington 
Parkway is maintained by the residents in North Chevy Chase 
Citizens Association. 
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SHA Response: The selected Build Alternative would remove all 
interstate destined traffic from Kensington Parkway. 

33. Mr. Roscoe Reeves. 3706 Inverness Drive, (p. 110) 

Comment: Mr. Reeves noted that he has heard a lot of "... 
misinformation by some of the later speakers about the traffic 
situation on Kensington Parkway". He noted that the condition along 
Kensington Parkway is "...intolerable from a safety standpoint and, 
until something is done, it is going to continue to have tragic 
consequences..." He also noted the County Police have refused to 
enforce the prohibition against trucks. He also challenged 
previous comments about the lack of speeding on Kensington Parkway. 
He concluded by noting that the main issue is to "...get the 
traffic off of Kensington Parkway because of the safety issue." 

SHA Response: The Selected Build Alternative would remove all 
interstate destined traffic from Kensington Parkway. 

34. Ms. Linda Esterson. 9012 Kensington Parkway, (p. 112) 

Comment: Ms. Esterson spoke about existing safety problems 
along Kensington Parkway and noted the significant number of 
accidents that occur along the Parkway. She also discussed access 
problems in either trying to cross Kensington Parkway or enter 
Kensington Parkway from her driveway. She noted that the ultimate 
solution which would solve the problem for both residents of 
Kensington Parkway as well as Connecticut Avenue, would be to 
"close all the damn ramps to that Beltway.  Just close them all". 

SHA Response: SHA, as well as the elected officials and Planning 
Board, recognize the function of Kensington Parkway as a local 
roadway and its inappropriateness to be carrying major traffic 
volumes accessing the Beltway. Connecticut Avenue, Maryland Route 
185, has both the capacity and the ability to accommodate these 
volumes. 

35. Mr. Chris Roberts. 3808 Inverness Drive, (p. 113) 

Comment: Mr. Roberts expressed concern about safety aspects 
of "...the unbelievable, insane traffic on Kensington Parkway". 
He suggested this cannot be allowed to continue. 

SHA Response: The selected Build Alternative will remove all 
interstate traffic from Kensington Parkway. 
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36. Milton Misels. west side of Connecticut Avenue, (p. 114) 

Comment; Mr. Misels encouraged those who lobby for relocation 
of the ramp to not "...bulldoze our community to make life easier 
for your bike riders...do not bulldoze our community so that you 
can make Kensington Parkway once more a rustic lane..." He 
requested all residents to share the traffic burden and noted that 
Kensington Parkway carries 11,000 cars and that Connecticut Avenue 
one-way carries 26,000 cars. The increase in traffic if Kensington 
Parkway would close would make "...life unlivable for people who 
live on Connecticut Avenue". He suggested that traffic signals 
along Kensington Parkway would solve the majority of the concerns 
raised by those residents. 

SHA Response: See Response number 34. 

37. Robert Silverman, Montgomery Avenue, (p. 116) 

Comment: Mr. Silverman has lived on Montgomery Avenue for 36 
or 37 years. He noted that you "...can't turn the clock back. We 
can't have this horse and buggy going up Connecticut Avenue any 
more." He stated that the automobile is here to stay and "...we 
must live with it".  He briefly summarized what he has heard at 
the Hearing and applauded SHA for having " the patience of a 
saint to listen to it all". He stated that he was willing to 
"...leave it to your good judgement". 

SHA Response: The selected Build Alternative is, in the judgement 
of SHA as well as elected officials and representatives of 
Montgomery County, the best solution for this problem. 

38. Ms. Linda Fernandes. 3911 Parsons Road, (p. 118) 

Comment: While Ms. Fernandes was in favor of relocating the 
Beltway traffic from Kensington Parkway, she requested that it 
should not be placed on Connecticut Avenue. She said "...there 
has to be another alternative.  These has to be another option". 

SHA Response: In the opinion of SHA, there are no other feasible 
locations for the relocation of the Kensington Parkway ramp. 
Connecticut Avenue is the proper location. 

39. Mr. Jim Hancock. 9011 Kensington Parkway, (p. 119) 

Comment: Mr. Hancock endorsed Mr. Silverman's request to let 
SHA decide. He stated that 23 years ago, when the ramps were 
originally placed at Kensington Parkway, sufficient information to 
address impacts was not available. But now that information is 
available to address the impacts of relocating the ramp from 
Kensington Parkway, the final solution should be left to SHA. 

SHA Response: See Response number 37. 
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40. Ron Laziere. 8908 Kensington Parkway (p. 120) 

Comment; Mr. Laziere stated that he is a relative new comer, 
he has lived in his house only two and one half years. According 
to the figures in the Environmental Assessment, he stated that "... 
10 million cars have passed my house in 2-1/2 years". He stated 
that Kensington Parkway was not designed for that volume of 
traffic, it is not safe. 

SHA Response: The selected Build Alternative would relocate all 
interstate destined traffic from Kensington Parkway. 

41. Mark Hessell. (see previous speaker number 10), (p. 120) 

Comment: Mr. Hessell continued his presentation of evaluating 
the Environmental Assessment. He noted that the Environmental 
Assessment does not discuss traffic queuing at intersections. He 
also noted that Option E was not analyzed for noise impacts. He 
opposed Option E because of the resulting short driveways that 
would occur and the loss of the front yards. He also noted that 
the noise model "defies logic". It does not seem logical, Mr. 
Hessell stated, that an additional 11,000 vehicles on northbound 
Connecticut Avenue would not increase resulting noise volumes. He 
expressed concern about the effect widening Connecticut Avenue 
would have on property values. He stated that Option B has not 
been clearly defined. "Would a traffic signal be placed at the end 
of the ramp so that all southbound traffic could be stopped for a 
short period of time?" 

For these and other reasons, Mr. Hessell stated that 
the Environmental Assessment is "legally inadequate". He stated 
that it does not address social impacts upon Chevy Chase Valley and 
that a number of steps as required by the Maryland Action Plan were 
not followed. 

SHA Response: The selected Build Alternative would, to the extent 
feasible, be constructed within existing State Highway Administra- 
tion right of way and within existing curbs wherever possible. 
Additional right of way along Connecticut Avenue for roadway 
widening would not be required. See Section III.B.4.e. discussion 
explaining that increased traffic volumes result in lower speeds 
which result in lower noise levels. During final design, SHA will 
evaluate the eastbound Beltway to southbound Connecticut Avenue 
ramp to determine if a modified connection can be made to reduce 
traffic speed and provide an improved merge onto Connecticut 
Avenue. Consideration of traffic signalization will be a part of 
this evaluation. 
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29. Mr. William B. Young. Woodlawn Road, (p. 105) 

Comment: Mr. Young reviewed the changes which have occurred 
along Connecticut Avenue. The area along Connecticut Avenue south 
of Jones Bridge Road, or at least south of the lake, has retained 
its general residential character. He noted that if Connecticut 
Avenue is widened, or if more traffic is added, there will be 
" — inevitable pressure for rezoning, for commercial develop- 
ment..." While he expressed sympathy for the residents of 
Kensington Parkway, he was concerned that the ramp modifications 
would result in increased commercial development and requested that 
"...let's do everything we can to stop adding more cars and making 
this just another throughway into downtown". 

SHA Response:      see Response number 28. 

30. Mr. William Leahv. 8813 Kensington Parkway, (p. 107) 

Comment: Mr. Leahy supported the Build Alternative and 
suggested that we "...have to look at the realities of the present 
untenable situation and try make the best of it". He noted that 
it is clear to any outside observer that there is a significant 
difference in the traffic characteristics between Connecticut 
Avenue and Kensington Parkway. Keeping in mind safety issues, he 
strongly encouraged SHA to relocate the ramp. 

SHA Response: The selected Build Alternative addresses the issues 
raised by Mr. Leahy. 

31. Saul Gnatt. 3604 Faircastle Drive, (p. 108) 

Comment: Mr. Gnatt has lived on Faircastle Drive for 28 years 
and noted that his street abuts Ramp H. He expressed support for 
the removal of Ramp H. 

SHA Response: The selected Build Alternative would remove Ramp H 
and replace it with new Ramp N-E from Connecticut Avenue. 

Note: Mr. Gnatt was the last speaker who had signed-up to speak 
during the Hearing. The following individuals rose in turn 
to offer comments. 

32. Ms. Betsy Dolan. 3701 Husted Drive, (p. 109) 

Comment: Ms. Dolan noted that the existing ramp from Ken- 
sington Parkway to the Beltway is "...illegal in that it is the 
only access road on the 65 miles of the Beltway that either is 
access or exit onto a village road". She noted that Kensington 
Parkway is maintained by the residents in North Chevy Chase 
Citizens Association. 
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SHA Response: The selected Build Alternative would remove all 
interstate destined traffic from Kensington Parkway. 

33. Mr. Roscoe Reeves, 3706 Inverness Drive, (p. 11.0) 

Comment: Mr. Reeves noted that he has heard a lot of "... 
misinformation by some of the later speakers about the traffic 
situation on Kensington Parkway". He noted that the condition along 
Kensington Parkway is "...intolerable from a safety standpoint and, 
until something is done, it is going to continue to have tragic 
consequences..." He also noted the County Police have refused to 
enforce the prohibition against trucks. He also challenged 
previous comments about the lack of speeding on Kensington Parkway. 
He concluded by noting that the main issue is to "...get the 
traffic off of Kensington Parkway because of the safety issue." 

SHA Response: The Selected Build Alternative would remove all 
interstate destined traffic from Kensington Parkway. 

34. Ms. Linda Esterson, 9012 Kensington Parkway, (p. 112) 

Comment: Ms. Esterson spoke about existing safety problems 
along Kensington Parkway and noted the significant number of 
accidents that occur along the Parkway. She also discussed access 
problems in either trying to cross Kensington Parkway or enter 
Kensington Parkway from her driveway. She noted that the ultimate 
solution which would solve the problem for both residents of 
Kensington Parkway as well as Connecticut Avenue, would be to 
"close all the damn ramps to that Beltway.  Just close them all". 

SHA Response: SHA, as well as the elected officials and Planning 
Board, recognize the function of Kensington Parkway as a local 
roadway and its inappropriateness to be carrying major traffic 
volumes accessing the Beltway. Connecticut Avenue, Maryland Route 
185, has both the capacity and the ability to accommodate these 
volumes. 

35. Mr. Chris Roberts. 3808 Inverness Drive, (p. 113) 

Comment: Mr. Roberts expressed concern about safety aspects 
of "...the unbelievable, insane traffic on Kensington Parkway". 
He suggested this cannot be allowed to continue. 

SHA Response: The selected Build Alternative will remove all 
interstate traffic from Kensington Parkway. 
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36. Milton Misels. west side of Connecticut Avenue, (p. 114) 

Comment: Mr. Misels encouraged those who lobby for relocation 
of the ramp to not "...bulldoze our community to make life easier 
for your bike riders...do not bulldoze our community so that you 
can make Kensington Parkway once more a rustic lane "  He 
requested all residents to share the traffic burden and noted that 
Kensington Parkway carries 11,000 cars and that Connecticut Avenue 
one-way carries 26,000 cars. The increase in traffic if Kensington 
Parkway would close would make "...life unlivable for people who 
live on Connecticut Avenue". He suggested that traffic signals 
along Kensington Parkway would solve the majority of the concerns 
raised by those residents. 

SHA Response: See Response number 34. 

37. Robert Silvermanf Montgomery Avenue, (p. 116) 

Comment; Mr. Silverman has lived on Montgomery Avenue for 3 6 
or 37 years. He noted that you "...can't turn the clock back. We 
can't have this horse and buggy going up Connecticut Avenue any 
more." He stated that the automobile is here to stay and "...we 
must live with it". He briefly summarized what he has heard at 
the Hearing and applauded SHA for having "...the patience of a 
saint to listen to it all". He stated that he was willing to 
"...leave it to your good judgement". 

SHA Response: The selected Build Alternative is, in the judgement 
of SHA as well as elected officials and representatives of 
Montgomery County, the best solution for this problem. 

38. Ms. Linda Fernandes. 3911 Parsons Road, (p. 118) 

Comment: While Ms. Fernandes was in favor of relocating the 
Beltway traffic from Kensington Parkway, she requested that it 
should not be placed on Connecticut Avenue.  She said " there 
has to be another alternative.  These has to be another option". 

SHA Response: In the opinion of SHA, there are no other feasible 
locations for the relocation of the Kensington Parkway ramp. 
Connecticut Avenue is the proper location. 

39. Mr. Jim Hancock, 9011 Kensington Parkway, (p. 119) 

Comment: Mr. Hancock endorsed Mr. Silverman's request to let 
SHA decide. He stated that 23 years ago, when the ramps were 
originally placed at Kensington Parkway, sufficient information to 
address impacts was not available. But now that information is 
available to address the impacts of relocating the ramp from 
Kensington Parkway, the final solution should be left to SHA. 

SHA Response: See Response number 37. 
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40. Ron Lazieref 8908 Kensington Parkway (p. 120) 

Comment; Mr. Laziere stated that he is a relative new comer, 
he has lived in his house only two and one half years. According 
to the figures in the Environmental Assessment, he stated that "... 
10 million cars have passed my house in 2-1/2 years". He stated 
that Kensington Parkway was not designed for that volume of 
traffic, it is not safe. 

SHA Response: The selected Build Alternative would relocate all 
interstate destined traffic from Kensington Parkway. 

41. Mark Hessell. (see previous speaker number 10), (p. 120) 

Comment: Mr. Hessell continued his presentation of evaluating 
the Environmental Assessment. He noted that the Environmental 
Assessment does not discuss traffic queuing at intersections. He 
also noted that Option E was not analyzed for noise impacts. He 
opposed Option E because of the resulting short driveways that 
would occur and the loss of the front yards. He also noted that 
the noise model "defies logic". It does not seem logical, Mr. 
Hessell stated, that an additional 11,000 vehicles on northbound 
Connecticut Avenue would not increase resulting noise volumes. He 
expressed concern about the effect widening Connecticut Avenue 
would have on property values. He stated that Option B has not 
been clearly defined. "Would a traffic signal be placed at the end 
of the ramp so that all southbound traffic could be stopped for a 
short period of time?" 

For these and other reasons, Mr. Hessell stated that 
the Environmental Assessment is "legally inadequate". He stated 
that it does not address social impacts upon Chevy Chase Valley and 
that a number of steps as required by the Maryland Action Plan were 
not followed. 

SHA Response: The selected Build Alternative would, to the extent 
feasible, be constructed within existing State Highway Administra- 
tion right of way and within existing curbs wherever possible. 
Additional right of way along Connecticut Avenue for roadway 
widening would not be required. See Section III.B.4.e. discussion 
explaining that increased traffic volumes result in lower speeds 
which result in lower noise levels. During final design, SHA will 
evaluate the eastbound Beltway to southbound Connecticut Avenue 
ramp to determine if a modified connection can be made to reduce 
traffic speed and provide an improved merge onto Connecticut 
Avenue. Consideration of traffic signalization will be a part of 
this evaluation. 
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42. Mr. Edward Leonard. North Chevy Chase, (p. 125) 

Comment; Dr. Leonard noted that the real issue is traffic 
volumes on northbound Connecticut Avenue. He stated that traffic 
volumes on southbound Connecticut Avenue are independent of the 
issue of relocating the ramp from Kensington Parkway. He noted 
that along northbound Connecticut Avenue (i.e., the east side), we 
" — already have a veterinarian, a doctor, a church office, and 
they are doing just fine. So, the threat of commercialization, I 
think is unrealistic". He supported relocation of the Beltway Ramp 
and Option B, along with Option A. 

SHA Response: The selected Build Alternative addresses the issues 
raised by Dr. Leonard. Option A, however, has been dropped from 
further consideration because the Kensington Parkway approach will 
not be modified at the Connecticut Avenue/Jones Bridge Road/Ken- 
sington Parkway intersection. 

43. Ms. Miriam Dow, Woodlawn Road, (p. 126) 

Comment: Ms. Dow expressed concern about statements made at 
the hearing, "its a case of a classic civil war. We have exag- 
gerated our discomfort".   She encouraged SHA and the elected 
officials to investigate the possibility, " however fantastic it 
may seem, of perhaps eliminating, ultimately, all access to the 
beltway from Connecticut Avenue". 

SHA Response: See Response number 34. 

44. Frank Vartaric. previous speaker number 17 continued 
(p. 127) 

Comment: Mr. Vartaric continued his presentation, and 
addressed some of the safety aspects along Connecticut Avenue and 
Kensington Parkway. He reviewed safety statistics along these 
facilities as well as the interchange ramps. And encouraged SHA 
to consider these particular aspects when talking about safety. 

SHA Response: Traffic safety consequences were addressed by SHA in 
the selection of the Build Alternative. 

45. Mr. John S. Schnitkerf (previous speaker number 4 continua- 
tion) , (p.129) 

Comment:     Mr.  Schnitker  echoed  previous  concerns  about 
development on vacant parcels south of Jones Bridge Road. He noted 
that the time for evaluating these proposal is " when there are 
specific proposals on the table". He suggested that this issue is 
not linked with the ramp problem.  He also noted that for the 
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residents of Chevy Chase Valley, who asked that residents on 
Kensington Parkway "...share the burden of traffic" that perhaps 
a realistic solution would be "...to have the exit ramp coming 
southbound on Connecticut Avenue and go right down Spring Valley 
Road". 

SHA Response: None. 
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INTERSTATE ROUTE 495/MARYLAND ROUTE 185 
INTERCHANGE RECONSTRUCTION 
CONTRACT NO. M 600-101-370 

FINDING OF NO SIGNIFICANT IMPACT 

V.  CORRESPONDENCE 

The following presents the written comments received during 
or subsequent to the Combined Location/Design Public Hearing (held 
November 16, 1987). Originals of these correspondence are available 
for review in the Project Development Division offices, State 
Highway Administration, 707 North Calvert Street, Baltimore, 
Maryland 21202. Oral comments received during the Hearing are 
presented in Section IV of this document. 

A.   WRITTEN COMMENTS RECEIVED SUBSEQUENT TO THE COMBINED/LOCATION 
DESIGN PUBLIC HEARING AND RESPONSES 

1. Community Associations (1 thru 4) pp V-2 thru pp V-49 

2. Petitions (1 and 2) pp V-50 and pp V-51 

3. Citizens' Letters (1 thru 104)    pp V-52 thru pp V-185 

ni 

B.   ELECTED OFFICIALS (1 thru 9) pp V-186 thru pp V-205 

C.   AGENCY COORDINATION (1 thru 16) pp V-206 thru pp V-226 
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INTERSTATE ROUTE 495/MARYLAND ROUTE 185 

INTERCHANGE RECONSTRUCTION 
CONTRACT NO. M 600-101-370 

FINDING OF NO SIGNIFICANT IMPACT 

V.  CORRESPONDENCE 

WRITTEN COMMENTS RECEIVED SUBSEQUENT TO THE COMBINED/LOCATION 
DESIGN PUBLIC HEARING AND RESPONSES 

1. Community Associations (1 thru 4) 

2. Petitions (1 and 2) 

3. Citizens' Letters (1 thru 104) 
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HAMLET HOUSE 
Hamlet House Condominium / 3535 Chevy Chase Lake Drive, Chevy Chase, Ma^land 20815 

<1 
I 

December 3, 10*7 •S>%Cn 

^O    -2. 

Maryland Department of Transportation S 
State Highway Administration 
Office of Planning and Preliminary Engineering 
Box 717 
Baltimore, Maryland 21203 

Gentlemen: 

The Board of Directors of the Hamlet House Condominium wishes to make its 
view known on the matter of the 1-495 Interchange with Connecticut Avenue. 

We feel that the fundamental requirement is the removal of the access ramp 
from Kensington Parkway to eastbound 1-495. This Is the matter of primary 
importance, representing correction of a long-standing Injustice and the 
reintegration of the Village of North Chevy Chase. Of almost equal impor- 
tance is that the removal of the ramp to Connecticut Avenue be accomplished 
In the manner least disruptive to the residents of the affected portion of 
Connecticut Avenue and the residents of the Chevy Chase Valley community. 
Commuters passing through can, If need be, find alternative ways of reaching 
their destinations. The residents of the nearby communities are fixed In 
their locations. 

Accordingly, It Is the Board's opinion that the soundest and most equitable 
solution would be the Build Alternative combined with Option A or, in the 
alternative. Option B. 

It should be noted that traffic volume data presented In Figure 7 of the 
Combined Location/Design Report distributed at the public hearing on 
November 16, 1987 does not appear to Include traffic which may be generated 
by future development of the tracts in the southwest and southeast quadrants 
of the Connecticut Avenue-Jones Bridge Road Intersection. 

Very truly yours, 

CCT HOUSE COilDOMINIUM 

% 
Dr. N. William Dltzler   / 
President 

Response to Community Association Letter il: 
(Hamlet House Condominium) 

1. The selected Build Alternative addresses the issues raised by 
the Hamlet House Condominium. As discussed in Section III-B 
of this report, implementation of the selected Alternative 
will be accomplished within existing State Highway Administra- 
tion right-of-way and, wherever possible, within existing 
curbs along Connecticut Avenue. 

2. Proposed developments on the vacant tracks of land south of 
Jones Bridge Road are independent of the selected Build 
Alternative. The approval process for these developments is 
primarily the County and local jurisdiction's responsibili- 
ties. 
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VILLAGE OF NORTH CHEVY CHASE 
POST OFFICE BOX 15-W7. CHKVY CHASE, MARYLAND 20815 

Decembers, 1987 

< 
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CO 

Mr. Louis H. Ege Jr. 
Deputy Director 
Project Development Division 
State Highway Administration 
707 North Cal'vert Street 
Baltimore, Maryland 21202 

Re: Report No. FHWA-MD-EA-87-09-D 
Md SHA Contract No. M 600-101 -370 
1-495 (Capital Beltway) and 
Connecticut Avenue (Md. Rt. 185) 
Interchange — Fnvironmental Assessment 

Dear Mr. Ege: 

The Citizens Committee of the Village of North Chevy Chase (NCC) 
hereby submits the following comments on the Environmental Assessment 
prepared in connection with the proposal to replace the existing Kensington 
Parkway Beltway Ramp with a new on-ramp (Ramp N-E) from Connecticut 
Avenue (Md. Rt. 185) to eastbound 1-495. 

I.       SUMMARY OF COMMITTEE POSITION 

The Citizens Committee supports the 'Build Alternative" (as outlined 
in the Environmental Assessment), provided either: (1) Kensington 
Parkway southbound remains open at Connecticut Avenue; or (2) Option A 
(the "green road") is constructed. The Committee prefers (1). 

The Committee also supports implementation of other measures to 
improve the present situation of residents of both Chevy Chase Valley and 
NCC. These include: (1) creation of traffic gaps on Connecticut Avenue to_. 
allow opportunity for vehicle egress from residential driveways — such as 
Option B (for residents abutting Connecticut Avenue southbound) and 
appropriate signal phasing at the Connecticut Avenue/Jones Bridge 
Road/Kensington Parkway intersection to provide traffic gaps in northbound 
Connecticut Avenue traffic; (2) Building a sidewalk on the east side of 
Connecticut Avenue (and improved pedestrian walks on the west side) to 

A SPECIAL TAXING DiSTi'lCT CONSTITUTED APRIL 9, 1924 

pesponse to Community Association Letter 12 
(Village of North Chevy Chase) 

The selected Build Alternative will remove all interstate 
traffic from Kensington Parkway and will retain the existing 
southbound Kensington Parkway connection at the Connecticut 
Avenue/Jones Bridge Road/Kensington Parkway intersection. 
Option A (the "green road") is thus not necessary. 

During final design, the State Highway Administration will 
evaluate both Option B as well as the feasibility of a 
sidewalk on the east side of Connecticut Avenue. Although the 
basic Build Alternative includes a traffic signal which would 
stop southbound Connecticut Avenue traffic at new Ramp B-l, 
and thus create traffic gaps at the southbound movement. 
Option B would create additional gaps by possibly signalizing 
the eastbound Beltway to southbound Connecticut Avenue 
movement. Consideration for the sidewalk on the east side of 
Conrecticut Avenue will be a function of its impacts, citizens 
support, and County support. 

^ 



facilitate crossing at Jones Bridge Road. The Committee supports Option 
F, provided that Option is supported by the residents of NCC living on 
Connecticut Avenue. The Citizens Committee opposes Options C, D, E and 6. 

II.      SUMMARY OF REASONS FOR COMMITTEE POSITION 

< 
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1. The Build Alternative 
The Environmental Assessment fairly and accurately points up the 

Inadequacies of the present Kensington Parkway location of the 1-495 
northeast bound ramp. These Include safety concerns present in both the 
present ramp configuration and the substandard "weaves" which exist on 
both 1-495 and Connecticut Avenue. As was movingly noted at the public 
hearing, the present ramp has already resulted in the tragic death of a 
neighborhood child. It also accounts for untold accidents and damage to 
community property (bent street signs, ravaged trees, etc.). Additionally, 
the 10,500 cars/day which transit Kensington Parkway bisect the Village of 
NCC. Ironically, NCC is responsible under its charter for the upkeep of 
Kensington Parkway, even though, as a special taxing district, NCC has no 
control over the use of the road. Further, as testified at the hearing, the 
Kensington Parkway ramp results in "cut-through" traffic in the Village of 
NCC which even the existing diverters have been unable to prevent 
(Commuter cars travelling from Jones Bridge Road to Brierly to Inverness to 
Montgomery Avenue to the Kensington Parkway Ramp). Relocation of the 
Kensington Parkway Ramp to Connecticut Avenue is supported, therefore, by 
both safety and community concerns. It is also supported by the 
Transportation Planning Staff of the Md. Park and Planning Commission, 
which noted in its memorandum of May 22 of this year that "relocating the 
Beltway access ramp to Connecticut Avenue is good systems design." The 
Evironmental Assessment echoes this view, when it states (at pp. 11-2) that 
"Mse of * * * Kensington Parkway * * * for interstate oriented traffic is an 
inappropriate use of a residential road." We heartily agree and urge you to 
implement the Build Alternative. 

2. Option A Versus Retention Of Kensington Parkway 
Southbound 

While the Environmental Assessment points out the significant 
improvement which relocation of the ramp will accomplish, the Build 
Alternative does not require inclusion of a means of southbound access onto 
Connecticut Avenue for NCC residents. This is a mistake. Any Build 
proposal, In the Committee's view, must include such a means of 
southbound access for NCC residents. For this (and other) reasons, the 
Committee opposes Option C. Inclusion of a means of southbound access 
onto Connecticut Avenue is of significant concern to village residents who 

Coromunlty Association Letter 12 continued 

3.   Build Options A and C thru G have been dropped from further 
consideration. 

Build Option A has been dropped, the southbound Kensington 
Parkway movement at Connecticut Avenue will be retained. 



use public transportation to get to and from work as well as the elderly 
and/or handicapped. Adoption of the Build Alternative without means of 
southbound access will result in total curtailment of bus service to the 
Village, thus requiring Village residents to either brave the dangers of 
crossing Connecticut Avenue or walk as far north as Saul Road (since Beach 
Drive cannot be used) to get to southbound (or Metro bound) public 
transportation. This point must be considered In making the decision at 
Issue here. 

CotnniunitV Association  Letter   «2   continue 
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Southbound access can be provided either by: (I) leaving southbound 
Kensington Parkway open to traffic; or (2) by the Green Road plan (Option A) 
designed by Mr. Snyder of SHA. Retention of Kensington Parkway's 
southbound egress to Connecticut Avenue is preferable to Option A for the 
following reasons: (I) future levels of service at the five-legged 
Connecticut Avenue/Jones Bridge Road/Kensington Parkway intersection 
will be poor (level F) whether or not the southbound Kensington Parkway 
signal phase Is eliminated (Table S-2, pp. S-7): (2) Retention of the 
southbound signal phase will create traffic gaps for driveway egress and 
pedestrian crossing on northbound Connecticut Avenue; and (3) Continued bus 
service on southbound Kensington Parkway will be more convenient for NCC 
residents than bus service on the Option A "green road." 

3. OPTIONS D & E 
The Committee opposes both of these Options, which would add to the 

present driveway egress problems for affected residents of both NCC and 
Chevy Chase Valley on Connecticut Avenue. Option D would also remove 
large trees. 

4. OPTION F 
The Committee notes that Option F will decrease the green space In 

front of all affected homes on Connecticut Avenue. Also, the driveway 
egress problem could be addressed by providing traffic gaps through the 
signal phasing at the Connecticut Avenue/ Jones Bridge Road/Kensington 
Parkway intersection. Whether Option F is adopted, however, remains, in 
our view, primarily a matter of choice of the NCC residents with homes on 
Connecticut Avenue. 

5.   Options D and E have been dropped from further considerati 

6.   Option F has been dropped from further consideratic 

5.   OPTION G 
The Committee opposes the widening of Jones Bridge Road, since ease 

of traffic flow will result in increased daily traffic volume. 7.   Option G has been dropped from further consideration. 

•? 
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III.     IMPACT OF THE BUILD ALTERNATIVE ON CONNECTICUT AVENUE 

1. TRUCK TRAFFIC 
It has been claimed by some that relocation of the Kensington 

Parkway ramp will "significantly increase" truck traffic on Connecticut 
Avenue. This overstates the effect of the ramp relocation. First, as the 
Environmental Assessment notes, existing truck traffic on Connecticut 
Avenue is already "relatively heavy" (pp. 11-4). In addition, while there are 
restrictions on truck traffic on Kensington Parkway, those restrictions. In 
NCC's experience, are frequently Ignored. Even assuming, however, that 
those restrictions were fully effective, the relocation' of the ramp will only 
add one of eight possible movements of truck traffic on l-495/Connecticut 
Avenue. And, as Table ll-l of the Environmental Assessment demonstrates, 
the truck traffic attributable to the ramp relocation will increase total 
existing truck traffic on Connecticut Avenue south of the Beltway by less 
than 10% (90 additional trucks to the total of 1050 already using 

< Connecticut Avenue daily). Further, any future truck traffic attributable to 
the ramp relocation (170 trucks, pp. IV-3) is still less than 20% of present 
usage. Hence, the increase In truck traffic attributable to the Kensington 
Parkway ramp relocation is not sufficient to warrant the expressions of 
concern raised by some about this issue. 

2. THE EFFECT OF TRAFFIC VOLUMES ON NEIGHBORHOOD 
CHARACTER 

Option A will increase southbound Connecticut Avenue traffic 
between the Beltway and Jones Bridge Road by less than 10%. The Build 
Alternative will increase northbound traffic from about 21,000 to 32,000 
vehicles per day on the section of Connecticut Avenue from Jones Bridge 
Road to the new eastbound Beltway ramp. That, unfortunately, is the price 
for rectifying the original error in ramp relocation. We would like to 
consider this matter in perspective — recognizing that this perspective 
will not decrease the pain or bitterness of some residents of the nine or so 
affected homes. 

Daily traffic volumes on Connecticut Avenue from the District line to 
the Beltway is about 32,000 vehicles per day In each direction, except for 
the short northbound section under discussion, for which the figure is about 
20,000. Despite heavy traffic, people buy houses on this State Highway. 
The homes that abut Connecticut Avenue in old Chevy Chase are in one of the 
most prestigious communities In the area. These homes continue to be 
sought after, and new ones have been built within the past half decade. 
Likewise, Chevy Chase Valley residents on southbound Connecticut Avenue 
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continue to live there (and there Is a remarkable record of ownership 
stability) despite 32,000 vehicles per day. 

This perspective leads to the following conclusions: 

(1) The outrage of citizens with homes on the affected section of 
northbound Connecticut Avenue Is due to the projected change in the volume 
of traffic, not the absolute volume. If the Beltway ramps had been on 
Connecticut Avenue from the beginning, more than 30,000 vehicles would be 
travelling northbound on this section today, and It would be no more of an 
Issue than It is on the rest of Connecticut Avenue from the District line to 
Jones Bridge Road. 

(2) Ramp relocation would make traffic volume on this section 
similar to that of the rest of north- and southbound Connecticut Avenue. 
Predictions that ramp relocation will lead to high-rise or commercial 
development there are not supported by the residential stability noted for 
the whole of Connecticut Avenue from the District line to the Beltway. 

IV.  THE HOWARD HUGHES MEDICAL INSTITUTE PURCHASE 

8. While agreeing that Kensington Parkway is an inappropriate 
commuter route, the State Highway Administration will take 
every reasonable measure to protect the residential integrity 
along northbound Connecticut Avenue from adverse consequences 
due to increased traffic volumes. SHA fully supports the 
residential Connecticut Avenue, and for those residents on the 
east side of Connecticut Avenue whose only access is onto 
Connecticut Avenue, SHA will consider purchasing their 
residence at fair market value. Purchases would be on a 
purely voluntary basis and would not include any reimbursement 
for relocation expenses. 

The charge has also been made that the Kensington Parkway ramp 
relocation is a precursor of further development on Connecticut Avenue 
south of Jones Bridge Road. In particular, the recent purchase by the Howard 
Hughes Medical Institute of the land located on the southwest side of the 
Connecticut Avenue/Jones Bridge Road Intersection from the Chevy Chase 
Land Company has been pointed to by some as evidence of this trend. This Is 
most emphatically not the case. Whether the Howard Hughes Institute (or 
any other non-residential developer) Is permitted to develop the vacant 
parcels on Connecticut Avenue south of Jones Bridge Road is a matter 
completely Independent of the present ramp relocation Issue. Even if the 
ramp is relocated, any developers (such as Howard Hughes) will have an 
uphill task of demonstrating that their proposed use can meet the stringent 
public facilities requirements of Maryland law (as well as the requirements 
necessary to obtain a special exception). NCC plans to monitor very 
carefully any developmental proposals for the open parcels south of Jones 
Bridge Road on Connecticut Avenue and to oppose such proposals if they 
significantly increase the traffic problems presently experienced at the 
five-legged Connecticut Avenue/Jones Bridge Road/Kensington Parkway 
interchange. Further, the time for evaluating those proposals will be at the 
future hearings before the Maryland Park and Planning Commission (on any 
subdivision proposal) and the Board of Appeals (on the special exception) — 
not at this time. The existence of these still unspecified proposals should 

9. As discussed in response #8 above, SHA fully supports the 
residential character of Connecticut Avenue. Furthermore, the 
selected Build Alternative is independent of land use changes 
south of Jones Bridge Road. The review process of any proposed 
development is the responsibility of local jurisdictions. 
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not, therefore, delay a prompt decision that the Kensington Parkway ramp of 
1-495 must be relocated to Connecticut Avenue. 

V. THE CHEVY CHASE VALLEY INITIATIVE 

Assuming that the Build Alternative will be Implemented as well as 
Options A and B, the efforts of Chevy Chase Valley will have achieved the 
following-. 

(1) Retained the median strip along the whole length of Connecticut 
Avenue fronting their community. 

(2) Prevented continuous traffic flow south on Connecticut Avenue to 
west onto Jones Bridge Road. 

(3) Created traffic gaps on southbound Connecticut Avenue (because 
<             of Build Option B). 

oo 
(4) Prevented the widening of southbound Connecticut Avenue, 

restricting southbound traffic to the existing three lanes. 

The efforts of Chevy Chase Valley have also caused a heightened 
awareness of mutual community interests on both sides of Connecticut 
Avenue. It should be noted that both the NCC Committee and Chevy Chase 
Valley support Option B (or retention of the southbound Kensington Parkway 
signal phase) and agree in their opposition to Options C, 0, E and (possibly) 
G. 

VI. BREADTH AND DEPTH OF CITIZEN SUPPORT FOR RAMP 
RELOCATION 

Over twenty years ago, NCC — without any opportunity for public 
participation — had imposed upon one of its residential roads an access 
ramp to an interstate highway. At that time, NCC residents were promised 
that this was a "temporary" situation which would eventually be corrected. 
The time has now come to correct that mistake. As evidenced by the 
enclosed petitions, almost 90% of the households In NCC (as well as 
residents of other adjacent communities) support ramp relocation. We 
believe that relocation of the Kensington Parkway ramp to Connecticut 
Avenue — along with provision of some means of southbound access to 
Connecticut Avenue for NCC residents — must be implemented without 
further delay. 

incerelAyours, 

Jeff Noah ^ ^rTV 
Chairman Q 
Citizens Committee of the 
w;il-.~^ ^f M^r-m r»-nw, r^-.~i 
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Response to Community Association Letter <3: 
(Council of Chevy Chase View) 

Because of the inappropriateness of major interstate traffic 
on Kensington Parkway, SHA believes that the relocation of 
this ramp from Kensington Parkway to Connecticut Avenue is the 
proper action. SHA will undertake actions to mitigate 
potential affects associated with the increased traffic 
volumes along Connecticut Avenue, including consideration of 
purchasing those residences along the east side of Connecticut 
Avenue whose only access is onto Connecticut Avenue. These 
residences would be purchased at fair market value and would 
be on a purely voluntary basis without reimbursement for 
relocation expenses. 

Closing the Kensington Parkway ramp and not providing a 
replacement at Connecticut Avenue is not in the interest of 
the statewide highway network and is not considered a 
reasonable proposal. 
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TELECOPIER (202) 620-2011 

MEMORANDUM 

MARYLAND OFFICC 

SUITE »05 

ARTERY PLAZA 

7200 WISCONSIN AVENUE 

BETHESDA. MO 20Sb*-«e04 

(301) 966-0606 

To: 

From: 

December 3, 

Louis  H.   Ege,   Jr. 
Deputy Director 
Project Planning Division 
State Highway Administration 

Mark Hessel, Attorney for 
the Chevy Chase Valley Citizens Association 

Subject: Environmental Assessment for 1-495 (Capital Beltway) E. 
Connecticut Avenue (Maryland Route 185) Interchange 
From 1-495 To South of Jones Bridge Road 

This memorandum is intended to supplement the comments that 
I, and others, have already submitted on this project. While 
my earlier comments avoided going through the environmental 
assessment step by step, this memorandum attempts to 
systematically comment on those parts of the report that have 
not been thoroughly addressed before.  Please refer to a copy 
of the environmental assessment as you read these comments. 

1 recognize that my combined comments are lengthy and 
request additional analysis.  The SHA has protested that the 
environmental assessment is already very long. My response is 
simply that the assessment only needs to be long enough to 
intelligently discuss all of the points that are important to 
the communities involved. 

Response to Community Association Letter 14: 
(Chevy Chase Valley Citizens Association) 

Memorandum to Mr. Louis H. Ege, December 3, 1987 
(19 pages). 

b-   Letter to Mr. Louis H. Ege, December 4, 1987 (2 pages), 

c.   Letter to Mr. Norman Christeller, November 25, 1987 
(9 pages). 

<*•   Letter to Mr. Norman Christeller, December 3, 1987 
(3 pages). 

Public Hearing Testimony by Mark Hessel (7 pages). 

Note: 

Many of the issues raised in the attached 40 pages of written 
testimony concern either procedural assumptions regarding the 
conduct of this study or options which are not now a part of the 
Selected Build Alternative. The reader is encourage to review the 
description of the Selected Build Alternative, especially Figure 
1, as well as the project recommendation letter submitted by 
Maryland-National Capital Park and Planning Commission in Section 
V - Agency Coordination of this report (letter dated January 11, 
1989). 

Comment 

The description of the proposed action defines the 
focus of the study as a narrow area along Connecticut 
Avenue and Kensington Parkway.  First, the 
environmental assessment (EA) is more in the nature of 
a proposal than a study or assessment.  Second, the 
focus is inappropriately limited.  The proposed 
project will affect all of the communities along 
Connecticut Avenue including all of Chevy Chase 
Valley, the intersection of Jones Bridge Raod and 

1. The basic tenet of SHA's study was that the current situation 
whereby Connecticut Avenue (Maryland Route 185) is connected 
to the Capital Beltway (1-495) via Kensington Parkway requires 
a detailed analyses of the advantages and disadvantages 
associated with both retaining the existing condition (No 
Build) or making modifications. Because traffic flow south of 
this split (i.e. Jones Bridge Road) along Connecticut Avenue 
would be unaffected by this change (except for truck traffic, 
which was fully addressed), the logical southern limit for 
this evaluation was in the vicinity of Manor Road. 
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Spring Valley Road, and the undeveloped tracts of 
land at Jones Bridge Road and Connecticut Avenue. 
The success of the proposal will depend on traffic 
flow up and down Connecticut Avenue (not just near 
the interchange) and across Jones Bridge Road linking 
Beth.esda and Sil"°r Spring. 

The last p 
evaluation 
misleading 
of the cha 
living in 
conununitie 
no discuss 
on home va 

aragraph states that the study includes an 
of community impacts.  This statement is 
at best.  There is virtually no discussion 

nge in the quality of life for people 
homes in Chevy Chase Valley or the 
s along Connecticut Avenue, and literally 
ion of the negative effects of the proposal 
lues along Connecticut Avenue. 

Under the No-Build Alternative, the environmental 
assessment states that the Village of North Chevy 
Chase would continue to be involved with maintenance 
activities for the Parkway.  If it is true, as North 
Chevy Chase maintains, that it is not compensated for 
the cost of maintaining the Parkway, then the State 
should pay back the Village for past maintenance 
expenses and begin a policy of reimbursing the 
Village for future expenses. 

Option B to the EA is different than the option B as 
the SHA currently explains it. According to Sue 
Ellen White, the ramp would not necessarily have a 
signal at Connecticut Avenue.  This difference is 
very significant because it determines whether or not 
there will be a complete break in the traffic, which 
allows pedestrians to cross Connecticut Avenue and 
drivers to exit side streets and driveways. 

As explained by Sue Ellen White, Option C entails 
widening Connecticut Avenue to five northbound 
lanes.  This should have been mentioned in the EA. 

The relationship between the Build Options and the 
Build Alternative is not explained anywhere.  Some of 
the Build Options could be built without adopting the 
Build Alternative.  This is very confusing.  Also, 
the Build Options should be presented in meaningful 
combinations.  For instance, options A, D, E, and G 
with the Build Alternative, or options B and G with 
the No-Build Alternative. 

As referenced, the EA addressed community impacts. The 
Selected Action will not increase the capacity of northbound 
Connecticut Avenue nor change the character of traffic along 
this route. Consequently, the Selected Action is anticipated 
to have minimal effect on property values along Connecticut 
Avenue. As part of the Selected Action, SHA will consider 
requests from the four property owners whose only access is 
onto Connecticut Avenue to have their homes purchased. 

Kensington Parkway is not designated as a state roadway and 
is not entitled to state maintenance funding. 

During final design, SHA will continue to evaluate Option B. 
A decision regarding a traffic signal at terminus of Option 
B with Connecticut Avenue has not been made. It is agreed that 
the provision of a traffic signal would help create additional 
gaps along southbound Connecticut Avenue, although the 
proposed traffic signal associated with Ramp Bl should also 
successfully accomplish this objective. 

See Figure 1 and pages XII-7 to III-8 for description of the 
Selected Action. Connecticut Avenue will not be widened as 
part of the Selected Action. 

The Environmental Assessment (EA) states on page III-5 that 
a median widening of northbound Connecticut Avenue is required 
with Option C for the double left-turn lane. 

As explained on page III-3 of the EA, the Build Options were 
developed to address issues that were not resolved by the 
Build Alternative alone. The Build Options alone did not serve 
to address the purpose of the study, i.e. the removal of 
interstate traffic from Kensington Parkway. Impacts of the 
Build options are addressed throughout the Impacts section of 
the EA. Option C would not have required five northbound 
lanes. ^ 
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Earlier this year. District Engineer, Michael Snyder, 
stated that the ramps could not be moved unless 
Connecticut Avenue were widened.  By presenting the 
Build Alternative without this feature (hiding them 
in options D and E instead), the SHA has violated the 
spirit, if not the letter, of the Maryland Action 
Plan.  More importantly, it has seriously skewed the 
comments that it solicited from the public.  Note 
that out of all of the supporters of the proposal, 
not a single person endorsed widening Connecticut 
Avenue. 
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This comparison is badly lacking.  The EA shouliJ 
address the Build and No-Build Alternatives plus each 
of the seven options and various combinations of the 
options.  By limiting itself to the two alternatives, 
the EA fails to meet the requirements imposed on it 
by the Maryland Action Plan.  This problem persists 
throughout the EA. 

Under the projections for Year 2010, the combined 
number of cars using northbound Connecticut Avenue 
and northbound Kensington Parkway during the morning 
peak is not the same for the No-Build and Build 
Alternatives (1,595 + 130 - 1725 as opposed to 980 - 
750 + 1730). 

The level of service projections under item 2 show 
that the level of service at the Jones Bridge Road 
intersection would be worse under the Build 
Alternative than under the No-Build Alternative 
However, the SHA has repeatedly stated that improving 
that intersection is one of the goals of the project. 

Do the level of service prjections under item 3 take 
the new fourth lane of the Beltway into account? 

The only improvement projected is for the merge onto 
the Beltway eastbound during the evening rush hour. 
This same improvement could probably be achieved by 
lengthening the existing ramp along the edge of the 
Beltway.  There is room to extend it there without 
significantly interfering with residences. 

On balance, except for the eastbound Beltway access 
ramp (which can be improved without being moved) the 
level of service projections show no significant 
difference between the Build and No-Build 
Alternatives.  The projections under items 1 and 3 
basically offset each other. 

A minor widening of Connecticut Avenue would have been 
required for Option C as stated in the EA. Widening of 
Connecticut Avenue other than for traffic merging purposes was 
not required for the other Options A, B, F and G. Options D 
and E, which widened Connecticut Avenue by adding a continuous 
4th lane in each direction., was not included in the Selected 
Action because of adverse impacts. 

The number of options evaluated reflects the range* of 
alternatives necessary to meet the project's purpose and need, 
as well as to respond to the suggestions offered by the pulilic 
and others. Because several of these options are mutually 
exclusive, it was decided to only address the No-Build and 
Build in full and complete detail in the EA. Since only 
Option B is included in the Selected Action, this decision was 
appropriate. 

A difference of 5 vehicles in the year 2010 (out of a total 
of 1725+) is not significant. 

While improving the Jones Bridge Road intersection may be 
desirable, major improvements (such as Option G) do not seem 
feasible at the present time because of the high cost and 
limited traffic benefits. 

10.  Yes. 

11. In addition to improving the merge, the Selected Action would 
also eliminate the existing loop ramp (Ramp D) to loop ramp 
(Ramp C) weave which now exists along the Beltway. Lengthening 
the existing ramp would only marginally improve the poor weave 
conflict and would result in unbalanced Ramp C geometries. 
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These projections ignore the levels of service at the 
intersection of Jones Bridge Road with Spring Valley 
Road and the intersections of Connecticut Avenue with 
Woodlawn Road, Montrose Drive (both sides of the 
Avenue), and Parsons Street. 

The estimate of the construction costs are misleading 
for several reasons.  First, it ignores the options. 
Options D and E, which the SHA considers mandatory, 
are very expensive.  However, even the estimates of 
these options ignore the stark reality that the SHA 
will be compelled to buy many of the homes along 
Connecticut Avenue if it widens the roadway to eight 
lanes. 

Option C will take so much land on the east side of 
Connecticut Avenue that the SHA will probably be 
required to buy the homes.  Therefore, the expenses 
will be much higher. 

The level of service projections show many levels in 
the E and F range.  According to Neil Pedersen, the 
scale used to measure the level of service is not 
very meaningful in the E and F range because the 
intersection exceeds its theoretical maximum capacity 
and cars may back up at the intersection. 

Option B, which could be built without the Build 
Alternative, seems to be relatively inexpensive. 

The Environmental Assessment Form does not adequately 
address the concerns and issues that the Maryland 
Action Plans requires the SHA to address.  It appears 
that the form was filled out for the Build 
Alternative without any options, 
and deceptive. 

This is unrealistic 

Item 25 is misleading because it does not address 
options B thru G.  In particular, no noise analysis 
was done or included in any published report for 
option E. 

The statement under Item 31 that the action (with or 
without options?) will not impair the economic use of 
properties is absurd.  At a minimum, homes with 
driveways on Connecticut Avenue will sell for lower 
prices because of the inreased traffic at their 
doorsteps.  Options C, D and E would make these homes 
almost worthless as residences.  Who would buy a home 

12. Traffic operations at these intersections were evaluated, and 
the Jones Bridge Road/Spring Valley Road intersection was 
identified as a potential problem regardless of this project. 
For this reason, during final design, SHA will request that 
Montgomery County evaluate installing a traffic signal at 
intersection of Jones fciiuye Road vith Spring Valley Road. 

13. Options D and E are not mandatory and are not a part of the 
Selected Action. Options D and E were eliminated because of 
residential impacts. SHA will consider purchasing the four 
homes along the west side of Connecticut Avenue whose access 
is only via Connecticut Avenue. 

14. Option C is not a part of the Selected Action primarily 
because the significant increase in traffic on Ramp D 
resulting from the northbound Connecticut Avenue left turn 
would considerably worsen the already poor weave condition 
along eastbound 1-495. The Selected Action eliminates this 
weave. 

15. The Environmental Assessment Form was filled out primarily for 
the basic Build Alternative. Because of the similarity between 
the basic Build Alternative and the Selected Action, this form 
remains valid. 

16.  See response #15. 

17.  See response #15. 

% 
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with a 15 foot driveway with access only to a Beltway 
ramp and with eight lanes of traffic 25 feet from the 
front door? The assessment should have included a 
summary of a study done by a qualified appraiser. 
The study should have included all of the homes along 
Connecticut Avenue and in North Chevy Chase and Chevy 
Chase Valley.  The comments referenced in Section 
IV-C are unsupported and nearly meaningless. 

The response to Item 32 is incorrect.  The increased 
danger for pedestrians crossing Connecticut Avenue is 
certain to deter citizens on one side of Connecticut 
Avenue from using the school grounds or the'Chevy 
Chase Recreation Association on the opposite side. 

The response to Item 33 ignores the value of homes 
that front on Connecticut Avenue and other nearby 
homes. 

Item 37 states that, the proposal is consistent with 
zoning plans.  This ignores the effect of the options 
on the "green corridor" concept in the 
Kensington-Wheaton Master Plan.  The options may also 
place some homes in violation of front yard set back 
requirements. 

Under Item 40, the increased traffic burden is likely 
to encourage some homeowners to move or to convert 
their houses to commercial uses. 

Under Item 42, the proposal is certain to affect the 
public safety because it makes it more dangerous to 
cross Connecticut Avenue on foot or to drive out of a 
side street or driveway onto Connecticut Avenue. 

The response to Item 43 is correct, but the point 
seems to have been overlooked elsewhere in the EA. 
In essence, it seems to say that nothing terrible 
would happen if the project were not built. 

The response to Item 45 ignores the plans for the 
future development of the Connecticut Avenue corridor 
and the development of Bethesda and Silver Spring, 
which will continue to grow and generate traffic on 
Jones Bridge Road. 

The footnote is incorrect.  The EA does not meet the 
requirements for public disclosure contained in the 
Maryland Action Plan.  Furthermore, I do not believe 

18. The Selection Action will not result in eight lanes of traffic 
(Options D and E) on Connecticut Avenue and the increased 
traffic volumes are not expected to reduce the value of 
residences fronting on Connecticut Avenue. 

19. The Selected Action will provide improved opportunities for 
pedestrians wishing to cross Connecticut Avenue. This will be 
accomplished with the traffic signal proposed with Ramp Bl. 
In the design phase, other options will be investigated to 
address pedestrian crossings of Connecticut Avenue. 

20. The Selected Action and the options presented in the EA are 
included in the 1970 Master Plan for the Bethesda - Chevy 
Chase Planning Area and the July 1989 Final Draft Master Plan 
for this area. 

21.  See response #15. 

22.  See response #19. 

23. While the action can be eliminated without deleterious effects 
on public health, safety, welfare and the natural environment, 
it is in the interest of the public that only those roadways 
designated to service interstate destined traffic serve as 
such. 

24. See response #20. 

25. See response #15. This study followed the Maryland Action Plan 
procedures with respect to public disclosure and development 
of the EA. The EA and FONSI have been developed in accordance 
with State and Federal regulations. 
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that it was developed under the procedures required 
by the Maryland Action Plan. 

In the first paragraph, the EA correctly notes that 
the study area "is primarily residential . 
communities."  That includes Connecticut Avenue as 
well as Kensington Parkway. 

In the first sentence of section I-B, the EA states 
that the changes would consist primarily of moving 
the ramps.  This is misleading at best.  Since the 
Build Alternative requires the widening of 
Connecticut Avenue, the changes would be much greater 
than simply moving the ramps.  Also, this statement 
generally ignores the options which are as much a 
part of the proposal as the Build Alternative itself. 

It should be noted under section I-C.l.a. that each 
time North Chevy Chase closed off a side street, 
surrounding communities absorbed the traffic burden. 
These same street closings are what makes it 
"necessary" to propose option A to give the Village 
access to Connecticut Avenue southbound.  If some of 
the barricaded streets were opened up onto Jones 
Bridge Road, new construction would not be necessary. 

The homes mentioned along Connecticut Avenue are not 
represented by the village government. 

The description of the human environment should also 
mention the residential character of Connecticut 
Avenue south of Jones Bridge Road.  This area will be 
affected by additional truck traffic and greater 
traffic back ups. 

Under d.l), the EA mentions that traffic volumes for 
the study area are indicated in Fig. II-l.  It should 
be noted that Fig. II-l does not show traffic volumes 
by lane, which is a very important part of the proper 
analysis of the proposal.  Lane data is necessary to 
evaluate how the traffic will affect vehicles trying 
to gain access to Connecticut Avenue and Jones Bridge 
Road from Chevy Chase Valley. 

Under the comments on the public transportation 
system, the EA should note that it would be possible 
to route buses down and back along Kensington Parkway 
to pick up and drop off passengers who might 
otherwise have to walk along the Parkway or cross 
Connecticut Avenue. 

26.  Agree 

27. The Selected Action does not include widening of Connecticut 
Avenue. The primary purpose of the project (i.e. removal of 
interstate traffic from a residential road) will be 
accomplished by relocating the ramp. The Build Alternative 
involves only minor widening of Connecticut Avenue for merge 
purposes. The options are not a mandatory part of the Build 
Alternative and were fully discussed in the summary section 
and Alternative section of the EA. See also Section III.B.l. 
of this FONSI. 

28. Opening up some of the closed side residential streets in 
North Chevy Chase would not eliminate the need for new 
construction. There is no relationship between traffic on the 
referenced side residential streets and the Connecticut Avenue 
to Beltway entrance ramp. 

29. The increase in truck traffic which will result with construc- 
tion of the new Ramp H is not expected to alter traffic flow 
on Connecticut Avenue south of Jones Bridge Road (see Section 
III.B.2.). 

30. Traffic flow data by lane has not been collected for this 
project. It is agreed that the right-hand (curb) lane would 
tend to carry higher than average traffic volumes as result 
of the new entrance ramp. 

31. The Selected Action would not affect public transportation 
along either Kensington Parkway or Connecticut Avenue. 

*? 
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Avenue in that area. 

Under Land Use Planning  the £ sho-ldd iscus^^ 
Connecticut Avenue north of ^e intercn  9 ^.^^ 
much of the through tta"" "Jfelthet side oE 

mention in this part of the EA. 

Connecticut Avf"^. B^f'fLnstngton Parkway, the  I 
H ^.^U't"" IhifhiirpeLeates the entire 
study. 
There is nothing, inherently wrong with havin^^ ^ 

interstate traffic on a local toad.  i  |     state 
Kensington Parkway would be no ditterent 
condemned the road and took it over. 

How are the alleged deficiencies on ramp H measured? 

The first problem ("Ramp H") i^^^8"^^ r0ads 
problem.  Turning «J«;;f£ "t

n£"?s to make a turn 
iSe'S? Sataiocalhroead  Afl^ofth^problems could be 
addressed by improving the existing ramp and 
modifying the landscaping. 

The next problem will »* improved when th. fourthf^ 
lane o£ the Beltway opens  L^ing tnr g   trafEiC 
to the two left lanes should greatly ease      ^ 
weave.  If the problem is so great, wny 
not posted warning signs? 

The SHA should not -o^^^Su^S-SS^ 
on southbound and northbound Conneccicu 

worse. 

32.  A decision regarding future use of the BiO Railroad tracks 
(possibly for Light Rail Transit) has not been made. 

33. 

34. 

35. 

Connecticut Avenue north of the Beltway is predominately 
residential development. Page 1-7 of the EA does discuss the 
two large tracts on either side of Connecticut Avenue and 
Jones Bridge Road. Although the Hughes Medical Institute has 
purchased the west side tract, they have not submitted 
development concepts or plans and have not begun construction, 
now two years after the public hearing. ^ 

The EA describes the existing environment. The impact section 
of the EA discusses the impacts of the Build Alternative and 
options on trees (0.1 acres required - all within SHA owned 
right-of-way). In addition, the Selected Build Alternative 
includes consideration for landscaping. 

Contrary to Mr. Hessel's comment, federal, state, and local 
transportation officials and land use planners agree that it 
is inherently wrong to place interstate traffic on a local 
road. The purpose of this study should focus on the removal 
of interstate orientated traffic from Kensington Parkway. 

36. The EA does not address the "seriousness" of the specific Ramp 
H problem, but rather notes deficiencies such as poor sight 
distance, poor curve transitions and merging problems along 
the Beltway. 

37. The recent fourth lane addition to the Beltway will not 
relieve the existing entrance - exit ramp weaving condition 
which now exists along the eastbound portion of the Beltway. 
Although, common to cloverleaf interchanges, this weave is not 
a desirable condition when the distance between the ramps is 
limited. 

38. The Selected Action with the traffic signal included at 
Connecticut Avenue/Ramp Bl will correct the problem of 
insufficient gaps on Connecticut Avenue for residents 
attempting to exit their driveways. 

•$ 
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The fact that Kensington ParkMay is a residential 
road does not make it untouchable.  Connecticut 
Avenue was once narrower than the Parkway is today. 
It does not matter to homeowners whether the SHA 
calls the road in front of their houses residential 
or arterial.  It is the traffic flow that counts.  If 
the SHA is hung up on this distinction then it should 
recognize that Kensington Parkway is, in fact, an 
arterial road. 

The congestion at the Jones Bridge Road intersection 
cannot be considered separately from the congestion 

•     at the other intersections along Connecticut Avenue 
because there is no place else for the traffic to go. 

II-3     Under section II-D.l., the EA states that the review 
of the data should focus on the volume of traffic 
using northbound Kensington Parkway.  This is another 
illustration of the bias of the EA.  The focus should 
be on the traffic flow in the entire study area and 
beyond. 

II-5     Cut through traffic is a concern of Chevy Chase 
Valley, but it pales in comparison with the concern 
over the other problems that the Build Alternative 
and options would cause.  Stating that cut through 
traffic is a major concern deflects attention from 
other more serious problems. 

Compare the statement that the Beltway traffic is the 
only significant traffic problem in North Chevy Chase 
to a comparable statement about the traffic problems 
faced by people who live on Connecticut Avenue. 
People on Connecticut Avenue have even greater 
problems. 

II-6     On the chart for the morning peak cut through traffic 
southbound, it should be noted that all cut through 
traffic at those hours is illegal ("no right turn" 
signs are posted).  The numbers are also low because 
the study was done during the summer months when 
traffic is notoriously light. 

On the chart for Jones Bridge Road, the low (zero) 
level of traffic in the morning from D to F shows 
just how hard it can be to head north from Woodlawn 
Road to Connecticut Avenue north.  The low numbers 
under "From E" indicate that there is absolutely no 
reason to follow this route unless you live in one of 
the homes on Jones Bridge Road between Connecticut 

39. Although Connecticut Avenue nay at one time have been narrower 
than Kensington Parkway, the present six lanes along 
Connecticut Avenue (Maryland Route 185) has significantly more 
traffic capacity then existing Kensington Parkway. Kensington 
Parkway is a local road and interstate type traffic along it 
is inappropriate. 

40. The traffic analyses presented in the EA and in this document 
address the volume to capacity ratio (i.e. v/c ratio) for this 
intersection in terms of each of the improvement options 
studied. See Table S. 

41. Traffic Figures II-l, IV-1 and IV-2 in the EA present daily 
and peak hour (am/pm) traffic volumes for 23 traffic links in 
the network. The full sentence on page II-3 of the EA under 
the topic "Existing Traffic Data" begins "Review of these data 
relevant to this project should focus on the volume of traffic 
currently using northbound Kensington Parkway to access 1-495 
eastbound...".  See also Figures 4, 5 and 6 in this FONSI. 

42. The discussion on cut-through traffic was added in direct 
response to concerns stated by both area residents as well as 
the civic association representatives. This text does not 
place a value judgement on the consequences of cut through 
traffic in comparison to "problems". 

43. The introduction to EA Table II-3 "Existing Cut Through 
Traffic" on page II-5 identifies the four traffic movements 
which are prohibited by signing during the peak hour. These 
movements were counted during "prohibited" time periods 
because several citizens specifically requested the count. 

Prior to the Public Hearing, these volumes were recounted 
following the opening of school and where not notably 
different. The cut-through volumes presented in the FONSI 
reflect the post-start of school time period. 

^ 
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and Spring Valley.  It is not properly considered a 
cut through.  This route is longer than the 
alternative. 

What is the practical significance of 2 second gaps? 
What happens to that number under the various options? 

When were the pedestrian counts done? Was it a 
school day? What day of the week was it? 

The study area along 1-495 should be eastbound only. 
All statistics for westbound 1-495 are irrelevant and 
skew the conclusions.  It should also be noted that 
this part of the Beltway is the infamous "roller 
coaster." Accidents are caused by the Beltway design 
at this point. 

Is the statewide average of 71 acc/lOOmvm for open 
stretches of urban highways, or for urban highways at 
interchanges? 

The EA should assess the safety of the Beltway with 
four lanes as it will be soon. Measuring safety 
under irrelevant conditions is meaningless. 

In Table II-6, what do the rear end, fixed object, 
sideswipe and parked vehicle accidents have to do 
with a Beltway ramp?  How many of the accidents were 
caused by poor ramp design which could be corrected 
without moving the ramp? 

The High Accident Section referred to covers almost 
the entire study area.  This data shows that the 
merge from the access ramp onto eastbound 1-495 was 
not a factor because the High Accident Section does 
not appear to include the ramp. 

Note that the accident rate on Connecticut Avenue is 
much higher than the rate on the Beltway. 

The data does not indicate whether it applies to the 
westbound or eastbound lanes of the Beltway.  It also 
does not show the causes. 

The High Accident Intersection is the only full 
intersection in the study area. Therefore, singling 
it out is meaningless. 

44. The two second gap represents the average gap observed along 
Connecticut Avenue. The addition of the traffic signal 
upstream of this location on Connecticut Avenue (at new Ramp 
Bl) will create additional and thus longer average gaps which 
would increase opportunities for traffic to enter Connecticut 
Avpni'«» from the side streets. 

45. The pedestrian counts were obtained in September of 1987. 

46. The addition of the fourth traffic lane along the Beltway and 
the shoulder improvements have improved traffic operations 
along this portion of the Beltway. 

47. The state-wide average accident rate is for all sections of 
urban highways, both with and without interchanges. 

48. At the time of publication, the EA could only address 
historical accident data for the pre-widening condition of the 
Beltway. Post-widening accident statistics are now being 
collected. 

49. The accident statistics presented in EA Table II-6 address 
the section of the Beltway within the study limits, not solely 
Ramp H. The existing accident problems along Ramp H are the 
result of a combination of poor geometries and high traffic 
volumes along both the ramp and the Beltway. 

50. A review of the accident reports for the study area indicates 
a variety of accident causes, including driver error/ 
confusion, poor pavement conditions (wet for example) and 
traffic congestion. No single cause is readily apparent for 
most of these accidents. Access controlled highways such as 
the Beltway historically have lower accident rates than 
facilities such as Connecticut Avenue. These data are for both 
directions on the Beltway. 
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Option B should resolve the accident problem on that 
ramp.  The Build Alternative alone will have no 
affect on that accident ramp. 

The problems with the eastbound Beltway exit ramp to 
northbound Connecticut Avenue can be fixed without 
moving the ramp. 

The only recent fatal accident on Kensington Parkway 
was caused by a drunk driver.  There is no indication 
whether the driver was bound for the Beltway or what 
could have prevented the accident. 

What is the significance of the 14 accidents on 
Kensington Parkway?  The rate on Kensington Parkway 
is much better than the rate on Connecticut Avenue. 

There should be data for accidents on Jones Bridge 
Road. 

Some types of accidents will not be reduced 
significantly by the Build Alternative.  For 
instance, side swipes, fixed object collisions, and 
probably rear-end collisions.- 

In the project history, the EA states that the 
original configuration of the Connecticut Avenue 
interchange was a compromise "accepted by all 
agencies as a compromise which permitted Beltway 
construction with minimum damage to Rock Creek Park 
and the adjacent residences."  If this is true, the 
SHA's authority to unilaterally change the terms of 
the compromise is doubtful.  Before proceeding any 
further, the SHA must ascertain the basis of the 
original compromise and publish the documentation. 
To date, no one has been able to produce any tangible 
evidence that a commitment was made. 

Note thcrt when the- EA mentions the citizens that it 
spoke with in developing the initial proposal, it 
only lists the Village of North Chevy Chase.  In 
fact, the SHA intentionally avoided discussing the 
proposal with the Chevy Chase Valley Citizens 
Association (CCVCA) and other citizens that would 
obviously be affected by the proposal.  The SHA had 
dealt with the CCVCA on other matters, but declined 
to even mention the proposal to it. 

10 

51.  Option B is anticipated to help reduce the accident problem 
along this ramp. 

52.  Shifting the loop ramp does not resolve the accident problem 
along the Beltway caused by the traffic weave. 

53. The EA does not attribute "significance" to the accident data 
for Kensington Parkway, but rather presents the available 
accident statistics for all roads within the study area. 

54. Elimination of the traffic weaves along both the Beltway and 
Connecticut Avenue is expected to reduce side swipe accidents 
and rear-end accidents. 

55. The need to remove Ramp H reflects the inappropriateness of 
interstate traffic on a residential street and safety benefits 
associated with the redesigned interchange. The absence of 
written documentation attesting to the interchange design's 
adequacy does not invalidate the verbal commitment made 
regarding the temporary nature of this ramp. 

56. The actual statement on EA page III-2 reads "in conjunction 
with local citizens representatives (including the village of 
North Chevy Chase Citizen Association) and representatives of 
M-NCP & PC,...". In the summer of 1987, SHA representatives 
met at the home of Ms. Mary Anne Berberich to discuss the 
study process and improvement alternatives. Mr. Mark Hessel 
was also in attendance during this meeting, at which time the 
proposals were discussed in detail with Chevy Chase Valley 
Citizen Association. Many of the sections criticized by Mr. 
Mark Hessel as "meaningless" in the EA were specifically added 
in response to issues raised by these citizens. 

•% 
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It appears likely that the Village of North Chevy 
Chase lobbied its state representatives who in turn 
pressured the SHA to devise a plan to remove the 
Beltway traffic from Kensington Parkway.  This 
scenario raises the question why the SHA did not 
propose to move the ramp in 1981 when it moved 
another ramp or in 1987 when it undertook 
construction for the fourth lane of the Beltway.  The 
answer may be that it was considered but rejected. 
Any consideration of a proposal to move the ramp at 
these times should be identified and reviewed. 

The design and operation issues are not all 
significant.  The fact that Kensington Parkway is a 
local road is only a metaphysical problem.  In fact, 
Kensington Parkway has been a heavy service road for 
almost 25 years. 

It is not clear why having two entrances and two 
exits along the eastbound Beltway is a problem.  Note 
that the proposal would have no affect on the number 
of entrances. 

Although the EA states that the options were designed 
to address the increased traffic volumes on 
Connecticut Avenue south of the Beltway, the EA does 
not address traffic congestion below Jones Bridge 
Road.  Traffic below Jones Bridge Road may soon back 
up all of the way to the Beltway. 

Under III-B.2., the EA states that the Build 
Alternative addresses the majority of the issues 
discussed in Section II, but does not resolve all of 
the issues.  This is incorrect.  The Build 
Alternative creates more problems than it solves 
because it will cause back ups along Connecticut 
Avenue,  while some of the options may help, they 
also cause other prublems.  Each combination of 
options should Le evaluated as a separate alternative. 

The description of the Build Alternative states that 
Ramp N-E would begin with a 30 MPH exit curve from 
Connecticut Avenue and transition to 40 to 50 MPH. 
This ramp would have the same design flaws that the 
SHA says that the existing ramp H has.  There are no 
cars on Connecticut Avenue that travel at just 30 
MPH.  Cars regularly move at 40 to 50 MPH.  The ramp 
would be dangerous if it were built as planned.  If 
the SHA insists on pursuing the myth that a ramp 
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57. The ramp modifications undertaken in 1981 where viewed by SHA 
as the first step in completely removing all interstate 
traffic from Kensington Parkway. It was SHA's intentions to 
stage this construction-i.e. one ramp at a time. The Beltway 
widening project undertaken in 1987 was for the primary 
purpose of improving traffic safety and providing additional 
capacity and four lanes along the portion of the Capital 
Beltway through Rock Creek Park. See also response #55. 

58. Interchange modifications were not part of this project. Mr. 
Hessel's evaluation of the significant impacts and "meta- 
physical problem" are his own opinion. 

59. Traffic operations south of the Jones Bridge Road intersection 
would be largely unaffected by the Selected Action. The 
additional 170 to 370 trucks per day which are projected to 
use Connecticut Avenue as a result of the removal of truck 
prohibitions are not projected to adversely impact traffic 
service and operations along Connecticut Avenue. 

60. The Selected Action is anticipated to improve traffic 
operations in the 1-495/Connecticut Avenue interchange and 
remove interstate traffic from Kensington Parkway. Backups 
along Connecticut Avenue exist today, and are anticipated to 
continue in the future regardless of the option selected. This 
FONSI presents the environmental consequences of the Build 
Alternative, along with Option B. 

61. A primary benefit of the Selected Action is that the weave 
problems along both the inner loop of the Beltway and 
northbound Connecticut Avenue would be eliminated. The design 
criteria for new Ramp N-E begins with a 30 mph exit curve from 
Connecticut Avenue and transitions to 50 mph merge with the 
Beltway. The geometries of this ramp would be considerably 
better than existing Ramp H. 
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III-5    Under Option A, the proposed road will interfere with 
access to the Beltway ramp.  Whether the proposed 
road technically interupts the ramp or not, the 
effect will be the same. 

The description of option B states that the movement 
would be signal controlled.  According to Sue Ellen 
White, the signal is no longer considered a necessary 
part of the option.  Aside from the unfairness of 
holding a public hearing on a document that has been 
revised, this change is undesirable.  The signal 
would solve a bad problem on the west side of 
Connecticut Avenue.  Pedestrians crossing the Avenue 
must contend with cars from the Beltway that proceed 
south at high rates of speed.  Even a brief signal 
would give these pedestrians relief from a dangerous 
situation.  The same analysis applies to drivers 
trying to leave the side streets in Chevy Chase 
Valley or driveways directly on Connecticut Avenue. 

Option C is deceptive.  It mentions that Connecticut 
Avenue would be "bowed out."  According to Sue Ellen 
White and the diagrams presented for the first time 
at the tTCiblic hearing, this means that northbound 
Connecticut Avenue would be widened to five lanes 
between Montrose Drive and the new intersection with 
the eastbound Beltway exit ramp.  To accomplish this, 
part of the median would have to be taken.  The 
median is necessary for the safety of pedestrians 
crossing Connecticut Avenue and drivers who try to 
travel north on the Avenue from Woodlawn Road.  These 
drivers must wait for a break in the southbound 
traffic, drive to the median, and wait there for a 
comparable break in the northbound traffic.  If the 
median is too narrow, the car will block traffic 

12 

62. Sec P.c'ij,~T,S' #5!». Fvt-ure truck traffic data resulting from 
allowing trucks on Ramp N-E is discussed on Page IV-3 of the 
EA and Section III.B.2. of this document. 

63. Option A was not selected because of unacceptable traffic 
operations and loss of green space. 

64. Option B will receive further evaluations during the design 
phase. Option B is expected to improve the traffic operations 
from the side streets without resulting in adverse social, 
economic and environmental impacts. 

65. Option C was not selected because it would result in 
significantly worse traffic operations (weaving) along the 
inner loop'of the Beltway and difficulty in accommodating the 
high volume of northbound Connecticut Avenue left turning 
traffic in the existing median. 

-§=» 
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while it waits Eor an opening.  In addition, the car 
would have to cross two lanes of left turn only 
traffic to proceed north.  If no left turn is allowed 
at Wooalawn Road, the residents of Chevy Chase Valley 
will only have one very cumbersome means of going 
north on Connecticut Avenue.  They would have to go 
out Spring Valley Road, left on Jones Bridge Road, 
and left again onto Connecticut Avenue. 
Unfortunately, traffic backs up so far in the left 
turn lane on Jones Bridge Road that it is often 
impossible to make this turn. 

Option E proposes a new northbound lane on 
Connecticut Avenue.  This lane would feed into the 
proposed access ramp and serve as an extension of the 
ramp itself.  However, buses and driveway use would 
interfere with access to the Beltway along this 
extended ramp. 

Option F is unclear".  It has been described as 
anything from a wide shoulder to a parking bay.  It 
could be very dangerous for someone trying to pull 
into or out of a tight spot on this "mitigation 
project" while traffic is speeding past on the way to 
the Beltway ramp. 

Under the introduction, the EA states that no 
significant adverse effects are expected from the 
Build Alternative because no right of way has to be 
taken from adjacent properties. This statement 
contains a compound error.  First, there are 
significant adverse effects. The additional 11,000 
cars a day traveling northbound on Connecticut Avenue 
north of Jones Bridge Road will create major traffic 
problems in terms of back ups and making the 
driveways on Connecticut Avenue unusable.  These cars 
represent an increase of almost 50 percent.  When the 
proposed new light on Connecticut Avenue is taken 
into account, this increase may very well cause 
gridlock at the Jones Bridge Road Intersection.  The 
SHA has not done a queuing analysis of this.  The 
additional traffic will leave much less room for 
pedestrians and cars trying to head north from 
Woodlawn Road. 

Second, because of these problems and others, the 
Build Alternative cannot be built without widening 
Connecticut Avenue.  This will require taking the 
front lawns of residences. As a result, the homes 
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66. Option E was not selected because of residential impacts 
associated with widening Connecticut Avenue. 

67.  Option F was not selected because of severe residential 
impacts along the east side of Connecticut Avenue. 

68. SHA is sensitive to potential problems identified by Mr. 
Hessel for residences along the east side of Connecticut 
Avenue. Because driveway access to Connecticut Avenue is an 
important concern, SHA will consider requests from the four 
property owners whose only access is on Connecticut Avenue to 
have their homes purchased at market value. The queuing 
analysis indicated continued queues along southbound 
Connecticut Avenue (generally unaffected by the proposed I- 
495/Connecticut Avenue interchange modifications). Northbound 
queues along Connecticut Avenue south of Jones Bridge Road are 
anticipated to increase, although signal time adjustments 
should reduce the length. Shifting interstate destined traffic 
from Kensington Parkway to Connecticut Avenue will not cause 
"gridlock" at the Jones Bridge Road intersection because 
traffic will be free flow north of the intersection. 
Significant social, economic and environmental impacts are not 
anticipated with the Selected Action. 

69. As previously stated in this document, the Selected Build 
Alternative will be constructed entirely within SHA right-of- 
way based on existing analyses, and where feasible, within 
existing curb lines of Connecticut Avenue. Widening of 
Connecticut Avenue is neither necessary nor proposed. 
Construction easements will, however, probably be required. 

-3* 
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will lose most of their value and the SHA will 
probably be required to buy thera outright. 

Under social impacts, the EA states that the Build 
Alternative would not displace any buildings.  This 
."tstcraent assumes that the Build Alternative can be 
built without widening Connecticut Avenue.  If 
Connecticut Avenue is widened as proposed in options. 
C, D, or E it will be necessary to take the front 
lawns of homes.  In addition, the effect on the value 
of the homes along both sides of Connecticut Avenue 
may be so great that the SHA will be required to buy 
the homes and destroy them.  This course of action 
would raise an entirely new set of concerns for the 
communities because it would expose additional homes 
to Connecticut Avenue. 

As discussed earlier, the focus of the study is 
inappropriate.  The study should consider traffic 
burdens along the entire portion of Connecticut 
Avenue below Rock Creek Park. 

The EA should mention that because the Beltway 
traffic is on Kensington Parkway, it has no 
significant effect on the homes along Connecticut 
Avenue. 

The first paragraph on this page illustrates how 
incomplete the EA is.  It states that moving the 
traffic onto Connecticut Avenue "may result in 
additional minor social impacts along Connecticut 
Avenue." There is no mention of the community of 
Chevy Chase Valley and the impact on it, despite the 
fact that it was the CCVCA that demanded that the SHA 
prepare this EA in the first place.  There is no 
meaningful analysis of exactly what the significance 
of the proposal is and the effect that it would have 
on property values..  „ 

The EA mentions that the Build Alternative would 
slightly enhance property values along Kensington 
Parkway.  There is no mention of its effect on other 
homes in Chevy Chase Valley and along Connecticut 
Avenue.  This omission is indicative of the fact that 
the EA largely ignores the negative effects of the 
proposal. 

The last paragraph on the page states that a review 
of the future traffic data should focus on the 
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70. SHA's willingness to consider the purchase of the four hones 
along the east side of Connecticut Avenue whose only access 
is onto Connecticut Avenue does not jeopardize the residential 
character of Connecticut Avenue - SHA intends to resell these 
properties in order to maintain the residential character of 
Connecticut Avenue. These new purchasers would purchase their 
homes in the full knowledge of the new Ramp N-E and would, it 
seems, reflect these concerns in their purchase price. 

71. The EA served to adequately address the environmental impacts 
of the Selected Action. It has been determined that the 
project will not result in significant impacts and can be 
processed with this Finding of No Significant Impact (FONSI) 
document. It is because of potential concerns regarding 
property values "that SHA has offered to purchase the four' 
homes along the east side Connecticut Avenue. 
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Kensington Parkway traffic using ramp H traffic in 
the year 2010.  This suggestion is inappropriate and 
misleading.  The issue is traffic in the entire 
area.  An equally appropriate focus is the traffic 
that is already on Connecticut Avenue.  This level 
would be increased to intolerable levels by the 
ptoposa 1. 

What is the basis for the estimates of the levels of 
truck traffic in the year 2010? Silver Spring, 
Wheaton, and Bethesda will all be substantially 
larger and busier in 23 years.  Has this been 
accounted for?  How? 

The EA anticipates a low level of service for the 
proposed intersection on Connecticut Avenue.  This 
point is very important and should receive greater 
consideration in the decision whether the proposal is 
worth pursuing.  Note that if this intersection backs 
up, it will interfere with the existing intersection 
at the end of the westbound Beltway ramp.  If that 
intersection gets fully blocked, northbound ' 
Connecticut Avenue traffic can become blocked.  The 
potential for full fledged gridlock exists on bad 
traffic days (which might be every day in the year 
2010 or 2050).  An accident could bring on this 
condition very quickly. 

With regard to weaving on the Beltway, consider the 
effect of the new fourth land and how the weaving 
problem can be reduced by using signs that keep 
through traffic in the other lanes. 

As mentioned earlier, the measurements of cut through 
traffic are suspect because they were taken in the 
summer months while traffic is normally lighter. 
Also, they were taken when cut through traffic on one 
of the routes was illegal. 

The analysis of cut through traffic ignores the fact 
that the land on either side of Connecticut Avenue is 
also residential. 

The second paragraph under the cut through analysis 
states that options D and E would improve traffic 
flow through the area.  This is not correct. 
According to the figures on pages S-5 and S-7, the 
Jones Bridge Road intersection would actually become 
worse.  Even though the extra lanes might reduce the 

72. Traffic Figures IV-X and IV-2 in the EA and Figures 5 and 
6 in this document present daily and peak hour (AM/PM) 
traffic volumes for 23 key links in the study area. 

73. The projected range in additional daily truck traffic on 
Connecticut Avenue (170 to 370) is in response to the 
difficulty in projecting land use assumptions in the year 
2010. The higher truck volumes correspond with higher 
development intensities. 

74. A traffic analysis has been completed for the new 
Connecticut Avenue/Ramp Bl intersection. Gridlock 
conditions are not projected to occur. Like any other 
section of roadway, however, an accident could cause 
delays and backups. 

75. The fourth lane on the Beltway will improve the existing 
weaving conditions. Specific assignment of traffic (other 
than trucks) to lanes on the Beltway would be 
unenforceable and not beneficial to traffic operations. 

76.  Refer to response #42. 

15 
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length of the queues, they would not move cars 
through the intersection significantly faster. 
Therefore, the pressure on drivers to cut through 
would remain high. 

The last paragraph under the cut through analysis 
suggests that pLOhiliiliny left turns from Woodlawn 
Road onto Connecticut Avenue would solve some cut 
through problems.  However, this would cut off one of 
Chevy Chase Valley's only two means of going north on 
Connecticut Avenue.  The other means (Spring Valley 
Road to Jones Bridge Road to Connecticut Avenue) is 
frequently not viable because of backups along Jones 
Bridge Road that block the intersection at Spring 
Valley Road. 

Under the section on traffic gaps, the EA 
acknowledges the effect on homes with driveways on 
Connecticut Avenue.  However, there is no discussion 
of the meaning of this impact.  For instance, will 
homeowners by unable to use their driveways at all at 
certain times of the day? What will happen to home 
values? 

IV-5     Under the discussion of the No-Build Alternative, the 
chart should mention that other improvements to the 
area can be made without moving the ramps.  For 
instance, option 8 would improve the situation 
somewhat. 

Under the discussion of the Build Alternative, note 
that an additional traffic signal could be installed 
on Connecticut Avenue southbound without moving the 
ramps.  This would improve the traffic gap problem. 
This is important for both drivers and pedestrians. 

Under option A, the EA should note that the new road 
could interfere with access to the proposed ramp and 
would cause-cars to back up in front of homes.  As a 
result, cars would generate additional noise because 
of their need to stop and accelarate.  It should also 
be noted that option A would be unnecessary if the 
Village of North Chevy Chase opened up one of its 
closed streets that connect with Jones Bridge Road. 
It would only be necessary to open it up in the 
southbound direction. 

Option C would adversely affect Chevy Chase Valley 
because it would reduce the size of the median and 
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77. As presently envisioned,' the selected Build Alternative 
would not prohibit lett-tums from Woodlawn Road onto 
northbound Connecticut Avenue. 

78.  See response #71. 

79. During final design. Option B will receive further 
consideration. While Option B alone without the Build 
Alternative would serve to increase gaps on Connecticut 
Avenue, it would not serve to address the primary purpose 
of the project to remove interstate traffic from 
Kensington Parkway, a residential street. 

80.  Option A has not been selected. 

81.  Option C has not been selected. 

«=?? Y 
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place two left turn lanes in the way of drivers 
trying to make a left out of Woodlawn Road. 

There is no mention under option C of the fact that 
it will reduce the median and require the taking of 
lawns and probably whole houses on the east side of 
Connecticut avenue all of t-hr way back to Montrose 
Drive. 
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IV-6     Options D and E would require taking lawns and 
probably entire houses on the east side of the 
Avenue.  The additional lanes of traffic would make 
life much harder for pedestrians and drivers who must 
now look for simultaneous gaps in four lanes of 
traffic instead of three. 

No one supports option F at this point. It would 
require taking lawns and would leave little or no 
room for a sidewalk. 

IV-7     The discussion of pedestrians is grossly inadequate 
because it ignores the dangers of pedestrians 
crossing Connecticut Avenue.  This problem is much 
worse than the problem for pedestrians walking along 
Connecticut Avenue. 

The transit problems discussed in North Chevy Chase 
are largely the village's own doing because roads 
have been blocked off. 

If the median at Montrose Drive were removed, the 
Village of North Chevy Chase would have the same 
access to Connecticut Avenue southbound that Chevy 
Chase Valley has northbound. 

IV-8     To solve the transit problem, passengers could cross 
Connecticut Avenue to catch southbound buses.  This 
is the same burden that people or. the west side of 
Connecticut Avenue face. 

IV-9 The simplest improvement in safety would be improving 
the grading and design of the existing roads, curves, 
and ramps where they are currently located. 

The EA states that the general congestion at the 
Jones Bridge Road intersection would be relieved if 
the southbound signal at Kensington Parkway were 
removed.  The charts on pages S-5 and S-7 show that 
this is not true.  The Build Alternative with option 
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82. Options D and E have not been selected. 

83.  Option F has not been selected. 

84. During final design, pedestrian issues will receive 
considerable attention. Measures will be investigated 
to address pedestrian crossings of Connecticut Avenue. 
In addition, during the design phase the need and cost 
of constructing a sidewalk along the east side of 
Connecticut Avenue will be investigated. The signal on 
Connecticut Avenue with Ramp Bl will serve to improve 
pedestrian crossing of Connecticut Avenue. 

85. Transit operations within the study area were discussed in the 
EA and are summarized in Section III.B.2.b. of this document. 
The Selected Action will not require any modifications to 
existing bus routes or stops. While removal of the referenced 
"road blocks" may ease transit circulation problems, the 
decision for this action rests with the North Chevy Chase 
community. 

86. Improving existing Ramp H, while feasible, would result 
in the continued unacceptable condition of interstate 
destined traffic on a local road. 

87. The existing Kensington Parkway leg of the Jones Bridge 
Road intersection will not be altered by the Selected 
Build Alternative. 

^ 
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IV-18 

A, which eliminates the need for the southbound 
signal from Kensington Parkway, produces a worse 
level of service than the No-Build Alternative. 
Eliminating that signal phase only seems to make a 
very slight difference under option G. 

The EA fails to note In the last patagraph on the 
page that Connecticut Avenue not only traverses a 
residential neighborhood, but also creates a moving 
barrier for the 800 families that are members of the 
Chevy Chase Recreation Association and the children 
attending or using the facilities of the North Chevy 
Chase Elementary School. 

According to a reference on page IV-2, this section 
is supposed to address the social impacts of noise 
levels.  There is no discussion of the social impacts 
of the noise in this section. 

At least one of the residents along the east side'of 
Connecticut Avenue has a complete hearing loss in one 
ear and a partial hearing loss in the other. 

The description of the noise study states that 
measurements are based on average noise levels 
However, peak noise levels (and the difference'from 
the average levels) might be more meaningful to the 
human ear. 

The analysis of the noise levels fails to address the 
effect on noise levels of any of the options except 
option A.  Given the fact that homes along the east 
side of Connecticut Avenue will be faced with an 
additional 11,000 cars a day driving across what used 
to be their lawns, this seems like an inappropriate 
omission.  The SHA's consulting engineer stated that 
the increase in noise levels caused by this 
additional traffic within 25 feet of the front doors 
on Connecticut Avenue would only hive a minimal 
effect on decibal levels.  If this is true, then it 
should be clear that the noise analysis should look 
beyond the simplistic criterion of decibal levels. 
The SHA should consider the number of noise peaks, 
the constancy of the noise (does continuous noise 
create more stress than noise that abates 
periodically?), and the hours of the day that the 
noise will be heard.  In addition, the analysis makes 
light of the fact that the noise levels already 
exceed federal criteria. 

88.  Pedestrian issues, including school chlldrens* access, 
will receive considerable attention during final design. 

89. Noise impacts are evaluated in the context of potential 
effects on the social environment. Specifically, the 
noise levels have been established to allow normal 
conversation between individuals at a distance of three 
(3) feet. 

90. This individual's home is one of those homes which SHA 
has offered to purchase. 

91.  The hourly noise levels represents a worse case condition and 
generally would include peak noise levels. 

92. The Selected Build Alternative incorporates the Build 
Alternative as presented in the EA as well as considera- 
tion during final design of portions of Option B. 
Options A and C through G were not selected and will not 
be given further consideration. 

The noise analysis included in the EA accounted for the 
additional traffic volumes on Connecticut Avenue with the' 
Build Alternative. The hourly noise levels for which the 
analysis was conducted represent a worse case condition and 
would generally include peak noise levels. The noise analysis 
has been conducted in accordance with accepted noise analysis 
methods and guidelines as contained in State and Federal 
regulations. 

18 
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Options C, D, E, and F will require the SHA to remove 
shrubbery and trees that provide physical and 
psychological relief from the traffic.  This is not 
discussed in the report. 

IV-24    The discussion of the terrestrial ecology states that 
the loss of woodlands would have a minimal impact 
because the woodlands are along existing highways. 
On the contrary, this is where the woodlands may be 
needed most. 

IV-25    Options C, D, E, and F would all require taking parts 
of the lawns of homes on one side of Connecticut 
Avenue or the other.  These lawns are generally 
heavily planted with large trees.  Removing these 
trees would be inconsistent with the objectives of 
the master plans that apply to various stretches of 
Connecticut Avenue.  The Kensington-Wheaton Master 
Plan in particular addresses the concept of a "green 
corridor."  In addition, the widening of Connecticut 
Avenue would result in homes being very close to an 
eight lane road.  This may not conform with relevant 
set back requirements. 

6506R/8153 
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93. The loss of woodlands (estimated at 0.1 acres or 
approximately 4,000 SF) is primarily located along new 
Ramp N-E within the existing Ramp C loop. All displaced 
woodlands are within SHA owned right-of-way. Landscaping 
measures are included as a part of the Selected Action. 

94.  Options C, D, E and F were not selected and will not be 
given further consideration. 

^ 
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Mc. Louis H. Ege, Jr. 
Deputy Director 
Project Development Division 
State Highway Administration 
707 North Calvert Street 
Baltimore, Maryland  21202 

Dear Mr. Ege: 
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I am enclosing additional comments on behalf of the Chevy 
Chase Valley Citizens Association regarding the State Highway 
Administration's proposal to reconstruct the interchange at 
Connectxcut Avenue and the Capital Beltway and surrounding 
roads. ^ 

Please find enclosed the following additional comments. 

1. A letter from Hark Hessel to Norman Christeller, 
Chairman of the Montgomery County Planning Board dated 
November 25, 1987. 

2. A letter from Mark Hessel to the Montgomery County 
Planning Board dated December 3, 1987. 

3. "Comments by Mark Hessel, Esq. on behalf of the Chevy 
Chase Valley Citizens Association at the Maryland 
State Highway Administration Public Hearing - November 
16, 1987."  These comments were submitted at the 
public hearing. 

4. A memorandum dated December 3, 1987 from Mark Hessel 
to Louis H. Ege, Jr. analyzing the environmental 
assessment for this project. 

In addition, I would like to state that at the mandatory 
referral to the Montgomery County Planning Board on December 3, 
1987, several novel ideas were proposed.  This includes adding 
two lanes to Connecticut Avenue on the east side of the 

95. The four items referenced in Mr. Hessel's transmittal 
letter include 2 new pieces of correspondence as well as 
2 that have already been addressed. Responses to 
reference items 1. and 2. follow - with references to 
previous responses to issues where redundant. Item 3., 
the Public Hearing testimony, is addressed in Section IV 
of this Environmental Document (see Speaker Nos. 10 and 
41). Item No. 4, the memorandum to Mr. Lou Ege, Jr. has 
been responded to on the previous pages (1 through 19) 
in this section. 

20 
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I At.  *" .   ^e.uhlS Was not part of the original environmental 
rr,n,J      ,       '    ^   l^   SHA Ch°0SeS t0 ^SUS   thi= Proposal, the communities must insist, under the Maryland Action Plan, that 
the_SHA make a new formal proposal and prepare a new 
environmental assessment. 

hi* !!?f- *e?erSen ?is° indicated at the mandatory referral that 
his office is now looking at ways to avoid gridlock without 
widening Connecticut Avenue by carefully timing the signals. 
It seems unlikely that the timing of the signals could achieve 
rh^v^h   Ji1^ an ac?ePtably high degree of probability.  The 
Chevy Chase Valley Citizens Association asserts its right to 
comment on any analysis that is done on this matter. 

I have been informed by Neil Pedersen and Sue Ellen White 
that my comments will be specifically answered in writing in 
addition to being addressed in the final environmental 
assessment.  I look forward to your meaningful responses. 
Thank you very much for your consideration 

Sincerely, 

Mark Hessel 
Attorney for the Chevy Chase 
Valley Citizens Association 

96. This proposal was not reasonable because of potential 
impacts to residences. The Selected Action does not 
include proposed widening of Connecticut Avenue and 
therefore no new or additional analyses are necessary. 

97. During final design, and working in conjunction with 
Montgomery County, traffic signal timing along Connect- 
icut Avenue immediately south of the Beltway will be 
reviewed. Copies of the analysis will be available for 
review by interested parties. 

6602R/8153-1 
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Norman Christeller, Chairman 
Montgomery County Planning Board 
Maryland-National Capital Park and Planning Commission 
8787 Georgia Avenue 
Silver Spring, Maryland 20910 

Subject: 

Dear Mr. Christeller: 

SHA Proposed Roadway Changes at Capital 
Beltway (I-495)/Connecticut Avenue (MD 
185)/Kensington Parkway 

*„*  2!\,behal£ 0f.the.Chevy Chase Valley Citizens Association 
and others who live in the Connecticut Avenue corridor, I 
submit these comments for the consideration of the Planning 
Board at its meeting on December 3, 1987.  It is my 
understanding that the Board intends to adopt a statement to 
submit to the State Highway Administration (SHA) concerning the 
proposed project at that meeting. 

The Nature of the Proposal 

The proposal of the SHA is more than just another highway 
project that pits one neighborhood against another,  it iaises 
fundamental questions about the future of residential 
neighborhoods in the County, how the burden of growth and 
traffic should be divided among the citizens, the aesthetic 
qualities of the County, the County's standards for traffic 
planning, and procedural fairness. 

Residential areas along Connecticut Avenue.  Under the 
proposal, one neignoornooa (North Chevy Chase) would rid itself 
of its traffic problems by shifting its burden onto the backs 
of others (communities all along Connecticut Avenue) who 
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98. The majority of the comments presented in Mr. Hessel's 
November 25, 1987 letter to Mr. Norman Christeller, 
Chairman of the Montgomery County Planning Board, M- 
NCPSPC, address County land use and planning processes. 
Throughout the development of this project, SHA has 
worked closely with representatives of M-NCP&PC. SHA has 
followed the requirements of the mandatory referral 
process in the development of this proposal. The Selected 
Alternative incorporates the majority of requests made 
by representatives of the Montgomery County Planning 
Board during the December 3, 1987 and November 17, 1988 
presentations. Furthermore, many of the issues raised in 
this November 25, 1987 letter have been previously 
addressed in this document. Therefore, responses are only 
offered to additional comments which are specifically the 
responsibility of SHA. See also M-NCPSPC January 11, 1989 
letter presented in Section V - Agency Coordination of 
this document. 
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already shoulder an even greater share of the traffic burden. 
Every problem complained of along Kensington Parkway is already 
matched or exceeded along Connecticut Avenue. 

Two of the 
Connecticut Av 
family homes, 
driveways that 
to park cars i 
traffic are- pr 
the SHA's own 
without wideni 
lanes of traff 
of a bedroom, 
backing out in 
out of the sid 
neighborhood 

"option 
enue to 
These 
are so 

n them, 
esented 
analysis 
ng Conne 
ic that 
prevents 
to traff 
e street 

s" in the proposal would widen 
eight lanes of traffic in front of single 
options" would leave some homes with 
short that it would no longer be possible 
Although these additional lanes of 

as "options," they are not. According to 
, the Beltway ramp cannot be built 
cticut Avenue.  The result will.be eight 
frequently exceeds 45 mph within 25 feet 
homeowners from using their driveways or 

ic, and makes it very difficult to get 
s. This is sure to destroy a residential 

ago, when Con 
Kensington Pa 
that time, th 
shared the tr 
Kensington Pa 
widened to si 
Parkway bore 
the Beltway a 
increases in 
and Kensingto 

In 1981, half of Kensington Par 
traffic was shifted onto Connecticu 
proposes to shift the remainder of 
would complete a shift that saddles 
Connecticut Avenue with all of the 
caused by the Beltway plus the traf 
in that part of the County. No one 
traffic on Kensington Parkway is no 
the traffic on Connecticut Avenue i 

The Village of North Chevy Chase lobbied the SHA for over 
20 years to move the Beltway ramp as a cure for its traffic 
problems.  It maintains that the SHA made a promise to the 
residents of the Village in 1964 when the Beltway was opened. 
But many of the residents along Kensington Parkway purchased" 
their homes between 1964 and 1931 when traffic levels were much 

Shifting the traffic burden.  There was a time, not too long 
ago, when Connecticut Avenue was a two lane country road and 
Kensington Parkway, in North Chevy chase, was four lanes.  At 
that time, the homes and neighborhoods along Connecticut Avenue 

affic burden equitably with the citizens along 
rkway.  By 1964, Connecticut Avenue had been 
x lanes and the Beltway had opened.  Kensington 
the burden of half of the Beltway traffic south of 
nd Connecticut Avenue bore the other half plus the 
through traffic between the District of Columbia 
n. 

kway's half of the Beltway 
t Avenue.  Now the SHA 
the Beltway traffic.  This 
the neighborhoods along 
increase in the traffic flow 
fie burden created by growth 
disputes that the Beltway 

t good.  However, placing 
s even worse. 
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99. In the opinion of SHA, continued use of Kensington Parkway as 
an access road to 1-495 is an inappropriate use for the local 
road. 

100. All options to widen Connecticut Avenue have not been selected 
and will not be given further consideration. 
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The appearance of Connecticut Avenue. The stretch of 
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101. All options to widen Connecticut Avenue have not been selected 
and will not be given further consideration. During final 
design, landscaping will be included. "nax 

102. The Selected Build Alternative will not eliminate all of the 
existing traffic problems along this portion of Connecticut 
Avenue. Traffic volumes will not significantly increase south 
of Jones Bridge Road as a result of the Selected Action 
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s were not 

hearing was unnecessary.  The SHA only agreed to an 
environmental assessment and a public hearing after the 

SCS^H
6
* 

t00^ f firra ^gal POSition and ths £*•i^  Board scheduled a mandatory referral,  AS outlined below, the 
.environmental assessment misrepresented the proposal and did 
not adequately analyze or describe it. 

th» hpL?!^1^F-earin;?1.
WaS a mockerir-  Despite assurances from 

vS?i« r ^  offl"r' the representative of the Chevy Chase 
Valley Citizens Association was not given adequate time to 

fn?^:! J ^KepreSentatiV! Was limited to four minutes 
initially (the same as individuals) and individual 
allowed to cede their time to their representative 

The Mandatory Referral 

manrt^JSV?0"' ?n "^ 28' 1987' the Planning Board held a 
mandatory referral on a proposal by the SHA to move the Beltway 
?nCmf?«r^ from Kensington Parkway to Connecticut Avenue and 
to make other substantial changes to the roads in the 
community.  The staff report and the Board rejected the SHA's 
proposal and concluded that the SHA should reconsider the 
proposal and address the concerns raised at the mandatory 
referral.  These concerns included: 

1. destruction of the median strip and the 'green 
corridor* along Connecticut Avenue; 

2. increased hazards for pedestrians crossing Connecticut 
Avenue; 

3. projected increases in truck traffic on Connecticut 
Avenue; 

4. new traffic problems on Connecticut Avenue between 
Kensington and Chevy Chase Circle; 

5. future development in the community; 

6. preservation of the residential character of 
Connecticut Avenue; 

7. bad access for homes with driveways on Connecticut 
Avenue; and 

8. bad access for cars leaving and entering Chevy chase 
Valley. 

103. The Public Hearing Officer attempted to equitibility allocate 
time among the more than 20 individuals who pre-registered to 
speak. All speakers were limited to four minutes, and no one 
was permitted to cede their time. Mr. Hessel, and others, did 
speak again later in the evening and concluded their comments. 

104. SHA was aware of the issues raised by the Planning Board in 
May 1987, and included these issues in the development of the 
Environmental Assessment. M-NCPSPC has been an active 
participant throughout this process. M-NCPSPC"s January 11, 
1989 letter (see Section V - Agency Coordination) became the 
basis for SHA's selection of the recommended improvements. 
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The Board also recommended that the SHA generate and carefully 
consider  alternatives. 

< 
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The Environmental Assessment 

In its environmental assessment, the SHA simply "thumbed 
its nose at the Planning Board.  The environmental assessment 
ignores many of the concerns expressed by the Planning Board 
ana pays other concerns mere lip service,  in sum, the 
environmental assessment that the SHA issued is biased, 
inadequate, and lacks meaningful analysis. 

Bias. The  stated purpose of the environmental  assessment is  to 
Pit-WAV t-raffi^    ««:«: ~c    v .---j  .   move Beltway traffic off of Kensington Parkway rather than to 

obtain the best distribution of traffic possible.  This begs 
the very question that the SHA should have been objectively 
analyzing. J      * 

eight lanes with 
ally increase the 
sides of the 

ddress this issue, 
ons") would carve a 
f houses and place 
in that lane on the 
to the 21,000 cars 

e SHA did not think 
to merit even a 

Inadequacy. Widening Connecticut Avenue to 
free moving right turn lanes would substanti 
danger for people who must use buses on both 
road. However, the SHA did not see fit to a 
The basic proposal (with the essential "opti 
new lane of traffic out of the front yards o 
over 10,000 cars and up to 370 trucks a day 
east side of Connecticut Avenue (in addition 
a day in the existing northbound lanes). Th 
that this change would generate enough noise 
single word in the environmental assessment. 

There is no discussion at all in the environmental 
assessment of the effect of the prooosal on traffic and homes 
up and down Connecticut Avenue.  The SHA seems satisfied with 
its conclusion that the burden of increased traffic on 
Connecticut Avenue "may result in minor social impacts . . ..• 

Lack of analysis.  The environmental assessment is the only 
document in the process that is subject to full public 
scrutiny.  However, it does not contain any analysis of the 
relative merits of the various options.  A crucial 
consideration must be whether cars will back up through 
intersections, but the environmental assessment ignores the 
question.  Even though some of the options are mutually 
exclusive, the environmental assessment does not compare them 
to each other. 

105. 

106. 

107. 

SHA disagrees with Mr. Hessel. SHA fully respected the 
Planning Board's opinion and worked with staff in the develop- 
ment of the Selected Action. 

The Build and No-Build improvements were evaluated, along with 
a number of options. The complete removal of all interstate 
traffic from both Kensington Parkway and Connecticut Avenue 
or other options to achieve the "best distribution of traffic 
possible" were not addressed. 

All options to widen Connecticut Avenue have not been selected 
and will not be given further consideration. 

108. Mr. Hessel is correct, several of the options presented in the 
environmental document were mutually exclusive. The purpose 
of including these options in the environmental assessment was 
to fully respond to improvement options offered by citizens, 
civic association representatives, and elected officials. As 
stated previously, only Option B is included in the Selected 
Build Alternative. All other options will not be given 
further consideration. 
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The-Planning Board's Specific Concerns 

The green corridor.  The SHA abided by the Board's 

noMnn^  i0\n0C t? temove  the median ""P (except for Option C, whxch requires the removal of the median strip 

w^To^W"6,5-•'3 PC0JeCt raa^g")-  But wJat the SHA gave 
*£  y fi hand'.lt t00k away with the other.  Options C, D, E, 
?n«nL?" "quire the destruction of the large trees along 
Connecticut Avenue between the Beltway and Jones Bridge Road. 

Pedestrian crossings.  At a speed of 3 mph, the average 
pedestrian would take about 19 seconds to cross from one side , 
of Connecticut Avenue to the other.  Options C, D, and E would 
widen Connecticut Avenue from six to eight lanes of traffic. 
These proposals would increase that time to almost 25 seconds. 

Improblb^It Lst?9 Peri0d 0f time makeS a siS"ali^ "ossing 

*.,. ^ti0" D.would create a continuously moving lane of traffic 
from Connecticut Avenue (south) onto Jones Bridge Road (west) 
Without any help at all from a traffic light, pedestrians on 
the west side of Connecticut Avenue would be further 
endangered.  Except for possibly Option A, all of the options 
would create the same problem on the east side. 

Truck traffic.  The SHA projects "a reasonable maximum 
estimate" or 370 trucks a day using Connecticut Avenue to gain 
access to tne Beltway.  These loud trucks would disturb hones 
ail of the way from the District of Columbia UD to the 
Beltway.  At present, trucks are not allowed to access the 
Beltway eastbound from Connecticut Avenue northbound because 
Kensington Parkway is closed to trucks. 

Effect on traffic along Connecticut Avenue. One of the SHA's 
tor the project is that it will improve the 

ce at Jones Bridge Road and Connecticut Avenue 
a better LOS F).  Assuming that the project is 
this regard, there is simply no place for the 
Traffic regularly backs up for'great distances 
Highway through Manor Road almost to Jones 

In addition cars bound for the Beltway would be 
traffic.  The proposal would take cars off of 
kway, which actually moves cars very efficiently 
m on Connecticut Avenue which is frequently at a 

]ustitications 
level of servi 
(from LOS F to 
successful in 
traffic to go. 
from East-West 
Bridge Road, 
stuck in more 
Kensington Par 
and places the 
stand still 
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109. Option C, p, E and F have not been selected and will not be 
given further consideration. 

110. While trucks are prohibited by signing from using Kensington 
Parkway, field observations indicate that a considerable 
number of trucks illegally use this facility. The projection 
of a reasonable maximum estimate of 370 trucks a day does not, 
in fact, represent a maximum of 370 new trucks per day. Many 
of these trucks are already illegally using Connecticut 
Avenue/Kensington Parkway to access 1-495. 

111. Selected Build Alternative will not result in dramatic 
improvements in levels of service along Connecticut Avenue - 
traffic signal timing improvements along Connecticut Avenue 
including coordination with East-West Highway are expected to 
reduce overall congestion levels. Significant improvements 
in levels of service do not seem feasible along Connecticut 
Avenue and congestion is expected to continue during peak 
periods. 

-si1 
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Future develooment. There are two 20 acre tracts of 
^noiviTopea-TaHrTt jones Bridge Road.  The roads in the area 
^2  •^9^  •deVSl0pi:,enl: theire unl-ss something dramatic is 
a^owth'nnwthf^nter"ction  Unless the SHA plans for future 
anS f? u  V( F  Problf">s "HI gtow, its options will shrink, 
••?mnJn„-iiK    " ^^  teatin9 "P "^ds that it now considers 
^improvements.'  The SHA should take undeveloped land alona 

the^uture96 ROad "^ t0 all0W " t0 keep its 0Ptions open in 

h^6^131 C!:a"Cter-  The horaes along Connecticut Avenue will 
J„lt  T tfery dif«lcult t0 "H at any price if there is an 
eight lane road ^ust 25 feet from the front door.  This will 
tUr,A  ^!SSUre 0n h0,?e°«ners to convert their houses into offices 
HufhM «L-Se?-T With the non-"sidential development of the 
Hughes Medical Institute and further increases in the density 
rLttl    >ZmZnt atJhevy  chase ^ke, the homeowners and the 
Shon L    y K

6
 
Unable t0 cesist the Pressure to go commercial. 

Vn« KW   ^0^eS ace n0 longer homes' the neighborhoods will lose their buffer from commercial development. 

r!;"^,.*0 df^eways; Some of the residents who live along 
Connecticut: Avenue face the risk of backing out of their 
driveways onto Connecticut Avenue every day. With cars 
speeding at 45 mph, this is life threatening.  Even the SHA 

?ona  Hnn»oLohe avera9e gaP 1" traffic is only two seconds 
long.  Homeowners must often wait five or ten minutes just to 
?n^r«c«.05i,     driveways.  Options D and E would actually 
t^l A   FF

the,sPeed of traffic in the curb lanes and make it 
more difficult to exit, since these lanes would also be right 
H^2J" 

y It"53'  homeowners would not be able to choose which 
east side tf*^•^  t0 90 in-  In the case of horaes °n the 
I^A  i  F  

c°nnecticut Avenue, this means that homeowners 

their driveways.  ^ 0nt0 the Belt'''aY "henev" they leave 

These homeowners face a risk when they return home too. 
When a car .in a right turn only lane stops to turn into a 
driveway, it greatly increases the danger of a rear end 
collision. 

Access to Chew Chase Valley  The other homeowners in Chevy 
Chase Valley nave similar problems leaving the neighborhood via 
the side streets.  To go north on Connecticut Avenue, a driver 
has two choices.  First, the driver can wait at woodlawn Road 
for a break in the southbound traffic, drive to the median 

112. SHA fully respects the residential integrity of Connecticut 
Avenue. All options which included widening of Connecticut 
Avenue have not been selected and will not be given further 
consideration. For those residents on the east side of 
Connecticut Avenue whose only access is onto Connecticut 
Avenue, SHA will consider purchasing their properties at fair 
market value. The purchases will be on purely a voluntary 
basis and would not include any reimbursement for relocation 
expenses. 

113. Options D and E have not been selected and will not be given 
further consideration. 

28 
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break. 
Under 
illega 
to exi 
and no 
freque 
quickl 
imposs 
of the 
Option 
inters 

wait for a break in the northbound traffic and oroceed. 
some versions of the proposal, this movement would be 
1 and the median would be removed.  The second option is 
t via Spring Valley Road, go east on Jones Bridge Road, 
rth on Connecticut Avenue.  Unfortunately, cars 
ntly back up on Jones Bridge Road eastbound and cars move 
y on Jones Bridge Road westbound.  This makes it 
iole to turn left onto Jones Bridge Road at certain times 
day.  The continuously moving right turn lane under 
D would make it even more difficult to exit at either 

ection. 
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' Other Problems with the Proposal 

There are other problems with the options that are too 
detailed to explain in these comments.  If you have any 
questions, I will be on hand at the Planning Board's meetinq on 
December 3 to answer them. 

Recommendation to the Planning Board 

The SHA has already demonstrated its inclination to ignore 
the recommendations of the Planning Board.  To be effective, 
the Planning Board should take the following steps. 

1. Pledge its opposition to any project that the SHA 
proposes until after: 

a. the Village of North Chevy Chase and the County 
take realistic steps to mitigate the traffic 
problems on Kensington Parkway (for instance, 
traffic lights, stop signs, guard rails or 
bushes, and grooving the roadway at the bend); and 

b. the SKA does a complete study of traffic in the 
Connecticut Avenue corridor and prepares a 
complete environmental assessment. 

2. Request the submission of legislation in the General 
Assembly that would require the SHA to submit all 
roadway projects to the Planning Board for approval on 
the basis of consistency with master plans and the 
effect on existing land uses. 
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114. The Selected Build Alternative retains the existing northbound 
left turn from Connecticut Avenue to Woodlawn Road. It also 
includes SHA support for a new traffic signal at the inter- 
section of Jones Bridge Road with Spring Valley Road. These 
elements, when coupled with the placement of a new traffic 
signal along southbound Connecticut Avenue (at proposed ramp 
B) will increase traffic gaps along the west side of 
Connecticut Avenue. 

115. SHA was an active participant during the December 3, 1987 
Planning Board meeting. SHA fully respects the recommendations 
of the Planning Board. Many of their recommendations are 
included in the Selected Build Alternative (see January 11, 
1989 letter presented in Section V - Agency Coordination of 
this report). 
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3. Propose to build a long, narrow park between 
Connecticut Avenue and the houses to preserve the 
quality of life in the neighborhood.  (Federal law 
prevents the SHA from taking park land to build roads 
except under extreme cirrumstances ). 

Sincerely, 

/y^A  ATU&^L 

Mark L.  Hessel 

Attorney for the 
Chevy Chase Valley 
Citizens Association 

< 
I 

VD 

MLH/111/6244R/8157 
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Norman Christeller, Chairman 
Montgomery County Planning Board 
Maryland-National Capital Park 

and Planning Commission 
8787 Georgia Avenue 
Silver Spring, Maryland 20910 

Dear Mr. Christeller: 

behalf^^he'ch^y Chlle^a?^1^^!^ •tS °° 
I have been invited tS"espSidV^^ISanniSrStlf^S ina^?' 
rlLZtTt^^0^    RatheC than "spondtng to specific   yS1S 

^  t^coLen smin0C miSSt—^, I^ould'u^^o make a 

The staff's memorandum 
it still fails to grasp thr 

A. Cost/benefit analysis- 
Highway Aaraimstration's (s 
should be built. Staff sta 
viewpoint, this chancje is a 
SHA nor staff recognizes th 
human and economic costs of 
costs of the project are di 
comments.  They include 

is thoughtful and intelligent, but 
ee central concepts. 

Staff unwittingly accepts the State 
HA) basic premise that the ramp 
tes •[f)rom a transportation systems 
n appropriate action." Neither the 
at it is necessary to comnare the' 
the project to the benefits.  The 

scussed at some length in my other 

1. the destruction of the residpnt-i ai ^.v,,.. .. 

Beltway at a time when the:demand-for housina in Ihl 
Bethesda/Chevy chase area is already very h?gh; 

2. the economic loss to homeownprc ...K„ I. • ..^ 
before the new ramo was built i M  81 and' ^f  their h0meS 

that 20,000 cars a" day would be shifted 1^"° Warnin9 
Parkway to Connecticut Avenue-  Shlfted from Kensmgton 
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116 This three page letter prepared by Mr. Mark Hessel, attorney 
for Chevy Chase Valley Citizens Association, responds to a 
draft memorandum prepared by staff of the Montgomery County 
Planning Board. As previously stated, SHA was present during 
the December 3, 1987 Planning Board meeting at which time 
staff presented the results of their findings and offered 
opportunity for both proponents and opponents to speak out on 
this issue. It is not SHA's intent to take action which would 
result in "destruction of the residential character of 
Connecticut Avenue". On the basis of recommendations offered 
by MCPB, SHA will consider purchasing the four residences on 
the east side of Connecticut Avenue whose only access is onto 
Connecticut Avenue at market value. It is then SHA's intention 
to resell these homes as residential properties. Options which 
included widening Connecticut Avenue have been deleted from 
further consideration - all improvements would be completed 
within existing State Highway Administration right of way, and 
where feasible, within the existing curb lines of Connecticut 
Avenue. SHA, with the support of MCPB, believes that the 
inappropriateness of interstate traffic on Kensington Parkway 
should be resolved and that the Selected Build Alternative 
offers a reasonable solution (see letter dated January 11, 
1989 in Section V - Agency Coordination of this report). 

z± 
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3. endangering pedestrians and drivers who live in houses 
along Connecticut Avenue; 

4. increasing truc:< traffic on Connecticut Avenue between 
the District of Columbia and the Beltway; 

5. abandoning the 'green corridor' concept for that part 
of Connecticut Avenue; and 

6. millions of dollars in tax dollars (the actual figure 
will depend on how many homes the SHA buys and destroys). 

The primary benefit is that the project would make 
Kensington Parkway a quiet residential street like it was in 
1964 when the Beltway opened and the County's population was 

< ^Stcaler,400'000 (less than two thicds of "e current level). 
?        The SHA also projects that the project would improve safety by 
^        eliminating weaving patterns on the Beltway and upgrading 

access ramps. The SHA and staff ignore the fact that many of 
these benefits can be achieved without moving the ramos. The 
new lane of the Beltway will reduce weaving problems ' 
considerably; the access ramps can be improved without moving 
them; and traffic can be slowed down on Kensington Parkway by 
installing lights or stop signs or by posting crossing guards. 

?/  The proposal does not work,  it is not a coincidence that 
the only options to the Build Alternative that the staff 
endorses (B and G) are the only options that can be built 
without moving the ramps,  staff finds unacceptable problems 
with every option that is truly a part of the Build 
Alternative  What staff fails to realize is that without the 
options that staff rejects, the proposal becomes unworkable! 

»nH ?
P^0nS^ (fou5th southbound lane on Connecticut Avenue) 

and L (fourth northbound lane on Connecticut Avenue) are 
necessary to prevent backups that threaten to block imoortant 
intersections.  For instance, the Build Alternative would 
create a new intersection on Connecticut Avenue at the end of 

Irlf^l^      ^-l^J  -Xit  '*'"?•    '',ith three lanes southbound, 
11     ciT.alrea^ bacy-s  UP be,/°nd this proposed intersection. 
The SHA s studies show that a fourth lane is crucial.  On th» 
ot..ar side of the street, northbound cars will back uo at this 
same intersection.  The SHA has not done a queuing study of 
this intersection yet, but there is a substantial risk that 
without a fourth lane, evening rush hour traffic could back up 
through the Jones Bridge Road intersection.   - 
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Statf s recommendation aopears to be unacceptable to 
everyone accept possibly the Village of North Chevy Chase.  The 
SHA has stated its unwillinyness to undertake the project if 
there is no change to the Jones Bridge Road intersection and no 
additional lanes on Connecticut Avenue.  Residents of all of 
the communities along Connecticut Avenue between the Beltway 
and the District have expressed opposition to the proposal.  In 
addition, the CCVCA, the Chevy Chase Recreation Association, 
the Village of Chevy Chase, the Town of Chevy Chase, the Hamlet 
of Chevy Chase, Chevy Chase Section 3, and Chevy Chase Section 
4 are all on record now in opposition to either moving the 
ramps, widening Connecticut Avenue, or increasing truck traffic. 

c-  There is no pressing need for the project.  Since 1981, the 
traffic buraen along Kensington Parkway has been lighter than 
at any other time since 1964.  There is no pressing need for ' 

Y .      this project now.  it only serves to further lighten the 
^       traffic burden on one neighborhood at the expense of another. 

The only reasonable conclusion is that an acceptable 
solution to the traffic problems on Kensington Parkway has not 
been found yet.  Without a pressing need, the SHA should avoid 
undertaking any project of this magnitude until: 

1. it has thoroughly studied the impact of the project on 
all communities along the Connecticut Avenue corridor; 

2. it has pursued solutions that do not require movintj 
traffic onto other streets; and 

3. the appropriate public officials have addressed the 
policy issues involved. 

Sincerely, 

Mark Hessel 
Attorney for the Chevy 
Chase Valley Citizens Association 

MLH/mlh/6454S/3153 

NJ 
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Comments by Mark Hessel, Esq. 
on behalf of the Chevy Chase 
Valley Citizens Association 

at the 
Maryland State Highway Administration 
Public Hearing - Movemher 16. 1987 
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!•  Introduction. 

Chev^e ^"cXEi; AL^ir^r^^a^ 
Valley la located on the northwest corner of the interaction 
^echnicanv^9? ROad and Connecti"t Avenue/ Although ! am 
technically only representing Chevy Chase Valley, others who 

ConLcM t  I111396v,OE NOrth Chevy Chase and elsewhere along 
Vaney-sCUposit^.haVe end0rSed ^ OC  a11 0f Che^ C^ 

n^»r=Wil}1
lirait"!ySelf t0 gene"l comments this evening. 

Others will prov^e you with more specific testimony. 

2.  Background. 

To simplify the presentations tonight, before I begin  r 

referr i befor^^r'pT ^^  that th' "c"d ^  the^ "datory 
rtr-tl* 11    e the plannlng B°ard in May be made a part of the 
notes of"aniHr0"?"31"9-  J" additi°n' I »°uld as^that the notes of all SHA employees who attended the mandatory referral 
be included m the record of this hearing. rererral 

Chevy Chase Valley hoped that the mandatory referral was a 

trvina9^01nt ^ ^ SHA-  Bef0re then' the SHA hfd been 
^r«n^lmP0S^a pro]ect on the community without properly 
(a) explaining the proposal; (b) addressing the concerns of the 
community; or (c) abiding by the legal requirements of the 
Maryland Action Plan.  On the evening of ?he referral  Neil 
Pedersen finally announced a change in that poUcy  He 

IZTrl^*   tue  SHA t0 Prepare an envi•n«ental assessment that 
?o toff, nh^con"cns °£ the Chevy Chase Valley Community and 
to hold a public hearing on the assessment.  The Plannina BoArH 
reinforced the SHA's commitment by stating that the S^-I 
proposal did not adequately address the concerns rfis^ by the 
community and the Planning Board. oxiea oy cne 

In July, Neil Pedersen promised, on behalf of the SHA  to 
rin»C5r?fUl ^nsideration to the issues raised by the Ch4vy 
Chase Valley Community, including pedestrian problems, ingress 
and egress, the preservation of front yards and other green 
space, and the effect on home values and the quality of life 
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117. A summary of Mr. Hessel's public hearing testimony is present- 
ed in Section IV of this document, speaker numbers 10 and 41. 
SKA's response to Mr. Hessel's response is also presented in 
Section IV of this report. 



ActionSp[an ^nAT1"3' the re<3ui"ments of the MaryUnd 
Action Plan and the issuance of a neatly prepared 
h^'p^rS ?  ass"sment complete with pull out maps, the SHA 
wl-l n  ?    caustically address these issues. ln  fact  the 
SHA s only concession to the Maryland Action Plan appears to bl 

3-  The Environmental Assessmpnt 

asselsment^FirsT t^eS S- probXems with the environmental assessment. First, it is biased. In at least three olace/ 
the environmental assessment emphasizes that the thrust of fh- 

Par"»Iv ^hi^ removal °£ belt»ay traffic f romKensington ^ 
Parkway.  This assumes that removing beltway traffic is a 
worthy goal.  If the environmental assessment were objective 
its purpose should be to study whether traffic flow can be 
improved and what the impacts (positive and negfJive) SoStd be. 

r-nnJ^?"'3' the e"vir0?raenta 1 assessment does not adequately 
not *«« Y  S6^"1 issues-  For instance, the document does 
not address pedestrians crossing Connecticut Avenue, the effect 

f        aL%  pr°posal? on the quality of life in Chevy chiae Vatlev 
I        and elsewhere along Connecticut Avenue, the noise effects of 
^        most of the options, or the future growth and traffic .IK,- 
*>       of the Connecticut Avenue corridor "ypicallv th^ LS"terns 

(P. iv-2) unprofessionally dismisses cll^se'vlu^Ty^ 
stating that the Build Alternative "may result in additional 
minor social impact along Connecticut Avenue."    aaaitional 

no data^n ^u"" t^t it does address, the assessment contains 
no data to make a meaningful evaluation of the options "lns 

possible. The most egregious example is that there is no 
analysis of traffic queuing, which is the only way to determine 
if there is any need for additional lanes or whether traffic ^ 
likely to back up from one intersection to the nex" tranic  ls 

The data that is contained in the assessment is hiahlv 
suspect.  The accident data compares apples and oranges 
Measurement-;! nf   rut-   i-hr„,,,,v. • <rt;_ _. r^.       uiaayes 

sly 
JSEbtSS  b^   law^^r""^^-i^  ^^r^^l 
^nnecticut'Le ue ,Tcl T^Z^Tl^Lc^y^5  at  l'11 

f?ohiCleR°sniLhetStr^  •"•^««S •"«-  th^no-rm   1   g^Sc"' 
f^ul^J?^ifli^n-^^op^o^nity"" -""  ^ 

nrnnn^^hHrd  ^ 0£  Problera is  the most  important  -  the 
proposals   do  not  work well  and   they create  substantial   burdens 
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on the Chevy Chase Valley Community.  The build alternative and 

IvenuTthat-0?^"5 proride/or additional lanes on Conn^cticCt 
chUdrPn  ^(^ J ?eri! Pedestr"ns. including school 
d?fficu?t inn "olate Che"y  Cha" Valley by making it extremely 
r»;f^ J- ?  dangerous to drive into or out of this Y 

llnitt-ll    community; (c) create poor traffic flow; (d) 
»iS n^fstandards for roadways generally accepted by the FHWA 
A^.?H    "U"1 'F8"10 engineers; (e) raise noise levels that 
already exceed maximum permissible levels; and (£)• impose an 
unfair burden on the Chevy Chase Valley Conum.nj it'        * 

CCVCA's position. 

alternf^ve^wV0"  t^C^CA's P031""" on each option and alternative,   let me  remind the SHA that over  the  la^h   JT  vQ=.ro 

Ch^vv rh6  ^^"^ 0Pened'   t"ffic "ithin  t£ VUlage  of  Nor?h   ' 
Ch/Z SSn*    ^ decreased while ^e traffic burden on  the Chevy 
Chill yalley.Con•u^ty has  increased  inversely.     North Chevy 
Chase  is  trying  to make  itself  a sleepy country villaae whilp 

nlVl «s"eo?tlieyorS  ^ **?l°*'«** "ghTraffI?.* Th  s^s 
2nSn.^ of  the greatest good for  the greatest  number       It  is 
on  i^h11" 0     0ne  9C0UP With  Political  2lout  imposing   its  win 
nav for  ^d^1•111"^7--   "  NOrth Chevy Chase  is  being   forced  to 

< «hn„fS    addFtxonal maintenance on Kensington Parkway,   the state 
I should provide  financial  assistance state 

Ui Traffic engineers  have told Chevy Chase Valley that 

P^y^Buf Z£l  ^  "^  a   reSidential   "ad   li^Kensington 
r^nnlX'-     f  »       "  ^ onllr a  technical distinction. 
Connecticut Avenue  is  also bordered by homes. 

In general,   CCVCA  supports   the  No  Build Alternative  and 
opposes   the  Build Alternative.     However.   I wiUcJS ofeach 

nnt-i^h0" A (Gr!en Rnad)- Chevy chase Valley opposes this 
blcause itTs*^ ^^1 an i^idual-s home and^fMce and 
because  it  is  inconsistent with  the build alternative and othpr 

FSwA^uld not rinter'   ^e SHA t0ld Chevy ^hase Valey tLt  the FHWA would not  approve  the Green Road  if  it  interfered with an 
the^epTL  S   a".   "te"tate  highway.     According   to Tig     lll-Z 
the Green Road still  intercepts  the proposed  ramp       EveA  if  tiU 
ramp technically begins  just beyond  the Green Road,   it «ill      e 

Ssis^^th-oXrc6 Way-  ^ Green Road ««" "» be 
,- OPtio" B (ReconfiqurP the exit ramp from T-49S raJ.i-) ^ 
??""?!   e,n"e (S°^hh, anr< ""trol ih with a traffic -^ 
^H; „„   y ^aSe V3u4y suPP°^ts this option if it is built 
"'n^"? m0r^9 the entrance ramp to the Beltway.  If designed 
ConSSr^' : »1S 0Ptl0n Can SlOW d0Wn chicles heading south !n 
Connecticut Avenue and make it safer and easier for people to 
leave or enter Chevy chase Valley by foot and in cars 
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bo £iln  "'ntec' the SHA told Chevy chase Valley that care must 
this c!n h» SreVen^"" Er0ra backin5 "P onto the Beltway if 
w?ih„^ be.done Chevy chase Valley supports this option, but 
wthout moving the access ramp. f-i-uu, out 

,- OPtio" C (Enter T-495 (East) hv making a left turn from 
Connecticut Avenue (north)).  Chevy Chase Valley opposes Option 
C  It would put more than 10.000 additional cars on     P 

Connecticut Avenue above Jones Bridge Road every day.  The 
homes along this stretch of Connecticut Avenue are already 
overburdened by traffic.  Although these cars would not be in 
the curb lane the other 21,100 cars traveling along ?hat part 
of Connecticut Avenue every day would use the curb lane to 

UahtS •-tW0 laneS  0f traf£ic W*  1°  turn left "the 
light.  This option would also attract hundreds of additional 
trucks every day.  (Perhaps over 370 per day depending on 

d•^n^he-Wheat0n/Silver Sprin9 "ea.) This woSld 
tiZ  ^ r    y  1"crease the problems of homeowners along the east 
side of Connecticut Avenue who must put up with noise and 
vibrations, and the danger of backing out of their drivewavS 
The additional traffic would also make it more difflcilt for' 
pedestrians to cross Connecticut Avenue and might cause traffir 
back ups through the intersection at Jones Bridge Road 

' 0pti°n.  ° (Ne''' c"rh lane on Connecticut Aven.m (•„>Hy\ 
^        It'^'^^S?86 raUey Conmu"^y "nnot decide whether -D» 

tramr ?f dlSaS^r 0r dan9e^  This option would increase 
traffic flow in the curb lane making exiting from driveways 
much more difficult and dangerous. Cars that do manage tl  exit 
their driveways and the side streets will find it difficult to 

ATt nT   T^ lan
B
e5,t0   the left and wil1 be ^ced to turn right onto Jones Bridge Road.  Buses will face the same problem 

Obviously  the faster moving traffic in the curb lane Ind the 
increased distance from the curb to the median will Increase 
the risk for pedestrians. "".lease 

hrinn, I       vit would take the front lawns of residences and 
brings trucks from the beltway closer to the houses, it win 
also increase noise levels.  This phenomenon was not studied in 
the environmental assessment. atuaiea in 

rPnJ?nn
a?h!!%ranCe 0f the area wiU be severely damaged by 

removing the trees along Connecticut Avenue.  This will 

thTrresidenMal^31"63/^ CaUSe a 9eneCal deterioration of this residential community.  As indicated by the Plannina 

Plan n.^3"135' May at the mandatory referra!. the M«ter 
Plan for Kensington-Wheaton "is proposing a green corridor 
hom^J3 a Uay oE.raaintaining a better Residential setting for 
homes adjoining major transportation corridors."  The Mastic 
Plan Cor Bethesda-Chevy Chase emphasizes similar concerns 
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unnlH^h K11 0£^iS  destructiVe construction, the new lane 
«r •. A *    USed that much-  Sadies show that only 15% of the 
Bridge^oad.3    ^ Connecticut Avenue t«» »ght onto Jones 

,  "Pj;10" £—(Mew curb lane on Connecticut Avenue 
(northbound?>.  chevy chase Valley opposes this option because 
T^ i I"5eS ",:

J
and truck traffic on Connecticut Avenue above 

Jones Bridge Road and takes most of the. front yards of the 

the'sidl^Sr^ ?' ?onnecticut Avenue.  This option moves 
thfn Jhrro»H    et Cl^er t0 the front door of these homes than the road is now.  This would require. the re-oval of manv 
large trees and would destroy the green corridor along     * 

byncfr  At airiUc^„lrS°Uld>alSO  raake many horaes ^accessible by car.  At 8911 Connecticut Avenue, the shortened driveway 
would measure just XS feet.  That is not even long enough to 
park a modest sized car. = .uuyu uu 

A car that wants to turn into a driveway along Connecticut 
Ro^r olult T^  0n its1"

ink" -"et passing Jones Sridge 
?SS ;,.,.-    drivers would expect the car to accelerate onto 
the access ramp for the Beltway.  Instead, the car would 

«i^H  Z %°9   ln 0rder t0 raake "e sharp turn into the 
• rrfS-n? dc

I
lvewa>r-  Jhls will certainly cause serious 

"? rlVJ•  iL  .having the driveways, the drivers would also be 
I        hUn^l       ,^US  1^U^-     Thsy  w°"ld be forced to back out 
4*.        blindly.  (These driveways have very poor visibility because 
^        the houses are elevated and some driveways are shielded by 

retaining walls.)  If, the drivers can safely back out into the 
curb lane without being hit, they will be forced to enter the 

in •h?ri«aded ^Sl  beCaUSe accorain9 to this option, all cars in the lane would have to use the access ramp.  It seems 
unlikely that either the federal or the state highway 
administration would support a project that places driveways on 
an access ramp to an interstate highway. 

This option would bring the increased level of traffic on 
Connecticut Avenue closer to the houses.  Accordingly, the 
noise and vibration levels would increase dramatically.  The 
noise levels here already exceed the legal maximum.  However, 
the environmental assessment does not even consider the effect 
of this option on noise levels. <=ttecc 

,K. °Ption F  (Driveway mitigation nrnj.»•«•}   No one supports 
this option even though it is not as bid as Option E.  Drivers 
will use the project as an extra lane when traffic is heavy 
Front yards with valuable trees and shrubs will be dlstfoyei. 

0Pti°" C—(Widen Jones BridqP Rnarf)   cheVy chase Vall_v 

supports this option, ir it is built without moving the access 
ramp to the Beltway.  This can be done because thii option has 
no relation to the Build Alternative.  The constriction 
proposed for Jones Bridge Road will create better access for 
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the Chevy Chase Valley Community because traffic will not block 
Spring Valley Road anymore.  It will also improve the flow of 
traffxc through the intersection.  This will make it possible 
to change the timing of the lights at the intersection.  The 
extra time can be used to allow left turns onto Jones Bridge 
Road, which will alleviate traffic on Connecticut Avenue 
(south). 

5.  Other Sneakers. 

Other speakers will show you: (a) how pedestrians are 
endangered by the proposals; (b) how they are held captive in 
their own neighborhood by traffic flows; (c) how the options 

.iii.i•"?"8 n01Se in the h0raes; and <d) how the environmental assessment is inaccurate. 

6.  Conclusion. 

In overview, the proposal casts the SHA in the role of an 
anti-Robin Hood.  The SHA would be taking from the "poor" to 
give to the "rich." The proposal takes traffic off of 
Kensington Parkway, with its relatively low use, and places the 
burden on the already overburdened homes along Connecticut 

I vl^*  I       n" pw^.Ow" Valley.  Every traffic problem along 
^        Kensington Parkway is already matched or exceeded along 
m Connecticut Avenue.  The Build Alternative would take traffic 

from a road with a high level of service and put it on a road 
with a very low level of service.  Please keep that in mind 
when you listen to the testimony of the proponents of the Build 
Alternative.  Also, visit the neighborhoods. Walk up and down 
Kensington Parkway and Connecticut Avenue at rush hour and try 
to imagine what it is like to live in the homes nearby. 

There has obviously been a lot of pressure on SHA to pursue 
this project.  The SHA has even avoided state law to try to 
push the project through.  Supposedly, all of this pressure 
comes from the Village of North Chevy Chase.  If that is true 
matters may soon get much worse.  The Hughes Medical Institut4 
which has $5,000,000,000 in assets, now wants to build a 
conference center and offices at the intersection.  Clearly 
they will not be able to comply with the-Adequate Public 
Facilities Ordinance without changes to the intersection. 

However, their attorneys at Linowes & Blocker know how to 
put real pressure on the SHA and the county.  The SHA must' 

rtl"  „0r?et "^ Pe0ple liVe along Connecticut Avenue.  Chevy 
?«?«  Valley implores the SHA not to let the pressure force it 
into a decision that destroys existing neighborhoods. 
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The SHA would be abusing its authority and public trust if 
^oncfn53•ma:l?u chan9es in c:ievy Chase Valley without properly 
considering the impact all along Connecticut Avenue.  Its 
^i»«rfh

t0 consld" the t«ffic congestion and future land use 
raa^es the proposed project extremely premature. 

If I had the time, I could critique every paragraph of the 
wrmSr8!^1 assessment- I  ""1 try to submit an'anaVysis in 
writing, but more importantly, I urge you to look at the 
document critically and honestly.  l£ you do, you will see 
many, many .,.ore problems.  The environmental assessment is so 
lacking, it should not even be accepted and paid for.  It is no 
o?SiL^!.SP!nding millions oE dollars and destroying the value of people s homes. 

23 earsider '^ Shift 0f the burden of traffic over the last 

rnnnl^? *  b•*'1 *}*">  that considers traffic up and down 
Connecticut - not Dust on Kensington Parkway. 

Consider what else can be done to improve weaving problems 
< on the Beltway.  The new fourth lane is certainly a ItSct. 

*>        cauJhn^»rbhf "het!:" tht  Pr°P°"l really works and doesn't ^ cause other backups through intersections. 

,(.„n
C°nSidei: Where the SHA wil1 draw the line " "hen it will stop paving over residential neighborhoods. 

Think about who the NIMBYs are - it is not the people who 
have already absorbed the burden of the traffic jams on 
Connecticut Avenue and half of the Beltway traffic from 
Kensington Parkway. 

The SHA should recommend Options B and G only.  Only after 
a thorough study of all of Connecticut Avenue, future land us! 

IL ^A"6^ 
a2d the e"eCt 0f the Beltway improvements, should 

the SHA go back to the drawing board to find a way to alleviate 
others  Pr0blems wlthout simply shifting them onto the backs of 

5823R/8153 
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PETITION NUMBER  1 

Chevy  Chase Village 
590.6 Connecticut Avenue 
Chevy Chase, Maryland    2Q815 
letter  dated October 2,   1987 

n  ~-x • -. • n . ^T -n-lt. 

feo^ «ct^^ M T Lo5^ oltb 
M^MJk W^L\ 
3fH Whstio btb-6t>\\ 

Jt^y-'flt^^J,    fflj/ /ft^X.^j AK   fa CSH- CCoy 

•iSL/ 

LS^-HiH^- 

i)(^]\- \p(y 3foi   ^Uli.6)&gj> M?f,)f    (^(e5^^ 

v-jV&<^ fcUxS     

Uihfv/v^iA^ jrij\9  tA.KrrC-rM&tfftt'fr. £,^H£-5V^ 

Signed petition representing 
results of a canvas of 144 homes 
in North Chevy Chase; 132 homes 
supported Build Alternative to 
remove commuter traffic from 
Kensington ParkwayJ 

NOTE: Original and full petition is available for review at SHA, 707 North Calvert 
Street, Baltimore, Maryland 21202. 

WE, THE UNDERSIGNED RESIDENTS OF MONTGOMERY COUNTY, MARYLAND 

BEING OF MAJORITY AGE, HEREBY EXPRESS OUR APPROVAL OF THE 

PROPOSAL OF THE MARYLAND STATE HIGHWAY ADMINISTRATION TO RELOCATE 

THE NORTHEAST BOUND RAMP OF THE I-495/CONNECTICUT AVENUE 

INTERCHANGE OF THE BELTWAY FROM KENSINGTON PARKWAY TO CONNECTICUT 

AVENUE AND WE URGE THAT THIS PROPOSAL BE ADOPTED BY THE MARYLAND 

DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION: 

NAME ADDRESS TELEPHONE 

tf 

_L_L 
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PETITION NUMBER 2 

Petition to Protect: the 
Connecticut Ave. Neighborhoods 
(.Chefy Chase Valley Citizens 
Association) 
3909 Mbntrose Drive V///.- 
-OwVy Chase, Md. 2081^        /.^-^^ 

Signed petition 
supporting No-Build 
Alternative (244 signatures) 

<* 

4^- a/CAd/^Ch2.se.     -SeoT <r 

Postmarked December 2, 
1987 

NOTg:. 

Original and full 
petition is available 
for review at SHA, 
707 North Calvert "" < 
Street, Baltimore, 
Maryland 21202 

L 

PETITION TO PROTECT THE CONNECTICUT AVENUE NEIGHBORHOODS 

WE THE UNDERSIGNED, WHOSE HOMES ARE LOCATED INSIDE THE CAPITAL 

BELTWAY, ON OR NEAR CONNECTICUT AVENUE, PROTEST THE STATE 

HIGHWAY AD"INISTRATION PLAN TO REMOVE THE KENSINGTON PARKWAY 

BELTWAY RAMP TO CONNECTICUT AVENUE AND TO EXPAND CONNECTICUT 

AVENUE TO SEVEN (7) LANES IN THE AREA BETWEEN JONES BRIDGE ROAD 

AND THE BELTWAY.  WE BELIEVE THATs 

1. The plan Imposes unduly hazardous conditions on 
residential and pedestrian use of the section 
of Connecticut Avenue to be structurally modified. 

2. No justification exists for an "improved level of 
service" at the Jones Bridge - Connecticut inter- 
section, since an increased flow of traffic 
through this point will only serve to compound the 
problems which already exist along the avenue and 
at East-West Highway, in particular.  We predict 
that this will be used as a subsequent justification 
for widening Connecticut Avenue to points further 
south. 

3. The residential integrity of Connecticut Avenue will 
be jeopardized by the new opportunity for truck 
access to the eastbound beltway which will be created 
if this plan is implemented. 

SIGl.ATURE ADDRESS 

]^MtU fdJLjA^ ^ 

t-'J^^jSL 3%1 2     Ujj£0.a^n^   tJo^H-'i. 
S!~~\ ——••••-  -•     •••• 

I        JyJ ^n f—? 
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December 2, 1987 

The State Highway Administration 
Project Development Division 
P.O. Box 717 
Baltimore, Maryland 21203 

RE:  STATE PROJECT ?M600-101-370 

Gentelinen : 

m 
o <:-o 

— "Dm 

-m-H 
re 

< 
I 

to 

As a resident of Chevy Chase, Maryland and the owner of two 
homes in the area -- 3806 Thornapple Street and 7107 

toTlTiV^?'S" •?<":,• I Wiah t0 re = ist" ^ ^rong objection to all of the BuUd Alternatives under consideration. 

The area is already conjested and highly polluted, and 
certainly the implementation of any one of your proposed 
plans would push the air and noise pollution in Chevy Chase 
to unbearable limits. 

Sincerely, 

Cuity A. 

CD:vyq 
cc-area 

AyJU-i. <, 
Dubrof f 

Response to CitiiiPn Letter «1 : 
(Guity A. Dubroff) 

Because of the inappropriateness of major interstate traffic 
on Kensington Parkway, SHA believes that the relocation of 
this ramp from Kensington Parkway to Connecticut Avenue is the 
proper action. 

Potential air and noise impacts associated with the Build 
Alternative were discussed in the Environmental Assessment. 
Please refer to Sections III.B.4.d. and e. of this FONSI for 
a summary of these impacts. These impacts are not expected to 
be significant. 



y Response- to Citi^pn Tetter t2: 
(Honorable Orman W.   Ketcham 

The State  Highway Administration 
Project Development Division 
P.O.   Box 71? 
Baltimore,  Maryland    21203 

December 1, 1987 

Re:     State Pro.iect # M600-101-370 

< 
I 

Dear Sirss 

The proposed relocation of the East Bound Beltway Ramp 
to Connecticut Avenue from Kensington Parkway has me 
greatly alarmed when considering the certain ensuing re- 
percussions. 

•.It must be reconsidered and realized that this action will 
endanger our neighborhoods and any local activities which 
we attempt to conduct. This is not undeveloped land in the 
•suburbs, this is densely populated property just 3 miles from 
the Washington, D.C. border. We already suffer the traffic 
load from commuters and more than our share of trucks.  The 
noise pollution on Connecticut Avenue already exceeds Federal 
Standards• and any increase in traffic will only compound 
our environmental concerns. 

I adamantly oppose the above referenced pro.iect proposal 
and would like to suggest a referendum on this proposal. 

Our safety and cleanliness is at stake. Please reconsider 

/Sincerely,  '  ^ ^/^^-Z; ^^ <M'fiuuyi^atrfl».€»H<.A«*&.. 

1. The State Highway Administration will take every reasonable 
measure to protect the residential integrity along northbound 
Connecticut Avenue from adverse consequences due to increased 
traffic volumes. On the basis of noise impacts presented in 
the Environmental Assessment, the Build Alternative is not 
projected to result in significantly increased noise levels 
in comparison to the No-Build. Please refer to Section 
III.B.4.e. of this FONSI for a summary of these impacts. 

fifmi. (y/lUUiU 2d. 
NAME 

•7 {^7y)dkM<M£e.f, 
ADDRESS /•*, Jag^-yJ.MS- 



The State Highway Administration 
Project Development Division 
P.O. Box 717 
Baltimore, Maryland  21203 

/C-, 
December/I, I987 

Res  State Project # M600-101-'!70 

Dear Sirs: 

Response to Citizen Letter #3: 
(James Lausaurer) 

< 
I 

f. 

.The proposed relocation of the East Bound Beltway Ramp 
to Connecticut Avenue from Kensington Parkway has me 
greatly alarmed when considering the certain ensuing re- 
percussions. 

It must be reconsidered and realized that this action will 
endanger our neighborhoods and any local activities which 
we attempt to conduct.  This is not undeveloped land in the 
suburbs, this is densely populated property just 3 miles from 
the Washington, D.C. border.  We already suffer the traffic 
load from commuters and more than our share of trucks.  The 
noise pollution on Connecticut Avenue already exceeds Federal 
Standards, and any increase in traffic will only compound 
our environmental concerns. 

I adamantly op-oose the above referenced project proposal 
and would like to suggest a referendum on this proposal. 

Our safety and cleanliness is at stake, 
this motion. 

Please reconsider 

Sincerely, 

NAME    ^ - ADDRESS / 

£• 

01 ?U  flf^T, ^:/;.-, '-t'^'h   H::«vJ   ?*-'*  ?.l-->cJ * <r!tu tc^i.  .--A A-S r'; 

'.h.v, -w- <•• 

:v aC-rf)   M-i-n-      I  cLuf./   O.-m^dL  yccsau .tfu HtJ'-M 

I 

1. SHA fully appreciates the strong opinions expressed in opposi- 
tion to relocation of the ramp from Kensington Parkway to 
Connecticut Avenue. As discussed in Section III of this 
document, SHA will undertake actions to minimize potential 
impacts associated with the Build Alternative. In view of the 
inappropriateness of major interstate traffic on Kensington 
Parkway, however, SHA believes that relocation of this ramp 
is the proper action. 

^ 



STATE HIGHWAY ADMINISTRATION 
QUESTIONS  AND/OR COMMENTS 

< 
I 

Contract No.   M  600-101-370 
Interstate Route  495/Connecticut Avenue   (MD Route  185) 

Interchange Reconstruction 
PDMS  No.   151114 

Location/Design Public Hearing gr 
Monday, November 16, 1987 - 7:30 p.m. "^    ,-. 

NAME i-cftN/'A     CaiPPirt 
~ nf - 

-DATE 

pmNTSE   ADDHESS     Z-Ici     )Cet»<;)tSC7oti     Pz^p 

All*.  aSre? 

CITY/TOWN   C.MeJ^     CH-    STATF      /Vlb 7IP canpleZl? 

l/JiHTwish to comment or inquire about the following aspects of this project: 

LJCZLT)    Cnr.+ T?    LpvaFg-  C,^?   fl.<;    i<(.u<:rf?ftT i i it 

*&.'      gNiT     QJJ^u))     COIT>£ r"A T     /t 

<;<> cn,-> P^ /,c- t?      /I S '•r    P2.t' SCKiT. 

C!U       C ^r IO N' c_ V^rl V       (A; PU Li) ir    PREC Lu.t> e" OPT)0(V     P ? 

(Crr/-, p.r.* Gti .T> = >irs     <^ct £.!>     CM i-l.   Nc=>    IT 

AN ii .vx   H  |3 SM O 11." S        /vT       Pli-^'SC'lJ     A, ;T   To     hi'SVc' 

i  1   . 

C 0 m rr> flJ T  • ePfVMS MTS OP CH.^N'ie Ct-fl 1 (^     G^Kf-   A^i: 

IS Cd^ I be Ni T;AL ST.            1 »         I S CLe.4Ri.y 

A    rna\tf     A(iT£$.i      RufVyii^C    THROUGH  D.c. 

4 1,13     F4R      ^AlTO     .•V\c'lVT-   Co •     mvL)l'-£      f»ug.    ftg^sP 

'a'RtfiCH     k-vjW.v1      ^ <;      i^tNSirJiTo^     fic^ 

I     I  Please  add my/our  namels) to  the Mailing List.* 

CD Please delete my/our namels) from  the Mailing  List. 

•Persons  who have received  a  copy  ol  this  brochure  through  the mail  are  already 
on  the project Mailing List. 

Response to Citizen Letter  iA: 
(Ms.  Lorna Griffin) 

Option B would create additional gaps along southbound 
Connecticut Avenue by virtue of the fact that both the 
northbound left turn and southbound right turn from the 
eastbound Beltway exit ramp would be signalized. During the 
yellow phase between this movement and the southbound 
Connecticut  Avenue  movement,   traffic  gaps  would be  created. 

Options A and C have been deleted from further consideration. 

^ 



STATE  HIGHWAY  ADMINISTRATION 
QUESTIONS AND/OR COMMENTS 

Contract No. M 600-101-370 
Interstate Route 495/Connecticut Avenue (MD Route 185) 

Interchange Reconstruction 
PDMS No. 151114 

Location/Design Public Hearing 
Monday, November 16, 1987 - 7:30 p.m. 

O 
m 
J-CTO 

:r-Q 
• -=rn 
; '< o 

Response to Citizen Letter #5: 
(Mrs. George E. Geesey) 

< 
I 

NAME Mrs.   George E.   Geesey 

PMN^    ADDRESS     3612 Faircastle Drive 

DATF   11/20/87 

CITY/TOWN    Chevy  Chase STATE        MD .ZIP CODE   20815 

I/We wish to comment or inquire about the following aspects of thisproject: 

-L As  owners   of  property  abutting  the  current  Kensingi-on  PaT-Vway 
ramp, we are, of course, pleased at the Build Option. But it 

it   is  because  it will  remove   the  heavy  traffic  from gpng-in^rnn 

 Parkway  rather  than  because  the  ramp   is   an  annovanr-P     Enteri? ring_ 

or leaving home via Husted Driveway is dangprons at- ht^r,   anrf 

frequently time-consuming, too.  I realize that the residents 

west of Connecticut Avenue have thesp samp f-n,of-,-„,-,•,„,,. but 
the no-build option will not improve their situation, as it will 

ours. 

_?.: If a car-alerted signal were placed at rhp infprggrt-inn nf 

Spring Valley Road and Connecticut Avenue, it would at least 

give those fifty households access to Jones BridgP Rnari anH 

therefore, Connecticut. If (or when) the npr-Pssii-y fnr- a n^,- 

southbound on Kensington Parkway is gone, perhaps the above 

could be implemented 

3.  Above all, regardless of what is decided. T helipvp it- jg 

morning rush traffic frequenMy HPHIP^ m rhat, hnt-h 

c 
_ o <-> 

c 

important to remember that people live in the area: rert-ainly ,.,p  g 

are entitled to access and egress from our homes.  Prpspni- K 

CL, 
nn VpncingCnn 

I I Please add my/our namelsl to the Mailing List.* 

I  I Please delete my/our namelsl from the Mailing List. 

•Persons who have received a copy ol this brochure through the mail are already 
on the projecl Mailing List. 

The selected Build Alternative includes a number of actions 
which are anticipated to reduce impacts associated with the 
relocation of the ramp to Connecticut Avenue. 

As a part of the selected Build Alternative, SHA will request 
that Montgomery County consider installing a traffic signal 
at the intersection of Spring Valley Road and Jones Bridge 
Road. This traffic signal would be coordinated with the signal 
at Connecticut Avenue and Jones Bridge Road and would be 
installed in order to facilitate movements out of the Chevy 
Chase Valley Community. 

•$ 



STATE HIGHWAY ADMINISTRATION 
QUESTIONS AND/OR COMMENTS 
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Contract No. M 600-101-370 ^    ^-^O 
Interstate Route 495/Connecticut Avenue (MD Route 185) "^ ^^^ 

Interchange Reconstruction 1-v>o- 
POMS No. 151114 CO :J.l-oQ 

Location/Design Public Hearing r? o'^^\ 
Monday, November 16, 1987 - 7:30 p.m. •Pi. 

Response to Citizen Letter #6: 
(Dr.  Bemhard Witkop) 

NAME 

PLEASE 
PRINT 

na BEBHHAROWTTKOP 
3807 MOMTRUbb UHlVCTAf 

CHEVY CHASE, MO 20815 

OATF    A/C^.S-O.  1W-3?. 

ADDRESS. 

C!TY,'TOWN. .STATE. .ZIP  CODE- 

I 

I/We wish to comment or inquire about the lollowing aspects of this project: 

?-SSJ av.a/.    "U)3y-H^?^S.UT". t.a. ^^STT'i IJCULZ avAs 

rrn OH. Tfi-tsua'j- /r&FPiC . 6./S.^^ /VJOJ*- ,3,%)^.,<r; /V.  CftE'sV 

CHfiSE . wcfj/ifis&rtctiiif ' ATCUYK? EHOTl'cyj&L. 9^^67= 

Tk^-   Or?e-}J^yjrS c£- r?i &  &*%? -/V ^/S-  /=5 •7?   >;Xr£;?   irU. 
Ci'ri 2.5 •wi   CP  V' Ch=vy Crf/iSc.     i-y'lUl ^<c-s 7^ -T" *.£<?_• 

SiCm* SrrtfiJ PCc-E.. 

Iris,    oyji-'-'    'Rrfrt&u^i.   ScLJ^TJ^X'  /S 
.i-^ . • -ij •; > A---^r.> 

07      s/'rfl 0.- **SZj *S XfZ \s t j ^'U / /'^ y.^v'^'^.     A^ 

A     ^/V. 

A'gv.gA   /'s:T5:d'DE2>    •£>?.    77?'JC\'  

J/— /YpP~^ rr&S    TftfT-T-     STTPJ-     jj     T-L-LL.*- 

/.,'.' 

/J/CZ7Ji/.~.v7zVd-£b    o.s. 

1    1 Please add my/our name(s) to the Mailing List.» •'&•.„ u.*-/ /:\> £,• 
1     1 Please delete my/our name(s) from  the Mailing  List. 

\S / 
.'1 

•Persons  who have received  a copy  ot  Ihis  brochure  through   the mail  are  already 
on  the  project  Mailing List. 

1. The selected Build Alternative will remove all interstate 
traffic from Kensington Parkway and addresses the issues 
raised by Dr.  Hitkop. 

Ca 
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STATE HIGHWAY ADMINISTRATION 
QUESTIONS AND/OR COMMENTS 

Contract No. M 600-101-370 
Interstate Route 495/Connecticut Avenue (MD Route 185) 

Interchange Reconstruction 
PDMS No. 151114 

Location/Design Public Hearing 
Monday, November 16, 1987 - 7:30 p.m. 

r-o 
O 
m 

NAME Orville W.  Zastrow 
en 

-DATE 
Nov. &^^ o 

PLEASE 
PRINT ADDRESS. 

3711 Kenilworth Dr. 

CITY/TOWN    Chevy Chase RTATF   Maryland .ZIP  CODE. 20315 

l/Wejvish to comment or inquire about the following aspects of this project: 

i'ortt' 
am a long tizie  136 yearj resident oi' Morth '"hevT' Chase ana a past Chair.Tian of the 

r.hpyy Chj'S C1t.»TPt-«i r,nr-~,i t.t.oc •  T rjas ah yr.nr bpsr<r=- nn Mnvprhpr 1ft hi;t riir nnt. 

maks-a stater-.ent ai that tijr.e. 

I appreciated the corxetent presentation of the issues and the way the meeting was 

handled. lo seexs to rr.e that the issues were acdressed to a greater degree than many 

I wish to go on record as follows: 
n riease Lse tne 'ouiic" axternative, ai.ong witn option A n at a±x  possioie to 

allow egress anc oetter bus service for our cor.'mir.itv. 

2.  lie Option F, if tr.at canbe done in a-way to truly help rssidents on the east 

sice ol Connecticut .-^venut:. Or, aiternataiy, couic tcese residents be provided with 
..•».•,- n- t.rp crvrr'- pa-^r.;- Int."  

*<•!••• to tr.e •-'"•• n 

3.     Please expedite plans  anc censtruction.    Con't allow this tc  oe .studied to death, 
reopie neeo to recognize tnat  tnere are no ne:Lt answers to ti:ese situations.    All we can 
do is  Cirefully weirh  the  ql t.p~n?tT VPS f   .seTert the Lest   for Ipnst  nhipcti onalhj P ),   and 
go aneac. 

U. Co now some of the things that can help the people in the Chevy Chase Valley 

community, .vny oo tney not axreauj h^ti  bvi'HtiL •,Jilkii.bo aL luLcraet 
block intersection" signs to help then get onto Jones Bridge Road? 

Lluiu> and du 

5. I oppose Options C, D, and It is wrons to penalize residents further, sinply 

to increase traffic flow along thoroughfares.   It merely shifts the problems to 
hnft-lpT-PrW-: P1 SP.JI-P^P .  Jlnnr Cnnnpf t i rut IVPHUP, TIT-P t.-?ffir fl nw hprp vi 11 hri p;  

pressure for more street widening, dehumanizing- of residential communities and rezening 

which will again increase traffic volume. 

Our daily commuter traffic has become a monster. It will s turate and overwhelm 
Uii ~n  a:fir .A    as - lonr as  oeonle   -:eeo movin- farther  from places of work 

and then insist on driving to work,  one person rer car. 

[gl  Please arid-my/ow-namoto) 10  tHo-Mailiag-trtTtr*   c UUH-J ^ ^"yy'Tr %"? T" T/' 

I     I Please delete my/our namels) from  the Mailing List. 

•Persons  who have received  a  copy of  this  brochure  through  the mail  are already 
on  the project  Mailing List. 

Response to Citizen Letter  #7: 
(Mr.   Orville W.   Zastrow) 

The selected Build Alternative will remove all interstate 
traffic from Kensington Parkway. Bus service will remain as 
it currently exists, using southbound Kensington Parkway at 
Connecticut Avenue. Option F has been dropped from further 
cons ideration. 

This project is currently not funded for design nor construc- 
tion. 

During final design, SHA will request that Montgomery County 
consider a traffic signal at Spring Valley Road/Jones Bridge 
Road. 

Options C, D, and G have been dropped from further 
consideration. 
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STATE  HIGHWAY  ADMINISTRATION S         £ 
QUESTIONS AND/OR COMMENTS S   5 — 3 

Contract  Ho.   M  600-101-370 co    fi^rn 
Interstate Route  495/Connecticut Avenue   CMD Route 185)     3     o^O 

Interchange Reconstruction ^»   rz.-n-* 
PDMS No.   151114 —;         '^ 

Location/Design  Public Hearing 23 
Monday,   November  16,   1987  - 7:30 p.m. 

NAME        fV ILXOAA      U •   Uj^i&lrtv, -DATE 
// '/ ^/r? 

Response to  Citizen Letter t8: 
(Mr.   Richard L.   Wilson) 

CITY/TOWN Q^c/   CJlOAJ?    STATF    '^^l^P ZIP COnc    QoS/S 

I/We wish to comment or inquire about the following aspects of this project: 

The selected Build Alternative will remove all interstate 
traffic from Kensington Parkway and accomplishes the majority 
of  the   issues  identified in Mr.   Wilson's comment. 

(j%y  ^10.<SQ_   cbzUrZs-LC 
( jj    iMlneJ) -fsujuch^ 

< 
I ^__ 

^"r, 
td££z •^o ti^v^JL 

(_~T~~)    Os   cL^ArvcinJ)   C^rmsnLLsyiJ3k7~• 
^_ 

fJ-&4Aa.   Jt-dZiQ ^y^   *^&^ ^t£v piMfsfK 

CD  Please add my/our name(s) to the Mailing List.* 

fZH Please delete my/our name(s) from  the Mailing  List. 

•Persons  who have received  a  copy  of  this  brochure  through  the mail are already 
on the project Mailing List. 

^ 



!00!00 

November 17, 1987 

Neil Pederson, Director 
Office of Planning 
State Highway Administration 
P.O.Son 717 
Baltimore, MD 21203-0717 

Mr.   Pederson: 

56 O 

 • £•) t- 

Response to Citizen Letter  #9; 
(Ms.   Nancy Suniewick) 

I  am writing  to urge  the State Highway Administration  to support 
the efforts of  residents  in North Chevy Chase,   Maryland,   to have  the 
Beltway eKit  ramp   moved   from Kensington Parkway   to Connecticut 
Avenue. 

The   selected   Build   Alternative   will   remove   all   interstate 
traffic  from Kensington Parkway. 

< 
I 

O 

We live in Rock Creek Hills, just up Kensington Parkway -from the 
exit.  I almost never let my children travel by foot or by bike down 
Kensington Parkway to North Chevy Chase, where we are members of the 
community swimming pool, because of the exit rarap. From what I have 
seen, there are drivers out there racing to the ramp down Kensington 
Parkway who would rather run over any obstacle in their path than 
slow down to let a pedestrian cross the ramp or Kensington Parkway to 
Husted.  When I do let them go to the pool via Kensington Parkway, 
they must go together because 1 believe there is some margin of 
safety in numbers.  I always wonder if my theory is right until the 
children get home safely. 

There is a bike path to North Chevy Chase that runs parallel to 
Stoneybrook, but taking that route adds about a mile the trip to 
North Chevy Chase.  People taking that route still have to cross 
Stoneybrook at Brierly, which can be a breath-taking experience 
itself in avoiding disaster. 

Thank you. 

Removal of interstate traffic from Kensington Parkway should 
improve the safety of bicyclists along Kensington Parkway. 
During final design, consideration will be given to the 
construction of a sidewalk along the east side of Connecticut 
Avenue. 

Sincerely, 

RECEIVED 
WV   '9 1937 

•^90(0 

J^y^y c/^uAv^vc/- 
Nancy Suniewick 
9616 Hawick Lane 
Kensington, MD 20B95 
949-0441 

o* 
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STATE HIGHWAY ADMINISTRATION 
QUESTIONS AND/OR  COMMENTS ^        ^ 

== "*   Vt-o 
"F^ ^^^ 

Contract No. M 600-101-370 2f-0 
Interstate Route 495/Connecticut Avenue (MD Route 185) j>> t/'^f" 

Interchange Reconstruction 0     oi'j 
POMS No. 151114 ^V ^r« 

Location/Design Public Hearing 5*   ^ 
Monday, November 16, 1987 - 7:30 p.m. £, 

NAME   

PRINT ADDRESS 

MAX il. McMis i ?.£. 
17/4 nzti/LtvcRT/A   DA MY 

 HATP   "U6/A7 >kL 

CITY/TOWN Ote'SY U4AS6 .STATE MtA'cdA/n T-Ip CODE^^A£ 

I/We wish to comment or Inquire about the following aspects of this project: 

I'PriC/J C   '   /r   ftWCki   Alii  fr titt UrT Tuli/U   Fck  £3  AteJ   TXArf/C Jt/c/H'/A'S /Ml 

 ' dcGtK' As f/l/z  Scunj .ti /{/iA.ucp. fa fi!>im:Ci To TRArftc l-1/!?/!fi>>Z Mc/it'/ls/A'Ciy 

As Alfi. Jacci dn 1 oc-6 fo Mriicus /Jttet mrc ^-/u^cnc/r /k- sjyA/OUT .vcmfciL 

•Sd GIJUJ &>.'£ H.Li Hi forJPXtm.i /SxliT.-te liGVii. M/HJCt:* fitc/sf fefqi fa. 
/V.O . Tn T4<i5 n £/-/.</ Ac RMP JSJO Lir TuVM ?» £d fthW To   Z tqf 

L'pp^fj   Ai :   /^  fi^ip'zn    PiA^'j-i   ?f\:±S-?Z  A   ••?!.'< ,?5'/f "v.".1-- $ ;:••/> />. ' 

cf /ijtfS/iAjm  AtiO &/J!!.IM?A.TH JkurrS   to  PeleH-'Z'CtJz,   AMY P/?5? 77itfrL'Crt fc 

Response to Citizen Letter  #10: 
(Mr.  Max H.   Morris) 

Option C has been dropped  from further consideration. 

2. Option A has been dropped from further consideration, 
southbound Kensington Parkway will remain as it exists today 
at its  intersection with Connecticut Avenue. 

I     I  Please  add my/our namels) to  the Mailing  List.» 

CZI Plsase delels my/our namels) from  the Mailing  List. 

•Persons  who have received  a  copy  ol  this  brochure  through  the mail are already 
on  the project  Mailing List. 

"^ 
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STATE HIGHWAY ADMINISTRATION 
QUESTIONS  AND/OR  COMMENTS 

c 

Contract No. M 600-101-370 ",--> ,_, __ 
Interstate Route 495/Connecticut Avenue (HD Route 185) cn —.^y^. 

Interchange Reconstruction 
PDMS No. 151114 

Location/Design Public Hearing 
Monday, November 16, 1987 - 7:30 p.m. 

NAME /}».x.4-   -h- faft-r 

PLEASE 
PRINT ADDRESS. 9101    Ktn^^hru    ri> }6co-3 

.DATE. 

10     -irnM 

Caew ci r.iTv/TnwN Lggw L jta&a.        STATE. Mi? .ZIP r.onp ^££'5" 

I/We wish to comment or inquire about the following aspects of this project: 

^Va X     /'V*- ^z.    SJhtra^,    ACUJ^C   £*   ttu-oshi't. 

Vojx-tntx a. 'f-ru.     Thru) rJ 

<5 

OUJJ  'SAZAA 

',t VL-Z-JJ :^- ^   ^ (LX>J>   •*-    SJZJZU.^- t'<x-~-A • xr-^- 
'Asrh <^?.-- A 

t-U~r.juJZ>—    JC    culis 

r !*~U'VU£L&L*S 

&S t&j U •ML. 

rfi\J^     •J'/d)*>.u       yuji^ii.1 
P4~ Its; 

W-AbHX 

itflL Zut. 

5H/4-    firS'J   UJLxkz-   a   S^uT   f^ju^J-JS^uU^   leu   t£L   cJb«.±. 

•^Please a'dd my/our name(s) to the Mailing List.* ^tf-p-^—• 

I—I Pleass delete my/our namelsl from  the Mailing List. 

'   'Persons  who have received  a  copy  of  this  brochure  through  the mail are already 
on  the project  Mailing  List. 

Response to Citizen Letter #11: 
(Ms.  Anne F.   Kiger) 

1. The Selected Build Alternative will remove all Interstate 
traffic from Kensington Parkway. 

The State Highway Administration will take every reasonable 
measure to protect the residential integrity along northbound 
Connecticut Avenue from adverse consequences due to increased 
traffic volumes. Prohibition of trucks from the new ramp, 
however, would be a violation of state law which permits 
trucks on all state routes (Connecticut Avenue is Maryland 
Route 185). 

^ 
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HOPE EASTMAN 
SEVENTH FLOOR 

«800 HAMPDEN LANE 
SETHESOA,MARYLAND ZOBI* 

t 
November 17, 1937 

< 
i 

CO 

Neil J. Pedersen, Director 
Office of Planning and Preliminary 

Engineering 
State Highway Administration 
P.O. Box 717 
Baltimore, Maryland  21203-0717 

Re: Interstate Route 495/Maryland Route 185 
Interchange Reconstruction 

Dear Mr. Pedersen: 

This letter is for inclusion in the hearing record on the 
above-captioned matter and is in support of the relocation of 
the Beltway ramp from the Kensington Parkway to Connecticut Avenue. 
Kensington Parkway is the natural route from Rock Creek Hills, 

where we reside, to North Chevy Chase.  Our children share common 
schools with the children in North Chevy Chase.  However, we are 
extremely reluctant to allow our children to ride their bicycles 
on Kensington Parkway because of the need to cross the line of 
traffic entering the Beltway. 

Sincerely, /^ / 

Hope Eastman 
3526 Raymoor Road 
Kensington, MD 20895 

TV 

:~:::5 j ;.:i...;::..i:;/; 

Response to Citizen Letter #12: 
(Ms. Hope Eastman) 

1. The Selected Build Alternative will remove all interstate 
traffic from Kensington Parkway. 

^ 
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n:c 3  193? 0 ^c^/S' 

v/7    L     "    J d a 

'A^tr-n 
AJj /> J s, "7. t     /OJJ^, ~*   .      QJ 

/bt-y 7/7       O 

Response to Citizen Letter #13: 
(Mrs. Frances Miller) 

The Selected Build Alternative will remove all interstate 
traffic from Kensington Parkway. 
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STATE HIGHWAY ADMINISTRATION 
QUESTIONS AND/OR COMMENTS 

Contract No.  M 600-101-370 

%, 

6 . contract No. M 600-101-370 O .      ' .   yx, 
Interstate Route 495/Connecticut Avenue (MD Route.H85)   L w    •!•} 

Interchange Reconstruction •<:ir>/,^'.--. " ^c-, ^C. 
PDMS No. 151114 ''Ji:'.•';     ^ 

Location/Design Public Hearing 
Monday, November 16, 1987 - 7:30 p.m. 

'%K 
NAME    flkrrtvi.   E..   Fi^lnPr 

pmNATSE   ADDRESS -3qo7    Tn^rn^s^ .D^ 

HATP H/i/^-r 

CITY/TOWnCl-'ri/W    rh/lS?,       STATF   /^J 

li^Wg/wiah to comment or Inquire about the following aspects of this project: 

-ZIP CODF £.0%I5 

 :V'<     x r-C'iC. LtC.     cr-n ••Jn!,fiJ.&     rn-h--Hi >•>/<. unit-     +Anl£is.    jrri 

Ihii-i    fl.'-J.     AS'      nn'yi'i    Mi-rv,     h'~W-i-<-   -ft^jsh 

Ki- n ••;,•,.:-r-n     PkiCl^   it-     Hs      Pi o i+~i.-, 

I\'l-     Vi'O- 

JT_ 

HvH-v 
J 

-•:•<?.''> J       S'/l/'&U 

•-I,.-,/,    )- +>:• 

•>•:-.    <?-<•< rH> 
3       j ""J • i 

+y 
M.-.^'   ri-t   A^uci'fud   h    'VL-^>,')    t/>,i 

^•/»S'/   -^ CSfJUt^ir .. 

f--r\,\i rr> •Sinsi^jJLi 

-S*^ -Q 
-fiXcsM^S7?   fa.Lli.a.i. 

K I.HI.  ll>,/n!j 

Response to Citizen Letter  «14; 
(Ms.   Martha  E.   Fisher) 

The Selected Build Alternative will remove all interstate 
traffic from Kensington Parkway. Because of similar concerns 
regarding cut-through traffic expressed by representatives of 
the Chevy Chase Valley Citizens Association, SHA, in conjunc- 
tion with Montgomery County, will restrict cut-through traffic 
in this community which  is destined  for new Ramp N-E. 

Q2 Please add my/our name(s) to the Mailing List.* 

CU Please delete my/our name(s) from  the Mailing List. 

•Persons who have received a copy ol this brochure through the mail are already 
on the project Mailing List. 

*? 
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Contract No. M 600-101-370 
Interstate Route 495/Connecticut Avenue (MD Route 1£©   * 

Interchange Reconstruction ^ 
PDMS No. 151114 —•» 

Location/Design Public Hearing 
Monday, November 16, 1987 - 7:30 p.m. 

Response to Citizen Letter #15: 
(Mr. Peter L. Murray) 

< 
I 

NAME Wfi^-f     U *.    HoSSi ̂  OATP n-Z.-*>7 

PmNTSE    ADDRESS -3T/'./'   /hU'/uJaS+U      jDA.Jf 

CITY/TOWN Cictov dflmAt .STATE. /W) .ZIP conp Z-^ll'J 

I/We wish to comment or inquire about the following aspects of this project: 

J'^>J(. 

-y*^/ 

~J/. 0/A** AXJ-A TSTJ? -J^/*. ~J ^/L^ *  

.^x^r; •C^^Oi*-, 

1. The Selected Build Alternative will remove interstate destined 
traffic from Kensington Parkway. 

k)> DHD 
\ 

\ 
p 

to the Mai ing List * 

1) from the Mailing List. 

1^1 

on  the project Mailing  List. 
._ a copy  ol  this  brochure  thi 
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WAYNE ELLIOT DORMAN 
3SOS MONTROSE OnivewAY 

CMEVY CHASE, MARvtAND 

20SI5-470I 

December 2,  1987 

Response to Citizen Letter  #16: 
(Mr.  Wayne Elliot Dorman) 

—>   o^^ 
-Cr-O- 

Mr. Neil J. Pedersen, Director 
Office of Planning &  Preliminary Engineering 
State Highway Administration S 
707 North Calvert Street 
Baltimore, Maryland 21202 

Re:  Ramp Relocation at Connecticut Avenue and 1-495 

Dear Mr. Pedersen: 

We support the Build Alternative which meets the number 
one objective of the whole area of Chevy Chase. We object to 
Option G at this time, because the fate of the property south of 
Jones Bridge Road has not been decided. 

The other Options should be decided by the profession.!! 
staff of the SHA for the safety and convenience of everyone - 
residents, commuters, etc. The public transportation problem 
has been exaggerated, in our opinion, because bus service is 
available on Jones Bridge Road and Connecticut Avenue. He do 
not agree that construction of the Green Road is an absolute 
necessity. 

Me attended the hearing on November 16th at North Chew 
Chase school. We were very impressed with the presentations bv" 
the SHA representatives and the thoroughness of the study 

Sincerely, 

RECEIVED 
DSC   7   123"' 

a/zy •• t Afk-w- 

SHA has selected. the Build Alternative for this project. 
Option G has been dropped from further consideration. 

With the exception of Option B, which will receive further 
consideration during the final design process (ramp from 
eastbound Beltway to southbound Connecticut Avenue) , all other 
options have been dropped from further consideration. Because 
Kensington Parkway traffic movements will not be altered at 
the Connecticut Avenue/Jones Bridge Road/Kensington Parkway 
intersection, changes in bus routes will not be necessary. 

PU:::: 
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 ^03-_ . Ai v .C«LLM*vt   5t.  

.P«*-V._-H5-- 0.54v0v^ : 

^3* i. -^-i 

/ W-7 
D£C 2   3231 

— .TRAFFiC.... 
FCRECA3T1MG 
 £EC-:OM._... 

Response to Citizen Letter #17: 
(Sanjeev Malhotra) 

< 
I 

oo M.v. Ma.tf*,w   H^'-eS   e,£j^Z 
(1 

. J—     Uo-Vje.    -mot    VACe-tVsA    "t(A.e.     iv^xr/v^A-i.ia-i Yej.U.^it^   i-*   v^>.y 

.."t^e   L^lis ..ki^n'ivt    iiv    Z-4*5/G,*«, fag. X^±*nL 

. "to. . c^s__.Sr« ... ."To    Yei"(;«--^ct-s. _ ^^u -v^^^e-gpt.-&*/ ^t-^e 

COWA- k-ie,flexes 3-r.^L ^./KaKS.j'^u'Pfc.voy /w «iri>^ 
^±u 

1. Mr. Malhotra's request for information (received November 16, 
1987) was forwarded to Mr. Malhotra in December, 1987. Items 
1 and 2 as noted below were included in this transmittal. 

^ 
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as 

J-     "tU^^     (D|>Tr!e^^ <Si    jwy+h-fcr:* 

-e--^M -0{>ti>wN -C  _.w«u.[M...%>•&*~jt .^HA _tj.vef'AC^. e^isti'w, 

..'K'x-l^ H <vt-^ c-it-^f .'C-IO. v^nii^..^^**eJLJi>._f3.,i>«Mi.lU«. 

-..^•-•tjUe.. ..JM-IM Altsyvuictive (f^ove.-fcLuu<i •H:-re.^_jb\'^^s 111). I a.w 

_ V\CC.-.£LO/&. .i£. . tU-e. ._.^v-uU». Al-teywctjve_vaeMjdL ve«.lly  UeH> iw 

.--J^-z-    3'-^'A   r-'.•tS-V-njctlue   evi/y    <Ct-^e. 5<a.-v^-e_ (ias"t- T^a    c^TC. 

.   Aocu.<^.evOt. >^aAe   a.\'ailjii«- "to -feUe crfc35e--*-.-    .   -   ._ 

.. ^ZJJ^-^   ..sWi'-Jvv   OVA _ n'"<iu.ve. .. S    LUL.VI€. . Weu chhu^tA.   usi^L - 

. grf    G^-Js-A C-       .   

-'^c. 
••=••1 •^ -.^-.^t  yc^HNZTeti' ^-P-i-C^S 

% 

Citizen Letter #17 continued 

2. Option C accommodates the northbound Connecticut Avenue to 
eastbound Beltway movement with a left-turn onto an existing 
loop ramp at Connecticut Avenue. Traffic operation? as- 
sociated with this configuration are not acceptable. 

3.   Option G has been deleted from further'consideration. 

The volume to capacity ratios shown in Figure 8 of the Public 
Hearing handout (as well as in the Environmental Assessment 
and this FONSI), have been developed using the procedures 
described in the 1985 Highway Capacity Manual. 

S> 
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Response to Citizen Letter «1B: 
(Mr. William R. Tooker) 

1. The Selected Build Alternative would remove all interstate 
traffic from Kensington Parkway. Construction of the new ramp 
and other modifications at the Connecticut Avenue/Beltway 
interchange would be accomplished within SHA right-of-way. 
No widening is proposed along Connecticut Avenue, and all 
improvements will be made within existing curb lines to the 
maximum extent possible. With the exception of Option B, 
which will receive further consideration during the design 
process, all other options have been dropped from further 
consideration. Air and noise impacts associated with the 
Build Alternative were evaluated in the Environmental 
Assessment and have been determined to not be significant. 
Please refer to Sections III.B.4.d and e. of this FONSI for 
a summary of these impacts. 

•I^«0nM y, 
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Maryfand Department of Transportation 
State Highway Administration 

Richard H. Trainor 
Sacratary 

Hal Kassoff 
Administrator 

June   15,   1989 

Mr. Frederick W. Lawrence 
8806 Spring Valley Road 
Chevy Chase. Maryland   20815 

Dear Mr. Lawrence: 

Thank you for your recent letter concerning the State Highway Administra- 
tion s decision to relocate the ramp onto the Capital Beltway from Kensington 
Parkway to Connecticut Avenue. 

The decision was a difficult one and came only after weighing all factors and 
carefully considering each of the comments we received.   It is our feeling that we 
have selected the proper course of action to serve both area residents and the 
driving public. 

One of the main purposes of this project is to take interstate bound "through" 
traffic off Kensington Parkway, a local road.   We do not believe that changes to the 
timing of the traffic signal at Jones Bridge Road and Connecticut Avenue would be 
appropriate because traffic that wishes to access the Interstate will continue to wait 
to go. and if insufficient time is given for the movement, it will only further back- 
up Connecticut Avenue. 

We will be addressing yolir concerns about pedestrian traffic in the design 
phase of this project.   At that time, we will look at ways to address pedestrians 
crossing Connecticut Avenue, including the feasibility of constructing a sidewalk on 
the east side of Connecticut Avenue. 

We have taken into consideration the new development in the area.   We do not 
feel that the development, including the projects you mentioned, will change the 
relative merits of moving the ramp vis-a-vis the alternative of not moving the 
ramp. 

At this time, only the planning phase has been funded.   When money does 
become available for engineering and construction, we will proceed with the project. 

Thank you for your participation in the decision making process.   We 
appreciate your interest and input. 

Very truly yours. 

OYuil J   faJotj*. 
.Veil J. Pedersen. Director 
Office of Planning and 
Preliminary Engineering 

NJP/ih 
cc:       M/. Michael Snyder 

-'Mr. Louis H. Ege. Jr. 
Mr. Ernest Ambush 

(w/incomlng) 
(w/incoming) 
(w/lncomlng) 

My l«lephon» number is fini)        333-1110 

,„,  ,_„ _ „, Wgtypgwrlter for Impaired HMflng or Speech 
353-7555 Baltimore Metro - 585-0*51 D.C. Metro - i-aoo-492-5092 Statewide Toll Free *?> 
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tess costly solutions to thg problem 

The problems of traffic on Kensington Parkway between Jones 
Bridge Road and the Beltway are real, and should be addressed as 
soon as possible.  Before undertaking costly construction, some 
simple traffic control steps should be taken.  First, to control 
the amount of traffic entering Kensington Parkway,-the green 
arrow allowing northbound Connecticut Ave. traffic to enter 
Kensington Parkway before it is allowed to go north on 
Connecticut Ave. should be removed. This would reduce the flow 
of traffic into Kensington Parkway. Secondly, a traffic light 
should be installed to allow the residents of North chevy chase 
access to Kensington Parkway.  This light would also help control 
the speed of traffic on the Parkway. 

No expenditure of funds or actual construction on this 
p"Je<* should be undertaken until all of the problems connected 
wxth the project are given consideration and factored into the 
plans, and certainly, no massive project should be undertaken 
until it is determined if the problem can be alleviated with less 
costly and disruptive steps. 

< 
I Sincerely, 

^    Frederick W. Lawrence 
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PLEASE 
PRINT 

STATE HIGHWAY ADMINISTRATION 
QUESTIONS AND/OR COMMENTS 

Contract No. M 600-101-370 eg         e? 
Interstate Route 495/Connecticut Avenue (MD Route 185) S»    ^.-o 

Interchange Reconstruction c^- C3 ^n^J 
PDMS No. 151114 —fS 

Location/Design Public Hearing (£i    '^i^rn 
Monday, November 16, 1987 - 7:30 p.m. &      .T^.^ 

V-      '  :£ 

NAME    7)A-^/W^g/Vy   F-  fiJaToL) DATE      H-''^  

ADDRESS. 

PY &i^  CWS4-e STATE Vhn. .ZIP  CODE^M^toft'3" CITY/TOWN ir^ 

I/We wish to comment or inquire about the following aspects of this project: 

c9 iM-a-gjLJL. JbJu^  6 yyuJU. AC*MAJU- Jg^Aoc^>t^^2^ £vKg^^c^j ^^ fUurntrLzJL 

. fij,*u4jL ifu^r.^J^ -ti-obta^ua^O JlI'^'-l-~{"*-<^JL b^*> rut r 

J^LJ UJ dctezt, >aVi6^' 

HI  Pleas« add my/our namefsl to  the Mailing  ^•*^jtj^^lricu.lr*t^^i>AlA.y.UmUU.^<^ 

CD Please delete m//our namels) Irom  the Mailing list.^ £3kM^JZas-fillJl**. tmi^cjU<yUua 
• Persons  who have received  a copy  ol  Ihis  brochure  through  the mail  are  already 
on  Ihe project Mailing List. _Jfiiw>t tta-co 

(Z^^r^^ 

Response to Citizen Letter *20: 
(Dr. Anthony F. Natoli) 

In addition to supporting the No-Build Alternative for all of 
the reasons mentioned at the Public Hearing, Dr. Natoli cites 
psychological effects which, in his opinion, support the No- 
Build. The example he cites, Beltway traffic congestion 
causing back-ups on the existing ramp from Kensington Parkway 
(and thus, by inference, the new ramp from Connecticut 
Avenue), should be reduced as a result of the recent widening 
of the Capital Beltway to 8-lanes. When Beltway congestion 
does, however, cause back-ups on the access ramps, the 
resulting congestion along the connecting state routes will 
result in difficulty for adjacent residents to access their 
properties. There does not appear to be a solution for this 
situation. 

^ 
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8806 Spring Valley Road 
Chevy Chase, MD 20815 
Nbveatoer 29, 1987 
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State PUghway Administration 
Office of Planning and Preliminary Engineering 

Baltimore, ID 21203 

l^rindleLLSonla^S:^ ^^^^    at ^—ticut Ave.  (J^ryland Rt. 

ih "Jf Pra^-p1"6 to undertake such extensive and disruptive work to relieve 
SLlIf JfStfnKTlnf^ Pa?Way Until leSS ^n-^ptSnT^ ?rS Traffic lights on Kensington Parkway at Kenilworth Dr. or at Inverness Drive 
or both could be installed easily and pranptly, and would give relilf to te' 
problem.    Better signs could advise motorists of the speed ISLSLJWT 
speed limits on Connecticut Ave., south of Jones BridgeRd. would* avoidtte 
SnTaSayf nOt0riStS t0 ^^ t0 a lOTer SPeed """ *^SS SS SLing- 

iA SB ^^n reducins
1 Kens^^on Parkway traffic to a point where "dogs sleep 

IL ^J^u    " "n**!""* ^d unfair to residents on other streets Sat teL 
toe traffic that does not use Kensington Parkway.    In the early Ste   betore tta 
S ^tSe ^ Ln^^0? PariOTa3;,S "* h0Ur tramc -periSS'dS^i^! i!ff^ ,   ^ on.Connecticut Ave. at Jones Bridge Rd.    The addition of Beltway 
traffic to Kensington Parfavay and Connecticut Ave. added proportionate^ tTeach 
but the removal of the southbound Beltway traffic fran Ke^stogtonPfo^   and Sf' 
t^TTf 0f *•* .tr^fi0 SiSnal reduced ^^ southbound traffic toT^i 
belowvvhat it was beiore the Beltway was built.    And these changes added to the 
rhf £ H        T0f Cc^sctia^ ATO

-  ^ a«»r Rd. particularly, b^SfSdeS to the load on Jones Bridge Rd, Spring Valley and ffoodlawn. ^^ 

TtaS^f^thl^"^0011^ ^ needed 0n Co^oticut Ave. at the Beltway now. 
fa£     TS^ ^ Eastbound Beltway to southbound Connecticut Ave. roves muci too 
fast.    There should be a stop light to control traffic at this exit     A lonser 
S^nlT-M "f^^    " ParkIand ^ needed for *«» exit "^ lengtheSS   it ^ght be possible to arrange a swap with the parks department ft? landonlhe 
southeastern quadrant of the interchange, mving the exit as in option B of toe 

preS^an^H? "^ ^ ^ ^ baSlS f0r ^^ parfaand f^^endLg^he 

4. Better sidewalks are needed on Connecticut Ave. and better crosswalks are 
needed for crossing both Jones Bridge Rd. and Cbnnecticut Ave. 
5. The State Highway Adninistration's proposals are deficient in that they did 
not consider any mprovements that could be made without moving the ranp H. 

6   The cost of the maintenance of Kensington Parkway should be borne by the 
State Department of Transportation. 

erick W. Lawrence 

Response to Citizen Letter  021; 
(Mr.   Frederick W.   Lawrence) 

The State Highway Administration does not consider the 
addition of traffic signals (which could result in increased 
rear-end accidents) or other signing along Kensington Parkway 
as the proper solution to address the inappropriateness of 
interstate traffic on Kensington Parkway. 

Connecticut Avenue,  Hd.  Route 185,   is the proper location for 
all  interchange ramps with Interstate Route 495. 

During final design. Option B, consisting of modifications to 
the existing eastbound Beltway exit ramp to southbound 
Connecticut Avenue,  will  receive further consideration. 

During final design, sidewalks along the eastside of Connec- 
ticut Avenue will be evaluated. 

Improvements to Ramp H do not address the inappropriate 
connection of an Interstate ramp to a residential street, 
regardless of who pays  for the maintenance cost. 

OTN 
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KM. John S. XtMxt 
3111 Uaodbint St. 
Chtvg Chut.xe 20115 
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Response to Citizen Letter i22: 
(Mrs. John S. Nesbitt) 

The Environmental Assessment evaluated the noise impacts of 
the Build Alternative. Please refer to Section III.B.4.e of 
this FONSI for a summary of these impacts. Projected traffic 
volumes, including increased truck traffic, are not an- 
ticipated to result in significant noise impacts in comparison 
to the No-Build. 

Additional traffic volumes on northbound Connecticut Avenue, 
destined for the Capital Beltway, are not projected to result 
in increased traffic congestion or back-ups. 

^ "f 
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The State Highway Administration 
Project Development Division 
P.O. Box 717 
Baltimore, Maryland 21203 

ice 
Response to Citizen Letter #23: 
(Ms. Laura Winslow) 

< 
I 

December 1, 1987 

Ras  Stats Project # MSOQ-101-370 

Dear Sirs: 

The proposed relocation of the East Bound Beltway Ramp 
to Connecticut Avenue from Kensington Parkway has me 
greatly alarmed when considering the certain ensuing re- 
percussions. 

It must be reconsidered and realized that this action will 
endanger our neighborhoods and any local activities which 
we attempt to conduct. This is not undeveloped land in the 
suburbs, this is densely populated property just 3 miles from 
the Washington, D.C. border. We already suffer the traffic 
load from commuters and more than our share of trucks. The 
noise pollution on Connecticut Avenue already exceeds Federal 
Standards, and any increase in traffic will only compound 
our environmental concerns. 

I adamantly oppose the above referenced project proposal 
and would like to suggest a referendum on this proposal. 

Our safety and cleanliness is at stake. Please reconsider 
this motion. 

The State Highway Administration will take every reasonable 
measure to protect the residential integrity along northbound 
Connecticut Avenue from adverse consequences due to increased 
traffic volumes. On the basis of noise impacts presented in 
the Environmental Assessment, the Build Alternative :.s not 
projected to result in significantly increased noise levels 
in comparison to the No-Build. Please refer to Section 
III.B.4.e of this FONSI for a summary of these impacts. 

Sincerely, 

&iMJL'$MWt*J-~ 
NAME ADDRESS 

j^^sgu&JL^ <ru*^ ZtdL^/fryGrJIs}/ 

Widening of the Capital Beltway was undertaken to address 
overall traffic and safety operations along this important 
circumferential highway. Relocation of the westbound Beltway 
exit ramp from Kensington Parkway to Connecticut Avenue was 
done in response to the inappropriateness of directing 
interstate traffic to Kensington Parkway. 

Lau? Wtnslow 
15 East Lenox St. Chevy Chaw. Maryland 20315 

^ 
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Richard Chatfield Taylor 
Response to Citizen Letter  #24; 
(Mr.   Richard Taylor) 

< 
I 

•^1 

p-o. &„ 7-7 

"To   A/Uffv^ .3^- K^    <Vxu-^v,.' 

..v^V      ^,    ^       Tv^ ^tar,   JZfe    *tv^r^<hr^ 

£>'-^  -**,-*      H^W*-.       Leu, l^>-JLeJ»J 

The Selected Build Alternative will not result in increased 
vehicular traffic volumes along Connecticut Avenue south of 
Jones Bridge Road. A slight increase in overall truck volumes 
is projected as a result of allowing truck traffic on the new 
Ramp N-E; this increase is not considered significant. 

3^ 
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Response to Citizen Letter #25: 
(Kathleen and Peter Montagree) 

2. 

The Selected Build Alternative will be constructed within 
existing State Highway Administration right-of-way, and to the 
maximum extent feasible, within existing curb lines along 
Connecticut Avenue. No widening of Connecticut Avenue is 
anticipated. 

The State Highway Administration will take every reasonable 
measure to protect the residential integrity along northbound 
Connecticut Avenue from adverse consequences due to increased 
traffic volumes. 

1 
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Citizen Letter #25 continued: 

3. 

4. 

During final design, the State Highway Administration will 
evaluate measures to increase pedestrian safety. These 
measures will include consideration of a sidewalk along the 
eastside of Connecticut Avenue, better crosswalks, and other 
measures. 

The Selected Build Alternative does not include widening 
Connecticut Avenue or other modifications which would give it 
the "appearance of an interstate highway". 

o: 
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Citizen Letter #25 continued: 

Option G, which included widening portions of Jones Bridge 
Road, has been dropped from further consideration. During 
final design, SHA will request that Montgomery County consider 
installation of a traffic signal at Spring Valley Road/Jones 
Bridge Road which will also aid in pedestrian crossing of 
Jones Bridge Road. 

Projected noise levels associated with the Build Alternative 
are not anticipated to be significant in comparison to the No- 
Build. Both the Build and No-Build Alterantives exceed 
federal standards. 

^tjQ^felCC-iiM _.  - .  
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FIKM THE OCSK OT 

WILLIAM S. ABELL 

fa./?*?, -p,? 

Response to Citizen Letter t26: 
(Mr. William S. Abell) 
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/ke.Yt   "Ztl/f-'    itoX 41 J    SojU-rf''. id /?>* ffttt. 

Zl. U*t* &*<*'» '/ rCA-H*^-'*'^ 

WILLIAM   S   ABB-L 
8101    CONNECTICUT   AWE 
CHEVY   CHASE   MO   20815 

j&K. i. yr? 

1. The Selected Build Alternative includes a number of actions 
which are anticipated to reduce impacts associated with the 
relocation of the Beltway entrance ramp from Kensington 
Parkway to Connecticut Avenue. SHA fully supports the 
residential character of Connecticut Avenue, but in view of 
the inappropriateness of major interstate traffic on Ken- 
sington Parkway, believes that the relocation of this ramp 
from Kensington Parkway to Connecticut Avenue is the proper 
action. 

^ 
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Proiecfn ^fWay Ministration 
P.O1. eBoxD71710pment DiVisi0rl 

Baltimore,  Maryland    21203 
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December 1, 1987 

Re! gtate Project #  Mfinn-io1_370. 

< 
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Dear Sirs: 

greatly alarmed when oonsiierTn^t^      ^^ *** me 
percussions. considering the certain ensuing re- 

s^r^.0 ^e-s-vsiy:r --oi^^-d^^he 
the Washington, D.C? bordl?  w! f,proPerty iuat 3 miles from 
load from commuters and mor^ than o,^^ SUffer the traff" 
noise Knnntt^ -n rnnm MV u? !     

S^are 0f tr"^s.  The 
Standard.-^Tr^T^Y^^^-Avenue already exr.PP^ v**^ 
our environmental concerns?   traffic will only compound  

" suggest a referendum on this proposal"." 

m.'S'tSnr1 Cleanli— is at stake.  Please reconsider 

NAME £_heuy(3JMSc  ft/, ^egtf 
ADDRES2       *~^  

Response to Citizen Letter i^'. 
(Ms. Etta S. Thompson) 

The State Highway Administration will take every reasonable 

to•^?^«.P?,teCt ^he residential integrity alonV northbound 
Connecticut Avenue from adverse consequences due to increased 
traffic volumes. On the basis of noise impacts presented in 
the Environmental Assessment, the Build Alternative is not 
pro]ected to result in significantly increased noise levels 
in comparison to the No-Build. Please refer to Section 
lII.B.4.e of this FONSI for a summary of these impacts. 

^> 
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Response to Cit<?Bn Letter i2B; 
(Ms. Jane L. Smith) 

The State Highway Administration 
Project Development Division 
P.O. Box 71? 
Baltimore, Maryland 21203 

December 1, I9S7 

Re:  State Pro.iect §  M6OO-101-T7O 

m 

— n^ 
  -^r-o 
to      '--am 

< 
I 
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Dear Sirs: 

The proposed relocation of the East Bound Beltway Ramp 
to Connecticut Avenue from Kensington Parkway has me 
greatly alarmed when considering the certain ensuing re- 
percussions. 

It must be reconsidered and realized that this action will 
endanger our neighborhoods and any local activities which 
we attempt to conduct. This is not undeveloped land in the 
suburbs, this is densely populated property just 3 miles from 
the Washington, D.C. border. We already suffer the traffic 
load from commuters and more than our share of trucks. .The 
noise pollution on Connecticut Avenue already exceeds Federal 
Standards, and any increase in traffic will only compound 
our environmental concerns. 

I adamantly oppose the above referenced project proposal 
and would like to suggest a referendum on this proposal. 

Our safety and cleanliness is at stake. Please reconsider 
this motion. 

1. The State Highway Administration will take every reasonable 
measure to protect the residential integrity along northbound 
Connecticut Avenue from adverse consequences due to increased 
traffic volumes. On the basis of noise impacts presorted in 
the Environmental Assessment, the Build Alternative Is not 
projected to result in significantly increased noise levels 
in comparison to the No-Build. Please refer to Section 
III.B.4.e.of this FONSI for a summary of these impacts. 

Sincerely, 

^\u*z£~~ 
ADDRESS 

& £^7~, frtvC-^. SJ^ZT 

<sy 
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The State Highway Administration 
Project Development Division 
P.O.  Box ?17 
Baltimore,  Maryland    21203 
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Response  to  Citizen  Letter  «?<>; 
(Ms.   Alice  B.   C ) 

December 1,  I987 

Res     State Pro.iect # M600-101-170 

Dear Sirs: 

< 
I 
00 

The proposed relocation of the East Bound Beltway Ramp 
to Connecticut Avenue from Kensington Parkway has me 
greatly alarmed when considering the certain ensuing re- 
percussions. 

It must be reconsidered and realized that this action will 
endanger our neighborhoods and any local activities which 
we attempt to conduct.  This is not undeveloped land in the 
suburbs, this is densely populated property just 3 miles from 
the Washington, D.C. border. We already suffer the traffic 
load from commuters and more than our share of trucks.  The 
noise pollution on Connecticut Avenue already exceeds Federal 
Standards, and any increase in traffic will only compound 
our environmental concerns. 

I adamantly oppose the above referenced pro.iect proposal 
and would like to suggest a referendum on this proposal. 

Our safety and cleanliness is at stake, 
this motion. 

Please reconsider 

The State Highway Administration will take every reasonable 
measure to protect the residential integrity along northbound 
Connecticut Avenue from adverse consequences due to increased 
traffic volumes. On the basis of noise impacts presented in 
the Environmental Assessment, the Build Alternative is not 
projected to result in significantly increased noise levels 
in comparison to the No-Build. Please refer to Section 
III.B.4.e of this FONSI for a summary of these impacts. 

Sincerely, 

^fc /f6c6/L«Ai 
NAME ADDRESS ., 
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LKONAOO c. COLUN; 

COLLINS AND ACKER 
ieas  K  STnEET, N.W.    SUITE  211 

WASHINGTON, D. C. 20006 • 72- m*2* Response to Citizen Letter t30: 
(Mr. Leonard C. Collins) 

< 
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Deceaber 2, 1987 

The State Highway Administration 
Project Development Division 
P.O. Box 717 
Baltimore, MD 21203 

Dear Sir: 

5?  o 

In respect to state project No. H600-101-370, we have 
resided at 7105 Connecticut Avenue, Chevy Chase for about 
twenty-five years. 

If anybody Is familiar with the noise pollution on 
Connecticut Avenue and the immense contribution of trucks 
thereto, it is we. 

When the traffic starts in the morning and the trucks go 
up and down the street, they hit all the pot holes that they 
have caused or all the steel covers; how often we have been 
awakened at night or in the early morning, we can hardly 
state. 

1. The relocation of interstate traffic from Kensington Parkway 
to Connecticut Avenue is not anticipated to result in any 
increased vehicular traffic volumes along Connecticut Avenue 
south of Jones Bridge Road. Although an increase in truck 
volumes using this ramp is projected, the increase is not 
anticipated to be significant. 

Additional truck traffic on this road, which was not 
built to handle such, will only compound the problem and we 
strenuously object to any relocation of the East bound ramp 
to the beltway which would Increase the truck traffic in 
front of our house. 

Please. 

Very truly j(o 

Leonard C. Collins 

^ 

LCC:keb 

<* 

*? 
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P^-!^^ HiShway Administratic 
P.Z.   BoxD^l0Pment Division 
Baltimore, Maryland 21203 

December 1, I987 

Rei State Proiect #  M6nn-i,oi-370 

m O 
m 

—t o-<-o ^mso 
•<i-o ^^ 

i^l 03:0 
xy = m-< 
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Response to Citizen Letter OTI • 
(Ms. Beverley K. Thompson) 
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Dear Sirs: 

to^nn^^^nue^r• TeL^l ^ ^^ **«* 
greatly alaraed when cons^?•"?*011 ParkWay has me 
percussions. considering the  certain ensuing re- 

•I^sigrbSurs.offis;s2oSsd^aiir?oStt *"•.««« ^u we attempt to conduct  Th^L7*?1 act^^^s  which 
suburbs,'this is densely  So^t.t^ developed land in the 
the Washington, DC? borde?PWpf1

Pr0rrty ilist  3 miles from 
load from commuters and more thL l^Z SUfttr  the traffic 
naigeoollution on rn^.^^ ; .  our share of trucks.  The 

our environmental concerns?   traf^c will only compound 

to suggest a referendum on this proposal." 

ms^oU^ Cleanline- is at stake.  Please reconsider 

1. The State Highway Administration will take every reasonable 
measure to protect the residential integrity along northbound 
Connecticut Avenue from adverse consequences due to increased 
traffic volumes. On the basis of noise impacts presented in 
the Environmental Assessment, the Build Alternative is not 
projected to result in significantly increased noise levels 
in comparison to the No-Build. Please refer to Section 
III.B.4.e of this FONSI for a summary of these impacts. 

Sincerely, 

370H vJooJU,;^ Si". 

^ 
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P^f^n HiShway Administratic 

Baltimore, Maryland 21203 

Response to Citizen Letter IM: 
(Ms. Deborah LaMar Thompson) 

December 1, 1987 

Re:  State Project # M600-lnl-^7n 
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Dear Sirs: 

fe?cussiontMed ^^ "^^^ing the certainensui^ re- 

endii?rb:urene0UhborhoodSd/Heali2e? that this ac«°" will 
we  atlemp?U?o conSuc?      Thifis^t10^1 "^^i" which 
suburbs,   this  is denselv £o•n»+o2    ^developed  land in the 
the  Washington^Drc? horded    We  t^T^A^ 3 miles  fro"> 
load from commuters and mor^ th»n I        I SUfter the  traffic 
noise pminti^ ^^""f,,^ our ^are  of trucks.     The 

1. The State Highway Administration will take every reasonable 
measure to protect the residential integrity along northbound 
Connecticut Avenue from adverse consequences due to increased 
traffxc volumes. On the basis of noise impacts presented in 
the Environmental Assessment, the Build Alternative is not 
projected to result in significantly increased noise levels 
in comparison to the No-Build. Please refer to Section 
III.B.4.e of this FONSI for a summary of these impacts. 

Sincerely, 

NAME —£" 
J    QAA^ 

&.o8-'S~ 
ADDRESS 
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DEC *J B3i 

Response to Citizen Letter #33: 
(Ms. Mary Anne Berberich) 

< 
I 

00 
00 

Testimony on the SHA proposals for Connecticut Avenue/1495 of 

Mary Anne Berberich,  Council  Pres., Chevy Chase Valley Citizens 

Association. An abridged version was read at the design/location 

hearing on Nov.   16,   1987. 

See SHA response to Public Hearing coannent number 12  (Ms. Mary 
Anne Berberich),   page  IV-6 of this document. 

Submitted:  Dec.  2,  1987 

^ 
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Description of Photographs 
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•   k The    designers    of    the    Connecticut     Avenue-Beltway 
interchange had a good idea at.^t 23 years ago. The original rarnp 
til n'^1" addltlon to bei"g ^ite safe, equitably distributed 
the Beltway generated traffic between the two similar, 
residential communties located in the immediate area. At that 
time Connecticut Ave. and Kensington Parkway shared somewhat 
equally   tne north-south   local   thru  traffic   as  well. 

,1
W;ien th* Beltway was opened. No. Ch. Ch. was able to 

install barricades at strategic locations in order to prevent cut 
-thru traffic. In addition, they have been able to ensure 
plr°CaUS   enfor"m*nt   of   the  ^  mPh.   speed   limit   along   Kensington 

In these ways, that community hes been assisted in maintaining 
its  residential   character. 

On the other.hand, the Chevy Chase Valley Community has 
continued to be adversely affected by an increased volume of 
high-speed, local commuter traffic. When we request enforcement 
of the 35 mph speed limit on Conn. Ave., which is routinely 
ignored when traffic is moving freely, we are repeatedly informed 
oy bHA officials that speeding violations on this stretch of the 
Ave. are unenforceable. We find this excuse to be unacceptable 
in    an    age    of    high    technology. Turthermore,    because   of   our 
limited street system, we cannot erect barricades against cut- 
thru  traffic. 

In liSl, the southbound exit ramp of the original Beltway 
system was removed from Kensington Parkway and added to Conn 
Ave.north of our community. This relocation added approximately 
10,000 cars and trucks to our already heavy traffic burden. More 
than 10,000 vehicles each day encircle our community along Conn. 
Ave. and Jones Bridge Rd. The original 50-50 distribution of 
traffic has now been heavily skewed aqainst the Chevy Chase 
Valley Community and the consequences are threatening to 
imprison   us   in  our   streets. 

The next few photos will illustrate the problems which this 
traffic distribution has created for entrance to and exit from 
our   community. 

1. A.M.      Spring  Valley  to  Jones  Bridge 
 Note   absence   of   signalization   or   proper   intersection 

designation  such   as  striping,   prominent   signs,   etc. 
 A  car   exiting   Spring   Valley  to   east-bound   Jones  Bridge 

is  required   to  cross  over   2  lanes  of   rapidly  moving 
west-bound   traffic. 

2. A.M. Spring   Valley   to  Jones  Bridge 
 Although  No.   Ch.   Ch.   Element.   Sch.   is  visible   from 

here, the County has been bussing our children to 
school   since  about   1360  due   to pedestrian  hazards. 

 After-school   play  arrangements  remain   a  real   problem. 

3. P.M.        Spring  Valley  to Jones  Bridge 
 Note  solid   line  of   cars  blocking  access  to  east-bound 

Jones   Bridge   from  Spring   Valley. 
 Dangerous   to   "nose   out"   to   squeeze   into   line   because 

of   rapidly  moving   west—bound   traffic. 

4. P.M. Jones   Bridge   looking   east   to  Conn.   Ave. 
 Queue   of   cars   in   the   evening   is   regularly   backed   up 

beyond   USUHS  Medical   School. 

5. A.M. Cars  entering  Conn.   Ave.    from  southbound   Beltway  ramp 
which   is   located   to   the  north  of  Woodlawn  Rd. 

 Note   the  steep   incline  of   ramp   B. 
 When   traffic    is   moving   freely,   cars   enter   the  Avenue 

at   extremely  high   speeds,   creating   a  dangerous 
situation   for   entry   to  the  Avenue   from  Chevy  Chase 
Valley. 

 We have repeatedly requested signalization of this ramp 
since Csirs exiting from it can not ever< .  ^eeu fr j.a 
Woodlawn until they suddenly appear in the Avenue, at a 
point less than 80 ft. from the Woodlawn access to the 
Ave. This has beer, responsible for several serious 
accidents. 

6. P.M.  Woodlawn- access to Conn. Ave. 
 Only northbound opportunity for Chevy Chase Valley 
residents at this time of day. 

 Always a dangerous maneuver since cars exiting south- 
bound ramp at high speed. 

7. A.M.  Conn. Ave. looking north. 
 Red light at Jones Bridge generates 3-lane barricade 

for entry into Conn. Ave. from Chevy Chase Valley. 
 Green light at Jones Bridge generates <3X gaps of >5tec. 

by which residents of Conn. Ave. may exit their drive- 
ways and by which residents  may enter the Ave. from 
Woodlawn, Montrose and Parsons side streets. 

2 
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Response to Citizen Letter ^34: 
(Mr. & Mrs. James H. Johnson) 

As a part of the Selected Build Alternative, SHA will request 
that Montgomery County consider installation of a traffic 
signal at the intersection of Spring Valley Road and Jones 
Bridge Road. This traffic signal should improve resident's 
ability to access Jones Bridge Road, and thus Connecticut 
Avenue via the Connecticut Avenue/Jones Bridge Road/Kensington 
Parkway intersection. 

Gf 
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Rp-sponsp to Citlsp-n Letter  «35: 
(Mrs.   Corrado S.   Baquis) 

z^f \Jzf~tis J>/ C^y a^ C^r^teA^ yZ . 

1. 

2. 

•na^i^ 

As presented in the Environmental Assessment, SHA has 
attempted to evaluate a full range of improvement options for 
this difficult issue. Please refer to Section III.B.1. of thxs 
FONSI for a summary of these improvement options. On the basis 
of an evaluation of these options, SHA has determined the 
relocation of the ramp from Kensington Parkway to Connecticut 
Avenue is the proper action. 

The Selected Build Alternative will be constructed vithin 
existing State Highway Administration right-of-way, and U> the 
naximumextent possible, within existing curbs. 
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Response to Citizen Letter t36: 
(Hancy & Harry Benner) 

} : 

<i  <V^  « A&a-utl-Jf   tl   Ctairvi Cl^All &i£&>. 

Tfa-rF'C   ,   ?/f*.r/C Hi/to./ TAucCi; TD    0£ef 

Urtc{>v UTrvr.- J^vt-.     ...JI; .... :..'_.• '  

1. Because of the inappropriateness of major interstate traffic 
on Kensington Parkway, SHA believes that the relocation of 
this ramp from Kensington Parkway to Connecticut Avenue is the 
proper action. Construction of the Selected Build Alternative 
would be accomplished within existing State Highway Ad- 
ministration right-of-way, and to the maximum extent possible, 
within existing curb lines. Widening of Connecticut Avenue 
is not proposed. 

-£ 
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^    orntV*^,     #*<  is «  ca* fV*A-^<f 

<J«JU&^"zw  6v^ "'^ ^^^•••  ^7 

A~4   . &fJL-/J4t 

Nancy  & Harry   Benner 
3806 UnderxTOod Street 
Chevy  Chase,   MD     20815 

Citizen Letter j)36 continued: 

Except for a slight increase in northbound truck traffic, the 
Selected Build Alternative is not projected to result in 
increased traffic volumes along Connecticut Avenue south of 
Jones Bridge Road. 

SHA fully appreciates the strong opinions expressed in opposi- 
tion to relocation of the ramp from Kensington Parkway to 
Connecticut Avenue. As discussed in Section III of this 
document, SHA will undertake actions to minimize potential 
impacts associated with the Build Alternative. In view of the 
inappropriateness of major interstate traffic on Kensington 
Parkway, however, SHA believes that relocation of this ramp 
is the proper action. 

c^ 
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BOX ma RIDGE VIEW ROAD 
NEW LONDON. NH 03237 Response to Citizen Letter «37; 

(Mr.   G.   Edward Reynolds  &  Ilona V.   Reynolds) 

December   1,    1987 

< 
I 

The State Highway Administration 
Project Development Division 
P.O.Box 717 
Baltimore, KD 21203 

Re: State Project #M600-101-370 

Dear Sirs: 

+ >,~Ve aTe *n"^ttnS to let you know of our deep concern about the Impact 
the project to relocate the east bound ramp leading to the Beltway 
from Kensington Parkway to Connecticut Avenue will have on our com- 
munity. It seems to us that this would only make a bad situation      *J 

ve belle»v(a wo Mlr-aa/^^r i.^..n *— j. *J»,_*f-.,    .- -tK***" 
„-__„  IT  ,. ,,      — -"••*>   «uUJ.u uuxy aaats a can situarion 
worse. We believe we already have far more trafflc+than there should 
^+°? 

C°'mec"cut Avenue in this area under federal standards. Let us 
not further diminish what is left of the charm of one of the nicest 
old communities in the Washington area. Society has been able to 
determine that certain areas should remain green, for example, or that 
certain buildings should be preserved for historic and artistic 
reasons no matter what the cost. Chevy Chase should similarly be pre- 
served at all costs. If anything we would prefer to see the Connecti- 
cut Avenue interchange closed altogether including the Kenslnston 
rarKway ramp. 

As two of the enthusiastic walkers, of whom there are quite a few 
in this area, we might add that we would also like to see a guard rail 
built on the curb side of the sidewalk from the fire station all the 
way to Kensington Parkway. It is very unpleasant to walk on this 
HnZlt \° £+

sldewa1^ wlth cars whizzing by at speeds sometimes reaching 
50 mph Just a couple of feet away. A guard rail would be more consis- 
+ h2V    t^  =oncePt of Progress in a civilized community than making 
the Connecticut Avenue interchange accessible to hundreds of additio- 
nal trucks per day using Connecticut Avenue not to mention the 
increased traffic in passenger vehicles. 

Please consider our concerns as you deliberate on this thorny issue 
and be assured that we eagerly await a favorable outcome. 

Very truly yours 

(-eCi-iZn> 

G. Edward R^yniildk  & Ilona V. Reynolds 

SHA fully appreciates the strong opinions expressed in opposi- 
tion to relocation of the ramp from Kensington Parkway to 
Connecticut Avenue. As discussed in Section III of this 
document, SHA will undertake actions to minimize potential 
impacts associated with the Build Alternative. In view of the 
inappropriateness of major interstate traffic on Kensington 
Parkway, however, SHA believes that relocation of this ramp 
is the proper action. 

During final design, SHA will evaluate sidewalks along the 
eastside of Connecticut Avenue. The provision of a guardrail 
adjacent to the sidewalk was not evaluated. 
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CHEVY CHASE. MO.  20St9 

December 1, 1987 

The State Highway Administration 
Project Development  Division 
P.O. Box 717 
Baltimore, MD  2120 3 

RE:  STATE PROJECT »Me00-101-370 

Response to Citizen Letter 038: 
(Mrs. Artemis L. Weiss) 

en 

Sirs: 

I am writing in connection with the proposal to 
relocate the east bound ramp  to the Beltway from 
Kensington Parkway to Connecticut Avenue. 

This proposal is unacceptable for the following 
reasons: 

Noise pollution on Connecticut Avenue already 
exceeds federal standards, and with additional truck 
traffic on the Avenue projected to be as high as 370 
trucks per day, the noise pollution will be compounded. 

Connecticut Avenue is already overburdened with 
traffic in a residential area.  With the projected increase 
in traffic, the gridlock  that now exists on Connecticut 
Avenue during morning and evening rush hours would render 
a bad situation exceedingly dangerous in an emergency. 

We are also concerned that the widening of one 
section of Connecticut Avenue could eventually spread 
southward to the  District Line taking trees as well as 
front lawns, destroying this residential area altogether. 

For these reasons, my husband and I respectfully 
submit our strong objection to the above-stated proposal. 

Sincerely, 

The Environmental Assessment presented an evaluation of 
potential noise impacts associated with the Build Alternative. 
Please refer to Section 111.8.4.6 of this FONSI for a summary 
of these impacts.On the basis of this analysis, projected 
increases in noise levels are not expected to be significant 
in comparison of the No-Build. 

The Build Alternative is not anticipated to overload north- 
bound Connecticut Avenue. 

No widening of Connecticut Avenue is included with the 
Selected Build Alternative: all improvements would be 
constructed within an existing State Highway Administration 
right-of-way and, to the maximum extent possible, within 
existing curb lines. 

f/f^^f^^ 
Artemis L. Weiss 

RECEIVED 
DEC   3   1987 

Cl.iE:T2.1. S^liE Cf 
PUKIM s ?.,a::.:!.:.uy :;;-!::rFr:n; 

^ 
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>"ffV 
8806 Spring Valley Road 
Chevy Qiase, W 20815 
Noventoer 29, 1987 

State Highway Adnir.istration 
Office of Planning and Preliminary Engineering 
Box 717 
Baltimore, MD 21203 

< 
I 

This is to supplanent and sunmarize my cannents on the proposed changes 
to the 1-495 (Capital Beltway) interchange at Connecticut Ave. (Maryland Rt. 
185) and Kensington Parkway. 

1. It is prenature to undertake such extensive and disruptive woric to relieve 
the prdblens of Kensington Parfcvay until less expensive options are tried. 
Traffic lights on Kensington Parkway at Kenilworth Dr. or at Inverness Drive, 
or both could be installed easily and praisptly, and would give relief to the 
problem. Better signs could advise notorists of the speed limits. Lower 
speed limits on Connecticut Ave., south of Jones Bridge Rd. would avoid the 
necessity of motorists to adjust to a lower speed limit when they enter Kensing- 
ton Parkway. 

2. The ideal of reducing Kensington Parkway traffic to a point where "dogs sleep 
in the streets" is unrealistic and unfair to residents on other streets that bear 
the traffic that does not use Kensington Parkway. In the early 1960s, before the 
Beltway was built, Kensington Parkway's rush hour traffic experienced d^ys simi- 
lar to these on Connecticut Ave. at Jones Bridge Rd. Ihe addition of Beltway 
traffic to Kensington Parkway and Connecticut Ave. added proportionately to each, 
but the removal of the southbound Beltway traffic fran Kensington Pkwy. and the 
shortening of the traffic signal reduced their southbound traffic to a level 
below what it was before the Beltway was built. And these changes added to the 
traffic load of Connecticut Ave. and Manor Rd. particularly, but also added to 
the load on Jones Bridge Rd, Spring Valley and Wbodlawn. 

3. Additional traffic controls are needed on Connecticut Ave. at the Beltway now. 
Traffic from the Eastbound Beltway to southbound Cbnnecticut Ave. iroves much too 
fast. There should be a stop light to control traffic at this exit. A longer 
exit ramp may be needed. If parkland is needed for the exit ranp lengthening, it 
might be possible to arrange a swap with the parks department for land on the 
southeastern quadrant of the interchange, moving the exit as in option B of the 
proposal. This might also be the basis for acquiring parkland for extending the 
present ramp H. 

4. Better sidewalks are needed on Connecticut Ave. and better crosswalks are 
needed for crossing both Jones Bridge Rd. and Cbnnecticut Ave. 

5. The State Highway Adninistration's proposals are deficient in that they did 
not consider any inprovements that could be made without ncving the raitp H. 

6. The cost of the maintenance of Kensington Parkway should be borne by the 
State Department of Transportation. 

"RT7.CRTVED 
Frederick W. Lawrence 
"Aluti- 

1S3T 

Response to Citizen Letter «39: 
(Mr. Frederick W. Lawrence) 

See response to letter #21. 

d> 
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Response to Citizen Letter #40; 
(Mr. & Mrs. Marshall, Jr.) 
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December I, 1987 

The State Highway Administration 
Project Development Division 
P.O. Box 717 
Baltimore, Md.   21203 
RE: State Project *M600-101 -370 

Dear Sirs; 

My family and I are absolutely opposed to your planned relocation (and 
its alternatives) of the eastbound Capitol Beltway ramp from Kensington 
Parkway to Connecticut Avenue. The ultimate increase in traffic density 
and flow in the Connecticut Avenue corridor will result in the deteriora- 
tion of a beautiful, tree lined, residential streets (Connecticut Avenue and 
its intersecting thoroughfares). Furthermore, these planned changes would 
reduce dependency on the public transportion system; an obvious step in 
the wrong direction. The solution of the access problem from the Beltway 
to/from downtown Washington, Bethesda and Silver Spring, lies elsewhere 

Your reconsideration on these proposals are respectfully requested   If 
additional Information 'is available or required, please contact the 
undersigned at 301-657-3648 or by mail at the address below 

SHA fully appreciates the strong opinions expressed in opposi- 
tion to relocation of the ramp from Kensington Parkway to 
Connecticut Avenue. As discussed in Section III of this 
document, SHA will undertake actions to minimize potential 
impacts associated with the Build Alternative. In view of the 
inappropriateness of major interstate traffic on Kensington 
Parkway, however, SHA believes that relocation of this ramp 
is the proper action. The State Highway Administration will 
take every reasonable measure to protect the residential 
integrity along northbound Connecticut Avenue from adverse 
consequences due to increased traffic volumes. 

cc: Sections Village Council 

Mr. & Mrs. Edward L. Marshall Jr. 
3805 Williams Lane 
Chevy Chase, Md.   20815 

Very Truly Yours 

a\ 
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•:•   C^iHa,    HO ppsponsR  to  Citizen  Letter  t41: 
(Ms.   Linda Sussman) 

The   State  Hi yiiisay   ridiTum strati on 
Project   DavJ! vpmiint   Division 
P.O.   Bay.   717 
6altli?.Dre,   rto.       12103 

Re: State Project ttM60C-101-370 
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To  Mhoin   It   May  Cc.-icern; 

- ••• •••.-'. •.-•j ,.c •zny.-a^s .ny Cvi.'irr^rfi about cptiins 
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S'jl tway trc-m Kensii-'gi or: Parkway to Ccivie:: ticut • ftvenua. ! 
'i'~~~t'.    --r—"S-V     -PKCS-S   =n>   L,;jr.ion   >.iii'.;h   .nciUd   •,ncr-sas-i -frvcjc 

athu^   "**%•*   'm   tv/i'Wj   X    £.auid more •.; sfn/ntu  Zinr&i' "ry. 
opfou.-ti n*n "^f:.' r. J . ..  ,! i 

'^7 &/>• y 

1 Although the Environmental Assessment evaluated potential 
increase truck traffic volumes resulting from the relocation 
of the ramp from Kensington Parkway to Connecticut Avenue, 
observations of actual illegal truck usage of Kensington 
Parkway would indicate that the projected "real" increase in 
truck volumes would be considerably less. SHA cannot, by law, 
prohibit trucks from a state route. Please refer to Section 
III.B.2.a. of this FONSI for a summary of these impacts. 

Linda Sussman 

JzZz. y^ 
•    :^-. 

•fa**?* 

cc The Village Council " 
S^ctijn o 
o-f tha Village o^ Chevy Chas 

ib 
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3817 Woodbine Street 
Chevy Chase, Maryland 20815 
December 3, 1987 

Response to Citizen Letter «42; 
(Ms. Eleanor Chatfield-Taylor) 
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The State Highway Administration 
Project Development Division 
P. 0. Box 717 
Baltimore, Maryland 21203 

Re:  State project #M600-101-370 

Gentlemen: 

I have been a resident of Section 5 of the Village of Chevy 
Chase for the past twenty-four (24) years. My home is located 
two houses from Connecticut Avenue. The amount of traffic and 
noise pollution on Connecticut Avenue has become excessive in 
recent years. Additional truck traffic on this thoroughfare 
would have devastating effects on our community. 

Sincerely yours, 

Eleanor Chatfield-Taylor       ^ 
01 

Although the Environmental Assessment evaluated potential 
increase truck traffic volumes resulting from the relocation 
of the ramp from Kensington Parkway to Connecticut Avenue, 
observations of actual illegal truck usage of Kensington 
Parkway would indicate that the projected "real" increase in 
truck volumes would be considerably less. SHA cannot, by law, 
prohibit trucks from a state route. Please refer to Section 
III.B.2.a. of this FONSI for a summary of these impacts. 

ECT:jc 

^ 
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STATE HIGHWAY ADMINISTRATION 
QUESTIONS AND/OR COMMENTS 

Tn)-»^.k -     Contract Mo. M 600-101-370 
interstate Route 495/Connecticut Avenue (MD Route 185. 

Interchange Reconstruction 85, 

PDMS Ho. 151114 
H„n}

OCa\i°n/Desi'3n  Public Hearing 
Monday. November 16, 1987 - 7:30 p m 

Response to Citizen Letter «43; 
(Allen J. Fishbein/Jeffifer Crowe) 

NAM E   -Allen J. F^hbein/ Jennie rr~.~ 

PLEASE 
PRINT        ADDRESS3703 Joneg Bridge ^v.H 

_DATE   12/1/87 

CITY/TOWNNorth Chew Cha.w      sTaTC    m 

I/We wish to comment or inquire about the follow! 
-ZIP  CODE_10815 

"9 aspects of this project: 

»S9 add my/ou, nameis) to ih9 Mai|ina Lls, , 

mail are already 

^> 
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My wife and I attended the SHA's November 16 Location/Design 
Hearing at the North Chevy Chase Elementary School.  Not 
surprisingly, almost all of the comments that were presented 
that night focused on whether beltway-bound Connecticut Avenue 
traffic should be removed from Kensington Parkway and, if so 
how should it be routed onto the 1-495 innerloop.  The long time 
controversy over realignment of Connecticut Avenue traffic 
headed for 1-495 was the topic of the evening for the many 
people that attended your hearing. Few witnesses touched on 
Option G, the proposed redesign of the intersection at Jones 
Bridge Road and Conn. Ave. The dirth of comments at the hearing 
should not be interpreted by your agency as an indication of a 
lack of interest about whether this option should be implemented. 

> We live on Jones Bridge Road across the street from the North 
Chevy chase Elementary School and are very much opposed to the 
adoption of Option G. Expanding the number of lanes at the 
intersection of Jones Bridge and Conn Ave might appear to improve 
the flow of traffic at the intersection, but it would signficantly 
add to congestion east of Conn as Jones Bridge narrows. Moreover 
we believe that redesigning the intersection would foster much 
heavier traffic flows along Jones Bridge as more and more commuters 
used this route as an alternative to East-West Highway. This 
point was acknowledged to us in a conversation we had with an 
SHA staff member that was on hand for the meeting. 

Yet, inexplicably, the transportation study on the various 
options that was prepared by the SHA does not discuss the possible 
impacts of Option G on the traffic flows along Jones Bridge. 
Moreover, it is clear from the study and your presentation at 
the hearing, m which Option G was barely discussed, that redesign 
of the intersection at Jones Bridge is only tangentially related 
to the controversy over the 1-495 interchange. Whichever of the 
other options is eventually decided upon should not affect the 
decision as to whether to go ahead or not with Option G 

We believe that it would be wrong for your agency to go 
ahead with the implementation of Option G at the present time. 
Additional research is necessary to determine what are the 
potential impacts of this decision. These potential impacts 
should be carefully considered by your agency and discussed 
with residents of the Jones Bridge Road area. Your current study 
does not now discuss these impacts. At the very minimum, a 
separate public hearing should be held to elicit public comments 
from the residents along Jones Bridge Road and adjacent areas, 
since few of these people were present at last month's hearing. 
This should not be surprising since the meeting was not intended 
to focus on this separate and important subject. The need for 
additional investigation should be obvious in view of the recent 
development plans that have been announced for the large parcel 
located west of Conn Ave. just south of Jones Bridge. 

In sum, we are strongly opposed to Option G in its current 
form.  We also believe that other residents of the affected 

43 Citizen Letter #43; 

Option G has been dropped from further consideration. During 
final design, SHA will request that Montgomery County consider 
the installation of a traffic signal at the intersection of 
Spring Valley Road/Jones Bridge Road, to help alleviate 
residential access issues. 

conduct^ ^S0^ aS WeH- Additional research needs to be 
on that research 'IT^ti  f0"1* hs^iv^  °PP°tunity to comment 
with  thtl      t-'     " v'ould be wrong for your agency to proceed 
iiSi^   P    UntU yOU have condu=ted a full and compete 

41- 
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EDWARD M. CASTLE 

Response to Citizen Letter #44 
(Mr. Edward M. Castle) 

—2*3 tuna 
 Wop* 

 Pr«i»t 
Govern 

December  1,   1987 

The State Highway Administration 
Project Development  Division 
P.O.   Box  717 
Baltimore,  Md    21203 

Re:   State Project  #M600-101-370 

Dear  Sirs: 

Any increase in traffic, especially truck traffic, 
would be most detrimental to Connecticut Avenue. 

The present traffic flow strains the existing 
roadway. 

Please count my voice as a strong objection to the 
plan. 

Sincerely, 

See reponse to Citizen Letter #41. 

Edward M. Castle 
8101 Connecticut Avenue 
Chevy Chase, Maryland 

EMC; mr 
RECEIVED 

DEC   3   1937 

-s 
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Response to Citizen Letter 
(Helen King Harllee) 

1. SHA fully appreciates the strong opinions expressed in opposi- 
tion to relocation of the ramp from Kensington Parkway to 
Connecticut Avenue. As discussed in Section III of this 
document, SHA will undertake actions to minimize potential 
impacts associated with the Build Alternative. In view of the 
inappropriateness of major interstate traffic on Kensington 
Parkway, however, SHA believes that relocation of this ramp 
is the proper action. 

i\x.:z.\it:-; 
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Response to Citizen Letter f46; 
(Dr. and Mrs. Richare H. Spire) 

SHA fully appreciates the strong opinions expressed in opposi- 
tion to relocation of the ramp from Kensington Parkway to 
Connecticut Avenue. As discussed in Section III of this 
document, SHA will undertake actions to minimize potential 
impacts associated with the Build Alternative. In view of the 
inappropriateness of major interstate traffic on Kensington 
Parkway, however, SHA believes that relocation of this ramp 
is the proper action. 

^r 
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3714 Underwood Street 

Ckevy Ckase,  Maryland  2081S 

tf.      Sta-<-t I'V-frJiei' # *« 400-/o/-•jTtf 

Response to Citly.en Letter «47: 
(David & Laurel Rabin) 

Noise impacts associated with the Build Alternate were 
evaluated in the Environmental Assessment. Based on this 
analysis, projected noise levels associated with the Build 
Alternative were not projected to be significantly different 
t£2DT «

e No-Bulld- Please refer to Section III.B.4.e. of this 
FONSI for a summary of these impacts. 

... i =/ 
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Response to Citizen Letter i48; 
(Gina Rabai Clair) 

1.  During final design, SHA will evaluate measures to enhance 
pedestrian safety along Connecticut Avenue. 

Although the Environmental Assessment identified a potential 
increase in truck volumes along northbound Connecticut Avenue 
of 170 to 370 trucks per day, observations of illegal truck 
usage of Kensington Parkway would indicate that the actual 
increase will be considerable less. Please refer to Section 
III.B.2. of this FONSI for a summary of these impacts. 

^M-T^O CJIAAAJ 
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Chevy Chase, Md. 
November 30, 1987 

Response to Citizen  Letter  #49: 
(Miss   Emilie  Bishop) 
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The State Highway Adoiaiatratioa 
Project Development Division •*• 

He:    state Project #M600-101-370    i 

Gentlemen: ' 

Ihie letter is in reference to the proposed relocati•. „» 

loLlTiCTlt:^ t0 - *»"" *- ---Stonier 

Lr ^e^r^rn^rrthf^r^^^^^ 
and other members of the household.    Even now^e teSlT 
noise, from Connecticut Avenue are a seriou^ p^ble^    eswcialw 
in the seasons when we have windows open.        proDxe">  'specially 

p-  4 I
i
trlff,t that the "oomittee working on the above Staf. 

Project will reconsider this proposed fhangj. ***** 

Very truly yours. 

Noise impacts associated with the Build Alternate were 
evaluated in the Environmental Assessment. Based on this 
analysis, projected noise levels associated with the Build 
Alternative were not projected to be significantly different 
than the No-Build. Please refer to Section III.B.4.e. of this 
FONSI  for a summary of these impacts. 

Copy to the Village 
Council 

£~~£^V3,,7^^£*f 

3S13Woodbli»Sl 
OavyOmMD  20615 

0 ">>-*.    }J~<^UAJV  XLi^a/f^.'S'asi-l   CZ<L^y~J, 
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Response to Citizen Letter »50: 
(Mr. Robert W. Oliver) 

SHA fully appreciates the strong opinions expressed in opposi- 
tion to relocation of the ramp from Kensington Parkway to 
Connecticut Avenue. As discussed in Section III of this 
document, SHA will undertake actions to minimize potential 
impacts associated with the Build Alternative. In view of the 
inappropriateness of major interstate traffic on Kensington 
Parkway, however, SHA believes that relocation of this ramp 
is the proper action. 

*fr 
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The State Highway Administratic 

Pfo^lox |lV7l0Pment Divisi°n 
Baltimore,  Maryland    21203 

Response to Citizen Letter «51: 
(Marjorie and Henry Zapruder) 

December 1, I987 

Re'  State ProiPct #  Mfinn-1 M .-^n 
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Dear Sirsi 

greatly alarmed J^t    rro?jKensington Parkway haa me 
iercussion^ed When ^^^ering the certain ensuing re- 

we attempt to  conduct      Thi^f any local activities which 
suburbs,   this  is densely DODUI^PH     ""^oped land  in the 
the Washington. D.C? bordf^   WP ^^T^J"3* 3 miles *«>» 
load from commuters and mo^ i-h-„        "^ SUffer the tr^fic 
noise  nnnn+^n  -n  r^n,    ?f  „?  f^ 0Ur 'J8*8  0f tr"^s.     The 

bur enviFonmental conceral?        tr^" "HI only compound 

ousses-c a referendum on this proposal 

0this3^n?nd Cleanli— is at stake. 

See response to Citizen Letter #23. 

Please reconsider 

Sincerely, 

NAME   A 

<e. 
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November 30, 1987 

Albert and Carla Massoni 
7303 Connecticut Avenue 

: Chevy Chase, MD  20815 

DEC 
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Response to Citizen Letter «52; 
(Albert and Carla Massoni) 

< 
I 

The State Highway Administration 
Project Development Division 
PO Box 717 
Baltimore , MD 21203 

Re:  State Project #M600-101-370 

Dear Sir/Madam: 

We are outraged that you are considering expansion of 
Connecticut Avenue between Jones Bridge Road and 495 as well a* 

S.•Ti.^CeS%r?ad-u A11 YOUr CUrrent alternatives envision the permitting of truck traffic which is now prohibited on 
Kensington Parkway. 

As residents of Chevy Chase for the last twelve years, we are 
opposed to expansion of Connecticut Avenue and any traffic 
pattern alternative which will increase the number of trucks 
using Connecticut Avenue. "ucxs 

Connecticut Avenue runs through Chevy Chase, which is 
exclusively a residential neighborhood.  Over the years, 
traffic on Connecticut has increased substantially causing many 
safety and health problems for the residents of this 
neighborhood.  Speed limits are not observed and are not 
enforced causing numerous accidents and several fatalities to 
our children.  The number of trucks using Connecticut Avenue 
has increased even though trucks are not permitted to use 
Connecticut Avenue as a regular route.  The noise and air 
pollution on Connecticut Avenue far exceeds federal standards. 

Instead of exacerbating the already dangerous and unhealthy 
ll  I  IZ  Sitni       " al0n9 Connecticut Avenue, Chevy Chase, we ask 
that the State Highway Administration undertake a study and 
actions to reduce traffic, noise and air pollution on the 
Avenue and to increase traffic safety in this residential 
community. 

Sincerely, 

Albert and Carla Massoni 

The Selected Build Alternative, consisting of the relocation 
of the eastbound Beltway entrance ramp from Kensington Parkway 
to Connecticut Avenue, will be constructed with an existing 
State Highway Administration right-of-way, and, wherever 
feasible within existing curb lines along Connecticut Avenue. 
Widening of Connecticut Avenue is not proposed. 

Construction of the Beltway entrance ramp from Connecticut 
Avenue is projected to result in approximately 170 to 370 
additional trucks per day on northbound Connecticut Avenue. 
Because many of these projected "new" trucks are already 
illegally using Kensington Parkway to access the Beltway, the 
actual increase will be less. 

SHA fully supports the residential character of Connecticut 
Avenue, but in view of the inappropriateness of major 
interstate traffic on Kensington Parkway, believes that the 
relocation of this ramp from Kensington Parkway to Connecticut 
Avenue is the proper action. Potential air and noise impacts 
associated with the Build Alternative were discussed in the 
Environmental Assessment. These impacts are not expected to 
be significant. Please refer to Section III.B.4.e. of this 
FONSI for a summary of these impacts. 

--C 
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Response to Citizen Letter 053: 
(Mrs. William Farrell) 

1. The Selected Build Alternative will be constructed within 
existing State Highway Administration rights-of-way and, along 
Connecticut Avenue, within existing curb lines. No widening 
of Connecticut Avenue is proposed. 
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Citizen Letter f53 continued: 

2. Construction of the Beltway entrance ramp from Connecticut 
Avenue is projected to result in approximately 170 to 370 
additional trucks per day on northbound Connecticut Avenue. 
Because many of these projected "new" trucks are already 
illegally using Kensington Parkway to access the Beltway, the 
actual increase will be less. 

-§ 
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STATE HIGHWAY ADMINISTRATION 
QUESTIONS AND/OR  COMMENTS    PROJECT 

DEVELOPMENT 
Contract No. M 600-101-370     DIVISION 

Interstate Route 495/Connecticut Avenue (MD Route'185) 
Interchange Reconstruction  IJn„ |7 Q hc  ftM '07 

PDMS No. 151114       nUI II  J *» nil 01 
Location/Design Public Hearing 

Monday, November 16, 1987 - 7:30 p.m. 

(71 3 

NAME     Mo<u/k£    /n    V<MC£A;T  DATE. 9    Aiei/    {<{?-? 

pmNTSE   ADDRESS   ^pr   Jox;Ei fi^b&£     R^ 

CITY/TOWN   Qf£vy   CtfrHY-   STATF        /»b CODF    ^/-/J- 

l/^wlsh to comment or inquire about the following aspects of this project: 

(^jT/^yi) j ^     „      '   /; JI ^   < 2   A  T-—-—^ 
pltcc.   xn4rint  et Z<]oS^   Jo/iej   (br.&f,    lhai. ft(?iiaa<M 

^oC $OMS faht. jlj.7. 

<u>.t<Vl    you      To       Ce^J-rP/S^-        ,4 A/      &/Tflyi       P.,u"r/Wuja 
em 4^r, 

CGUU    Ai/£-     /l-^'i)    TulUJiuG    *JLST ®AJ   Jb^£J   &/libG£_    To 

Cfir   To     ^//   - A/Vrf   -  k&QterbA      &TC TlhS     tAJoOCh 

MA uudtd l^foUT^.   mr of- rtHi. Acctb&sr MA/c*-i/;a> /^o/^ cf^ ^y 
fffoAJfe-  To   g/fc^   ifeg- Tcu.' TtUOts .  

CD Please add my/our name(s) to the Mailing List.* 

CD Please delete my/our name(s) from  the Mailing List. 

•Persons  who have receivsd  a  copy  of  this  brochure through  the mail  are  alreadv 
on  the project Mailing List. ' 

Response to Citizen Letter *54: 
(Mr.  Monroe M.  Vincent) 

2. 

Option G has been dropped from further consideration. 

The provision of an additional eastbound exit on 1-495, west 
of Connecticut Avenue and connecting to Jones Bridge Road near 
Hawkins Lane, is not a feasible alternative. Interchange 
spacing between Wisconsin Avenue/I-270 and Connecticut Avenue 
is already tight; the addition of another "mid-point'• exit 
would create an unsafe weaving and traffic operation condi- 
tions along the Beltway. 
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SnMJoTHIGHVVAY ADMINISTRATION 
QUESTIONS AND/OR COMMENTS 

ttu^ 

Contract No. M 600-101-370 

interchange Reconstruction 
PDMS No. 151114 

Monif Cat.,10n/Desi9n Public Hearing 
Monday, November 16, 1987 - 7:30 p.m. 

NAME      

PLEASE     ,„ 
PRINT ADDRESS. 

CTV.OWN J^^A^MsTATE__^^l__2;p  ^^^^^ 

-~X ^H"    ^l?-    K^v,C^,+..   PU?.    '-TT 

*'v*A-^     O*-^      ^%ei 

rt T i -nr?—'^V'^I"^TJ^    rfca.uju.    \\^„ 

V-'-a^-J-q,      (^'-a!! 

*P-H3 •txu^s,  "fe  /-X<..g^-ig)_ tX<X^ 

TV, .w 
^•feo). 

Response to Citizen Letter 155: 
(Sanjeev Malhotra) 

1.   See response to letter #17, also submitted by Mr. Malhotra. 

Options D, E and G have been deleted from further considera- 
tion. The Selected Build Alternative would retain the existing 
southbound Kensington Parkway movement at the Connecticut 
Avenue/Jones Bridge Road/Kensington Parkway intersection. 

^ V 
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STATE  HIGHWAY ADMINISTRATION 
QUESTIONS  AND/OR COMMENTS 

Contract No. M 600-101-370 
Interstate Route 495/Connecticut Avenue (MD Route 185) 

Interchange Reconstruction 
POMS No. 151114 

Location/Design Public Hearing 
Monday, November 16, 1987 - 7:30 p.m. 

NAME 

PLEASE 
PRINT ADDRESS ^%a\       lcg^iLUC>6K5r\4     ^eAJO^ 

N^teitM^STATE 

-s O 
'V rn 

O-CTJ 

CD sPS cnoe; 
OATF   \l'^>"aao 

CITY/TOWN rA^p. ZIP  CODE. I^crai? 
I/We wish to comment or inquire about the following aspects of this project: 

f,      \v^P _Q ̂ c»e.A 

Oi v> fj^iYj^M bM   -A^^     iV^ack    A-U-Hir   y^-.pf,1 

\^^X\   lW. e-^CA-.^m^    o^    (a^^r^ ii£^ 

Pleasa add my/our name(s) to the Mailing List.* 

• Please delete my/our name(s) Irom the Mailing List. 

'on"'?'." pr^.'cr'MVni'nVu.9.- " ">" °l  ,his ""Our. through the mail are already 

Response to Citizen Letter #56: 
(Joan and Elliot Kocen) 

1. Construction of the Beltway entrance ramp from Connecticut 
Avenue is projected to result in approximately 170 to 370 
additional trucks per day on northbound Connecticut Avenue. 
Because many of these projected "new" trucks are already 
illegally using Kensington Parkway to access the Beltway, the 
actual increase will be less. 

The  Selected  Build  Alternative  will  not  require  any 
modification to the existing bus service in the project area. 

^ 
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Response to Citizen Letter #57: 
(Mr. Monroe M. Vincent) 
(see also response to Public Hearing Speaker #21) 

The Selected Build Alternative would create traffic gaps in 
southbound Connecticut Avenue traffic flow by the addition of 
a traffic signal to permit eastbound Beltway exiting traffic 
to turn left onto northbound Connecticut Avenue. Option B, 
which will receive further consideration during final design, 
will evaluate additional measures for controlling the 
eastbound Beltway to southbound Connecticut Avenue movement; 
measures which could include the creation of additional 
traffic gaps for southbound Connecticut Avenue. 

All widening options for Connecticut Avenue have been dropped 
from further consideration. During final design, considera- 
tion will be given to the provision of a sidewalk on the 
eastside of Connecticut Avenue. 

3.   Option G has been dropped from further consideration. 

4.  Option E has been dropped from further consideration. 

_S3 
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Citizen Letter 57 continued: 

5.   Widening of Connecticut Avenue is not proposed. 

Option G, which included a median in Jones Bridge Road, has 
been dropped from further consideration. 

'2!^S^^^S5S^^^5=«5a?g gjptaf^AvaaE 
WS^ssg sssosrwvi- 

CT 
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•*}  J" ?eS?r3en' Director 
Office of Planning and 

<!*=+ PS?1^minar5' Engineering 
State Highway Administration 
707 North Calvert Street 
Baltimore, MD 21202 

7900 Curtis Street 
Chevy Chase, MD 20815 

November 23, 1987 

Response to Citizen Letter <58: 
(Mr. Gordon Fowler) 

< 
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VD 

Dear Mr.   Pedersen: 

Ch£#c£2 Recre^tlon^s^c^tioTdulin^tH^r113  I •** " ^^lf of the 
l0l\ehteheP

m
r0P?3alH3  f0r ^e  intercha0^^"?-^! Sd^n^li   1?BI PUbUc ^arin« iiice them placed  in the public record Connecticut Avenue.     I would 

Thank you. 

m Fowler =s 
Chevy Chase Recreation Asso^atio^ 

c= 

-5 

i. See response to Public Hearing Speaker #18, Section IV of this 
report. 

•W^;-^?-^  



PRESENTATION BY GORDON FOWLER AT THE r Q 
NOVEMBER 16, 1987 LOCATON/DESIGN PUBLIC HEARING 0 Q 
ON THE 1-495 INTERCHANGE AT CONNECTICUT AVENUE 

I am director of the Chevy Chase Recreation Association (CCRA), located on 
Spring Valley Road and contiguous to the Beltway. 

I am also a director of the Citizens' Association of the Hamlet, a community 
behind 8101 Connecticut Avenue and the library & firehouse. 

This evening I am representing CCRA, although, at the conclusion of my 
remarks, I would like to make a comment on behalf of the Hamlet. 

,1  CCRA is a swim & tennis club with over 800 members.  On the grounds is the 
Outdoor Nursery, which has 100 students and 11 adults who teach at or 
administer the school.  The co-directors are Evelyn Litwin and Barbara 
Hutchinson.  They support the CCRA position. 

Our concern is with entry to and egress from the property via Spring Valley 
Road to Jones Bridge and via Woodlawn to Connecticut.  These concerns are 
shared by the Chevy Chase Valley community. 

Both CCRA and the nursery generate considerable traffic involving older people 
and children: 

There are many senior citizens who are members of the club, and the 
majority of the members have children of various ages. 

The nursery is for children from ages 2-4.   It operates 5 days a 
week, 12 months a year, and has no busses.   Cars come & go all day long 
on the following schedule. 

"f" In       Out      In       Out      Out 

O 

9am      11:45am  12:15pm    2pm      3pm 

He oppose options D & G: 

Adding a lane on southbound Connecticut (Option D). This would require 
crossing four lanes to turn left to Woodlawn from northbound Connecticut 
and left from Woodlawn to northbound Connecticut. 

Having a mandatory right turn onto Jones Bridge from southbound 
Connecticut (Option D).  This would require crossing the lane from 
Woodlawn in a short distance to continue south on Connecticut. 

Adding lanes to eastbound Jones Bridge Road (Option G).  This would 
require crossing seven lanes from Spring Valley to get onto southbound 
Connecticut. 

2 

We also oppose any consideration of eliminating the median break on 
Connecticut and Woodlawn.  Vehicles will need to turn left to Woodlawn from 
northbound Connecticut and left from Woodlawn to northbound Connecticut 
A signal at the intersection would add to the safety of what is now an 
unnerving turning experience as well as slow traffic to a speed approaching 
the speed limit. 

No matter what option is finally selected, hiker/biker access between 
Connecticut and Rock Creek Park should be available. 

I would now like to speak for the Hamlet Citizens' Association.   The 
Association is opposed to any general rebuilding of the Connecticut-Jones 
Bridge Intersection because it would encourage rezonlng in the commercial Lake 
area  (Option G).  We are already faced with the prospect of a special 
exemption being made for the HHMI. 



STATE HIGHWAY ADMINISTRATION 
QUESTIONS AND/OR COMMENTS 

Contract No.   M  600-101-370 
Interstate Route 495/Connecticut Avenue   (KD Route 18S) ST 

Interchange Reconstruction 
PDMS No.   151114 

Location/Design Public Hearing 
Monday, November 16, 1987 - 7:30 p.m. rl-acn 59 

PLEASE 
PRINT 

NAME     ^c/o  »   fwa/Tin   On-iderma^ .DATE \L lH^7 

niTY/TownCAe^j  C£e-^,      RTATF      /^P ZIP cODE_£^2r__ 

Response  to  Citizen  Letter  959: 
(Lois  & Martin Snyderman) 

I/We wish to comment or inquire about the following aspects of this project: 

< 
I 

!?£*:   CenlnJUtoo -,0,-270      -Ptxvs.   J»-    /5-,|IV 

Ue oppose relocation of the east Dound beltuay ramp from Kensington 
I    Parkuay to Conn flue, because: 

• the expense inuolued is unnecessary; 

• traffic northbound on Kensington Parkuay is not unreasonal and 
occurs primarily during a short period late in the afternoon - the 
arguments about children not being able to cross, except at that time, 
are falacious; 

• most of the SHfl arguments are specious at best (for example, the 
issue about poor visibility for cars entering onto 495 ... no 
euidence was prouided to support this "claimed' situation (I'ue used 
the ramp many times uith no problems), nor uere there any facts 
prouided to establish whether such claimed uisibility is the cause of 
any accidents); 

• mouing the traffic to northbound Connecticut would create a truly 
untenable situation (from the standpoints of driueway access and 

I noise) for those homeowners on the east side of Connecticut, north of 
I Jones Bridge. 

SHA fully appreciates the strong opinions expressed in opposi- 
tion to relocation of the ramp from Kensington Parkway to 
Connecticut Avenue. As discussed in Section III of this 
document, SHA will undertake actions to minimize potential 
impacts associated with the Build Alternative. In view of the 
inappropriateness of major interstate traffic on Kensington 
Parkway, however, SHA believes that relocation of this ramp 
is the proper action. 

Whether or not a decision is made to relocate the northbound ramp to 
Connecticut flue.: 

• Option B should be implemented, with all traffic, north and 
southbound, controlled by traffic lights on Connecticut flue, to prouide 
gaps in the flow of traffic along Connecticut and Jones Bridge so that 
those of us who line in the area can safely get in and out of our 
driueways or sidestreets; 

• Options C,D,E,F and G should be rejected; 

• No fourth lane should be added on either side of Connecticut 
ftuenue; 

• There should be no taking of property; 

• Jones Bridge Road should not be widened; that would create an 
intolerable situation for those residents, nursery school parents and 
Recreation Association members (ouer 500 families who use the pool- 
June to mid-Sept - and tennis courts - March to Nouember) at the end 
of Spring Valley) exiting Spring Valley and attempting to go east on 
Jones Bridge. 

• Pedestrian walks should be added to the safety islands at Jones 
Bridge and Connecticut to facilitate crossing Jones Bridge on the west 
side of Connecticut; 

• Truck traffic except for local deliueries should be prohibited on 
Jones Bridge Road, clearly a residential road, a prohibition which 
would also reduce truck traffic getting onto Connecticut flue. 

,<&**»--> 

I- Option B, consisting of modifications to the eastbound Beltway 
to southbound Connecticut Avenue exit, will be further 
evaluated during final design. 

Options A, C, D, E, F, and G have all been dropped from 
further consideration. No widening is proposed along Connec- 
ticut Avenue and construction will be completed within 
existing SHA right-of-way and, where feasible, within exiting 
curbs of Connecticut Avenue. SHA will request that Montgomery 
County evaluate the need for a traffic signal at the existing 
Spring Valley/Jones Bridge Road intersection. 

During final design, provisions for pedestrian access will be 
evaluated, including consideration of a sidewalk along the 
eastside of Connecticut Avenue. 
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-••••-   . ...u,,,»n,   AUMINIZ, I HATlON 
QUESTIONS   AMO/O-R  COMMENTS 

T .. Contract No. M 600-101-370 
Interstate Route 495/Connecticut Avenue (MO Route 185) 

interchange Reconstruction 
POMS No. 151114 

..L.OCa'.ion/'Design  Public  Hearing 

PLEASE 
PRINT 

NAME 

ADDRESS. 

CITY/TOWN 

Monday,   November  16,   1987   -   7:30  p.m. 

Alan H.   Grant 

ST O 
-s rn 

3208  Hoodhollow Dr. 

ve.-nber ^),^g£ 
TF —   o^m 

5   o-i f-r 

l/We wish to comment or inquire about the lollowln 
g aspects of this project: 

I  strongly  object  to Option D  of   this  plan. 

-*,v* T-^.        frnT,+,„^ "::_lcuc Ave-' arid thxs win 

on'con^ect?cut Ave ^d'thffT^^^- soutn-boun^ 

/^ ^i^^^^s: 
CJ  Please  add my/our namels) to  the Mailing List* 

• Please delete my/our namelsl(,om  the Mailing List 

•Persons  who have received  a  coov  ol  ihi*  *,„,... 1  
on  the project Mailing List. ' b'°chure  tlu^gh  ,„„ mail af9 alri;ady- 

Response to Citizen Letter #60: 
(Mr. Alan H. Grant) 

1. Option D, and any widening of Connecticut Avenue, has been 
dropped from further consideration. 
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3810 Woodbine St. 
Chevy Chase, MD 20815 
November 27, 1987 

o m 
— rn;a 
'~r-o. 
— TJ m 

f^ojecr Development  nivi=i„„ opment Division P-O.  Box 717 
Baltimore,  MD 21201 
RE: .State Project #to600- 

Dear Sir: 
IOI-370 

^i^rels^— - -i« Po^ut^'iSiS SiS^e^r- 

lan«l8ca5iLf8teeMng
a^

tHl)ll8hed resi<lential area with *„ *•, , 
state ofP,MfcySd

eSshoSLh0braeeS
pr

0
0

f
ur

iC? $heVy Cha- £ anTt^"1 

aiternat^es to widen CoAMc%£riv.^'SrS?:a
t^^W 

Sincerely, 

Jeanine and Phaon B. Derr in 

Response to Citizen Letter i61; 
(Jeanine and Phaon B. Derr III 

Construction of the Beltway entrance ramp from Connecticut 
Avenue is projected to result in approximately 170 to 370 
additional trucks per day on northbound Connecticut Avenue. 
Because many of these projected "new" trucks are already 
illegally using Kensington Parkway to access the Beltway, the 
actual increase will be less. 

SHA fully supports the residential character of Connecticut 
Avenue, but in view of the inappropriateness of major 
interstate traffic on Kensington Parkway, believes that the 
relocation of this ramp from Kensington Parkway to Connecticut 
Avenue is the proper action. 
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Alice Taylor Davis ..fc. 
3800 Williams Lane   "  •:-,.'^ _     *-» 

Chevy Chase. Maryland 20815 .. -'•'?     JL&/~*^[.Q~    S? "? 

^t^-t^c-c^/. 

+a ^tfa 

Response to Citizen Letter JI62: 
(Ms. Alice Taylor Davis) 

SHA appreciates the strong opinions expressed in opposition 
to relocation of the ramp from Kensington Parkway to Connec- 
ticut Avenue. As discussed in Section III of this document, 
SHA will undertake actions to minimize potential impacts 
associated with the Build Alternative. In view of the 
inappropriateness of major interstate traffic on Kensington 
Parkway, however, SHA believes that relocation of this ramp 
is the proper action. 

SHA supports the residential character of Connecticut Avenue, 
but believes that the relocation of this ramp from Kensington 
Parkway to Connecticut Avenue is the proper action. 

V7 
C7 
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THOMAS MIUER IUCKNACEL 

3706 WOODBINE STREET 

CHEVY CHASE, MARYLAND 20815 

rn C3 
"        m 

November 28, 1987^0 T^O 

ox?' 
a: 

The State Highway Administration 
Project Development Division, 
P.O.Box 717, ^        —i 
Baltimore, Maryland 21203 ~' 

Dear Sirs: 

Re.: State Project #M600-101-370. 

As a resident of Chevy Chase Section :5 living close 
to Connecticut Avenue, I would like to register my great 
concern over the additional truck traffic on Connecti- 
cut Avenue which is projected as the result of implemen- 
tation of the referenced project. Even now noise levels 
on Connecticut Avenue exceed Federal standards and the 
dust generated by existing traffic is a major cleanli- 
ness and respiratory problem. To compound this by encou- 
raging increased truck traffic is unconscionable. 

If, as I understand, continued use of Kensington 
Parkway as an access route for north and east bound 
traffic entering the Beltway is no longer an available 
option, then I believe the alternative selected should 
be that least likely to cause any increase in traffic 
or congestion on Connecticut Avenue and to involve the 
least displacement of existing homeowners. To my mind, 
the proposed Build Alternative together with Option B 
appears to offer this. 

Construction of additional lanes is not warranted 
if an adequate traffic light is installed on Connecti- 
cut Avenue as proposed in Option B. Additional lanes 
could only lead to increased traffic. 

Sincerely yours, 

Thomas M. Rej^knagel 

Response to Citizen Letter «63: 
(Mr. Thomas Miller Recknagel) 

Potential air and noise impacts associated with the Build 
Alternative were discussed in the Environmental Assessment. 
These impacts are not expected to be significant. Please refer 
to Sections III.B.4.d. and e. of this FONSI for a summary of 
these impacts. 

The Build Alternative, with Option B to receive further 
consideration during final design, is the Selected Action. 

No widening is proposed along Connecticut Avenue. 
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3305 Spring Valley Zo=d 
Chevy Chajo, E<1.   20315 
i^oveEbcr 23, 1937 

jtate -rirh'.roy Adninistratior 
Offico of Planni-ifT a; 
Eox 717 
Haltir-.oro ;-.d.  21303 

r-alinir.ary Sngir-eoriicr 

Response to Citizen Letter #64: 
(Mr. Frederick W. Lawrence) 

Subjoct: 

< 
I 

Contract I'o 
P-vonue 
151114 

t Eo. K SOO-101-37C;Iater3tita Route i95/Co--ec-^„*- 
(W) aoute ins) Interchange ^construction; P^l" 

Before"tha Bolt"" »a- Ln?  ^ 5-? ^ la m0re th2:l a Saaoratioa. 

p,_v.,,., *.«--«•  ' Z—  pxa-.j ara cesigiicd to rcduca t1-,^ K-»--4-^*-«« 

oric.^l trarric on route 135.  Ho wo-dcr th- il-" l?60"1 P-f^^i' hist- 
Conaecticut Ave. are oSlectiro.  ?he cu^rou^h :i^'e3iI

dant3 of 

Horth Chevy Cheae ha.i been rali-v-d ^ to'ir ^-   ^  hit ?1,-'^ed 

no such option is available toxttonl*o?Z£ SZtlgSlS?***8!. 
-ve.  :.or ca, v, r, ov... a iaM ero. .out, 135 af .aHo^ therl? ^ 

will SanffL^^vv "ad-U^,:-2«af^
t"i«««» *or .ovea that 

they conaiaar such^ rewr.lfrultio"     Ke^"Sto* Parkxray.boforo 

1. SHA fully appreciates the strong opinions expressed in opposi- 
tion to relocation of the ramp from Kensington Parkway to 
Connecticut Avenue. As discussed in Section III of this 
document, SHA will undertake actions to minimize potential 
impacts associated with the Build Alternative. In view of the 
inappropriateness of major interstate traffic on Kensington 
Parkway, however, SHA believes that relocation of this ramp 
is the proper action. 

^SrtS^ ^/ 
Frederick VJ. La-/r 

v 
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Response to Citizen Letter #65: 
(Ms. Mary Anne Tuokey) 

< 
I 
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7 ^^^^4, 
SHA fully appreciates the strong opinions expressed in opposi- 
tion to relocation of the ramp from Kensington Parkway to 
Connecticut Avenue. As discussed in Section III of this 
document, SHA will undertake actions to minimize potential 
impacts associated with the Build Alternative. In view of the 
inappropriateness of major interstate traffic on Kensington 
Parkway, however, SHA believes that relocation of this ramp 
is the proper action. 

V 
^ 
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JOHN W. RIDENOUR. Ill 

The State Highway Administration 
Project Development Division 
P.O. Box 717 
Baltimore, Maryland 21203 November 26, I987 

Response to Citizen Letter #66: 
(Mr. John W. Ridenour, III) 

< 
I 
h-1 

K) 
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Re:  State Project #M600-101-370 

To Whom it May Concern: 

As a life long resident of the area and as property owner 
and tax payer, I am adamantly opposed to the proposed re- 
location of the East Bound Ramp to the Beltway from its 
current location on Kensington Parkway, to Connecticut Ave. 
This would be the first step in the destruction of the residential 
character of surrounding neighborhood communities. 
0ur traffic problems would only be grossly magnified by this 
insensitive proposal, increasing truck traffic and accompany- 
ing dirt and sound pollution to the point of situating home 
owners and their families in a deleterious and dangerous posi- 
tion. 

As it is, one can see the direct impact of the current traffic 
load on the surrounding neighborhoods, with the trucks which 
roar up and down Connecticut Avenue, with no apparent ack- 
nowledgement of speed regulations or awareness of the pedestrian 
safety. Children, commuting back and forth to local schools 
are sometimes forced to run for their lives when attempting to 
cross six lanes of Connecticut Avenue, let alone any increase 
of lanes and the accompanying speeds and danger. When park- 
ing on Connecticut Avenue in the Lake, to attempt to patronize 
local businesses, I suffer the constant onslaught of zooming 
trucks and cars making it life threatening to open my car door 
and forcing occupants of the car to crawl to the other side"of 
the car for fear of having the door and our selves smashed by 
the unrelenting streams of speeding vehicles. 

Any proposal to further increase this use of Connecticut Avenue 
could only be a result of lobbying from land owners and com-   • •'.. 
mercial entrepeneurs seeking monetary gain. 

Please protect the center of our society and community,-by pro- 
tecting the quality of family livins;. — 

In view of the tremendous impact on the residents of this 
community, we woufflt suggest a referendum on this proposal. 

3. 

SHA fully appreciates the strong opinions expressed in opposi- 
tion to relocation of the ramp from Kensington Parkway to 
Connecticut Avenue. As discussed in Section III of this 
document, SHA will undertake actions to minimize potential 
impacts associated with the Build Alternative. In view of the 
inappropriateness of major interstate traffic on Kensington 
Parkway, however, SHA believes that relocation of this ramp 
is the proper action. 

The Selected Build Alternative will increase northbound 
traffic volumes along Connecticut Avenue between Jones Bridge 
Road and the Beltway: except for a minor increase in truck 
traffic, no increases in traffic volumes are anticipated along 
Connecticut Avenue south of Jones Bridge Road. 

SHA fully supports the residential character of Connecticut 
Avenue, but believes that the relocation of this ramp from 
Kensington Parkway to Connecticut Avenue is the proper action. 

4. The Selected Action strictly addresses the inappropriateness 
of major interstate traffic on Kensington Parkway - no 
widening of Connecticut Avenue is proposed. 
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LINDA A. RIDENOUR 
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The State Highway Administration 
Project Development Division 
P.O.  Box 717 
Baltimore;; Maryland^ 2^203 November 26,  1987 

D£/i = f,Vi','-?.***e ProJect #M600-101-370 
To Whom it MayncSnc'ern: 

*^a
+^ife lonS resident of the area and as property owner 

iSLtKJ'r & I^^aSiayaLOEBosed to the pLpXeHe- 
location of the East Bound Ramp to the Beltway from its 

T^rSouir^LT*6?31^0? Par!cWay' tocSn«?ici Ave. iftis would be the first step in the destruction of the residential 
character of surrounding neighborhood communities.    resldell^l 

9Ur Araffic problems would only be grossly mag-mfiprf by this 
iSeSlrt1»n^r0P0r1,^ncFea8i'« tr^k trlffi^lnd accomp^- 
SSS-ri n„r?K8?Un2 P?Hution t0 the Point of situating home^ owners and thexr families in a deleterious and dangerous posi- 

load^3;^"6 Can S^ the direct im^ct °f  the current traffic 
rot^ SS 1^  8«rro«nd"« neighborhoods, with the trucks which 
l^Jll  andi

d02n Connecticut Avenue, with no apparent ack- 
s^elvS Ch^^ SPee<i refylati0^ °r awareness of the pedestrian 
t•    y" +9

hlldren, commuting back and forth to local schools 
S2J S?TTS f0r$en t0 run for their lives when altempU^i to 
ollLts  if tL0i Coimectic^  Avenue, let alone any incrVIse  ' 
iL • rn^?,3

e acc°"Panving speeds and rtanffaT.  when vax^ 
w=,? v • tlCut Avenue in the  Iake' t0 attempt to patronize 
t•^b"sJnesses' I suffer the constant onslaught of iooming 
aS tor?^/^3 making i* life threatening to open my ca^Sfor 
the'car fS? JS^5"?*? 0? thev

car to crawl to the other side of 
- Iht ?,?ZJ    J  ar 2f- ^^"S the door and our selves smashed by 

•the unrelenting streams'of speeding vehicles'".-"-^ ••:•:••:•-•  ^^,••-:••- • 

^i?r0P?Sai t0 further increase this"*use of Connecticut Avenue 
merciar^tnL» TSSUlt  °llo^y^S  from land owners and mercial entrepeneurs seeking monetary gain. 

P\lefSe.  Pr°teCt th! CPrter of 0"r Rncietv and community, bv prn- tecting the quality of family living. "   y  " 

In view of the tremendous impact on the residents of this 
community, we would suggest a referendum on this proposal. 

Response to Citizen Letter #67: 
(Ms. Linda A. Ridenour) 

See response to Letter #66. 

~<*U<A6Lst-^ 

^ 
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JAMIE S. GORELICK 
3713 WILLIAMg I^^NE 

CHEVY CHASE. MARVf-^ND £0*15 
Response to Citizen Letter  #68: 
(Mr.   Jamie S.   Gorelick) 

December  1,   1987 
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The State Highway Administration 
Project Development Division 
P.O. Box 717 
Baltimore, Maryland  21203 

Re:  State Project > M6OO-IOI-370 

Dear Sirs: 

. •,.   llve bet"een Connecticut Avenue and 
Brookville Roads, south of East-West Highway  I 
am writing to oppose the proposal to widen 
Connecticut Avenue and to allow trucks on 
Connecticut Avenue.  Clearly, turning Connecticut 
Avenue into a major truck thoroughfare will 
completely change the nature of Chevy Chase.  The 
elementary school is on the other side of 
Connecticut and a truck route in between will make 
it impossible for children to cross. Moreover 
the traffic on Connecticut is already quite 
congested, forcing commuters onto our residential 
streets and increasing noise pollution.  I urge 
you to maintain the residential nature of our 
community.  Please do not act to widen Connecticut 
or permit trucks on it. 

cc:  Village Council 

Sincerely Yours, 

Jam/e  s. Gorelick 
. C • *   * ^>*' 

&< 

SHA fully supports the residential character of Connecticut 
Avenue, but in view of the inappropriateness of major 
interstate traffic on Kensington Parkway, believes that the 
relocation of this ramp from Kensington Parkway to Connecticut 
Avenue is the proper action. The selected build alternative 
does not include proposals to widen Connecticut Avenue. Trucks 
would, however, be permitted to use the new ramp from 
Connecticut Avenue. 

^ 

^ 

^ 
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3^19 w'ccdbine 3t. 
Chevy Chase, i'-d. 
Kcv. 25, 19S7 

State Highway Adnir.. 
Prcj^ct Jevaicpriant Div. 
t.C. 2cx 717 
3altir.cra, i-d. 

Gentlsuen: 

1 have just learned that there is a plan to relocate the ra^, 
for the tauiay at Ccnr.eotio.t to,.    Thia »y include widening of 
existing streets and result in mere traffic. 

I would like to register qy opposition to'any change. 

I h-ve lived at the ocmer of Connecticut Ave. and •'"f £! 
St. for about 15 years.    When 1 firsl'-^^"if «rtl^r^ 
^c^^^^r^rifSr^e^^^ K.i3 even Lre 
di^ficSr:0 %^s?lf the tir. 1 use Broolcville Hc.a. 

Also I believe that the heavy traffic on Connectiout^results 
in MBy accents,    in n=a,ly all tea «cii«t- t.e ^;» ^^^-^ 
sic-;, the drivers a-pear tc be crying t.e !.•.,,  ^ ""^    Z-Lrtim 
lick the' street,  it starts to •**>"*•%££££L*7ZT* 
in tre^-jic and an acciier.t occurs.   On at le-st t-o ccc—i ns 
cai^e tc stop ir. ^y yrzra. 

1rij,-, in thp -r=a.  I dc not believe ilth t'-'» increase in pcTjuls^icn in xne ^r-d,  J. ^>. 
the.  i^ny'easy .ay toJ^-^e traf -P^olc^ «- ,, 

STS ^La^c^w^b^?najcr chanae such as routing 
interstate traffic arcur.d Jashingtcn. 

Sincerely yours. 

•CL^ /fSfy 7 

Response to Citizen Letter <69: 
(Mr. Jack Estepp) 

SHA fully appreciates the strong opinions expressed in opposi- 
tion to relocation of the ramp from Kensington Parkway to 
Connecticut Avenue. As discussed in Section III of this 
document, SHA will undertake actions to minimize potential 
impacts associated with the Build Alternative. In view of the 
inappropriateness of major interstate traffic on Kensington 
Parkway, however, SHA believes that relocation of this ramp 
is the proper action. 

The traffic problem being addressed by the Selected Action 
concerns local traffic's access to and from the Capital 
Beltway: a joint Virginia/Maryland study of the feasibility 
of the Washington Bypass is currently underway - it is not 
anticipated that this study would result in significant 
changes on traffic volumes along this portion of the Capital 
Beltway. 
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John J. Xathias 
8812 Connecricuc Ave. 

Chew Chase, Kirvland 20S15 

RECEIVED 
Maryland Deparcmenc of Transportacion 
Scate Highway Adminiscration 
Office of Planning and Preliminary 

Engineering 
Box 717 
Balcimore, Maryland 21203 

"0V S£ BS7 
Response to Citizen Letter  #70: 
(Mr.   John J.   Mathias) 

.PZXI c.-;/;t OF 

Re: 1-495 

% % 

Connecticut Ave. Interchange c^'S,^ 

»>  -- ^ -* 
Dear Sirs: 

< 
I 
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NO 

I hereby submit my written statement in connection with the public 
hearing on  the   1-495   -  Connecticut Avenue  Interchange held on Monday,   November 
16,   1987  at North Chevy Chase  Elementary School.     As  I noted at  the hearing,   I 
am a member of  the  council  of  the  Chevy Chase Valley Citizens Association 
("CCVCA")   and  the  owner and resident  of  the home  at 8812 Connecticut Avenue  in 
the affected area.     1 have lived there since 1963,  prior to the opening of the 
Beltway,   and am the newest of the residents of the group of homes facing on 
the west side of the Avenue  in this area. 

The  oral presentations  at  the  public hearing dramatically  illustrated 
that  the   "build"   alternatives  are,   pure  and simply,   the  taking of property and 
property values for private  Interests.     In addition to CCVCA,   three other 
Connecticut Avenue neighborhoods  and  the  Chevy Chase Recreation Association 
opposed the "build" proposals on the grounds that they create serious safety 
problems  and adversely affect   the   residential character of Connecticut 
Avenue. 

Although North Chevy Chase  argues vociferously about  Its  safety and 
convenience,   it  is  notable  that  it  itself will  only agree  to  the  ramp 
relocation,   if  the  State builds   it a new,   expensive  "Green Road"   for special 
egress from that neighborhood.     They insist on this despite the  fact that  it 
would be  far less expensive  to remove  some of their street barricades and 
allow local traffic to access Jones  Bridge Road through their community,  with 
a left turn provided at Connecticut Avenue for southbound access.     The left 
turn signal could not be any more disruptive on Connecticut Avenue than the 
new Intersection and  light  necessitated by  the   "Green Road."     It  is  a  fact 
that North Chevy Chase  would prefer   the  "no build"   alternative,   rather  than 
the removal of their barricades  so  that a small amount of local  traffic might 
access Connecticut Avenue  through their side streets.     Their 
"personal-convenlence-at-any-cost"   attitude  certainly belies  the  necessity  for 
removal of the  ramp from Kensington Parkway. 

SHA fully appreciates the strong opinions expressed in opposi- 
tion to relocation of the ramp from Kensington Parkway to 
Connecticut Avenue. As discussed in Section III of this 
document, SHA will undertake actions to minimize potential 
impacts associated with the Build Alternative. In view of the 
inappropriateness of major interstate traffic on Kensington 
Parkway, however, SHA believes that relocation of "this ramp 
is the proper action. ' 

The  Selected  Build Alternative  does  not   include  the 
road"   (Option A). 

"green 

v> 
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rs.^, ^v    vreS   " certainly share the concern of the residents of Ko"-, 
f^v.   "   OUt safe-y conditions on Kensington Parkvav.  Seine close  

neighbors, these conditions affect us and our faoilies a's well  Such safetv 
problem could and should be addressed by less expensive and less disrupt". 
"•'<"". Including signalization. better enforcement, better ra^p [121 iZ 
etc.  The solution is not to make Connecticut Avenue, vhich is already v-s-iv 
oore hazardous, into an unlivable Beltvay Junior. '    ly 

hichl^i!?^"7 £a^0rs  cl"d by SHA " support its -build" alternatives are 
virltiul ty-. rne "w"vlnS l0°P- "hich is cited as a problem is found in 
virtually every interchange on the Beltway, cost of which have a far hiehe- 
nnr ^  "" ':han the Connecticut Avenue interchange.  In its place you would 
put in a new intersection, with a traffic light, and cross-over left turn 
traffic, which will be far more hazardous.  We have already had numerous 
serious accidents at the similar intersection created in 1981 when you ooved 
the otner ranp from Kensington Parkway.  You will also create new pedestrian 
and vehicular hazards for people living on both sides of the Avenue 
Fedestrians especially will be endangered. They will have to cross seven 
lanes of traffic, one of them continuously moving, to get to and from buses 
playgrounds, church, school, and other functions.  Moreover, under Option D' 
you even intend to remove the safety of a sidewalk, for people to use to net 
to bus stops and for other walking in our neighborhood.- 

A fourth lane southbound on Connecticut Avenue, with nearly continuous 
novlng right turn traffic to Jones Bridge Road, will cause unacceptable 
hazards and completely isolate the Chevy Chase Valley community.  The homes on 
Connecticut Avenue and Jones Bridge Road will be the most grievously affected 
but the entire neighborhood will be severely impacted.  The homes on the 
Avenue and Jones Bridge Road will basically be deprived of ingress and 
egress.  There will be a continuous stream of traffic past our homes and 

Hi/"''?'1..  The.!llght 8ap CaUSed ^ the Sreen li8ht for vestbound Jones 
Bridge Road traffic will offer practically no respite for the homes on the 
Avenue and absolutely none for those on Jones Bridge Road, or for the people 
pulling into or out of Spring Valley Road.  Moreover, on the Connecticut 
Avenue side, even if we get out of our driveways or side streets, ve will be 
caught in a right turn only lane.  We'll have to go to Wisconsin Avenue or 
take a dangerous U-turn on Jones Bridge Road in order to go south.  The buses 
will also have a serious problem getting back into the southbound flow with 
only 3 lots between the bus stop and Jones Bridge Road. 

Furthermore, your plan to widen Connecticut Avenue will require takin* 
substantial portions off of our front Uvns.   Including many trees and shrubs 
which are essential in the fight against noise and air pollution, and which 
make our neighborhood a desirable, close-in place to live.  This deprivation 
win alter the basic residential character of Connecticut Avenue. 

.  ~?C ls also hIihly doubtful that your so-called improvements will aid 
,tl    t  0n ':he Avenue-  You are creating a new road-block, and accident zone 

with the new intersection and light.  It is highly questionable whether any 
more traffic will get through the Jones Bridge Road intersection on a given 
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Citizen Letter 170 continued: 

During final design, consideration will be given to the 
provision of a sidewalk along the east side of Connecticut 
Avenue as well as additional pedestrian measures. 

At the Jones Bridge Road intersection, the three southbound 
traffic lanes would be shifted east to permit the provision 
of a right-turn lane at Jones Bridge Road. The-provision of 
a traffic signal on southbound Connecticut Avenue at the new 
Ramp B-l intersection will create traffic gaps in southbound 
Connecticut Avenue and should not result in the isolation of 
the communities in the northwest quadrant of the Kensington 
Parkway/Jones Bridge Road/Connecticut Avenue interchange. 
Furthermore, during final design, SHA will request that 
Montgomery County evaluate a traffic signal at the intersec- 
tion of Spring Valley Road and Jones Bridge Road. 

The Selected Build Alternative does not require any widening 
of Connecticut Avenue, to the maximum extent possible, all 
improvements would be completed within existing curb lines. 



70 Citizen Letter #70 continued 

light  cycle.     Bu;   If a  fev extra  cars  do lar.age   to get  to  the   Ir.tersectior. ar.d 
pass  through,   they won't have  any place  to go.     The  East-Uest Highway 
Intersection  is   far worse   than Jones  Bridge  Road  --   traffic  already backs up 
through Chevy Chase  Lake,   and takes  several  light cycles  to clear.     Until SHA 
can address  the  Connecticut Avenue corridor on a more universal basis,   it 
should  avoid patch-work proposals   that will  only make  things worse. 

Finally,   in view of the  failure  to offer any true  imprcveoent to 
Connecticut Avenue   traffic,   and  the  failure  of  the  proposals   to  address  anv 
real  safety problem,   especially pedestrian safety,   in a practical manner,   the 
SHA should not consider  taking our land,   and decimating our property values, 
solely to  Increase  the property values of residences on Kensington Parkway. 

You refer  to a 20 year commitment to Horth Chevy Chase as your primary 
Justification for  the build proposals.    We other neighborhoods can cite to an 
over 30 year commitment.     We bought and built our homes  in reliance upon your 
original plans and your construction 

No widening is proposed along Connecticut Avenue, either north 
or south of the Jones Bridge Road intersection. Levels of 
traffic congestion at East-West Highyay are anticipated to 
remain as they are today - congested. 

Sincerely, 

/fc&t&*tJ!? 
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& io^ ^fiouLc-L    Jf^nLtic eh-, (OMV. Ntl 

Section 5 
at the Village of Cbcvy ChiM 

P.O. Box 15140, Chevy Chase, Md. 2081S 

DEAR "RESIDENTS 
Tfe    CvtocW.^    £dY$   (SJ^.      (-SNK-rcS-iCiTr /2. 

THE MA^^t^ATE^^Y^^^iN-nkrF^T is 
CONSIDERING RELOCATING THE EAST BOUND RAMP TO THE BELTWAY 

FROM KENSINGTON PARKWAY TO CONNECTICUT AVENUE. SEVEN OPTIONS 

ACCOMPANYING THIS BUILD ALTERNATIVE HAVE BEEN STUDIED RANGING 

FROM ADDING UP TO TWO  (2)  MORE LANES ON CONNECTICUT AVENUE 

BETWEEN JONES BRIDGE ROAD AND THE BELTWAY TO WIDENING JONES 

BRIDGE ROAD AT CONNECTICUT AVENUE.' ALL OF THE BUILD 

ALTERNATIVES WOULD PERMIT TRUCK TRAFFIC USE OF THE RAMP WHICH 

NOW CURRENTLY IS PROHIBITED FROM KENSINGTON PARKWAY. 

Alt 

Response to Citizen Letter <71: 
(Ms. Lisa B. Parpereter) 

THE COUNCIL IS CONCERNED WITH THE IMPACT THIS WILL 

HAVE ON OUR NEIGHBORHOOD. THE ADDITIONAL TRUCK TRAFFIC IS 

PROJECTED TO BE AS HIGH AS 370 TRUCKS PER DAY USING 

CONNECTICUT AVENUE. NOISE POLLUTION ON CONNECTICUT AVENUE 

ALREADY EXCEEDS FEDERAL STANDARDS AND ADDITIONAL TRUCKS WILL 

COMPOUND THAT PROBLEM. THE WIDENING OF ONE SECTION OF 

CONNECTICUT AVENUE COULD EVENTUALLY SPREAD TO OUR SECTION 

TAKING OUR TREES AS WELL AS FRONT LAWNS. 

1. SHA fully appreciates the strong opinions expressed in opposi- 
tion to relocation of the ramp from Kensington Parkway to 
Connecticut Avenue. As discussed in Section III of this 
document, SHA will undertake actions to minimize potential 
impacts associated with the Build Alternative. In view of the 
inappropriateness of major interstate traffic on Kensington 
Parkway, however, SHA believes that relocation of this ramp 
is the proper action. No widening is proposed along Connec- 
ticut Avenue. 

IF YOU ARE CONCERNED ABOUT THIS SITUATION PLEASE 
WRITE TO: 

THE STATE HIGHWAY ADMINISTRATION 

PROJECT DEVELOPMENT DIVISION 

P.O. Box 717 
BALTIMORE, MD  21203 
RE:  STATE PROJECT #M600-101-370 

O/K^/O-^CI^I 

3 £00 L-lnclt^ucocd) 

^ 

THE     STUDY     CLOSES     DECEMBER     4,     1987. YOUR 

CORRESPONDENCE    MUST    BE    RECEIVED    BEFORE    THAT    DATE    FOR 

CONSIDERATION.     PLEASE SEND US COPIES OF YOUR CORRESPONDENCE. 

yyf£ /tdapA Couoecc 
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8806 Spring Valley Road 
Chevy Chase, Md. 20815 
December 18, 1987 Response to Citizen Letter #72: 

(Mr. Frederick W. Lawrence) 

State Highway Administration 
.Baltimore, Md 

< 
I 
M 

This is in reference to the current plans to move the 
Capital Beltway entrance from Kensington Parkway to Connecticut 
Ave. 

In my statements at open hearings and in my correspondence 
to you on this subject I have previously indicated my opposition 
to the proposed construction, and I stand by that assessment.  It 
seems, however, that the SHA has committed itself to making some 
changes at this exit.  This letter is to suggest options that 
will minimize the disruption to the residents in the area and 
will at the same time give most effective relief to traffic 
problems. 

In order to move traffic between the Capital Beltway and 
Connecticut Ave. the best options seems to be one that involves 
moving the inner (eastbound) lanes about fifty feet south of 
their present location, and moving the outer (westbound) lanes 
about the same distance north.  The necessary space for these 
moves can be obtained by closing the present entrance and exit 
ramps.  These moves should give enough space to put four lanes of 
entrance and exit traffic from and to Connecticut Ave in the 
middle. This would mean exiting to the left and entering from 
the left, types of entrance and exit that are frequently seen in 
other parts of the Interstate Highway System. This move would 
eliminate the necessity of cross traffic between entering and 
exiting traffic on both the Beltway and Connecticut Ave.  It 
would mean that only one traffic light location would be needed 
on Connecticut Ave.  It would mean that widening Connecticut Ave. 
would not be necessary. 

While it is obvious that the no-build option is the best one 
that faces the SHA (provided the SHA will make some improvements 
to Kensington Parkway), it does seem that any of the build 
options that are under consideration are not as good as the one 
suggested here.  I hope that you will consider this option. 

The considerable modifications suggested by Mr. Lawrence do 
not seem appropriate in view of the recent public funds 
expended to widen this portion of the Capital Beltway to 4- 
lanes per direction along the existing alignment. Furthermore, 
the provision of left-hand exit ramps are not in keeping with 
the general character of the Capital Beltway (whichtconsists 
almost exclusively of right hand exit ramps. Only a few 
instances of entrance ramps on the left hand side (i.e. in the 
median) are evident. Mr. Lawrence's proposal of entrance and 
exit ramps to Connecticut Avenue from the Capital Beltway 
median would, in the opinion of SHA, result in unsafe traffic 
operations. The Selected Build Alternative does not include 
any widening of Connecticut Avenue. 

Sincerely yours. 

cc: Delegate D. Robertson 
Park and Planning 
Montgomery County Council 

^2- 
<5> 
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Decenter 1, 1137 
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Kr.  Neil J.  Pedersen,  Director 
Office  of Planning a Preiiniinary Ena, 
State Hishvav A'lTiir. 
Box 717 
BaltiTiore,  ^arvlanl 

21203 

Dear Mr.  Pe-iersen, 

RECEIVED 

M1_1
li'K'f3-. o:ncte> 

We are residents of North Chevy Chase Village and have 
lived on Ker.sinaiton Pkvy. -for 18 years.    Hovever, I art an Chevy 
Chase native  and have  lived  here  in the area most of my life. 

Needless to say, when we moved on Kens. Pkwy., the traffic 
was nil and  traffic has beconie more  than 10 times in volume.    I remember 
when the Beltaay was  built there were  two beautiful homes allowed to 
be  built on the  Beltway land.     So they moved the two houses down 
on Connecticut flve.  and  one  of then is  the rambler close to the Beltway. 
This was purely idiotic of the   State Roads then and is still a problem. 

He all know that politics played a big part of placing the 
traffic through Kens. Pkwy.    We  have fought this for years and no one 
seems  to care.    The  residents who live behind us live on nicef quiet 
streets while we here on the Pkwy.  are their buffer. 

We were unable to attend the last hearing at N.C.C. school 
because of illness and that is why I am writing now.    The noise in front 
of our house goes on constantly and the pollution is so bad that we were 
forced  to-put in air conditioning and must keep the windows closed.    Where 
we do open the windows in summer  in the rear of the house,  the pollution 
is  thick with yellow dust. 

My sons have  had  three cars damaged and were l almost killed out 
in front of our hone  because of the  speed and reckless driving.    We have 
always had trouble  getting in and out of our driveway.    We have witnessed 
several killed by our home and have  had to call the ambulance numerous 
times for those who have had accidents. 

The sign "No Trucks" means nothing.    We have many dump trucks 
coming from all the  building in Bethesdd and car carriers and too many 
trucks to mention.    The police  are often stationed outside my house but 
they never ticket the  trucks.     However,  they earn the State plenty of 
money by tte tickets  they give  within an hour^    The-minute the police leave, 
the  cars  soeert  up to their  50 mph  in a 25 oph zone.    Nothing seems to slow 
the"n dnvn. 

Response to Citizen Letter  #73i 
(Mr.   & Mrs.   Carl  Peterson) 

^ 

S^ 
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Citizen Letter #73 continued: 
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Our ?]<wvv looks  like a raceuay with signs all over  the 
place and  novr'they have put crime  light so the  cars car go faster 
and  not-nviss  the  corner  (namely -death corner). 

When are  the residents of Kens. Pkwy.  going to be considered 
It is itroossible  for us  to cross the street because of the speed of 
the  traffic.     As a handicapped person,  I could not cross to catch a 
bus even  if  it were   free. 1 guess I vould  just be a splash of 
blood on the  Pkwy.   and  they could  clean it up. 

I don't think it is fair that the residents on the other side 
of Connecticut Ave.   have   such an imput in the decision of the rarap      Th<» 
residents on N.C.C.   side  of Conn,  don't have any more triuble getting" 
out of their driveways   than we do and not as much.    There are  very few 
houses on Conn,  and  only two horaes do not have private driveways entering 
fron Kenilworth Ave.  besides entering tnto Conn.    I  believe you should 
check this when you survey.    As you know,  no home faces Conn. Ave.  on 
the other side  and  they have  nice quiet streets over there. 

Also Connecticut Ave. was always a main thoroughfare and 
people who bought hoses there knew it at the time they purchased their 
homes.    Kensington Pkwy.  was always and  is supposed to be a residential 
street and not many homes  have  been built since the  Beltway was built. 

We have  travelled  all ofiver the C.S.  and have never se»n a Pkwy 
or Beltway in a big city leading into a residential street at 55 mph. 
I would like to have you consider all this when you finalize your plans. 
This problem has gone on for years and  it seems that we here  on Kens.Pkw. 
are    here  for the  convenience  of the  State Roads Comm. and travellers 
Oirt you know that we could  legally block off Kens.  Pkwy?    This  street' 
is in violation of Federal Hwy. regulations. 

There  is much more to say but in closing, I hope you will consider 
giring Kensington Pkwy.  a relief from the noise, traffic and trucks  that 
have made our lives unearable at times.    Traffic isn't going to get better  
it just increases nO'matter how many roads you build.    Ysra You are welcome 
to come  in my house  and  stand  in my yard  just to monitor the noise and  > 
traffic of the constant speed  of cars. 

Thank you for listening to my opinion and God bless you on your 
decision to make everyone  satisfied. 

The Selected Build Alternative will remove all interstate 
traffic from Kensington Parkway and address the issues raised 
by Mr.   & Mrs.   Carl  Petersen. 

Sincerely yours,   f  ^j Si 

V _-**•  s-Srs. Carl Peterson 
8909 Kensington Pkwy. 
Chevy Chase, Maryland,20315 
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November 16, 198 7 

Mr. Michael Snyder 
State Highway Administration 
9300 Kenilworth Ave. 
P.O. Box 327 
Greenbelt, MD 20770 

re:  State Project No. M 600-101-370 

Dear Mr. Snyder, 

At its regular monthly meeting on November 9, the Chevy Chase 
Village Board of Managers considered the various alternative 
suggestions for improvements to the beltway (495) interchange at 
Connecticut Avenue.  We are sensitive to the concerns of the 
Village of North Chevy Chase regarding the volume of commuter 
traffic using Kensington Parkway, especially in light of our own 
volume and speed problems on Brookeville Road.  Nonetheless, we 
would urge the State Highway Administration to adopt the "no build 
alternative" position at this time. 

Our reasons for this position are twofold:  first, the 
projected increase of truck traffic on Connecticut Avenue would 
have an adverse impact on the residential character of that street 
in Chevy Chase Village, and could have the effect of encouraging 
increased traffic on the already saturated Brookeville Road.  Our 
second reason for urging the "no build alternative" at this time is 
a concern over the timing of changes at that intersection as they 
might impact the Bethesda-Chevy Chase Master Plan which is 
currently in the process of revision.  It would be unfortunate if 
land use changes which could destroy the residential character of 
the entire area were made as a result of road improvements 
designed to protect the residential communities surrounding the 
intersection. 

Accordingly, until the final adoption of the revised 
Bethesda-Chevy Chase Master Plan, any decision regarding 
improvements to the beltway interchange may well be premature at 
this time. 

9 
Rb/ A.   Burke 
City  Manager 

RAB/lc 

RECEIVED 
N0V 1 81987 

Oisinct #3 Qttlee 
Stats Highway Administration 

Greenbelt 

Maryland Department of Transportation 
State Highway Administration 

Offle* 3f DUtTict Cnginaar 
Staw Highway Matniitiaaofl 
IlOOXaiuHrartn Avvnua 
P.O. ton 1IT 
CranbaU. M*tyl*nd   19770 

C-lty MonagzA. 
Chzvy Chcue. VMXOLQI 
5906 Conn&otioLt Auenue 
Ckzvy Chaie,  MaAylond      20815 

Pecembe/t. 8,   1987 

Richard H. Train or 
Sacratary 

Hal Kassoff 
Atfmtnisirator 

r» in 

*J» "-, -5* O 

Re:     IrvteJUttUz Route 495/ 
MaAyland. Roote J$5 IdtetcAange 
Uorvtqomvuj County 

VVDI toi.  BuAfee: 

Tdii o^-cce li in .teceip^ 0& youA. Novunbvi 16,  1987 Zettet uiging the. State. 
Highuay AdminUfiation to adopt thz "No-BwUd" atteAnatxve &oi die ^.e^eAenced 
inteAchange. pioject ptanrung itady. 

We appxeciate the position, ok the Chevy Chaie Village and ihall indbide youA. 
commenti in OUA. project: lecoxd. iile/> do* iatwie coniideiuUion. 

Thank you. ioi taking the time to advl&e uA o< the opinion oi the Village BOOAA 
of, Manageti. 

US:It f 

JLC:    tin..  Neil Peduuen Wattack] 

RECEIVED • 
DEC U  193. 

„.    DIRE:•. Of'Fict of 
^UHWjPfiUJUiNMKJMEINmifflB 

My telephona number is nnn      220-731J 

Teletypewriter for Impaired Hearing or Speech 
383-7555 Baltimore Metro - 585-0451 D.C. Metro - 1-800-492-5062 Statewide Toll Free 

707 North Calvert  St..  Baltimore, Maryland  21203-0717 
«^ 
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Council of the Chevy Chase 
Valley Citizens Association 

3909 Montrose Drive 
Chevy Chase, MD  20815 
(301) 656-8770 
November 25, 1987 

Hal Kassoff, Administrator 
State Highway Administration 
707 North Calvert Street 
Baltimore, MD  21203 

Dear Mr. Kassoff, 

November 16, 1987 was a date long anticipated by the 
residents of Chevy Chase Valley.  After laboring for almost two 
^f^ ln1

0^e,r t0 ensure ^herence to the proceL specified by 
the Maryland Action Plan for projects of this type, we were 
finally going to "have our day in court," via a public 
hearing.  We decided to eschew discussion of the "back-room" 
deals  see attachments) that had attempted to deprive us of 
this right and decided rather, to focus on the facts anl issues 
irranediately pertinent to the SHA proposals for Connecticut 
nr^and I~495:  IrresPective of the past history of this 
project, we persisted in our view that a public hearing would 
provide an opportunity for rational examination of a problem 
and evaluation of possible solutions. prooiem 

aii-or^
? a9ain:. ,we keep forgetting that one of the many 

alternatives available to the SHA is to fuel the conflicts 
between communities by taking sides rather than acting as an 
impartial mediator.  Why should the SHA adopt this posture? 
That sJhe million dollar guestion which the citizens of the 
Chevy Chase area continue to ask in ever-increasing volume? 

i-h- lhe  "Public hearing" of November 16, 1987 was an example of 
'^ *re"tfan\.COaCh aCting as reEeree for a game being playld 
according to his own rules.  We protest the conduct of this 
hearing and are forced to an obvious conclusion.  The so-called 
hearing was staged to justify a set of engineering plans which 

Michlel^ T"117 flaWed-  AS chai^n of the proceedings 
Michael Snyder overstepped the boundaries~of the genorally 
accepted format for public hearings and refused to allow the 
official representatives of the Chevy chase Valley Citizens 

wenCaf ih" (CCVCA>' SUCh aS the C0Uncil and °ur attorney as well as the representative of the Coalition on Sensible 
Transportation (COST), adequate time to present their testimony 

Maryfand Department ofTransportaOon 
State Highway Administration 

Richard H. Trainor 
Socrslary 

Hal Kassoff 
Administrator 

December 24, 1987 

Ms. Mary Anne Berberich 
Council of the Chevy Chase 
„ VBUey Citizens Association 
3009 Montrose Drive 
Chevy Chase, Maryland 20816 

Dear Ms. Berberich: 

co     o-i-0 
— myo 

      < t— o 
^    Hl-om 
rJ       O TT. O g     - 

opposed to moving the ramp   about the .T    ,f,,lnevUdlng sorae from those 
the hearing was eoXST Meeting^^oXi^V1^ mSimeT ln wh,ch 

individua, presentatlons s^^^ ^-v^-Xir^eak 

•»tMTUTe£t•^a s-^- vonsrted -substa"- 
reduce this impact as much as noss.hit   .!?.     *' 7* work very hard t0 

an impartial and obJecUve mtnner " COndUCt our ^hnlcal work In 

dered^wal1^ ^IFl^^,•** ?•> " "•• "rrldor consi- 
Parkway ramp,    i am sure that no' ?LZ%   t     ". •loC8te the Kensington 
of technical data, nor chanee th«%-« tK ,0f r??.tUdy wU, yle,d ^ "otter set 
divided.   There is no rimnu Hil*      * th8t pul>1,c opln,on ls v^ sharply 
issue of pro-s^and co0n.s7hrch,lhat

ry
0rshW»rr,8v T'  if ,8- ,nStead   a ^'x 

which one happens to live     The£7is flTLJlTJlV^ Upon <
the immunity in 

effective engineering measures that are senlft.vf^   ?crsPsctlve ^ logical and 
concerns.    This is our p.-p^JE Xil llrTZT^T ^ 

RECEIVED 
.EC :-'• 1987 

PlAIiliiat'i'hiUi'ji*" laiimt      MV'BPhone nUmb.r LOOII 333=11X1 

38 3-7555 B^imore M«ro^'tes^'lVJ% 'W?'' "•"!?« <* Sp.-* 

^ 
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Hal Kassoff -2- Novetnber 25, 1987 

stralnh^r ^H"" "'• Snyder n0r Ms- White «»«« Provide a 
l^fi??'forward answer to direct queries concerning time 
we of thrrrvrf r UP •? the "^""^"t of the proceedings! 
vr»?:,'  5 ^ Council, Mr. Hessel, our attorney, and Mr; 
Vratanc of COST do hereby lodge formal protest concerning this 
most recent attempt to undermine our efforts to protect the 
VaUey.   ^ reSidentS of Connecticut Avenue and chevy ChLe 

Mr. Snyder's improper conduct appears to belie a basic 
anxiety on his part concerning the feasibility of the SHA 

e»min.H f
nS'  Which "e f°und ^  be  sorely deficient when examined from a cost/benefit perspective. 

.-h» VT  t!?e be9i"ning, Mr. Snyder has repeatedly stated that 
the relocation of the Kensington Parkway ramp to Connecticut 
Avenue is only possible if the queue of cars in the Avln^e can 
be reduced to allow for the resultant cross-over functfonl 
Therefore  the Build Alternative is absolutely dependenrupon a 
widenmq of Connecticut Avenue!  Any widening of 6onnlcticSt 
^•?: ln fddition t0 creating increasingly hazard^ 
conditions for pedestrians, bus commuters, and the residents of 
di^?haSe ^lley'.w°uld »«ak horror upon those homes located 
rtn« *?>\,0,\C2nnfCtlCut Avenue in the area ^ be modified  Why 
does Michael Snyder believe that he has a right to inflict such 
destruction upon the property and quality of life of the 
Connecticut Avenue residents?  Why does he continue in his 
determination, to implement the relocation of ramp H whatever 
£M_co|t?  Is the SHA prepared to offer current, full mafket 
value for ever* home on Connecticut Avenue in the area of the 
hn!2ned. ^c°nstruction?  The residential function of these 
en£VllJ-be SO severelr i^ired as to make this a necessary 
consideration in estimating the cost of the project? neCessary 

for ?f laue' ?e do.not even hear the oft-repeated justification 
for ramp H relocation offered by Michael Snyder, "I won" do it 
7n=?°*' S?•e lmProvements to the intersection."  Clearly no 
ustification for this plan can be found in terms of an 
ronn^men^ 1°  the intersection of Jones-Bridge Road and 
that r^r^   AVenU^-  I' iS 0bvi0UE t0 even the " = ^1 observer that cars are gndlocked all along Connecticut Avenue 
wh?^ y' ^e review of the East-West Highway intersection, 
can£ f^r 0n V "^"ntiy agreed to by Mr. Snyder on Novemb4r 4, 
calls for including both of these intersections in a 
comprehensive study of the Connecticut Avenue corridor  Such a 
Boardranrt

e^0f StUdr^S "commended earlier by the Planning 
ro^f ?"  is supported by every residential community along 
Connecticut Avenue north of the District line.  These nine 

December 24,1987 

Ms. Mary Anne Berberlch 

Page Two 

Let me assure you that a decision will be made In an Impartial, objective 
manner, taking Into account sound engineering principles, as well as the 
concerns of all affected communities. 

Sincerely, 

ORIGINAL SIGNED BY: 
'-•-",. WSSCFF 

Hal Kassoff 
Administrator 

HK/t 

cc:  The Honorable William Donald Schaefer 
Secretary Richard H. Tralnor 

bcc: Mj*' Mike Jhyder 
yttr. Nell Pedersen 

^ 
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Hal  Kassoff November 25, 1987 

< 
I 

communities are united in opposition to any widening of 
Connecticut Avenue.  Clearly, Mr. Snyder has become hopelessly 
entangled in a nightmare of his own creation. 

We support a wider area 
Connecticut Avenue of which 
minor component. If ramp H 
confines of existing Connec 
relocation must be dropped 
maintaining the residential 
we call upon you to assign 
this larger project. Clear 
band-aid approaches is not 

of study for the problems of 
the relocation of ramp H is but a 
can not be accommodated within the 
ticut Avenue, the attempt at its 
in the larger interest of 
character of Connecticut Avenue. 
another engineer to take charge of 
ly, Mr. Snyder who is wedded to 
up to the job. 

We believe that the concerns of all Connecticut Avenue area 
residents should be addressed equally and that special 
agreements with special interest groups should be scrupulously 
avoided.  Mr. Snyder has been found deficient in this 
particular regard as well.  We call for an open-minded approach 
to problem solving in the matter of auto and pedestrian travel 
in the down-country area.  We urge a more creative 
participation by the SHA in this process. 

The Council of the 
Chevy Chase Valley 
Citizens Association 

cc:  Governor Schaefer 
Secretary Trainor 
Senator Schweinhart 
Delegate Robertson 
Delegate Sher 
Delegate Wiser 

MLH/6310R/8157 

7. /^i^y/Ccioa 

6310R/8153-1 

>^ 
53 
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Ht. Kkhael Snyder 
District Qigineer 
toylard Stata Hiqtaay Mainistratim 
9300 Kemlwortii Avaua 
ttst Oltiaa Box 327 
Gteerbelt, MJ   20770 

Dear!*, snyden 

L^SJ S'.fSlS "^SS "^ ** "^ P"***' "* f"5""1 JW Farted 

sensibl. plans leaves^e^a^511518-   ^^ "P0"3 of dlsPuta to »-• 

^a
D^1SS^SidelTOf,J*Irt:Sa0,eryCBunty-    I drive ever taBity ttousarf     • 

SSlcW^^^^!^tifln' and s" "•    I have aany sound cpiniora of raruc and roadways froa a/ use of our local roais. 

Av5£ SS^nST* J^^fl"1^ y««r plans of racorfIgurlug the Omectioit 
^««tart^gB.    yoa staff's plan to cancel tte iSp r^, (easttoSl^S 
^S^j^S^S,^^6' «- »»»" in lt« pla^Ta^l^rS^ 
MM^ ^^^^'3^Lra!Ip ^ n°rthbomri omnecticut to eastboSrf 
i»^Jf^-2^' Practira1' and aost of all safety-enhanciixx procosal^^ 

tTS^ L^t^ StUf ^i?*0*1 PaiJ<Uay ^^^ signal wuld do BXH a> enanoe cperaticn of this isportant streteii of roadwr/. 

a^^STi^SiS S^ S?^* ^."Bio* has suffered nightily In safety 

^i^S SSL^,1?^* t0 ^^ Seraihle i^P^a^nts have .ate a 
W^SJ/?^*       liVB ^ * VBry """sy ""lot highway, within inches of an 
SS^Sl^5^-   Pleas« ^ «* P=»it the selSSSs ofTfaTS^ or 

fv^,^! JliSi11"',*0 ^yy"" <« sacrifice, « ay hom is in the 
f^^T^S^S S!el=P,,ent» 'Ai* "HI reside neai to the IOC.   I look 

YiUhrin^ and feel the tadeof & substantially favor b>2ldiiq aore toadiSi 
in our area. I gi« ^ fbr 21 yeara within three bloctalflifs^ ^^^ 
S^^SS"1* ^F1•^^ of these hl*»^Sl ^ SS my femily 

76 

lliank 
ludc taking the time to review ay ooanents:    I wish you the best of project. 

' 2831 Shetp^tcn Tterrace 
Silver Sjiing, M)   20904 

301 / 236-6888 

RECEIVED 
m-! 2 •: sa7 

Dusra }2 O.'Hca 
Slats Highway AdmirJarattat 

Maryfand'DepartmentofTransportation 
State Highway Administration 

VVLtmbVL t,   19tT :   - 

Un, GJt&geJuf L. VimAdl 
till Shzppvrton Twia.cz 
SilvtA. Spiing, UajujlaM 

ViaA. Mt.  VinvuLL: 

20<)04 

Richard H. Trainor 
S*J9\M1 

Hal Kassoff 
Administrator 

-«*        —I Rc:    Titfvutate. RotUe. 495/ "*" 
Haru/tcuid Rauiz IS5 liUVLckang'z 
Uontgomvuf County: 

Thcuk you. again ^a* Atfeoig -the t^ ^ e^^ ^^ ^ug^ „„ ^^ ^^^ 

HS:«c 

' M*. Wtif Peie^sen (w/<t«ttc/i) 

RECEIVED 
DEC 10 B87 

•ii»J,",ttT|,i flfriff or 

My tilephane numbtr it inni;     ttO-7Slt 

3«I-T»«« a,i» T«l«typ«»fttir tor tmpilrad Having or Sp<«c» 
Joj /ass Baltlmor* Mttro - se5-04Si D.C. M«tro - 1-aoo-«92-S0«2 Slaawld. Tdl Frs. 

'0.   Ncrth Calv-rt  St..  Saltlmcr-. Mar/land  I'^cn-QTir 
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'WASBorarov. SL C. cotmaBL 
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WA4Hai<mnr.: 
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November 30, 198T 

Mr. H«I Eassoff 
State Highway Administrator 
P.O. Boi 71T 
TOT North Calvert Street 
Baltimore, Maryland    21203 

Re     State Project #MS0O-101-370 
Northbound Interchange Connecticut Are. and I-49» 
Montgomery County, Maryland 

Dear Bab 

n-A l hlOW .that you need XMa Uke y00 need • hoIe ,n ,h« hea* hut enclosed please 
iina » copy of a newsletter which we have received fron our Village Counefl here in 
Section S of the Village of Chevy Chase. 

Linda and I live on Connecticut Ave. at the comer of Connectteut and Leland 
r^n^H* V? OCkS,i0""1 of E,ut West Hi8hw«y- Any additional truck traffic on 
uonneencut Ave. would not only destroy our peace and tranquility, but would undoubtedlT 
ruin the neighborhood and also the entire area of Chevy Chase. 

The State has lived up to virtually all of its promises as far a* Kensington 
^.T^'JI con?£n,^t *" """Uibound traffic has been taken off of the Parkway. All 

northbound traffle from I-49S has been taken off of the Parkway. AH southbound 
traffic froa I-49I has been taken off of the Parkway. There only remains a small 
stretch of perhapa some 200 yards allowing those individuals going north on Connecticut 
iHOH'w0 '." Cnt0 M9$' At U,e PMsent time, trucks are banned. It is very seldom that 
this ban is ever broken because Kensington Parkway itself is a narrow, two lane road. 

t «.« Ho,'ever' ''• very mae>> »*fM that in the event a new northbound entrance to 
MM were constructed by the State Highway Administration, it would mean that truck 
traffle woukI go up Connecticut Ave. in order to get to the Beltway going eastbound. 
Even a prohibition against truck traffle on this ramp will not stop the trucks if the ramp 
is as I believe it is designed to be, namely wide and convenienU 

Accordingly, would you please add my voice and the voice of Section S of Chevy 
K-1^!!.^ *• protest' an<1 ' certainly hope you can see fit that If this project can not 
be killed completely, you can at least delay it so we have a chance to organize and 
study the impact upon our community. 

Mr. Hal Kassoff 
November 30, 1987 
P««« Two 

Count,' cScHT^ SfclSSfZ*. *"** W-* the me-b« of «,. 
»• PoeiUon of the citize^Tof ife £' "* ' CertsinlT hope ^ "• nt to su^it 

Best persons regards for the coming new year. 

Very truly yours. 

VL 
VtC/pw 

Enclosure 

Victor L. Crawford 

Maryland DefjartmentofTranspoitatJOti 
State Highway Administration 

f    •£•       •       •',•:,:.. 
Rrchard H. Trainer- 

SflC/etiry ^-^ 

Hal Kassoff 
Administratoc 

December 29, 1987 

Re: Contract No. M 600-101-370 
Interstate Route 495/ 
Maryland Route 185 
Interchange Reconstruction 
PDMS No. 151114 

Mr. Victor L. Crawford 
101 North Adams Street 
Rockville, Maryland  20850 

Dear Mr. Cwnrtord: 

y^r^Vt    ^J       for your recent letter concerning the proposal to 
to r^nnL^6 :x"tln3 Capital Beltway ramp from Kensington Parkway 
to Connectxcut Avenue.  Your comnents will be included as part of 
the publxc hearing transcript. 

If the northbound to eastbound Beltway ramp is relocated to 
Connectxcut Avenue, it would be constructed according to State 
Highway Administration design criteria, providing a safe means of 
access to the Beltway.  Our analysis of truck traffic in the 
corridor indicates that if the ramp is relocated and trucks are 
permitted to use it to access the Beltway, there would be an 
additional 170 to 370 trucks a day on Connecticut Avenue in the 
11^*1    I    We expect that the actual number of additional trucks 
nn•£L % V"i  th? ^OWer end 0f this ran9e because a substantial 
number of trucks violate the restrictions on Kensington Parkway 
today.  These violations were noted by State Highway 
Administration personnel during field reviews. 

r~„i   A1i °f„the comments received concerning this project will be 
reviewed before a final decision on what action, if any. the 
State Highway Administration will take. 

HaJ Kassoff 
Administrator 

HK/ih 

Mr. Neil J. Pedersen 
Mr. Michael Snyder 
Mr. Louis H. Ege, Jr. 
Ms. Sue Ellen White 

pcrv 

Mv t«l«phon« number is (3011 111-111] 

3as-7<«» a.i.i „-    Teiyjijewrttar lor Impaired Hearing or Speecft 
383-7559 BaHlmor. M«• - 58S-04SI O.C Metro - 1-800-49i-S0e2 StatMld. T«l FrM 

707 North Calvert  Sl..  Baltimore.  Marylend  21203-0717 
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Sect!o«5 
of Ike VBtce of Cherr Cbm 

P.O. Box 15140. Chevy Oiuc Md. 20815 

THE MARYLAND STATE HIGHWAY AOMINISTRATIOH IS 

CONSIDERING RELOCATING THE EAST BOUND RAMP TO THE BELTWAY 

FROM KENSINGTON PARKWAY TO CONNECTICUT AVENUE. SEVEN OPTIONS 

ACCOMPANYINS THIS SUILD ALTERNATIVE HAVE BEEN STUDIED RANGING 

FROM ADDING UP TO TWO (2) MORE LANES ON CONNECTICUT AVENUE 
BETWEEN JONES BRIDGE ROAD AND THE BELTWAY TO WIDENING JONES 
BRIDGE ROAD AT CONNECTICUT AVENUE. ALL OF THE BUILD 
ALTERNATIVES WOULD PERMIT TRUCK TRAFFIC USE OF THE RAMP WHICH 
NOW CURRENTLY IS PROHIBITED FROM KENSINGTON PARKWAY. 

THE COUNCIL IS CONCERNED WITH THE IMPACT THIS WILL 
HAVE ON OUR NEIGHBORHOOD.  THE ADDITIONAL TRUCK TRAFFIC IS 
PROJECTED  TO  BE  AS  HIGH  AS  370  TRUCKS  PER  DAY  USING 
CONNECTICUT AVENUE. NOISE POLLUTION ON CONNECTICUT AVENUE 
ALREADY EXCEEDS FEDERAL STANDARDS AND ADDITIONAL TRUCKS WILL 
COMPOUND THAT PROBLEM. THE WIDENING OF ONE SECTION OF 
CONNECTICUT AVENUE COULD EVENTUALLY SPREAD TO OUR SECTION 
TAKING OUR TREES AS WELL AS FRONT LAWNS. 

IF YOU ARE CONCERNED ABOUT THIS SITUATION PLEASE 
WRITE TO: 

THE STATE HIGHWAY ADMINISTRATION 
PROJECT DEVELOPMENT DIVISION 
P.O. Box 717 
BALTIMORE,  MD      21203 
RE:    STATE PROJECT #M600-101-370 

THE    STUDY    CLOSES    DECEMBER    4,     1987. YOUR 

CORRESPONDENCE MUST BE RECEIVED BEFORE THAT DATE FOR 

CONSIDERATION.    PLEASE SEND US COPIES OF YOUR CORRESPONDENCE. 

~ysf£.   ft&naA Cjrwttt- 
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WEII HCCAI PP. Bw 'SKAW P.C. 

*«**•»* c wenc* 
ATTO"WCYSATL*W 

SUITK aoo 

1350 New YOUK AVENUC. H.W. 

WASHINGTOM, O.C 20003-4797 

TeLxcoihtw (ioij sia-xon 

November 24,  1987 
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"OO WISCONSIN AVVMUC 
OCTVCSOA. MO 20SM^ao4 

DOij aaa-oaa« 

JfSi'f Pedersen, Director 
Office of Planning and 

Preliminary Engineering 
State Highway Administration 
P.O. Box 717 
707 M. Calvert street 
Baltimore, Maryland 21203 

Re: 

ss^s re^r^ciitr
/connecti^ *-» 

< 
i 

Dear Meil: 

I «0|!ruSn"tSf«5: ffl' C?aSe Valley Citi"n8 Association. 
State Government ArticJ o? th^T"? U2<ier S10-614 o£ the 
to receive copies of docu»5„^ Maryland Code. I would like 
AdainistratWa (SHA) c^«?5f rfJatin9 t0 "e State Highway 
Recon8tructioS.     ' consi<Je"«»on of the Interchange 

other documents in th£ A•^1 C5 Plannin9 Prospectus, and 
considering it? PleSse aenU' "•'•lopin* a proposal and 
However, ylu may Me'ud. «fi« S^!" °f,,the3e documents. 
«hich I already h"e-     P   0t  tha £oll<»'i''g documents. 

MaiyfandDepartment ofTfanspoitation 
State Highway Administration 

RICHARD H TRAINOH 
Secretary 

HAL KASSOFF 
Administrator 

'JEC2 3 1987     Re. 

1. 
2. The environmental assessment. 

The green  'brochure.' 

•   ): 

Wtmt». MeCArr»tT. BHOOSIIT & KAPLAH. P.C 

Neil Pedersen,  Director 

3. 

RECEIVED 
NOV 27 087 

oiMnoUrncf* 
'"nwipifliBMirntajaj. 

November 24,   1987 

The noise study. 
«.      The air quality study. 

Jariff^i? analy3ls raenoranda that you s'ent to me earner  this month. 
5.     .........ii.  analysis 

earlier this month. 

I thank you for your cooperation. 

Sincerely, 

Mark Hessel 
Attorney for 
Chevy chase Valley 
Citizens Association 

MLH/smt/6270R/aiS3-l 

Contract  Mo.   M 600-101-370 
Interstate Route  495/ 
Maryland Route  185 
Interchange Reconstruction 
PDMS No.   151114 

Mr.   Mark Hessel 

^O-^^rr^nue8^^ ^ ^^   '^ 
Washington.   D.C.     20005-4797 

Dear Mr.   Hessel: 

Decem^ersrig^'letterr^"  t0.bot? ^^ November  24   and 
interstate Rout.  ^^SS^S %??%% fSESFJSf 

the P«leSrorac^^n20.Pr0,P9?tU"  im a ^^"t prepared  in 
selection PrZLtT^ln^ltllSlr^"^ th* ""ktEt 
consultant  service, were Ihi-f?     i ^*r ProJect'   •"   th. 
contract..   and  t^ST.r'SJp^Kj'XS!' OPen-end 

I960-,  concerning the  temlorlrt LI     th* •««••••'.   >»ade  in  the 
of Kensington Parkway. * natur» o£  th« "np. onto  and off 

partinent'J." ^SSnTtSilV-?* f0" COpie" of "^ oth« 
th. vibration.  -tSSJ ^iSh li .iSJ-et;   eXSept  tOT the rePort <" 
additional  inguiries  v«„  ., ,1SO enclo"<»-     I* you have  any mguiries  you are welcom.  to write  to me  again. 

.•'iciL J. PEDZRSEN 

Meil j. Pedersen. Director 
Office of Planning and 
Preliminary Engineering 

NJP/ih 

Attachment 

cc: Mr. Michael Snyder 
Ms. Louisa Goldstein 
Mr. Loui. H. Eg., Jr. 
M«. Sue Ellen Whit, w 

My txtphone nunber 1. 

393-7SU BMImor. Umn^TliZZlTf!. '?*•"•<> H^>"t « Sp.** 

^ 
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Sunraoo 
'3SO Nnrrom AvtBUt. M.w. 

December 5,  1987 

«r. »eU Pedetsen 
Director 
0"^n0ee'rrirnln5 "" *•»-«» 

707 N. Calvert Street 
Baltinnre,  Maryland    21203 

Dear Sell, 

78 

I a- liiT        .e2r.y 19S0'» regarding th« 
X a. interested in knowing eiactly what 

Village of NbrUi tne 
Beltway access ramps 
this comaitaent was. 

undef1C"chth:h:n8in^rr
t^D?"»s'»"'f discusses th. cospro-is. 

"•t iour office ha. accM^ •S.0rl9inaillr ballt'  I «»"«• 
AJOimentation.     CTnder SS2M«^I??W" -' atm relevant 
Article of th. MSJXBS ^"2    J0•1!,0* f?# Stat" 0»*«•«,t 
o* any written comiitaenS „ i^,„feTnall!r ^^""ng copies 
relating to  this aattec Sd «?2?r0"lsfa mada b* U,e SHA 

comaitments. "«« and any docunents that refer  to oral 

Please refer to SHA response 
on previous page. 

nt*. HcCArrntr. BBOOSICT & KAPUM, P.C 

W. Neil Pedersen                                    .2.                        December 5.  1987 - 

coop^ti0£
U V'tY nUCl, toc *out wntinulng courtesy and 

Sincerely, 

Nark Bessel 
Attorney for  the Chevy Chase 

Valley Citizens Asaociation 
««19R/ai53-l 2 

•        l^iMa       §•••        H^SM        aa^^ 
 ^ 

^^ •• n ••      ••§      ^Hl      ••! 
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Norman Chrlsteller, Chairman 
Montgomery County Planning Board 
H-NCPPC 
8787 Georgia Avenue 
Silver Spring, Maryland 20910 

Dear Mr. Chrlsteller: 

^^^rf^^^-       ^^^       ^^^       ^^^ RICHAH^^WA 

The members of the Bethesda-Chevy Chase Citizens Advisory Board are 
writing to you about an Issue that is extremely Important to the residents 
°X   elVS?'.. T',e.1j?ue' w,l1<:h has generated a great deal of controversy, is 
the State Highway A&ilnlstratlon's proposed changes for the Connecticut Avenue- 
Beltway Interchange. We understand that on December 3 the Planning Board will 
be reviewing this and and transmitting recommendations to the State Highway 
Administration. 

The Advisory Board members urge that both the Planning Board and the 
State Highway Administration take a closer look at the broad issues impacting 
the entire Connecticut Avenue corridor from the Beltway to Chevy Chase Circle 
For example, the Bethesda-Chevy Chase Master Plan Update is now In process and 
It remains to be seen as to how the Plan will address the Connecticut Avenue 
corridor. If the residential nature of that area is reconfirmed by the 
Master Plan this would Impact several of the options being considered by the 
SHA. Those options that allow truck traffic on Connecticut Avenue or that 
would involve widening lanes at the expense of residential property or access 
to residential neighborhoods would not be compatible with the Intent of the 
Master Plan. 

In addition, there are several undeveloped parcels of land In the 
Connecticut Avenue - Jones Bridge Road area. Any future development In this 
area will certainly impact traffic capacity along the avenue. A wider study 
of the Connecticut Avenue corridor which would include safety and traffic 

Maryland Department ofTransponatmn 
State Highway Administration 

R!CHAR_ 
Sacratary 

HAL KASSOFF 
Administrator 

UNO 

SEC 29 S37 

Ms.   Jane B.   Lavton.   Chairman 
Bethesda  - Chevy Chase Citizens Advisory Board 
Montgomery County Government 
7815 Woodjnont Avenue 
Bethesda,   Maryland    20814 

Dear Ms.   Lawton: 

Thank you Cor sending me a copy of your December 1st letter 
to Mr. Norman Chrlsteller.  I would like to take this opportunity 
to clarify some of the issues you raised in the letter. 

The proposals discussed at the public hearing held on 
November 16th, concerning the relocation of the Capital Beltway 
ramp from Kensington Parkway to Connecticut Avenue, were 
developed because Kensington Parkway is a local road maintained 
by the Village of North Chevy Chase.  Though there are numerou* 
residences along Connecticut Avenue, Maryland Route 185 is a 
major State highway. 

At present, trucks are permitted on Connecticut Avenue, but 
prohibited on Kensington Parkway.  By the year 2010, if the raap 
were relocated to Connecticut Avenue, an additional 170 to 370 
trucks per day could be expected. 

Before any decision is made, we will study the recommenda- 
tion of the Montgomery County Planning Board, and consider 
carefully the comments of concerned citizens and organizations. 

He appreciate your concern and thank you for your comments 
and suggestions. 

j-tu-. 
Sincerely, 
ORIGINJU. SIGNED B<£ 
HAL KASSOFF 
Hal Kassoff 
Administrator 

HKgdb 

Bthadi-CfccTy Clm« Center 

781 S Woodmont Aren-ie. Hetl,.^,. M.rvlinH ?A9M   ;nvno« <ti 

My taleptrana number la_ 

Tatfltypevrttar for tmpclrsd Having or Speaoil 
383-7535 antimcra Matre - 5«5-045i o.c. Matro - i-900-«»2-5oaa Staaoide Tdi Free 

7or North Calvart  St..  Baltlfflora. Uaryltf") 21203-0717 

P.2 

^^^Sl^^tSreCn^chlotsr^S!10" — " 
We appreciate the opportunity to share our corments with ?ou. 

Sincerely, 

-y   M/V,**„f     rtiA 

'tU^l- kuum^-. 
r ne E. Lawton, 
halrman ^ 
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John J.   .".a;'r.ias 
8312 Cor.r.e::icui Avt. 

Che^.-.- Chase.   Kirviand 2Qali 

Xo-.-e=3sr 23,   19S7 R£CEi\ VEL 

Maryland Department ofTransportation 
State Highway Administration 

L ichard H. Trainor 
Secrotary 

<Hal Kassoff 
Administrator 

Karj-land Ceparci^nr of Trar.sportacio-. 
S=«c.  Hijhvay Adxiai.K.iion 
Oftice of Plar.air.5 and Preliainary 

Engir-.eering 
Box 717 
Balcioore,  Maryland 21203 

i\:.\ 

'-"w-» ftiBajij. 

Dear Sirs: 

ca rn 

•^t-d3 
Re:     1-495   - Conneeilcut Ave.   Incerchanga    S^^n 

hearing rthel^ 5    ^"f" ,"e""nt ln ««»««« vi*  the puMlt 

aa a aeaber of the co^cii o' "•"!»«'=>• School.    As I noted at the hearing,   I 
CCCVCA-)  and the o"ML re^.^'l ^"l ^^ CltiZenS A»««eI«eion 
the affected area.     I^a" u"d 'her 

h?of," 8812 Conne«i=« Avenue in 
Beltvay.   and aa  the  „.£« of the  reside'^'of ^,   Pri0r  ^  **  0penln* 0f *• 
the vest side of the Avenue  in this area ^ 0f fc0m" faCir'S 0a 

that Se6  -bJud""""^:6 the PUbIiC h"rinS "—tically illustrated 
property values   for";";«"„«"««" T" ^J7'   ^   t*kln« 0f '"'"^ ^ 
Connecticut Avenue  nei-hborw^ !   't.   ^addi"0» « CCVCA.   three other 
opposed the  'build-  pro'poslls on rS *"7 »«• ^creation ..ssociatior. 
problem   and adverse^" a"ec     c°.  r!,??•"?', ^  ^^ ="""  Serl0US  "fl!W 
Avenue. '   a—ecw t..e residential character of Ccnr.ecticut 

convenIet«Shit0ishn^:^ ^K"  ?*"* vociferously about its  safetv and 
relocation   'if  the  State  b'uildl it  I"elf Vil1 *** ^W «  *• "^ 
egress   froi  that neLhbo-hood      ^  * J'":   eit?ensW«  'Or.• Road"   for special 
would be   far  less   expe^lve   to ^' " 7 ^ <ieSpi"   the  fact  *,«  *= 
allow local  traf-ic H , , ' SO0'e of ,:heir ""« barricades and 
a left turi provided a- c"neS 17'" ^ ROad *""& Cheir eo-»mlty. with 
turn signal could not b\ any Lr!^,       "^ ^ SOUChbound •««»•    The left 
ne«  intersection aZli^t L."    rlsn|?K

Clve
v
on Connecticut Avenue than the 

that  North Chew Sase  would!!   f !    ^  ^   "Greet, Road-"     Ie  is  * '»ce 
the  removal ofTheir 1-^tLll• I        ^ ^ild"  al"rn"^.   rather than 

""^r—r ^• «^0^ .-iT L-r6 ^r1 "af"c »i^= 

Re: 

December 30, 1987 

Contract No. M 600-101-370 
Interstate Route 495/Maryland 
Route 185 Interchange ReSonstruction 
PDMS No. 151114 

Mr. John J. Mathias 
8812 Connecticut Avenue 
Chevy Chase, Maryland  20815 

Dear Mr. Mathias: 

Thank you for your recent comments on the proposal to move 
the Capital Beltway ramp from Kensington Parkway to Connecticut 
Avenue.  Your comments will be included in the public hearing 
transcript. 

The comments and concerns you have expressed will be 
considered in our deliberations leading to a decision on this 
project.  Before a decision is made, however, we will be doing 
further investigation of other options which will address some of 
the concerns expressed at the hearing. 

Very truly yours. 

ofl^J   fjUevJ* 
Neil J. Pedersen,'Director 
Office of Planning and 
Preliminary Engineering 

NJP/ih 

Mr. Michael Snyder 
Mr. Louis H. Ege, Jr. 
Ms. Sue Ellen White 

My telephone number is nnn    333-1110 

... . „ . . T«l««yp««rrlter for Impaired Hearing or Speech 
383-7535 Baltimore Metro - 565-0451 O.C. Metro - 1-300-492-5052 Stamldo 1UI Free 

707 North Calvert St.. Baltimore, Maryland 21203-0717 

% 



5 cles* 
neighbors, ches* conditions «tiecc us and oar faailies as w*H. Such sa£*cy 
probleas could and should b« addressed bv less expensivt and less disrupcivt 
aeasures, including sigr.alizacion, bec=er anforcenent. becc^r raca iishcing. 

The  sclucion Is no;  co make Connecticut Avenue, vhich  is alr«adv vastly etc 
more hazardoi into an unllvable  Belrvav Junior 
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Tne  safacy factors deed by SHA  Co support  Its  "build"  >l:inu;<v<s in 
highly Illusory.    The "veivtng loop" vhich is cited is * problea is found la 
virtually every  interchange on the Beltvay.  oost of vhich have a fat higher 
accident  rate  than the Connecticut Avenue  Interchange.     In its place you would 
put in a new intersection, vlth a traffic light,  and cross-over left turn 
traffic,  vhich will be far more hazardous.    We have already had auaerous 
serious accidents at the stoilar intersection created In 1981 vhen you moved 
the other ranp  froa Kensington Parkvay.     You will also create nev pedestrian 
and vehicular hazards for people living on both sides of the Avenue. 
Pedestrians especially will be endangered.     They vlll have Co cross seven 
lanes  of traffic,   one.of then conclnuously moving,   Co get to and from buses, 
playgrounds,   church,   school,   and other functions.     Moreover,  under Option D. 
you even incend to remove  Che safety of a sidewalk,   for people to use to get 
Co bus  stops and for other valking in our neighborhood. 

A fourth lane  southbound on Connecticut Avenue, vlth nearly continuous 
moving right turn craffic Co Jones Bridge Road,  vlll cause unaccepcable 
hazards  and completely isolate Che Chevy Chase Valley community.     The homes on 
Connecticut Avenue and Jones Bridge Road vlll be the most grievously affected. 
but  the entire neighborhood vlll be severely Impacted.     The homes on the 
Avenue  and Jones Bridge Road vlll basically be deprived of ingress and 
•gress.    There vlll be a continuous' stream of craffic past our homes and 
drivevays.     The slight gap caused by the green light for vestbound Jones 
Bridge Road traffic vlll offer practically no respite for Che homes on tha 
Avenue and absolutely none for those on Jones Bridge Road,  or for tha people 
pulling into or ouc of Spring Valley Road.     Moreover,  on the Connecticut 
Avenue  side,  even If ve gee ouc of our drivevays or side screets, ve vlll b* 
caught In a right ram only lane.    We'll have to go to Ulsccmin Avanua or 
take a dangerous D-tum on Jones Bridge Road In order to go south.    The buses 
w*ll also have a serious problem getting back into Che souchbound flow, vlth 
only 3  lots between the bus stop and Jones Bridge Road. 

Furthermore, your plan to viden Cormecclcuc Avenue vlll require caking 
substantial porclons off of our front lavns,  including many trees and shrubs, 
which are essential In the fight against noise and air pollution,  and which 
make our neighborhood a desirable.  close-In place to live.    This deprivation 
will alter the basic residential character of Connecticut Avenue. 

It  is also highly doubtful that your so-called Improvements vlH aid 
cr*fflo  on the Avenue.     You are creating a nev road-block,   and accldenc zone, 
vlth the nev Intersection and light.     It Is highly questionable whether any 
more traffic vlll get through the Jones Bridge Road Intersection on a given 

si it i" d cch^^-rT'cozzi^on * nor« ^'^ '"^ -u paten-.ork ..reposals  tnat will  only make  things vorsa. 

C.nn.«reKv.1LVl«.;«,th'„';1ir,ft?,0ff,r-,,7 E• l=>r~= » 
real safety probUm    „n«J.n 1        .   r' "  ** P"?0"11 " »<"»« -w 
SHA should Mt eo"id« Tl'l   '   I,e'i""lln "'•**•   In * practical manner,   the 
solely to increas" h!\lt      S our,lind-   ">d <««l»«l=j our property values. 

7 increase  the property values of residences on Kensington Parkway. 

JustifUati'Tfo" *."££ ^"r \° ""C11 ^ Ch"• " y0Ur "*»«* 
over  30 year co•t=«e      IT' ^      , v*.^" nelSM'«>><>°<" «» =1" Co M 

orlglna/plans •d° ^r conlt^Son "' "* h0D" ln """*• Up<,n '• 

Sincerely, 

2 % 



OTouin of Qrt;euy Qtljasf 81 
(701) S34.7H4 

9awn ffaoBrtl 

JAN* «. LA-TON. am muwm 
CAmtrmvtni tm«Mr«* 

Mrl* wot* -*  111n   I, 

Mr. NellJ. Petersen 
Maryland Department of Transportation 
State Hiqnway Administration 
Office of Planning and Preliminary Engineering 

Baltimore, Md 21203 

UA*TM*J cum fj^ 
ANOmtA SK.>r>*STON| 

November 29,1987 

Dear rt. Petersert 

gsir ^issis^ ara^^rsffi5^ me 
%X£Fu$X!&j*the remov3, of «•» «3tSK^ 
Kf ^lH.0!!SlKt^fr,c a<,<,ed t0 Connecticut Avenue nortMound Oy movfna 
MEKlSfltw? ramp,t0 Conf,e<:tlcut Avenue will pU^Tiw        ^ 
i-ii1^?1* ^en on{o 3" a,re3dy severely congested roa<^ay Cars uslna 
Add? SSTlv^5^^ b*l

1.
t

i
wV """WOW^e Corv^tlSt A£S£ * 

«TXSl?^i'7' al.lf.w!i? Co^ectlcut Avenue nortft to tne beltway to Become 
a tnjc* route will adcfa significant number of trucks mrt now seek oth£- 
SttK^i61^^- c°^tlcutAvet^is^y^i^twstSrt 

« wi^'&^^Sffil^S*,y <lecre3se "* """"^ 

c2J25t Sit ^!IlUi'^^tirtss,ure.KW0uld ^ e^nnous to continue widening 
MST^^SIM^6•? t0 P?^ts rurtfier souUl Thls woum further undermine the residential nature of Connecticut Avenue. *•«»•««• •••••« 

rr^i'^MiLM^^'11 "* ""Pacted by the possibility of the orade 
?r»f [Si1 ie0^mll?,t AlLenue ProP0se(J by Montgomery County I fa 
M»w RoaS. g      abandoned B«, Right-of-way jus? south of 

tRSPFJl^XoZP r3mD.s at Comt<:tlcut Avenue and the Jones Bridge 
?^;..^5 r?t(^ ,Par1t*3y intersection should be not be made at the 
S«n?• ?f »si??1.fJt;intlv a,f.er,r9tne residential nature of Connecticut 
wider study and dialogue must take place. 

RECEIVED 
0£0   H  1987 

•i«J"JS•- fflH if 
'uni>s*naiiBsuTanMKi" 

Maryland Department ofTmspoitation 
State Highway Administration 

Richard H. Trainor 

"hal Kassoff 
Atfmtnistrxtor 

C-««* C-*«f  MO 20«' »-«»«• 

liilfRI AfidnH 

c-rrt-c-.M Moxotis^wat 

«.!i£e«rrlil!SLSI?V,lll9 the 'J63 or w,*n'"g Connecticut Avenue: a major study of Connecticut Avenue from the bejtway to Chew Chase Circle for 
both safety and capacity should be undi?K Also Kmen?Countv Is 
currently undertaking a revision of the BethesdaTche'vy Chased^twPlav 
vX^u^Vb•'* *] $* State sl^uld bS^ int^rarpi-Uf 
;5fL£! uatlS? ^ recommendations for the updated Master PlS These 
ni^SM^"^3COfnPrefienslveevaluationbyStau MCoun y 
tlK^Cha« a^0PPOrtUnlt,eS f0r lnput from a,, affects cimeyns In 

Sincerely, 

William A. wildhack 
Chairman 

December 30, 1987 

Re:  Contract No. M 600-101-370 
Interstate Route 495/ 
Maryland Route 185 
Interchange Reconstruction 
PDMS Mo. 151114 

Mr. William A. Wildhack, Chairman 
Town of Chevy Chase 
P.O. Box 15838 
Chevy Chase, Maryland  20815-0881 

Dear Mr. Wildhack: 

Thank you for your comments regarding the proposal to 
relocate the Capital Beltway ramp from Kensington Parkway to 
Connecticut Avenue.  Your concerns for the overall effect of 
widening Connecticut Avenue will be considered as part of the 
decision making process.  Your letter will also be included as 
part of the official public hearing transcript. 

Very truly yours. 

«)lJj ) P/JutiMv 

Neil J. Pedersen, 'Director 
Office of Planning and 
Preliminary Engineering 

NJP/ih 

Mr. Michael Snyder 
Mr. Louis H. Ege, Jr. 
Ms. Sue Ellen White 

My talephon* numb«ispni)        333-1110 

T«t«typ«vr1ttr for Impaired Having or Sp««ch 
383-7533 Baltlmor* Matro - 581-0451 O.C. Mrtro - 1-800-492-3082 Statwld* Tbd Frw 

707 North Cilvart St., Saltlmor*. Maryland 21203-0717 
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December 11, 1987 

Mr. Neil J. Pedersen, Director 
Offtte of Planning and Preliminary Engineering 
State Highway Administration' 
707 North Calvert Street 
Baltimore, MD 21202 

gpl1" 

ca> — r-o 

is. -aro 
ae  -n—( 

Dear Mr. Pedersen: 

The December 6 Newsletter of the Village of North Chevy 
Chase briefly mentions the proposal adopted on December 3 by 
the Montgomery County Planning Board to restudy the question 
of the beltway interchange at Connecticut Avenue with the 
suggestion that the 11 homes on Connecticut Avenue between 
Jones Bridge Road and the beltway be purchased and razed. 
The Village opposes the proposal. 

I am the owner of one of those homes and this letter is 
to let you )cnow that I strongly support the proposal. 
Several other of the owners I have previously talked to 
would also support the proposal.  We only ask fair market 
value of our properties. 

The reasons are fairly obvious.  Not only will the 
future value of our homes wAM. be adversely affected, but 
also the quality of our life.   Some of the houses have no 
access other than Connecticut Avenue; trying to get in and 
out of those driveways will be extremely hazardous. 

I am sending this letter also to Mr. Christeller and 
Mr. Keeney of the Planning Board. 

I hope the Planning Board's request for restudy of the 
issue will be carried out. 

Sincerely, 

Robert B. Mehnert 
Helene A. Mehnert 
8917 Connecticut Avenue 
Chevy Chase, MD  20815 
(654-7647) 

.:v 

Re:  Contract No. M 600-101-370 
Interstate Route 495/ 
Maryland Route 185 
Interchange Reconstruction 
PDMS No. 151114 

Mr. and Mrs. Robert B. Mehnert 
8917 Connecticut Avenue 
Chevy Chase. Maryland  20815 

Dear Mr. and Mrs. Mehnert: 

Thank you for your recent letter concerning the Montgomery 
County Planning Board staff recommendations concerning the 
proposal to reconstruct the Interstate Route 495/Maryland Route 
185 (Connecticut Avenue) interchange. 

We are in the process of studying that proposal.  We will be 
looking at the reasonability of purchasing all of the homes with 
direct access to Connecticut Avenue on the east side as well as 
the feasibility of providing alternative access for as many homes 
as possible. 

If we determine through our studies that relocating access 
or purchasing homes is feasible, we will offer to meet with each 
affected property owner before including this as an option for 
consideration.  We appreciate your letting us know of your 
support for the Planning Board proposal.  Please feel free to 
contact me or Ms. Sue Ellen White, the Project Manager, iftyou 
have any questions.  Ms. White's telephone number is 333-6431. 

i 

Very truly yours. 

•'L .1 :N 

Neil J. Pedersen, Director 
Office of Planning and 
Preliminary Engineering 

NJP:db 

Mr. Hal Kassoff 
Mr. Michael Snyder 
Mr. Louis H. Ege. Jr. 
Ms. Sue Ellen Whiter 
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39S3   HAMICT   PuhCC CHEW  CHASC   MAKrLAND   20813 

State Highway Ad.T.inistration 
Office of Planning 
Box 717 
Baltimore, Hd. 21203 

Dear Sirs: 

Dec. 1*, 1987 

RECEIVED 
DEC 28 1987 

On behalf of the Board of Directors and the residents 

of Kanlet Place Owners, Inc., I write to express our continued 

opposition to the plan to alter the Beltway access to Connecticut 

Ave. and to widen Connecticut Ave. to eight lanes in the area of 

the Beltway.  Harlet Place is a Cooperative of 75 town houses 

located in Chevy Chase, Karyland, close to Connecticut Ave. 

Among the reasons for our opposition to the proposal 

are:  1) the proposed alterations are an unnecessary expenditure 

of public funds, adding to our already heavy tax burden;  2)  the 

plan will increase, rather than alleviate, traffic problens in 

our area;  and 3)  the plan will drastically increase heavy truck 

traffic on Connecticut Ave. to the detriment and safety of those 

of us who live, work, shop, and vote in the area. 

We, in Hamlet Place, will watch with interest the 

positions taken on this proposal by our elected representatives 

as well as those who serve us within our State and County 
administrations. » 

Respectfully, 

vA&Lu 
William C. Benn 
President 

Copies to : 

Senator ochweinhaut 

Del. Robertson 

Del. Sher 

Del. Wiser 

County Executive Kramer 

County Council President Subin 

State Highway Administrator Kassoff 

SliA Maiyiand Department ofTransportation 
State Highway Administration 

•    s 
RICHARD H TRAINOR 
Sacratary 

HAL KASSOFF 
Adminlttntor 

^xgy 
JAM; 1888 

Mr. Willian C. Bennett. Jr. 
President 
Hamlet Place Owners, Inc. 
3583 Hamlet Place 
Chevy Chase. Maryland  20815 

Dear Mr. Bennett: 

— roso 
-Cf— o 

ro r:o«— 

S ox" 

Thank you for your recent letter concerning our i:nprov^5ent»£ 
to the Interstate Route 495/Connecticut Avenue interchange.g 

The proposal was first studied in response to a commitment 
made many years ago to the Village of North Chevy Chase regarding 
the temporary condition of Interstate traffic using Kensington 
Parkway.  We have added various options to the proposal to 
relocate the ramp to alleviate problems expressed by the 
communities on either side of Connecticut Avenue, north of Jones 
Bridge Road. 

Our traffic forecasts indicate that if the Beltway ramp is 
relocated from Kensington Parkway to Connecticut Avenue, an 
additional 170 to 370 trucks will be using northbound Connecticut 
Avenue each day in the year 2010.  The total traffic expected on 
the northbound roadway is 37,300 vehicles.  Currently, a 
significant number of trucks use Kensington Parkway despite the 
truck prohibition. 

No decision has been made at this point concerning hew the 
.State Highway Administration will proceed regarding the proposal. 
He are still in the process of receiving input from the public 
and doing further evaluations.  Your input is appreciated and 
will be considered before a final decision is made. 

0MOl!i£C#f<5te BT: 
HAL ZAssorr 

Hal Kassoff 
Administrator 

HK/ih 
cc:  Mr. Neil J. Pedersen 

Mr. Michael Snyder 
Mr. Louis H. Ege, Jr. 
Ms. Sue Ellen White-' 

•N 

My tdephone number l»_ 

T«l«yp«vTltir far Impilrtd HMrlng or SeMdi 
383-7533 Btnlmar* Mrtro - 365-0431 D.C. Mitre - 1-300-4*2-5062 StMMltf* Tall Frm 

707 North  C>lv«rt  St..  Btltlmor*.  Maryltnd  21203-0717 
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1. LAWRCXCC Mec*»rocY.. 
J*»«CS*. BOOOSAV 
*CTCI» C. HAPLAM 
'<»VlMO #   M«lJOUljt5 
HAtfM M. LCVlM 
(HCMARO I. PC»STCW 
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t-ESuC C. BCHOCR*    — 
MICHAtl^l A. Tt*3M*SON" 

JOMN OOCHCWTV" 
"AUCn   SCiCBCff 

ATTOHNEYS AT LAW 

SUITE SOO 

1350 New YORK AVENUE. N.W. 
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20005-4797 

(202) 628-2000 

TtLECOPtER (202) 828-2011 

February 5,   1988 

*        MARYLAND OFFICE 

SUITE 90S 
APTERr  PLA2A 

7200 WISCONSIN AVENUE 
BCTMESOA. MO soai^-^eo* 

(30i) saec^is 

Ms. Sue Ellen White ZL 
Project Manager = 
State Highway Administration «= 
707 N. Calvert Street ^ 
Baltimore, Maryland 21203-0717 

Re:  Public hearing transcript:  November 16  19fl7. r ^o^ 
and Maryland-185 interchange restriction  '    ' 

Dear Sue Ellen: 

Nove^r
nj6'0198rpu^ic

fLr
af^

ing
T
me the transcript of the 

it can be to cTr/ina'trso^Sch'paper!^"01"6 ^ diffiCUlt 

As we discussed this morning, t 
in the transcript.  I am enclosing 
the Town of Chevy chase and a copy 
on December 4, 1987.  r have a lett 
confirming receipt of those comment 
copy of the letter from the Village 
also did not see a letter from Mr 
do not have a copy of that letter, 
Mr. Kassoffs response which states 
be included in the record. 

here were several omissions 
a copy of the letter from 
of the comments that I sent 
er in my files from Mr. Ege 
s.  I will try to get you a 
of Chevy Chase as well.  I 

Victor Crawford.  Although I 
for your reference I enclose 
that Crawford's letter will 

the lo%•Z  "cord"6 ^t^atltT Pub1^. faring is not 

r"n 
<: -c 

WEINER, MCCAFFREY, BROOSKY & KAPLAN, P.C. 

Ms. Sue Ellen White February 5, 1988 

tht  ^nmnw9 Con,ralssi°n-  If the transcript is supposed to be 
the complete record, please let me know.  In that case, I would 
like to formally propose that the record be supplemented. 

,-„ ^fte5 W! Sp0ke this mornin9' I called Pat Willard who 
confirmed that the Planning Board has tentatively scheduled the 
issue for Thursday evening March 10, 1988.  It is my 
understanding that the Planning Board will be reviewing SHA's 
response to the Board's last proposal.  Please send me9a cooy 
of any written report on the matter as soon as it is available. 

Thank you very much for your cooperation. 

Sincerely, 

7)?^ 
Mark Hessel 
Attorney for Chevy Chase 
Valley Citizens Association 

Enclosures 

MLH/smt/815 3-l/8698R 

Response 1.  Citizens Written Comment #84. 

NOTE: Seventeen additional pages of written testimony were 
submitted by Mr. Mark Hessel, attorney for the Chevy Chase 
Citizens Valley Association, in conjunction with the 
public hearing process on this project. Because these 
letters are identical to letters previously submitted by 
Mr. Mark Hessel (see Civic Association letter number 5, 
40 pages), please refer to SHA responses to this citizens 
association. 
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The Snydermans 
8804 Spring Ualley Road 
Cheuy Chase, MD. 20815 

January 26, 1988 

Hal Kassoff 
State Highway Administrator 
Box717 
707 N. Caluert Street 
RaUimnrp   Mn     ? t ?flC 

RECEIVE: 
ft- II 3 

FEB,   1   ISac 

BISECTDi. OrtlK Cr 
'UXIIINC s p.tiimsAfcy EiijHn 
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I 

M 

U1 

Re:   Proposed State Highuay ftdministration (SHft) Plan to relocate the 
east bound beltuiay ramp from Kensington Parkuay to Conn flue. 

Dear Mr. Kassof f: 

Ue haue liued at the aboue address since 1963 and oppose the 
proposed plan because: 

• the expense inuolued is unnecessary; the volume of traffic 
northbound on Kensington ParVuay is not unreasonal and occurs 
primarily during a short period late in the afternoon; 

• mouing the traffic to northbound Connecticut uould create a truly 
untenable situation (from the standpoints of driueuay access ana 
noise) for those homeouners on the east side of Connecticut, 
north of Jones Bridge. 

•   the already existing traffic volume makes auto and pedestrian 
access into and egress from our neighbortiood (north of Jones 
Bridge, uest of Connecticut) uenj difficult; increasino the number 
of lanes on Connecticut and Jones Bridge as proposeoand putting 
some 11,000 additional cars and several hundred trucks on 
Connecticut uould be disasterous for us in terms Qf further 
crossing difficulties and increased noise; when ue first moved 
here this uas a quiet neighborhood; nou it's like lining next to a 
freeuay, uhich in fact it is. (Please, let's not make if uorsfe)   :~ 

• to the best of our knouledge there uas newer an "understanding" 
between the SHfl and the village of North Cheuy Chase that On_«- 
spite of SHfl claims to the contrary) the interchange from ..i-:-;.--'- 
Kensington Parlcuay uould be modified; the SHfl has never    "' 
produced a single historical document supporting such a position, 
yet has repeatedly slated that because of such an "understanding" 
it has as obligation to move the interchange. Baloney! 

- •= .si.-"--r...: 

Maryland Department ofTransportation 
State Highway Administration 

FEB 2 3 1983 

f^ 't >   r •    -        > ••' £t/* 

Richard H. Trainor 
Sacretanr 

Hal Ksssoff 
Adrmnisrralor 

Mr. and Mrs. Martin Snyderman 
8804 Spring Valley Road 
Chevy Chase, Maryland  20815 

Dear Mr. and Mrs. Snyderman: 

Thank you for your January 26th letter concerning the 
proposed improvements to the Interstate Route 95/Maryland Route 
1E5 interchange.  We have not yet made a decision concerning 
which alternative and options we will pursue.  Prior to making 
such a decision, we will be considering your comments as well as 
the other comments we have received. 

If you have any additional comments or questions regarding 
this project, please contact me or Mr. Neil J. Pedersen, Director 
of the Office of Planning and Preliminary Engineering.  Mr. 
Pedersen's phone number is 333-1110. 

Sincerely, 

0H1GI3A1 SICT^ 37: 
H41 KASSOJT 

Hal Kassoff 
Administrator 

HK/ih 

Mr, Neil J.   Pedersen 
Michael Snyder 
Louis H. Ege, Jr. 

Ms. Sue Ellen White 

Mr 
MD'. 
tit. 

UJQ- — 
->Oto 

My ttlephon* numtxr is (301U 

TelMyptwrltir far Imptlrtd Hewing or Spaacti 
383-7SSS BUtlmer* Metro - 565-0451 D.C. Metro - 1-800-4B2-50S2 Staewlde Toil Free 

707 North Ctwert St..  Baltimore. Mirylard 21203-0717 

mm&mmmmmmmmmmwm~wmwmwk 
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If, houeuer. a decision is made to relocate the northbound ramo to 
Connecticut ftue. 

• Option 6 in the SHft Plan should be implemented uith all traffic 
north and southbound, controlled by traffic lights on Connecticut' 
flue, to prouide gaps in the flou of traffic along Connecticut and 
Jones Bridge so that those of us uho liue in the arfa (west of 
Connecticut and north of Jones Bridge) can safely get in and out 
of our driueuays or sidestreets; 

• Options C,D,E,F and G should be rejected; 

• No fourth lane should be added on either side of Connecticut 
•ftvenue; 

• There should be no taking of property; 

-»  Jones Bridge Road should not be widened; that would create an 
intolerable access and egress situation for those residents in our 
area, as well as the nursery school parents and Cheuu Chase 
Recreation ftssociation members (ouer 500 familiesf uho use the 
CCRfl swimming pool (June to mid-Sept) and tennis courts (March 
lo Nouember), both located at the end of Spring Valley Road); 

• Pedestrian walks should be added to the safety islands at Jones 
Bridge and Connecticut to facilitate crossing Jones Bridqe on the 
west side of Connecticut; 

• Truck traffic except for local deliueries should be prohibited on 
Jones Bridge Road, clearly a residential road, a prohibition which 
would also reduce truck traffic getting onto Connecticut flue. 

Sincerely, 

Lois & Martin Snyderman 

bincereiy. 

**£? 
*& 
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February 2, 1988 

State Highvay Administrator Xassoff 

P.O. Box 717 707 N. Calvert Street 

Baltimore, Md 21205 

Dear Kr. Kassoff: 

I vish to express my opposition to any widening 

of Connecticut Avenue in the area of the I-I4.95 inter- 

change or any relocation of the existing entry/exit 
r amp s , 

Either of the above mentioned actions would 

significantly alter the residential character of the 

Connecticut Avenue corridor through the substantial 

increase in traffic.  Traffic is already at such 

high levels as to lead to unreasonable amounts of 

congestion. Exit from my neighborhood at either Woodlawn 

4 Connecticut or Jones Bridge lc  Spring Valley is extremely 
difficult at peak use hours. 

Moreover, correlary problems such as noise levels, 

ground vibration, and threats to pedestrians would also 

rise under the SHA plan. 

I respectfully urge you to oppose any SHA proposals 

which adversely affect the quality of life in our 

residential neighborhood. 

Sincerely, . « 

Qre'goft S.  EtMes 

3906 Woodlawn Hoad 
Chevy Chase,  Hd.    20815 

REC^VEI 
PEs   f   1385 

Ciiulji'.. 0r7ICi r 
n*«iKiKiji.-:«»iK,w> 

Maiyfand Department of TfBnsportation 
State Highway Administration 

PROJECT. 
OEVELOPHH! 

Fa ZS   9 ^ fiH '38 

Richard H. Kainor 
Sacratary 

Hal Kassoff 
Adminmrator 

'388 

Mr, Gregory S. Huaes 
3906 Woodlawn Road 
Chevy Chase, Maryland  20815 

Dear Mr. Humes: 

Thank you for your recent letter concerning the proposed 
reconstruction of the Interstate Route 495/Connecticut Avenue 
interchange. 

Your comments will become part of the public record and they 
will be considered in the decision-making process. 

We appreciate you taking the time to let us know your position 
on this matter. 

Sincerely, 

CRIGir.U, S.'OT^D BYi 
SAX KASSOFF 
Hal KassSff 
Administrator 

HK:tn 

Mr. Neil J. Pedersen 
Mr. Michael Snyder 
Mr. Louis H. Ege, Jr. 
>rs. Sue Ellen White 

0 
My laltphon* numtor it (301 )_ 

Ttf«typ0wrtt«f far lmpalr*d HMrlng or Sp««ch 
38J-7555 Biltlmor* Metro - 585-0451 D.C Metro - 1-800-482-5062 Stfttwldt Toll Fr»« 

707  North Ctlvert   St.,   Baltimore.  Maryland  21203-0717 
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Mr.   Hal  Kassoff 
Administrator 
Maryland  State Highway Administration 
707  N.  Calvery Street 
Baltimore,   Maryland   21203-0717 

FE9 10 1986 

OLICTS.. ima p 

Re: Interstate Route 495/Maryland Route 185 Interchange 
Reconstruction 

Dear Mr. Kassoff: 

As you know, the effect of increased truck traffic along 
Connecticut Avenue is a major issue in the state's proposal to 
move the Beltway ramp at Connecticut Avenue. Mr. Victor L. 
Crawford has shared with me a letter that you wrote to time on 
this issue dated December 29, 1987. 

In the letter, you stated that: 

Our analysis of truck traffic in the corridor 
indicates that if the ramp is relocated and 
trucks are permitted to use it to access the 
Beltway, there would be an additional 170 to 
370 trucks a day on Connecticut Avenue in  the 
year 2010.  We expect that the actual, number 
of additional-trucks would tc tovar^ tha 
lower end of this range because a substantial 
number of trucks violate the restrictions on 
Kensington Parkway today. These violations 
were noted by State Highway Administration 
personnel during field reviews. 

PROJECT 
DEVEL0PMr""!" 

Maryland Department ofTransportation   D i v • z; <%':""' 
State Highway Administration    ,   ,, 

MAR 0 1 1983 

Richard H. Trainor 
Sacrtlary 

Hal Kassoff 
Admrnmrator 

Mr. Mark Ressel 
Weiner, McCaffrey, Brodsky and Kaplan, P.C. 
Suite 800 
1350 New York Avenue, N.W. 
Washington, D.C.  20005-4797 

Dear Mr. Hessel: 

Thank you for your recent letter concerning the current 
Interstate Route 495/Maryland Route 185 interchange study. 

The truck count, on which the information on the current 
number of trucks was based, came from a count done south of Jones 
Bridge Road.  It, therefore, includes all trucks currently 
traveling northbound on Connecticut Avenue which use Kensington 
Parkway.  The percentage of trucks in this count was applied to 
the Connecticut Avenue volumes north of Jones Bridge Road. 
Because of a standard practice to consider the percentage of 
trucks constant along the length of the project, the trucks on 
Kensington Parkway were assumed to be on Connecticut Avenue.  As a 
result, the diversion calculated relates directly to those trucks 
that should either complete the northbound/southbound symmetry 
expected in truck counts or the maximum possible which could 
divert from the adjacent Beltway ramps given existing truck 
patterns. 

Anything larger then a pick-up truck is considered a truck. 
This includes vehicles ranging from delivery trucks to tractor- 
trailers.  Of all the trucks observed, less than 7 percent were 
tractor-trailers.  Most of the discrepancy in northbound and 
southbound truck volumes involved single unit delivery vans. 

Though no written evidence exists of a eommitmvit to remove 
the Beltway ramp from Kensington Parkway, it is still inap- 
propriate for a local road to be used as access to an Interstate 
highway.  For this reason, we believe it is appropriate to 
continue the study. 

363-7555 Saltlmarg M«tro 

My tdaphon* numtxr i»mni)        333-1111 

Td(typewriter for Impaired Hearing or Speacll 
- 565-0451 D.C. Metro - 1-800-482-5062 Staewide  Toll Free 

^ 
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WEINER. McCArrRET, BBODSKY i KAPLAN. P.C. 

Mr. Hal Kassoff -2- February 5, 1986 
Mr. Mirk  Hessel 
Page Two 
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I believe that this statement is inconsistent with the 
Environmental Assessment. 

First, the Environmental Assessment states that the 170 to 
370 trucks a day are in addition to an expected 18* increase in 
baseline truck volumes (p. IV-3). There are currently 480 
trucks a day using northbound Connecticut Avenue (p. II-4). 
This means that if the ramp is moved, the residents along 
Connecticut Avenue can expect 736 to 936 trucks a day traveling 
northbound.  That is an increase of 53% to 95% over truck 
traffic levels that the Environmental Assessment describes as 
•relatively heavy* (p. II-4). 

Second, the Environmental Assessment explains that the 
projection of 170 to 370 trucks a day is "the number of trucks 
that would be expected to divert from [Georgia and Wisconsin 
Avenues] to the new Ramp N-E on to eastbound 1-495 . . .* 
(emphasis in the original) (p. IV-3). Since the analysis seems 
to be based on diversions, it follows that the current level of 
truck traffic on Kensington Parkway was not considered in 
making the projection.  Therefore, it is not appropriate to 
subtract the Kensington Parkway trucks from the '170 to 370* 
figure. 

Another issue wh 
debate is the so-cal 
when the Beltway was 
residents along Kens 
early mo's that Be 
Parkway temporarily, 
ramp relocation, no 
alleged 'promise.* 
request to Neil pede 
commitments or compr 
oral commitments.* 
(attached) by saying 

ich has gotten a lot of play in the public 
led 'promise* that the state allegedly made 
originally designed. According to the 
ington Parkway, the state promised in the 
Itway traffic would only use Kensington 

Despite challenges from opponents of the 
one produced any concrete evidence of the 
On December 5, 1987, I sent a formal 
rsen (attached) asking for 'any written 
omises* and 'any documents that refer to 
On December 23, 1987, Neil responded 

We have oeen unaole to locate any written 
record of the agreement, or documents 
referring to the agreement, made in the 
1960,s concerning the temporary nature of the 
ramps onto and off of Kensington Parkway. 
(Emphasis added.] 

r«lOr»M^
CiS«0n h", yet,been »»<1« regardino the proposed ramp 

tbe0"^s ^ ^.C^=eS t0 *D'ly" the iaP'Ct-' and """« 

Sincerely, 

OMQriAJ. STCTffi B7f 
HA1 KASSOFK 
Hal  Kassoff 
Administrator 

HK/ih 

ec: Mr. Neil J. Pedersen 
Mr. Michael Snyder 
Mr. Louis H. Ege, Jr. 
»*. Sue Ellen White 
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Wcmr*. McC*rr»CY. BOCDSKT & K»PL*N. P.C. 

Mr.   Hal   Kassoff -3. February 5,  1988 
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I hope this puts the myth of the promise to rest once and for 

Thank you for your consideration. If you have any 
questions about this matter, please call me. 

Sincerely, 

Enclosures 

cc:  Victor Crawford 

HLH/snt/8693R/8153-l 

<fy«Ji fkutL 
Mark Bessel 
Attorney for the Chevy Chase 
Valley Citizens Association 

*3» 
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WCINCR, McCArrREY. SROOSKY i KAPLAN. P.C. 

•«*£• C   U*I.M 

•<"»*0• ******* 

*rTo»«CYi *r CAW 

SUITI 600 

• 390 Net* Yoa* AVCMUC. N.W. 
W»SMiN6T0«. O.C. 2000S-4797 

iten«2»-tooo 

December  S,   1987 

oott a*«-o«a« 

Mr. Neil Pedersen 
Director 
Office of Planning and Preliminary 

Engineering 
State Highway Administration 
P.O. Box 717 
707 N. Calvert Street 
Baltimore, Maryland 21203 

Re: Reconstruction of the Connecticut Avenue interchange 
of the Capital Beltway 

Dear Neil, 

There has been a  lot of talk during the public debate about 
• commitment  that  the State Highway Administration made to  the 
village of North Chevy Chase in  the early mO's regarding the 
Beltway access ramps.     I  an interested  in knowing exactly what 
this commitment was. 

Since  the environmental assessment discusses the compromise 
under  which  the Beltway ramps were originally btfilt,  I  assume 
that your office has access  to  copies of the relevant 
documentation.     Under  Section 10-614 of the State Government 
Article of the Maryland Code,  I aa formally requesting copies 
of any written commitments or compromises made by the SHA 
relating  to   this matter  and any documents  that refer  to oral 
commitments. 

Vtmin. MeC»rr*tT, B»OOS«T & K*»UK. P.C. 

Matytand Department ofTransportation 
State Highway Administration 

RICHARD H. TRAINOR 
Secretary 

HAL KASSOFF 
Administrator 

-i sea 

December 23, 1987 
Re:  Contract No. M SOO-lOl-^O 

Interstate Route 495/ 
Maryland Route 185 
Interchange Reconstriiption 
PDMS No. 151114 

Mr. Mark Hessel 
weiner. McCaffrey. Brodsky and Kaplan. P.C. 
1350 New Vork Avenue, N.W. 
Washington. D.C.  20005-4797 

Dear Mr. Hessel: 

I am writing in response to both your November 24 and 
December 5, 1987 letters requesting information pertinent to the 
Interstate Route 495/Maryland Route 185 project planning study. 

Enclosed is a copy of the Interagency Review/Scoping Meeting 
minutes.  This was written instead of a systems planning report. 

The project planning prospectus is a document prepared in 
the process of acquiring a consultant through the consultant 
selection process.  On this particular project, all the 
consultant services were obtained through existing open-end 
contracts, and therefore, no prospectus was done. 

We have been unable to locate any written record of the 
?2![!;<;rnent' or docu•ents referring to the agreement, made in the 
i960 s concerning the temporary nature of the ramps onto and off 
of Kensington Parkway. 

As far as we know, we have sent you copies of all other 
pertinent data concerning this project, except for the report of 
the vibrations study which is also enclosed.  If you have any 
additional inquiries you are welcome to write to me again. 

Neil J.Vfedersen, .JSirector 
Office of Planning and 
Preliminary Engineering 

NJP/ih 

Mr. Neil Pedersen 
Attachment 

December 5,   1987 

coop«"![o£U ^^ mth for  yOUr """""i"* e»«irt.,y .nd 

Sincerely, 

Mark Hessel 
Attorney  for   the Chevy Chase 

" '"fey qHBns Mmmttion 
6619R/8153-1 

Mr.   Michael   Snyder 
Ms.   Louisa  Goldstein 
Mr.   Louis  H.   Ege,   Jr. 
Ms.   Sue   Ellen  White 

My telephone number la_ 

...  ........ TOetypewrlter for Impaired Hearing or »pe«* -•- 
3«3-?555 Baltimore Metro - 963-0451 O.C. Metro - 1-100-4*2-40*1 Staowlde Toll free 

707 North Cetvert  St.,  Baltimore. Maryland 2120S-0717 

mm^'mm ^ 

^ 

£> 
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Samuel Silver 
8808 Spring Valley Rd 
Chevy Chase, MD 20815 

Maryland Department of Transportation 
State Highway Administration 

March   15,   1988 

Richard H. Trainor 
Secrstary 

Hal Kassoff 
Administrator 

Mr. Neil Pedersen February 11, 1988 
State Highway Commission Director, 
Office of Planning 
707 N. Clavert St. 
Baltimore, MD  21202 

Relocation of Beltway Ramp-Connecticut Avenue & Kensington Pkwy 
(Montgomery County) 

Dear Mr. Pedersen: 

Your study last year of the subject matter is not a very good 

sound and technical study, usually expected of the S.H.C. 

In shorty your proposal would not significantly improve the flow 

of traffic.  I£ there is a problem, it exists between Chevy Chase 

Circle and the Beltway.  Widening of Connecticut Avenue between-Jones 

Bridge Road and the Beltway and the destruction of the homes on the 

east side of Connecticut Avenue is a waste of limited funds.  (In- 

cidentally,raast- aide of Connecticut Avenue includes homes/practices 

of a doctor, dentist, and a veterinarian causing an expense of add- 

itional millions of dollars to cover value of business and relocation 

costs). 

It should be noted that all the citizens organizations along 

Connecticut Avenue between Chevy Chase Circle and the Beltway opposed 

to your proposal, including the some 550 member families of the Chevy 

Chase Recreation Association.  (9000 Spring Valley Rd., Chevy Chase, 

MD 20815).  Many of the associations have contributed funds to continue 

the legal battle. 

It is suggested that the S.H.C. announce a withdrawal of proposed 

plans and direct their efforts to improve signals. 

Re: 

Mr. Samuel Silver 
S808 Spring Valley Road 
Chevy Chase, Maryland  20815 

Contract No. M 600-101-370 
Interstate Route 495/ 
Maryland Route 185 
Interchange Reconstruction 
PDMS No. 151114 

Dear Mr. Silver: 

desire^or the iTL+V^  ?ebruary ""» letter expressing your 

We appreciate your interest in this project. 

Very truly yours. 

C^l ty fjJau* 
Neil J. Pedersen, Director 
Office of Planning and 
Preliminary Engineering 

NJP/ih 

cc:     Mr. Michael   Snyder 
/Mr. Louis   H.   Ege,   Jr. 
/Ms. Sue  Ellen White 

Sincerely yours, 

Saniip]   Si 1 vor 

My telephone number is (.1011 333-1110 

mi  »««« B.I.I .«-    T«l«yP««»rlt«r tor Impaired Hearing or Speech 
383-7555 Baltimore Metro - 565-0451 O.C. Metro - 1-800-492-5082 Statmlde Toll Free 

707  North  Calvert   St..   Baltimore.  Maryland   21203-0717 

^ 
^ 
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RECE^'^D B-*o        ^ 
FES   ie> lS;t „„,   „ 

-i/>4l Brookville   Road 
WK;?;.; o-virrat        "fTy Cha8e' Md- 208i5 

nwmuPiiut^r'Mn8,mFebruary "• 1988 

• Mr. Hal lasaoff 

I'^.'BO^^IV Aduiniatrator 
707 N. Calvert Street 
Baltimore, Md. 21205 

Dear Mr. iassoff: 

nrnnnLj"° •V1^08 «'^ ,OU t0 •8lc your helP ln preventing the 
proposed vldenlng of Connecticut Avenue between Jones Bridge Soad 
vnni- Highway. This proposed action, if ioplenented, 
would open up the Chevy Chase Lake area to additional conaercial 
fLA<

0I>B
1
entl/I,th thla developnent would necessarily coBe 

rilid^Ji T VlV I"'/10 ,'hlch ,'0nld ^P'" the «<«J»cent residential neighborhoods. The Chevy Chase area is already 
d«.l^-  ?8 i  ' tve t

h,ei,T7 i""0" of traffic asaociated with the 
developnent along the Wisconsin Avenue corridor. Our area neither 
needs nor wants sny additional comaercial development. 

n 4»?05?eetluUt Avenue l8 «lready three lanes in each direction. 
Aonittedly, there is rush hour congestion between the Beltway and 
Jones Bridge Road but this congestion nor.ally abatea south of 
Jones Bridge Road in the •orning and north of Jones Bridge Road 
in the evening. Moreover, ouch of the pressure is due to the long 
traffic lights at Jones Bridge which are required to allow east 
and west bound traffic to cross Connecicut Avenue. Widening the 
road between Jones Bridge load and East-West Highway would only 
cause further traffic delays as the four lanes had to funnel into 
three south of East-West Highway. 

There comes a point in tine when the connnnity and its 
leaders have to stand up and say "Enough!" We are at that tine 
now. I hope you will stand up and be counted with the community 
by opposing the proposed widening of Connecuticut Avenue. 

Sincerely yours, 

ri 
O-^Tp^ 

Theodore Ileinman 

v- 2 

3 

/" 

Ma/yfandDepartmentofTransportaDo/iDEVELopul 
State Highway Administration      D/VJSlow 

AM "I 

Richard H. Trainor 
S«cr«tsry 

Hal Kassoff 
Admrnistrator 

313 n 

March 4,   1988 

Mr.   Theodore Kleinman 
7406   Brookville Road 
Chevy Chase,   Maryland 20815 

Dear Mr.   Kleinman: 

i^prove^tno^n^i^^^"11 letter *b°^ the proposed 

feasibUi^^l^efo^^n/to^on3'^ ^ t0 ^-tig.f the 
leads froAensfn^on P^k^av lo ZZtTK^T the ramP that 

options being studied in c^niunltion w?^ ^nd Beltway- Several 
do propose widening ConneI?i2ut Av»nJ t ^e ramp relocation 
the Beltway and Jones Bridge Road Th^ el9^t ^aneS between 
Connecticut Avenue immediately south *"%;**»><*««»• ""ening 
intersection  in order to   inniLffJ? ^e Jones  Bridge Road 
may go through thlintersecllon Lt^ ""**>** ^ vehicles that 
cycle phase.     The ro2d wou?d  +Lturi'?9 each traffic light 
existing six lanes! hen WieXly taper down  to the 

not cSSi§:riSg1SifflnieSS[.^r,%t? be ^"iti^.     We are 
Highway and JoSes £& Road^^^^^^^^.^t-West 

that your„iirbeaLnte?n?dded,t0.OUr Pr0iect «"i»9 "-t so 
you have additi!nalPco•fn?ned 0f the study's progrlss.     if 
me or Ms.   Sue stltn mut ^Z'JSFH0•'   feel   free to «" 
can be  reached at ?30lj^333-643? Banag=r.     Ms.   White 

HK/t 

Kassoff 
Administrator 

cc: Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Ms. 

Neil J. Pedersen 
Michael Snyder 
Louis H. Ege, Jr. 
Sue Ellen White 

My telephone number it (301L 333-1111 

3»3-7535 Bemmor. Mrtro^Ms^s^o? "F*"** "••""O « Speech ^5 
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NOTE: 

The original of this letter 
has been misplaced. 
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t Maryland Department ofTransportaVon 
State Highway Administration 

March 30, 1988 

Richard H. Trainor 
Secratary 

Hal Kassoff 
Administrator 

Mr. warren Lasko 
3404 Rolling Court 
Chevy Chase, Maryland 20815 

Dear Mr. Lasko: 

Thank you for your March 8th letter expressing your 
concerns regarding the proposed improvements to the Interstate 
Route 495/Connecticut Avenue interchange. 

We are still evaluating this project and all the 
options.  In this process, we are considering the potential 
impacts of the ramp relocation and roadway widening. 

Please be assured that your concerns will be considered 
in the decision making process. Thank you for letting us know 
your position. 

Had Kassoff 
Administrator 

HK:db 

Mr. Neil J. Pedersen 
Jr. Michael Snyder 

s. Sue Ellen White 

My talephon* number it rani)       333-1111 

,.,  ,... „ ... TeletypewrFtef for Impaired Having or Speech 
363-7555 Baltimore Metro - 565-0451 O.C. Metro - 1-600-492-5062 Statewide Toll Free 

707   North  Calvart   St      ooittmnr*    uar.,i*«rf   •> ••>«-« -n T <•» 
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RICHARD L. WILSON 
8003 KENSINGTON PARKWAY 

CHEVY CHASE. MD. 2081S 

JIJ^ 

AU •    ^>tr-i4^f —    m - o ov - /o / - 3 7G 

.:-v<- -<L<<-ti-"        >J •    - ^'.c^w. '. 

S^PLA        :-L> 

tuc£~   <Q<ncm.    ~f>iaUz4k<z_   e-^ 

WJh*-      *}t.LC    •tttc*.?     yLe.      JL-?-* -A. 

^z-.-M*^   4X& <f-er*\ 

A908-19ea 

Maryland Department ofTransportation 
State Highway Administration 

Richard H. Trainor 
S*cr«tMY 

Hal Kassoff 
Atfmininrstor 

^t&f&P 

September 22, 1988 

Mr. Richard 1*. Wilson 
8905 Kensington Parkway 
Chevy chase, Maryland  20815 

Dear Mr. Wilson: 

r..i-..I??!!!! ^U^0r=y?Ur AU9U3t 29th letter concerning the proposed 
JoiSSrMr^ \ Beltway ramp from Kensington Parkway to 
•!nv of Tt    Ave^e-  We aPPre="te your concerns, and those of 
the'cur^n? f?:ld;?t8 0f the Village of North Chevy Chase, about 
Vtl,Vt I f^uatlon on Kensington Parkway caused by cars and 
llllllrXraJe"ln9 toward the Beltway.  We are also aware of ?he 
the Chevv Cha« S,^""3 S? ,UVe al0na Com^ticut Avenue a•\n the Chevy Chase Valley subdivision who oppose the relocation. 

BuildB^t^na?L^
eKP°tential.impaCt5 under both the ^i" a°d No- 

tt ILtllZ l^l  ?"  eln3 con3ide"d, the decision on what action 
to proceed with is a very difficult one to make.  We are in the 
process of evaluating the impacts and will make a decision once we 

£ui£E«"£d h" fa0tOrS-  We aPP""ate your interest anS willingness to share your thoughts with us. 

Very truly yours, 

Louis H. Ege, Jr. 
Deputy Director 
Project Development Division 

by / JL. tlhyn  Sid/urL 
Sue Ellen White 
Project Manager 

LHE/SEW/ih 

Mr. Neil J. Pedersen 
Mr. Michael Snyder 

My tilephon* number Is (mil      333-6431 

isa-msi R.uim~. u^    Tl*'*Wirtfr for Imptlrad Honing or Speach 
383  755S Bftlmor. M«ro - SB5-0451 0.0. Metro - 1-eoo-492-?6e2 Strt*,ld. Toll Fr.. 

707  North  Cal»ert   St..   Bsltlmof*.   «,rvlanrt   Jum-oriT 

^ 

% 
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JOHN   B. UMHAU, JR., M. D. 
aSOS CONNECTICUT AVENUE 

CHEVY CHASE. MARYLAND 20SI9 

(30l> eS2-.4200 

November 25, 1988 

Mr. Neil Pedersen, Planning Director 
Maryland Department of Transportation, SHA 
P.O. Box 717     707 N. Calvert Street 
Baltimore, Maryland 21203-0717 

Dear Mr. Pedersen: 

I am writinq to you to express my opposition to the closing 
of the Northbound 495 Beltway ramp on Kensington Parkway, 
North Chevy Chase, Montgomery County. 

As a thirty-four year resident at 8804 Kensington Parkway, 
the first house m the triangle formed by Kensington Parkway 
and Connecticut Avenue, just north of Jones Bridge Road, I 
have lived through many changes on this thoroughfare.  When 
my wife and I first moved here, Kensington Parkway and 
Connecticut Avenue were both two lane country roads. 

With the coming of the Beltway and the ensuing horrendous 
ii C1C at b0th the front and the ba<:k of our house, we were 

all but immobilized when trying to leave or return to our 
property by car. It was nearly impossible to enter the flow 
of traffic from the front of my house to travel the fifty 
yards through the light at Jones Bridge Road. For eleven 
years my wife literally had to stop traffic in order for our 
three sons to cross Kensington Parkway to attend North Chevy 
Chase Elementary School. So I am well aware of the burden 
beltway traffic has imposed on the Village of North Chevy 
Chase. * 

However, when the South Bound ramp was closed the situation 
was enormously improved. If the SHA made promises that ramps 
would be removed, I believe that closing one ramp has 
essentially fulfilled that promise.  Further, I guestion if 
the mere convenience of fewer than two hundred families can 
justify the total disruption of the lives, livelihood and 
financial investment of the citizens whose homes would be 
removed by the new ramp plan.  In view of the devastating 
effect closing the ramp will have on those families, in view 
of the great inconvenience to thousands of Marylanders who 
use Kensington Parkway, in view of the impact of added 
traffic on Connecticut Avenue, and in view of the relatively 
few people who will benefit by an expenditure of more than 
ten million tax dollars, I urge the SHA to leave well enough 
alone on Kensinai-nn D-arU-^a*, alone on Kensington Parkway. 

Sincerely yours, 

J&Cn  B. Umhau, Jr. 

Maryland Department of Transportation 
State Highway Administration 

ncw50jfCr   Richard H. Trainor 

0.'' 

bell 
.   '   halKassoff 

Administrator 

"3 m 'as 

RECCED 
rJOV 28 1966 

oiaaraj. MHI O 

funDBtntuiiutTaaiinMi.-i: 

December 12,   1988 

Dr. John B. Umhau 
8805 Connecticut Avenue 
Chevy chase, Maryland 20815 

Dear Dr. Umhau: 

o»ln^-n!LyOU f?r your "member 25th letter expressing your 
K^s&r^^^ Beltway rfmp^om 

a"frna£ivePini0no-d^ ?'* ?**'  We do not ^ve a P^erred 
to look for oSfnionf ^T h?ve^?en m!>de.     We are continuing 

a dlolsifn?        COmment3 and will consider them as 11 move toward 

Hal Kassoff 
Administrator 

HK/ih 

cc:    Mr.  Neil J.   Pedersen 
Mr^jiichael Snyder 

vJWT Louis H.   Ege,  Jr. 
Ms.  Sue Ellen white 

My talephons number is (301)_ 

383-7555 Baltlmora M..,,/81?,!?owrl,e, •0' '"Ipalrsd Hearing or Spaoch 
Baltlmor. MeUo -565-0451 oC Metro - 1-800-492-5062 Slfflewld. Ten Fre. 

707 North Calvert  St..  Baltimore. Maryland  21203-0717 >* 

<? 
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0 Maryland Department ofTfansportatton 
The Secretary's Office 

William OoneM SchMfer 
Govefnor 

Richard H. Trainer 
Socrstaiy 

8900 Sprlng^Valtey Road 
Chevy ChaseT MD 20815 

<301-652-3064) 

November 29, 1988 

December 14, 1988 

The Honorable Will Ian Donald Schaefer 
Governor of Maryland 
State House 
Annapolis, MD 21404 

Dear Governor Schaefer, 

As you aay be aware, for soae years the residents of the Village of 
North Chevy Chase in Mongomery County have been trying to have the 
entrance ra»p to the Capital Beltway (Route 495) moved from Its present 
location at Kensington Parkway to Connecticut Avenue.  In 1981, they 
succeeded in having the e*it ramp relocated, acting behind the backs of 
the other communities of Chevy Chase, all of whom have been adversely 
affected by this change, and they have been trying to pressure the me 
of the Transportation Committee of the State Delegation and other 

mbers 

legislators to put the Interests of the homeowners of Kensington'Parkway 
above those of all the rest of Chevy Chase, as well as the taxpayers of 
the entire state, who will have to foot the bill for the construction and 
demolition costs of this change. 

The methods of North Chevy Chase have Included egregious 
misrepresentation of the facts about present traffic conditions along 
Connecticut Avenue as well as along Jones Bridge Road between Connecticut 
Avenue and Rockvllle Pike when they testified at public hearings, and 
misrepresentation of the facts in regard to the amount of traffic on 
Kensignton Parkway, especially the number and size of trucks which they 
claim are using Kensington Parkway illegally. 

But their most outrageous ploy has been their—successful—efforts to 
enlist the support of Senator Margaret Schwelnhaut and Delegates 
Robertson, Sher and Wiser, who have been favoring the Interests of North 
Chevy Chase over those of the rest of their constituents in this battle 
for years, despite the fact that once anyone Is elected to public office 
that person acquires the obligation to serve all constituents equally.  To 
engage In conduct that would pit the interests of one group of 
constituents against those of others Is, quite simply, abuse of power. 

In this matter, because the above-mentioned Senator and Delegates 
apparently have numerous friends In the Village of North Chevy Chase, they 
should have scrupulously refrained from taking any part in deliberations 
or declslon-saklng on the grounds of conflict of Interest.  Instead, it 
appears that at least some of them have played an active role of advocacy 
for the Village of North Chevy Chase, evidently to the point of putting 
pressure on members of the Transportation Committee of the State 
Delegation to support the residents along Kensington Parkway. 

In order to move the Beltway ramp, which Is estimated to cost the 
State from (4 to »G million, changes would have to be made that would not 
only adversely affect the traffic on Connecticut Avenue and Jones Bridge 

Ms* Jeanne Oscrov 
8900 Spring Valley Road 
Chevy Chase, Maryland 2081S 

Dear Ms. Ostrow: 

Thank you for your recent letter to Governor William Donald 
Schaefer regarding the proposal to move the Beltway ramp at 
Connecticut Avenue.  The Governor asked that I look Into the 
matter and resnond to vnu fflroei-lv. matter and respond to you directly 

We are awa 
the Chevy Chase 
We have been wo 
and develop a c 
This has Involv 
engineering and 
the specific co 
Village of Nort 
with our build 
Connecticut Ave 
traffic signal 
Intersection. 

re of the strong sentiments of the residents in 
area regarding the proposal to move the ramp, 

rklng for quite some time to resolve the situation 
onsensus on what. If.anything, should be done, 
ed obtaining data and performing detailed 
traffic analyses.  We have attempted to address 

ncerns raised by both Chevy Chase Valley and the 
h Chevy Chase In the various options presented 
alternative.  This includes Improvements to the 
nue/Jones Bridge Road Intersection and a possible 
at the Spring Valley Road/Jones Bridge Road 

At this time no decisions have been made.  We are still 
evaluating the comments we have received and considering possible 
Impacts of a decision for either the. build or no-build alterna- 
tives.  I can assure you that we will undertake a decision-making 
process that is as impartial as possible and permits the 
viewpoints and concerns of all Interested parties to be heard. 
We appreciate receiving your comments and will consider them as 
we work toward a decision. 

Sincerely, 

Richard H. Tralnor 
Secretary 

RHT/ih 

Governor William Donald Schaefer 
Mr. Hal Kassoff 

My ntagtnn* mntmr Is 0O1)._ H<;0-7-<q7 
TTY For Th» Ouf (301) SS9-7227 

Cos OfllM Box 87SS. Bittlmore/WMhington Inlomaliooal Ainxxt. MarHind 212M-0755 
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Road, but also threaten the livelihoods of a physician, a veterinarian and 
a dentist whose hones and offices would be aaong 11 that would be 
condemned to be demolished on Connecticut Avenue, as well as of the 
proprietors of the Outdoor Nursery School In the Falrchltd estate house on 
Spring Valley Road.  The proposed changes in traffic flow would make it 
virtually Impossible for anyone to enter or leave the Chevy Chase Valley 
neighborhood, where the school is located, safely during rush hours.  Need 
less to add. It will also make it even more difficult than It is currently 
for the members of 55 households in Chevy Chase Valley to leave or enter 
safely to get to work or school.  The neighborhood would in effect be 
sealed during morning and evening rush hours. 

The Chevy Chase Valley Citizens Association has presented evidence 
regarding the consequences of the proposed changes to the State Highway 
Administration, the Parks and Planning Commission and the Transportation 
Committee.  Every neighborhood along Connecticut Avenue between Jones 
Bridge Road and Chevy Chase Circle would also be adversely affected, and 
all have so testified.  The Chevy Chase Recreation Association has 
testified that Its members would face enormous difficulty in having safe 
access to their facilities on Spring Valley under the proposed changes. 
At the open meeting of the Transportation Commitee on November 3rd, Mr. 
Nell Pedersen of the State Highway Administration answered questions 
confirming that the ramp relocation w2!il3_Q2£_iaB£22£ traffic flow on 
Connecticut Avenue, and W2U13_D2£_1BEC22£ the function or safety of access 
to 1-495.  He also indicated that the sole support for the proposed ramp 
relocation came from gone of the residents of North Chevy Chase. 

On behalf of the Council of the Chevy Chase Valley Citizens 
Association, as well as all the citizens of Chevy Chase who would be 
affected, I urge you to take action to ensure that any decision to 
relocate the Beltway entrance ramp is made only on the basis of accurate 
and adequate factual data and careful consideration of all possible 
consequences of changes of traffic patterns, immediate and future. 

But, most Important, I also urge you to take steps to ensure that the 
review of the facts and the entire decision-making process be impartial, 
and that everyone who would be affected be given complete information and 
adequate opportunity to respond.  One of the members of our Citizens 
Association was told by the Chairperson of the Transportation Committee 
at the November 3rd hearing that while she considered us to be In the 
right, she felt she would bave to vote In accordance with the wishes of 
our delegation (!>. 

Hy purpose in writing this letter is not to embarrass anyone or to 
make indignant accusations, but rather to ask for your intervention to 
ensure that every aspect of the decision-making process be carried out 
honorably and Impartially.  Obviously no Governor can be aware of all of 
the steps that lead to all decisions, or even of all the decisions taken 
under his administration; however, I believe that this is one about which 
you should be fully Informed. 

Yours sincerely, 

Jeanne Ostrow, Ph.D. 

^ 

\^ 
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IRA H. SILVER, V.M.D. 

•UdNlnJ i rntuliw'^r b-UESISS November 29, 1988 

Dear Mr. Kassoff: 

Thxs letter concerns the proposed Kensington Parkway/ 1-495 
beltway ramp relocation with an additional lane on the east side 
of Connecticut Avenue resulting in the destruction of eleven 
homes. 

Press reports quote Mr. Neils Pederson as stating at a meetina 
on November 17, 1988 with the Montgomery County Planning Board that 
it would cost |3 million dollars to purchase the eleven homes on 
the east side of Connecticut Avenue.  As one of the eleven home- 
owners I can testify that your cost projection is unrealistically 
low.  The current market value of these eleven homes already 
exceeds $3 million dollars without even adding the soaring price 
increase of these Chevy Chase homes in the future years when the 
beltway ramp project would have to be budgeted and actual work 
commenced.  Furthermore, your staff overlooked a very significant 
fact in its $3 million cost projection.  Three of the eleven homes 
are maintained as professional offices - physician, dentist: and 
veterinarian.  Thus, these three home/offxcirs~wbuld require a 
business appraisal plus incurring very expensive relocation costs. 
The present 1988 value for my practice is one million dollars - 
one third of your budget. 

The only group supporting the ramp relocation is the North 
Chevy Chase Village Association.  I am a member of this group 
and do not support their position.  Based upon my observations 
at meetings of the North Chevy Chase Village Association, the 
beltway relocation position is quite controversial among its 
members.  There is sentiment for and against the beltway ramp 
relocation.  Most residents are indifferent to either outcome.- 
Even the official position of the North Chevy Chase Village Assoc- 
iation - which desires the ramp relocation, - opposes the^desa- 
truction if the eleven homes along Connecticut Avenue. 

It is also a fact that every organized citizen's group alonge 
Connecticut Avenue from Chevy Chase Circle to the beltway, plus 
the 550 member familes of the Chevy Chase Recreation Association 
oppose the ramp relocation. 

•vgOB-ttffa 

Maryland Department of Transportation 
State Highway Administration 

Richard H. Trainor 
Stcratary 

Hal Kassoff 
Adminisirjtor 

LltC i 9 888 

Dr. Ira H. Silver 
Chevy Chase Veterinary Clinic 
8815 Connecticut Avenue 
Chevy Chase, Maryland 20815 

Dear Dr. silver: 

Thank you for your November 29th letter regarding the 
proposed interchange reconstruction at Connecticut Avenue and the 
It llll\ appreciate receiving comments from area residents as 
we work to solve this very complex and difficult situation. 

of tJhh„n0h^eSti?ate 0f three milli°n dollars for the purchase 
of the ten homes along Connecticut Avenue and the relocation of 
the affected residents was made based on current dollars.  In 
order to determine the cost several years down the road, an 
appropriate inflation factor should be used. 

rofiZl 11*  curren"y in the process of updating these costs to 
It  I It  the current market.  As part of this work we will verify 
that the relocation of any existing businesses are included.  It 
businesses•3  praCtlce to rel°=ate rather than purchase affected 

varv H^f?^^i0n 0£ l^^"   °r   n0t the ramP Sh°uld be moved " a very difficult one.  He have been working toward developing a 
consensus among area residents.  At this point, howeverT that 
does not seem possible.  We will continue to consider the 
potential impacts of this project and will make a decision based 
on our evaluation. 

HK/ih 
cc:  Mr. Neil J. Pedersen 

Mrv^Michael Snyder 
~-i*€\   Louis H. Ege, Jr. 
Ms. Sue Ellen White 

Kassoff 
Administrator 

8815 CONNECTICUT AVE • CHEVY CHASE, MAHYIAND 20615 
301-656-6655 

My telephone number is (3011        333-1111 

mi-7... .„„_ .,_    T«l«typ«wrlt« for Impaired Heerlno or Speech 
383  755S Balllmora Metro - 585-0451 O.C. Metro - 1-8OO-«92-S082 Stetewlde Toll Free 

707 North Calvert St.. Baltimore. Maryland 21203-0717 •ri 
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I believe it is traeic for the State to be wasting funds on 
a questionable project when there are so many urgent unmet needs 
in Montgomery County and the State of Maryland.  The beltway ramp 
relpcation project for the past two years has been very contro- 
versial and has created bitterness and diviseveness ift the 
communtiy.  I think the tine is long overdue for the State 
Highway Administration to announce abandonment of the project. 

< 
I 
h-1 

O 

Sincerely, 

Ira H. Silver, V.M.D. 

IHS/sas 

V2 
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8806 Spring Valley Road 
Chevy Chase, Md. 20815 
November 30, 1988 

Maryland Department of Transportation 
State Highway Administration 

Richard H. Trainor 
Sscwaty 

Hal Kassoff 
Administrator 

Mr. Neil J. Pedersen, Director 
Office of Planning and Preliminary Engineering 
State Highway Administration 
P.O. Box 717 
Baltimore, Maryland 21203-0717 

Subject: Proposed moving of Beltway Ramp from Ker 
to Connecticut Ave. 

%*>^ 

sington Parkway 

December 22, 1988 

< 
I 

Dear Mr. Pedersen: 

This is to point out one other factor that should be 
considered in making a decision to move the beltway ramp from 
Kensington Parkway to Connecticut Ave. Traffic on Connecticut 
Avenue between Jones Bridge Road and the Beltway is now so heavy 
that the Police cannot enforce observation of traffic laws or 
even patrol the area.  Traffic on Kensington Parkway, on the 
other hand, is subject to frequent police patrols.  Moving the 
Beltway bound traffic from Kensington Parkway to Connecticut Ave. 
would provide opportunity for more drivers to ignore the rules of 
the road (and common courtesy) and increase the hazards of 
driving, walking or living in the area. 

Sincerely, 

Senator Margaret Schweinhaut 
Delegate Patricia Sher 
Delegate C. Lawrence Wiser 
Delegate Jennie Forehand 
County Council 

Mr. Frederick W. Lawrence 
8806 Spring Valley Road 
Chevy Chase, Maryland 20815 

Dear Mr. Lawrence: 

Thank you for your November 30th letter regarding the 
proposal to move the existing Beltway ramp from Kensington 
Parkway to Connecticut Avenue.  Your comments regarding police 
patrols are interesting and we will consider them as we work 
toward a decision on this very difficult issue. 

Very truly yours, 

Neil J. Pedersen, Director 
Office of Planning and 
Preliminary Engineering 

NJP/ih 

Mr. Michael Snyder 
Mr. Louis H. Ege, Jr. 
Ms. Sue Ellen White 

HK.; : 

My telephon* number is innn 333-1110 

•,.•>  -,<<. o.,., ..       T«t«typ«wrlt«r for Impalrad Hsirlng or Spaacti 
383-7553 Baltimore Metro - 585-0451 D.C. Metro - 1-800-492-5062 Steiewlde Toll Free 

707   North  r^lv-rt   St      " xU l-w..    Miroiin^   u.^n-i-nT-r ^ 

0° 
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8808 Spring Valley Road 
Chevy Chase, Maryland 20315 

December 31, 1988 

Mr . Hal Kassoff 
Adm i n i s t r a t o r 
Maryland State Highway Administration 
707 North Calvert Street 
Baltimore, Maryland   21202 

Dear Mr. Kassoff: 

My community is opposed to a proposed State Highway 
Administration (SHA) project to relocate a Beltway (1-495) ramp 
from Kensington Parkway to Connecticut Avenue, with the 
possibility of destruction of eleven homes on the east side of 
Connecticut Avenue to build an additional lane. 

The   foilowi ng 
considerat ion: 

significant   facts  for  your 

< 
I 
h-1 

1. Every citizens association and the various incorporated 
Chevy Chase areas along Connecticut Avenue from Chevy Chase 
Circle to the Beltway, including the 550 member families of 
the Chevy Chase Recreation Association, are opposed to any 
change. The opposing organizations represent several 
thousand homeowners and some 7,000 registered voters in the 
affected election district/precincts. Only the Village of 
North Chevy Chase (less than 200 homes) supports the change 
and they are divided if a poll were taken. However, even 
this village is against the demolition of the eleven homes. 

2. SHA acknowledges that the ramp relocation provides no 
improvement to the present bottleneck, Jones Bridge Road- 
Connecticut Avenue intersection, no improvement to the flow 
of traffic on  Connecticut  Avenue,  and  no  improvement in 
•safety for access to 1-495. 

3. Ramp relocation will permit additional northbound truck 
traffic on Connecticut Avenue to the Beltway - now 
prohibited on Kensington Parkway. This truck traffic through 
the Connecticut Avenue residential corridor will endanger 
childrens' safety and create environmental problems, as more 
noise and pollution. 

4. Most of the homes abutting Kensington Parkway approaching 
the Beltway were purchased with the prior full knowledge of 
the existing 1-495 Beltway ramp. Additionally, traffic on 
Kensington Parkway was relieved when several years ago the 
southbound exit Beltway ramp was relocated from Kensington 
Parkway to Connecticut Avenue. 

*^P 
Maryland Department of Transportation 
State Highway Administration 

PROJECT   Richard H. Traim 
DEVELOP'''-"5''"""1' 

JiH 25    3 '.2 fll '83 

Hal Kassoff 
Administrator 

January 24, 1989 

Mr. Samuel Silver 
8808 Spring Valley Road 
Chevy Chase, Maryland 20815 

Dear Mr. Silver: 

Thank you for your recent letter concerning the proposal to 
relocate the beltway ramp from Kensington Parkway to Connecticut 
Avenue. 

We have received many letters concerning this project, both 
supporting and opposing it.  We have been working at trying to 
develop a prudent course of action that is in concert with the 
transportation needs of the community, and with the views of 
elected officials and area residents.  Thus far, this has not 
been possible.  No decisions have yet been made regarding the 
project and we are weighing all the comments we have received. 

Again, please be assured that your specific comments will be 
considered as we work toward a decision. 

•ial Kassoff 
Administrator 

HK/t 

cc:  Mr. Neil J. Pedersen 
Mr^, Michael Snyder 
JtfT Louis H. Ege, Jr. 
Ms. Sue Ellen White 

My lelephone number is (3011_ 

,..  _„._,, Telatypewrlter for Impaired Hearing or Speech 
383-7555 Baltimore Metro - 585-0451 O.C. Metro - 1-600-492-5062 Statewide Toll Free 

707 North Calvert  St..  Baltimore, Maryland 21203-0717 
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Mr. Hal Kassoff 

5. There would be an increased hazard to boi passengers and 
pedestrians, already endangered when they seek to cross 
Connecticnt Avenue. 

6. The present Chevy Chase beauty and flavor of a 
Connecticut Avenue residential corridor would be destroyed 
by the widening of Connecticut Avenue for another lane and 
the possible destruction of eleven beautiful homes for the 
I ane . 

7. The project is very costly and the SHA is underestimating 
by many millions of dollars the total cost at the time the 
work would actually commence. For instance, three of the 
eleven hoases being considered for destruction are home- 
professional offices - physician, dentist, and veterinarian 
which would be a severe loss to the area and would involve 
expensive relocation costs. Also, SHA does not factor into 
the projected costs the loss  of  property  tax  revenues to 
Montgomery  County  and  the  State  of  Maryland that would 

^ result from the destruction of homes on Connecticut Avenue. 

I i 
^ in      summary,  this  costly  project  provides  no significant 
^j     benefit and  the meager  highway funds  available would be better 
(^     spent  on  the  many   critical  unmet   transportation  projects 

elsewhere in Montgomery County or the State of Maryland. 

Sincerely yours, 

S Q^TV^ •S&JJZJ-J 

Samue1 Silver 

SS/ahs 
cc: Governor William Donald Schaefer 

Mr . Ne i1 Peder sen 

-SS 
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January 23, 1989 

Mr. Samuel Silver 
8808 Spring Valley Road 
Chevy chase, Maryland  2 0815 

Dear Mr. Silver: 

Thank you for your recent letter to Governor William Donald 
Schaefer concerning the proposal to relocate the beltway ramo 
from Kensington ParJcway to Connecticut Avenue.  The Governor* 
asked that I respond to you directly. 

We appreciate your sharing with us your concerns regarding 
the proposal to relocate the beltway ramp.  All the concerns of 
area residents are being considered as we work toward a decision 
on this very difficult matter.  While strong sentiment has been 
expressed against the relocation, we have also received much 
correspondence supporting the project.  Because of the unusual 
situation of an interstate ramp being accessed by a local 
residential road, it is important that we fully investigate all 
aspects of the project before making a decision.  We are con- 
sidering the expense of the project and the best use of tax 
dollars. 

Once again, thank you for your interest.  We appreciate 
knowing the views of area residents. 

Sincerely, 

'JB/  HI CHARD 3. TRAOOH 

Richard H. Trainor 
Secretary 

SHT/ih 

cc:  The Honorable William Donald Schaefer 
Mr. Hal Kassoff 

bcc: Mr. Neil J. Pedersen 
Mr. Michael Snyder 
Mr. Louis H. Ege, Jr. 
Ms. Sue Ellen White 

#. 
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February 6, 1989 

20815 

Mrs. William C. Pennington 
9100 Kensington Parkway 
North Chevy Chase, Maryland 

Dear Mrs. Pennington: 

Thank you for your January 22nd letter to Governor William 
Donald Schaefer regarding the proposed relocation of the Beltway 
ramp from Kensington Parkway to Connecticut Avenue.  The Governor 
asked that I respond to you directly. 

We are in the process of evaluating the comments we have 
received and the results of our engineering studies in order to 
determine the best course of action.  This is a difficult 
decision to make as there are very strong sentiments on both 
sides of the issue.  We have been trying to develop a consensus 
among the concerned citizens, but we have been unsuccessful to 
this point.  As we move toward a decision, we will be weighing 
tl     5a<*0fs'  ^"r comments will certainly be included as part of 
the decision-making process. 

..w.  If yoU have any additional comments or questions regarding 
this project, please feel free to contact me or Mr. Hal Kassoff, 

(301) 333-lillWay Administrator-  Mr- Kassoff can be reached at 

Sincerely, 

Trainor Richard H 
Secretary 

RHT/ih 

cc:  The Honorable Jennie Forehand 
Mr. Hal Kassoff 

bcc: Mr. Neil J. Pedersen 
Mr. Michael Snyder 
Mr. Louis H. Ege, Jr. 
Ms. Sue Ellen White 

^ 
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^Y  9   1389   • 

SECnETARY 
OF TRANSPORTATION 

tliKIOi. CiYiCE UF 
[ixc s Piuiaiwsy UEi^tjim 

8900 Spring Valley Road 
Chevy Chase, Maryland  20815 
May 1, 1989 

Tralnor 

\o ̂  
A 

-Ts 
Mr.   Richard   H. 
Secretary 
Maryland Department of Transportation 
Post Office Box 8755 
Baltimore/Washington International Airport 
Maryland  21240-0755 

Dear Secretary Tralnor: 

Ke, as the representatives of comnunitles which will be 
adversely affected by relocation of the access ramp to route 
495 fror. Kensington Parkway to Connecticut Avenue, urge 
you to reconsider its inplementation, to which we are very 
strongly opposed. 

The proposal to relocate nade by representatives of 
District 18 was nade without adequate consultation with our 
comnunitles and before we could make our objections clear to 
the rest of the legislature.  We hope that your department 
will be nore sensitive to the needs and wishes of the citizens 
of our combined comnunitles, especially in view of the assurance 
that we were given at a meeting quite sor.e tine ago at the 
North Chevy Chase Elementary School at which Michael Snyder 
represented your departnent, that if the comr.unity opposes 
relocation, it won't be done. 

rnc homcownoi-c of North Chevy cnaac »»<> -HI i.«nofit from 
relocation have from the very beginning insisted on v^p^.cont- 
tng this matter as a dispute which involves only North Chevy 
Chase and Chevy Chase Valley.  Since North Chevy Chase is a 
much larger community than Chevy Chase Valley, and since feu 

people are ever likely to oppose a measure which reduces traffic 
in their neighborhood, they claim that the r.ajority of citizens 
favor relocation. 

However, all of the comir.unit ies which border Connecticut 
Avenue will be adversely affected by relocation.  Our communities 
have already suffered greatly from the increase in truck 
traffic since the exit ramp was relocated.  This has proved 
to be not merely extremely unpleasant to homeowners along 
Connecticut Avenue, who have borne the brunt of added n°lse 

and pollution from trucks, but the increased number of trucks 
have created a significant safety hazard to pedestrians who 
need to cross Connecticut Avenue, especially to our children 
on their way to and from school.  Removal of the last constraint 

i 
MAY - 8 m 

'••.'0Kr. 

May  23,   1989 

<<? 

Jeanne Cstrov, Ph.D. 
8900 Spring Valley Road 
Chevy Chase, Maryland 20815 

Dear Dr. Ostrow: 

Thank you for your recent letter regarding our decision on 
the proposed Connecticut Avenue ramp rellcation.  We are aSare\t 

SeUconsi^red an ^T 0t  0ther3 0Pp0Sed to ^ rEp'SlSSEioSf sion? options very carefully before making a deci- 

quiteAI diffi•i?WSnVthe 2ecisi?? regarding this project was quite a aifflcult one to make.  All factors were weiahed and 

n^elf^nv^ecLTo deci^\0n OUr COUrSe of a"ion.  Unfortu- nately, any decision would have been objectionable to some. 

P,mrt4n^ T^1^ Point' only the current planning phase is funded. 
££ no! JM? * ava"fble for engineering or construction, and we 
are not able to predict when it will beSome available. 

I regret that we cannot provide a more positive resnonse 
SiEISJE appreciate your interest in thisPprojec? lll^otr 
wxllingness to share your concerns with us. 

Sincerely, 

/>/ HICBJLH).' 1.  IJCLVOP. 

Richard H. Trainor 
Secretary 

RHT/ih 

cc:  Mr. Hal Kassoff 
Mr. Neil j. Pedersen 
Mr. Michael Snyder 

bcc: Mr. Louis H. Ege, Jr. 
Ms. Sue Ellen White 

.-...'-"'"v.'. 

% 
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Secrctaty   Richard   II.   Trains 
May   1,    11'89 
Page   Two 
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truck traffic can only result in a 
n increase of this hazard. 

the 

argunen 

All of Chevy Chase is a residential neUhWhood:^ 
t that was used to Justiry rcio^.    .    .-_„,« 

idential neighborhood whereas 

owners ana pi 
Avenue north of Jones Bridge Road. 

Moreover, from what we have seen of the plans  or the 
proposed access route, it appears certain that " «" "sult 

in ?ar more accidents than the present access rarr.p, which 
has just been rebuilt with taxpayers' money. 

Taking everything Into consideration, how can the 
expenditure for relocating this ranp be justified. 

cc:  Governor Willian D. Schaefer 
Mr. Hal Kassoff 
Mr. Neil Federsen 

Very truly yours. 

r^ic Q^i** ft-?- 
t ((.««. cU, u±(£ 

i \.% •'••• 

^ U>~<- ^f 
\.. A *--.•. iHr. .•••:r- 

(i. >.•••• •'•> 
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J. Ostrov, I'll.I). 
652 - JOfi'l 

Copy of iMitorial for Vashln,-.:ton Post of 3/7/^9  or 3/ 1't/ 39 

'fills year's session of the V.arylcmd  logislature has ended, end thn 
congratulations and self-congratulations are fading fron memory.  Uut 
some of us did not find cause for celebration; in fact, wo witnessed a 
Kafkaesque charado played out bj .the senator and dolesates of District 
18 and the rest of the Nontsomery County representatives.  At issue is 
the decision to have the access ranp to route ^95 relocated from i.en- 
sington Par!cway to Connecticut Ave., entirely for political reasons. 
ITot only will it not improve transportation in the area, it will con- 
siderably worsen it. 

The traffic changes which will result if this relocation is imple- 
mented will adversely affect the entire Connecticut Ave. corridor, as 
well as Jones Bridge ?.d. west of Connecticut Ave,  These changes will 
also affect all motorists who use this access to the Lleltway because t'ie 
proposed design and engineering nodifications will both increase their 
inconvenienc: and alrcost certainly increase their rislc of an accident. 

»«.•>•<«•* 

Traf fict frora ."onsington Parlcvay by the proposed relocation must go 
somewhere, and the only place it can go is onto Connecticut Ave,  I.otth 
Chevy Chase has already succeeddd in relocating the exit ramp and its 
flow of traffic onto Connecticut Ave., thereby enormously reducing its 
butden by shifting it in front of tho homes of the community on the 
west side of the  Avenue...Except during evening rush hour, traffic 
alonj onsington Par!:way is ligfi-t. ' 

fho changes proposed by the State Highway Administration do not 
include widening Connecticut Ave.  The Additional traffic that will be 
funnelsd into the section between Jones 'Jrid.jO .'id. and the Beltway will 
undoubtedly ;ro:\rly increase the traiVic backups durin.;; ovenir.;: rush 
hours south alo:i.-; wonn. Ave. to the Circle and vest alon.-v Jonos  riil :o 
.d. to .ethescla.  I:i addition, tlie traffic that will bo generated iiy 
t'.-.o .'.ii.'.lios i.cilical Institute, which was never factored into t!:o pro- 
joctior.s when this proposal was r^f.tlied by the di.A, will ojencorbate 
these backups.        vitll the e.tceptioa OI- tho small comnercial center .it 

.11 of Chevy Chassis and always '.'.as bneii .1 residential nei<;!ib;6or- 
hood! tho Jus tifivneion for relocation that the access ran-.p does not 
belong in a residential neighborhood is specious.  Ori.-jinall;.-, v.-J'.at is 
now called :ensirK:ton >"ar.:way v.as Connecticut Ave. , tho major route be- 
tween the district and .".onsington.  ',.;hat is row ."onn. .'.ve, was an  un- 
r.ni.iRd county road that was only widened and made a state road after the 
elt'..'ay was planned.  Clearly it was more lo-;ieal for the planners to 
locate tho access rai.irjs,, than on tho then less important route of Coin. .'.v». 

IT tho rai.-.n relocation is ir.plowc'ited, the traffic pressures to 
widou ••onn. wo. all the t.-.iy to ^he-.-y CV.ase .irclo will i;eco:..o inoxorr.hle, 
especially since relocation will result in a -reat iv.creaae in CT-IC c 
traffic, which is ;iov co.i^t:'=l:-.au by oho fact that trucks cannot uza 
ensin.iton ;:ar way to access tho Joltway.  inievy Chase is one of the 

o   stof tho rosidontial nol;;!iborhoods in tho p.roa. •••'i t\i   beautiful 
trooa lininr; >""onn. Ave. and with hones that very closely bordor it.  .0 
further widen this ..venue Kill cause dovastati::;: destruction. 

(Thovy OUanc .r.a*:o , 

3-^ 
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Chevy Chaao has already suffered an influ:: of trucks since the 
exit ramp was relocated.  In addition to the added burded of pollution 
and noise, trucks have proven a considerable safety hazard, especially 

"to pedestrians, including commuters who use buses instead of cars, 
and children on their way to and from school.  The projected increase 
of truc.'c traffic will sir^iificantly increase this hazard. „ 

We who oppose thi ra;np relocation believe that it would bo an 
irresponsible and unjustifiable use of ;tai money.. In order to benefit 
tho residents of a short stretch of Kensington Parkway who want to turn 
baclv the clock by thirty years to escape the consequences of devolop- 
mont, the state's taxpayers will have to pay an estimated cost of 
between 6 and 10 million dollars.  Ilio present access rarap has just 
been redesi^ed and rebuilt with taxpayers' dollars. 

However, in addition to tie issue of responsible use of public 
funds, there is a strong element of injustice in this decision.  Tho 
proposed traffic changes will have a drastic impact on the residences 
on the east side O-T Conn. Ave.  v.-hich already lost part of their from 
yards whon Conn. Ave. was v.-ideneds for raost of then the traffic will be 
so close to their t)ones as to make them unfit to live in.  .'or the 
three professionals, a physician, a veterinarian and a dentist, who 

^ hava lonj maintained their practices in their hones, t'.-.e additional 
I onslaught of traffic will considerably impede their patients' ability 

!_, to roach their offices .-.ml will therefore have a serious impact on 
 ] their livolihoods. 

^     It is an a::ioia of the philosophical tradition on which our 
democracy was founded fcl-.at a  just and honest ,70vemnont will not 
inflict ham on any citi-en unless soi.ietliin;; r.ust be done for tho 
creator ,';oo<; of the coirsnuuity and there is no other way to nccor.iplish 
it.  '..'e hopo that t'.-.e ,;tate ':i,-hway Administration will be i.:oro re- 
sponsible w'.!^n it co::;o3 "0 a.llovati:v: funds than tV.e 1c "»~\r trtrn vr.s 
in pronooi::.: tlieir uso i'or t'.-.is reioracion. 

<*$ 

^ 
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VICTOR   L. CHiWrOHO (MO..  D.C.) 
OEORGC J. GANNON*. JR. (M D..   D.C.) 
THOMAS O. wiTXOP (.M O..  O.C..  PA.) 

tAW OFFICES 

VICTOR L. CRAWFORD 
lOl NORTH  AOAMS   STREET 

ROCXVILLE. MARYLAND 20630 

(ooi) 702-1000 

RECEIVED 
MAY 24  ISgp 

Mr. Hal  Kassofl" SUtCUit Uffiw n- 
State Highway Adnunistration^HWS & ?mmi\nci'-^. 
^07  Sorth Caivert Street ^"•'tiiSli 
Baltimore,  .\!D    21202 "   ' 

3ear Mr.  Kassofl": 

WASHtNOTO.V. Q.   c.  COUNSEL 

EBCHT AND  BOwYTZ 

2000  L STREET.  NORTHWEST 
"ASHlNGTp-j. u. c. aooas-iaaa 

202-030-3302 

0«TE   .May 22, 1989 

SUBJECT    Access Ramp - Connecticut 
Avenue and 495 

SecretS^r^r^c^^r^^d^e^afin^^  ' %£ t^T"  \^  ^ 
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Maryland Department ofTransportation 
The Secretary's Office 

May   18,    1989 

•ViUxA Cv, 

William Donald Schaefer 
Governor 

fllchafd H. Trainor 
Sicreiary 

Stephen G. Zeniz 
Oeputy Secretary 

Mr. Victor L. Crawford 
101 North Adams Street. 
Rockville, Maryland  20850 

Dear Mr. Crawford: 

Thank vou for vour "s oh*-a>- *-«—-    ^.i. 

racently been made. "      uowever. a decision has just 

suD-or- for K' ^ iS a VerY ""troversial oroject with 

to?s:^ ^.s: or^r^r?Lc?ed:^r^^av^dhavr2scid- for  the   r=locacion  of  I-KZ   
ti""1. .-ne  ' eaeral   Highway  Ad.iiinis-ration 

C0nnec1ic-:tO"en«/2Li^1
nint5avn!„t:reSStbOUn^   ^^   in   ^ Parkway  to  Connecticut  Avenue.        y  lnterchange'   =«m  Kensington 

Attached   is  thi 
orojecc  nailing 

selected   :or  the  raarn. 
he   project   mailing6, ^T^ATUti^  w?s."nt   to  everyone  on q   --st.     The   notice  explains  the  location 

~ , -        As   stated   in  the  notic-s     -si 
currently  runded   for planning  only notice,   ^i project is 

I appreciate vour int-ia'<-o<=-t- i« *.u • 
questions regarding the Sroi^^   this project.  if you have anv 
Mr. Hal Kassofl; State ^111111^°^  declsi°n' Please contact " aoE-, state Highway Administrator, at (301) 333-1-11 

Richard H. Trainor 
Secretary 

HHT/ih 

Attachment 

cc:      Mr.   Hal   Kassoff 

« 
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VICTOR L. CRAWFORD (MD.. O.C.) 

GEORGE J. GAN'NO.**. JR. (MD„ O.C.) 
THOMAS G. WITXOP (MO.. D.C-.  PA.) 

Mr. Hal Kassoff 
State Highway Administration 
707  Horth Caivert Street 
Baltimore,  MD    21202 

LAW OFFICES 

VICTOR L. CRAWFORD 
IOI NORTH  ADAMS   STREET 

RoexvrLLE. MARYLAND aoaao 

(ooi) 7^2.1000 

1! 
WASHINGTON. D. C. COUNSEL 

ESERT AND BOWYTZ 
2000  L STREET. NORTHWEST 

WASHINGTON. D. C. ZOOOA-AOBA 

3Ca-fl30-3232 

OXTC   May" 22.  1989 

Access  Ramp - Conn. 
Ave. and 495 

Montgomery Co.,  MD 

Clear Mr. Kassoff: 

As I am sure you know, I am active in the Montgomery County Chamber of Commerce as 
one o: the Vice Presidents and I am a big supporter of the Governor's LiWit Rail orooosal 
.-.owever, I am also an extremely avid and outspoken ooponent of the new access -ami) to f-e 
oeitway at Connecticut Avenue because of the obvious increase in truck traffic alone "my area 
or Connecticut Avenue (7601 Connecticut at the corner of Leland St-S»t) and Linda is « 
concerned as 1 am. ' 

[ have been doing everything possible to keep the business community aligned with the 
Governor's proposal on the Light Rail, but those elected officials whom vou have been listenine 
to ior this access ramp are, in fact, prepared to oppose the Light Rail orooosal because of the 
opposition oi these sa.-ne citizen groups wno backed them for the access ramp in the first place. 

Enclosed please find a copy of an article which is self-exolanatorv. I understand that vou 
.,ave alreaoy agreed to fund the access ramp, but isn't there somewav 'this can be reconsidered 
or perhaps postponed indefinitely? It certainly has generated a lot of heat in the Chew Chase 
area, and anything you caji do will be greatly appreciated. 

Perhaps you can drop me a note so I can tell my friends and neighbors in Section V Chevy 
Chase as to what the position is. I would not like this access rarao to "t fed uo with the 
Lignt Rail, out it might very well happen. Anything you can do to helo will be aooreciated and 
I'll look torward to hearing -rom you. 

< 
I 
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Enclosure 

June 6, 1989 

Mr. Victor L Crawford 
101 North Adams Street 
Rockville, Maryland 20850 

Dear Mr. Crawford; 

TTiank you for your May 22nd letter concerning the decision to relocate the 
ramp onto the Capital Beltway from Kensington Parkway to Connecticut Avenue 
The decision was a difficult one and came only after weighing all factors and 
carefully considering each of the comments we received.  We believe this course of 
action will best serve both area residents and the driving public. 

At this time, only the planning phase has been funded.  We do not intend to 
proceed with further phases of the project until funding is identified. 

Any decision concerning the proposed light rail line will be made independent 
of the decision to relocate the ramp onto the Capital Beltway from Kensington 
Parkway.  An attempt to tie the two projects together would only result in unfortunate 
scheduling delays of the projects and a general misunderstanding of the purpose 
and need of each individual project 

Thank you for your participation in the decision-making process.  We 
appreciate your interest and input 

Sincerely, 
ORIGINAL SIGNED BY! 

HAL KASSOFF 

Hal Kassoff 
Administrator 

HK/t 

bcc: 

Mr. Neil J. Pedersen 
Mr. Michael Snyder 

Mr. Louis H. Ege, Jr. 
Mr. David Wallace 

0<P 
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f     Miy 10. I90» Pjgt A-I7 

.'I'ChtV&CluM.'junimtjii!; aloll^  , tijn wa,:unjljr mOueoeed by i 
" ' '   Vlukw^y.j.waiU lie ' ^Ulkal lobbying UK) calls U "• • 

Utinluci.lniHic op • •pervertion  ol  Uw';ikuiocr«k. 
"!°%f ^^ ;• ""S"'-'^'-••'•"• •'.••.'.•.re.-;.a.. 

 JirW18 fi?* Jn.iJho De)j, prgaiiUiii)a.i.»lucU.i 
Wfl^llwqijor' (c^J ^b^Iuilca.Kpresciitalivcs ol Uie: 

^^•smn^HgHoMjjwU, i^.'.jTpwn 6/ Clicyy Clone. IlicVil-, 
;°S9^wfflS5}»l1-ftW,¥1,e,ll-    UgcioriChcvyrfCluac," Cbrvy • 

^WHM&iilWrpjaeBiUio- •'Cta*, V»llcy »nd Stclbi, S.to 
lyyrlih: cur-";:u»i VilUsc.ot Picvy Chaiw, mho • •cvciU3;*,Uut^^UKjrfanawi;hlM'.Ki«b(t,'.^hejj o/ lie'SatM-c ••- vn.-i-sr.-ii-- 

.gfpte>rC>^r»^lv^R»"/!hHilUlw«y,VA[ilinimilt>tionni^ :.:« "opposed Jo 0• .(lj..k,u on 
Ui|i»;ji Qicvy CluicYallcy IM^'/H^U^J tlii ijincy't ijcdjioali1''rftl'S,''??! "V W1.?" ,ccc"   i""5 T-w. P"'/ builjinn •ml U: 
.Jc^>»l«; >»» JaslriujicjilaJ m. jWk taimi approval lot l. new'" C: •'••••:'" '   ^.J":*'-"     ;";     '. 

form grdiip^ 
Cglit rail** pUh for Die Geotge- 
lown Draitcb raQ lute, which the 
county rccrntty t>oug1it Inr u«e 
as a boUry liite between Silver 
Spriiyj and litilrJuU,      .„.» 

Ostrow luid that site has Diet 
twice with Cbcvy.Chute »epf<>-.. 
•euLativrs aiul Out she tmnca to 
put out • newsleiter to.tnform 
comniuiiilirs about iheflc issuf-S. 
Hie K'oup. *JucIi will tDT.cl CMI 
May 2R.. is expected.to'fl>r«t 
louRbly oi»ce a tiiontli ui Ote fu- 
Itue, she saitl. 

3 
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May 23,   1989 

Mr. Hal Kassoff, A(*ninistrator 
Departmint o< Transportation 
Statt of Maryland 
70? North Calg«rt Str**t 
Baltimor*. Maryland 21202 

Dtar Mr. Kassoff: 

On behaW o< th* Villag* oi  North Ch*wy Chas* (NCC), 1 want to thank you 
for your decision to seek relocation of the Beltway access ramp from 
Kensington Parkway to Connecticut Ave. Ue recogniie that the State Highway 
Adiimstration <SHA) proposal to relocate the Kensington Parkway Rarap has been 
a politically controuersial subject, and we salute your wil1ingness to make 
the right decision on this issue. 

As you know, all state and local agencies which have studied this issue 
haue unanimously concluded that Kensington Parkway is 'inappropriate* to carry 
Beltway-bound state highway traffic and that such traffic should properly be 
located on the state highway (Connecticut Avenue). Ue look forward to working 
with you on this matter and would welcome the opportunity to meet with you and 
further discuss how we can reach a timely completion of this project. 

For over twenty years, NCC has endured the burden of 12,000 Beltway 
commiters daily bisecting our quiet, residential village. Further, as Senator 
Schwemhaut tellingly noted at the Montgomery County Planning Board hearing, 
NCC was promised by the Maryland State Roads Comnission <SHA's predecessor), 
that the Kensington Parkway ramps were only a "temporary solution', not a 
permanent one. Your public recognition of this problem and strong support for 
the ramp relocation has earned you the deep gratitude of the entire Village. 
After twenty years of effort, you haue given us the strength to redouble our 
efforts and the hope that our village will soon regain its proper residential 
peace and quiet. 

Response not necessary. 

Sincerely, 

oah,  Chairman 
Ci tizens'  Conrnittee 

cci   lath District Delegation 

A   SPECIAL   TAXING   DISTRICT CONSTITUTED   APRIL   9,   1924 

^ <£ a 
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Maryland Department of Transportation 
State Highway Administration 

Richard H. Trainor 
Socretary 

Hal Kassoff 
Administraior 

June 16. 1989 

Mr. and Mrs. Wayne Dorman 
3805 Montrose Drive 
Chevy Chase, Maryland  20815 

Dear Mr. and Mrs. Dorman: 

TTiank you for your May 23rd letter supporting the State Highway 
Administration's decision to relocate the ramp onto the Capital Beltway from 
Kensington Parkway to Connecticut Avenue. 

The decision was a difficult one and came only after weighing all factors and 
carefully considering each of the comments we received.  It is our feeling that we 
have selected the proper course of action to serve both area residents and the 
driving public. 

At this time, only the planning phase has been funded.  When funding 
becomes available for engineering and construction, we will proceed with the project. 

Thank you for your participation in the decision-making process.  We 
appreciate your interest and patience. 

Sincerely, 

•fal Kassoff 
Administrator 

HK/t 

Mr. Neil J. Pedersen 
Mr. Louis H. Ege, Jr. 
Mr. David Wallace 

My telephons number is (301)_ 

3a3-7S55 R.iiin,„. u-    ^'J/Pwltw lor ImpalrBd Hearing or Speech 
383-7S55 Baltimore Metro - 56S-04S1 D.C. Metro - 1-800-492-5062 Statewide Toll Free 

707 North Calvert  St.,  Baltimore,  Maryland 21203-0717 
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Maryfand Department oflfansportation 
State Highway Administration 

Richard H. Trainor 
Sacraiary 

Hal Kassoff 
Adrmnisrrator 

June 23, 1989 

Ma. Kathy Griffin 
7108 Fulton Street 
Chevy Chase. Maryland 

Dear Ms. Griffin: 

20S15 

Telephone call. 

*.. »  ^"u y0U,50^ your recent telephone call concerning the 
Ml  r, •? T'n "mlnl3tration.,s decision to relocate the ramp onto 
the Capital Beltway from Kensington Parkway to Connecticut 
Avenue. 

n v.! • En=los?d if a brochure from the Combined Location/Design 
"^^fu    J"3 held in November of 1987. which contains a map 

with the selected alternate highlighted, and the public notice we 
sent out in May 1989 which describes the selected alternate. 

At this time only the planning phase has been funded. When 
money does become available for engineering and construction we 
wi„l proceed with the project. 

We appreciate your interest in this project and have added 
your name to our project mailing list. You will be notified of 
future project developments. 

Very truly yours, 

Louis H. Ege, Jr. 
Deputy Director 
Office of Planning and 
Preliminary Engineering 

by: tCfasvuif oCtOc 
Harriet Levine 
Project Manager 
Project Planning Division 

HKL:ih 

Enclosures 

cc:  Mr. Dave Wallace 

My tdaphon* numtxr it (3011 333-6431 

i«i-7*«« 0.1.1- ..-    Tel^ypswrlt* 'or Impilrad Hawing or Spaach 
383-7S5S Baltlmor. Matro - 5S5-0451 O.C. Matro - 1-B00-492-S0B2 staawlda Toll Fraa 



INTERSTATE ROUTE 495/MARYLAND ROUTE 185 
INTERCHANGE RECONSTRUCTION 
CONTRACT NO. M 600-101-370 

FINDING OF NO SIGNIFICANT IMPACT 

V.  CORRESPONDENCE 

B.  ELECTED OFFICIALS (1 thru 9) 

:b 
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Prepared in response to a verbal 
request from Delegate Robertson 

Maryland Department ofTransportation 
State Highway Administration 

RICHARD K TRAINOR 
Secretary 

HAL KASSOFF 
Administrator 

DEC 14 1987 

The Honorable Donald B. Robertson 
Maryland House of Delegates 
7003 Delaware Street 
Chevy Chase, Maryland  20815 

Dear Delegate Robertson: UJ  —-"om 

In response to your request at the Montgomery County Puk^ic 
Hearing on Transportation Issues on November 5th, I have     -3 
enclosed a copy of the Environmental Assessment for the 
reconstruction of the Interstate Route 495/Maryland Route 185 
interchange and related improvements. 

The proposed basic build alternative, which proposes to 
relocate the northbound to eastbound Beltway ramp from Kensington 
Parkway to Connecticut Avenue and to combine both eastbound 
Beltway exits at Connecticut Avenue, would require no right-of- 
way acquisition.  Six of the seven proposed options, however, 
would require the purchase of some residential property.  The 
amount of required right-of-way associated with each option is 
listed below: 

Option A - Two lane westbound 
connection from 
Kensington Park- 
way to Connecticut 
Avenue. 

Option B - Adjustment to the east- 
bound to southbound ramp 
providing a double right 
turn at Connecticut 
Avenue. 

Right-of-Way 
Required  

0.4 acre 

0 acre 

Cost of 
Riqht-of-Wav 

$330,000 
(includes 
relocation 
of 1 residence/ 
dentist office) 

SO 

Option C - Northbound Connecticut 
Avenue to the eastbound 
Beltway via a left turn 
onto the southbound 
Connecticut Avenue to 
the eastbound beltway 
ramp. 

0.2  acre $50,000 

My telephon* number Is. 

Teletypewriter for Impaired Hearing or Speech 
383-7555 Baltimore Metro - 565-0451 OX. Metro  - 1-800-«92-5062 Statewide  Toll 5"" Fret ^  ^   • 

hir%r*h    ral« H»J»lmnr« Uarvlonrt    ?l?n3-n717 



The Honorable Donald B. Robertson 

Page 2 
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Right-of-Way 
Required  

0.3 acre 

Cost of 
Riqht-of-Wav 

$70,000 

0.4 

1.9 acres 

5100,000 

$460,000 

Option D - Fourth southbound lane 
on Connecticut Avenue 
between the Beltway 
and Jones Bridge Road. 

Option E - Fourth northbound lane 
on Connecticut Avenue 
between Jones Bridge 
Road and the Beltway. 

Option G - Reconstruction of the 
Connecticut Avenue/ 
Jones Bridge Road/ 
Kensington Parkway 
intersection. 

This information can also be found on page S-7 of the 
Environmental Assessment. 

If I can be of any further assistance, please contact me at 
(301) 333-1111. 

Sincerely, 
0K1GJNA1. SIGNED BYt 
MAI.  "•* '  "-^"TT 

Hal Kassoff 
Administrator 

HK/ih 

Attachment 

cc:     Mr. Neil   J.   Pedersen 
Mr. Michael   Snyder 
Mr. Jack F. Ross     y 
Mr. Louis H. Ege. Jr.' 

bcc: Mr. John 0. Bruck 
Mr. Robert W. Martin 

^ 

•HS* 
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February 16, 1988 

Hal Kasoff, Administrator 
State Highway Admiols. 
P.O. Box 717 
707 N. Calvert Street 
Baltimore, Md. 21203-0717 

Dear Mr. Kassoff, 

P^CEIVED 
•—   :H 1333 

For sometime 1 have been reading correspondence on 
both sides of the matter concerning Interstate Route 495/ 
Maryland Route 185 project planning. 

I would like to urge that the project to relocate the 
ramps and the proposal to widen Connecticut Avenue be dropped. 
It makes no sense to Increase road capacity in a small segment 
when it has no place to go; it merely increases the "squeeze" 
factor. 

I request your favorable attention. 

Sincerely yours. 

&U)(!XMIJ 
ROSE CRENCA 

Montgomery County Council 

cc: Hark Hesse) 

op V \\ It .' 7  '\
a^ 

•T«tL.* •• WKWMK* COUMCIL OPFICt •UILOINO. NOCKVILLI. MAW* LAM& %%%%* - ttt-itoo — TTV tr«-ie«s 

^  '-'"-'   '       ^O:.-. /^ 

<IM  :; i?ftJ 

::The Honorable *o«« Crenca 
• -Montgomery County-Council 
Council Office Building 
Rockville, Maryland  20850 

Dear Councilwoman Crenca: 

Thank you for your February 16th letter regarding the 
possible relocation of the ramp leading onto the Capital Beltway 
from Kensington Parkway. 

We recognize this is a very complex issue with impacts 
regardless of what course of action is taken.  We are currently 
evaluating all the concerns which have been raised on both sides 
of the issue to determine what options are available to address 
these concerns.  Unfortunately no course of action is available 
which will satisfy all parties involved in the debate.  However, 
we will attempt to make a decision which is sensitive to all 
issues which have been identified. 

I appreciate your letting me know of your feelings on this 
matter.  If you have additional questions or comments on this 
matter please feel free to contact me or Neil Pedersen. Director 
of the Office of Planning and Preliminary Engineering.  Neil's 
phone number is 333-1110. 

Sincerely, 

KAL KISS'.e-V 

Hal Kassoff     ' 
Administrator 

HK/'t :  i^-y-i;"'?-*-?-'-. • 

cc: ;, Mr. Jteil"" J ^Pedersen - 
-.Mr.  Miebael Snyder 

bccr^Jr^iibuia air Sge,  Jr. 
:. J«C  Sue HI len Wh i te 

Jo 
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MONTGOMERY COUNTY COUNCIL 
WOCKVILLK. MAKVLANO 

S   PROJECT 
hUEVFIOPM^T Maryfand Department ofTransportaOon 

State Highway Administration 

pBifhard H. Trainor 

MAR 2 4 1983 *» ^    Z 10 ffi 'jg 

March 2,  1988 

Hal Kassoff, Administrator, 
State Hlghvay Administration 
707 North Calvert Street 
Baltimore,  Maryland 21202 

Dear Mr. p&feiaoffi 

Chase v:il^Cltlz8e:aCLP
s

yoc0lfa?io1rtceorncfer^Mark
1,
He8r1: ktt0•* *" the ^ 

agreement to remove Beltway ramps.'  COnCernIn8 what he belle«'»  "> b. a lack oi 

Bel^^t'rre^nlT^'hat-o^^^t^8 " "^ *> * 
Sincerely, 

Neal Potter 
Councllmember 

NP/oh 

Enclosure rn 
7-C-0 

:<— O 

T^^Jfha Honorable Neal Potter 
VfeidBontgoaeiT County Council 
" S^BtellaB. Werner Council Office Building 

'- '^.Rockville, Maryland  20850 

. si;-J3esr Csuncilaan. Potter: 

. '-:.;• '„    Thank you for -your .Hfrch 2nd letter concerning the proposed 
V-^vi.»?r«vemeRta^'torth«-.'lat*«i£»te *oute 495/Connecticut Avenue 
^^^^i*aj®e-^ha^ii*->tt«|6,^p;letter from Mark Hessel. 

-•.SSjfc . ':We are Proceeding with the study of relocating the ramp onto 
SSSP^

:-Beltway from Kensington Parkway to Connecticut Avenue because 
^7:;^ensin3ton Parkway is a local road, maintained by the Village of 

. t""North Chevy Chase, and is not an appropriate facility for 
liii^arrying interstate-bound traffic.  We are aware that relocating 
;;.?^ete-ramP "ould have an effect on Connecticut Avenue and are 

••;••.  investigating the severity of the effect and mitigating measures. 

We would be pleased to discuss with you details of the 
project and issues which have been raised.  Please feel free to 
call either me or Neil Pedersen if you wish to further discuss 
the project.  Neil can be reached at 333-1110. 

Sincerely, 
3StI01R*i juwyj w* 

HA1 KfcSSOFT 

Hal Kassoff 
Administrator 

HK/ih 

Mr. Neil J. Pedersen 
Mr. Michael Snyder 
ys.   Sue Ellen White 

•TBLIA •. WlltNtlt COUNC iu ornci •UILOIMO. ROCKVILLC. M, AWVLANO   tfltl* — l||.7»0a — TTV t7t-IOIS 
My tvlephon* number it (3011- 

Teletyp«wrltef for Impdred HMrlng or Sp«tch 
3B3-7SS$ Blitlmor* Mttro - 585-0451 D.C. Mitro - l-eOO-492-50S2 StMewlde Toll Fr«» 

707 Nortn Calvert SI.. Baltimore. Maryland 21203-0717 
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Tmtonrt F. MALONCT 

JONNCASTI* 

VCtOMMMM 

0*«T R. AUXAMOHI 
R CMAIIUS AVUU 

Pcmi PRAMCHOT 

SAMUO. C UKTON 

NAMCT t. MUWHT 
ClUtXN K RlMUM/um 

HOUSE OF DELEGATES 
COMMnTEE ON APPROPfBATIONS 

LAW ENFORCEMENT AND TRANSPORTATION 
BUOGCT SUBCOMMmEE 

October  18,   1988 

?* : 6 89 135 -' -''" '•' 

HOV AIR 31V 

I <% 

A908-798a 

'fa^lR^ ^/JSoTi^ 

Maryland Department of Transportation 
State Highway Administration 

Richard H. Trainor 
Sacraiarr 

Hal Kassoff 
Administrator 

Mr. Hal Kassoff, Administrator 
State Highway Administration 
707 North Calvert Street 
Baltimore, Maryland 21202 

Dear Hal: 

">»« "yum omcz tuajma 
noOM43i 

"^A^X* MA^rUftt ft40MMl 

""oass-sais 

REC^VEo 
0C7   i^lggg 

—flfttf 
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I 
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I  am writing  to you  at  the request of members of  the 
•i2?%Ge0r9e  ' COU?ty business community whl ha" highway- 
I•goCLn^unrte;?tin9 t0 their "s"-tial n.lgSSSS. 

nf     .f^f1"081^.   I  am writing  inquiring as to  the  status 
r.  ?5f?r=S^0 Cr?ate a  new direct entranle ramp to  the 
Capital  Beltway   (Rt.   495)   at Connecticut Avenue so  that «,• 
residential  neighborhood will not be burdened with  the  h«• 
Beltway  traffic  that  now travels  through  t^t co^unUy       ^ 

Thanks  very much  for any assistance you can provide. 

Regard*. 

SitJc^rZly, 

^ Timothy F.  Maloney 

TFM.-skb 

umnm 

November 4, 1988 

The Honorable Timothy F. Maloney 
Maryland House of Delegates 
424 T.H. Lowe House office Building 
6 Governor Bladen Boulevard 
Annapolis, Maryland 21401-1991 

Dear Delegatgjferloney: I 
«,«-=.«.„ri!J!JkJOU

T
f?!f your recent letter requesting an update on the 

status of the I-495/Connecticut Avenue project. 

> We ^f6 still,in the process of reaching a decision on that 
issue.  The reaction of the community regarding the alternatives 
has been divided, with very strong feelings being expressed from 
both sides.  Given that the request to make changes to the 
interchange was community based, we had hoped that any solution 
that is implemented would have broad-based community support.  We 
have been trying to see if a consensus could be developed for a 
single alternative, but have not yet succeeded.  We are continu- 
ing to work with Montgomery County elected officials and the 
community toward this end. ' 

«i-»-ff*y0? ^aVe any additi°nal questions regarding this issue, 
Seachld'ltM"?!•"11 Be ^ Neil Pede"en-  «*" «« "e 

Sincerely, 

HK/ih 

cc:  Mr. Neil Pedersen 
Mr. Louis Ege, Jr. 
Ms. Sue Ellen Whitei 

rial Kassoff 
Administrator , 

•7 
My tolophon* number ij (301)_ 

aii3-73M n.i.im~. u^    W^ypwrlter for Impaired Hearing or Speech 
383   7555 BMImor, Metro - 585-0451 O.C. Metro - 1-800-492-5082 Statewide Toll Free 

707 North Calvert  St.,  Baltimore. Maryland 21203-0717 

Vci 
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Prepared in response to a 
verbal request from Delegate Gordon 

NOV 30 888 
The Honorable Michael J. Gordon 
Maryland House of Delegates 
416 Hungerford Drive, Suite 330 
flockviile, Maryland 20850 

Dear Delegate Gordon: 

At the November 3rd Delegation public meeting on the Draft 
FY 1989-1994 Consolidated Transportation Program (CTP), you and 
Delegate Forehand requested information on the construction 
history of the 1-495/MD 185 interchange. 

The initial construction consisted of the 1-495 bridge over 
MD 185 in 1963.  The following year, the full interchange was 
constructed, including the westbound to southbound and the ' 
northbound to eastbound movements to and from Kensington Parkway. 

In 1981, the ramp for the westbound to southbound movement 
onto Kensington Parkway was removed.  This movement was added to 
the westbound to northbound ramp onto MD 185 via reconstruction 
of the ramp to provide an additional lane and the southbound exit 
onto MD 185.  With the exception of the widening of the mainline 
I-495 to eight lanes and normal maintenance, no additional 
reconstruction of the interchange has taken place. 

Thank you for your interest in this matter.  Please feel 
free to contact me or Mr. Neil Pedersen, Director of the Office 
of Planning and Preliminary Engineering, if you have any further 
questions or concerns.  Mr. Pedersen may be reached at (301) 
333-1110. 

S incerely, 

O^G^WL SIGNED BY- 
HAL KASSOFF 

HK/srm 

Hal Kassoff 
Admi n i st rator 

cc:  Senator Ida G. Ruben 
Delegate Jennie M. Forehand 
Mr. Michael Snyder 
Mr. NeiI J. Pedersen 
Mr. Jack F. Ross 
Mr. Louis H. Ege, Jr. 
Mr. John D. Bruck 

bcc: Mr. Robert W. Martin 
^nTs. Sue El I en Whi te 
Mr. Steven R. McHenry 
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HOUSE OF DELEGATES 

ANNAPOLIS. MARYLAND 21401-1991 

February 10, 1989 

Mr. Hal  Kassoff 
State Highway Administrator 
Maryland Department of Transportation 
707 North Calvert Street 
Baltimore, Maryland 21203-0717 

Dear Mr. Kassoff: 

PETEH FPANCMOT 
BRIAN E. FROSH 

GlLBEBT J. GENN 
HENRV a HELLER 

SHEILA ELLIS HIXSON 

ROBERT H. KITTLEMAN 

CAROL S- PETZOLO 

DONALD B. ROBERTSON 

JEAN W. ROESSER 

PATRICIA «. SMER 

LEONARD H. TEITELBAUM 

JUDITH C. TOTH 

C. LAWRENCE WISER 

RSC^yED 

DISEMI-... . ...ISf 

ann Jrnl Mont90mery c•nty Senate and House Delegations have' considered 

A;enuUer9fnteyr0cUh^ana
g
PeP:r0Va,  0f the f0,l0Win9 With reSpeCt t0 the C°•^ 

o«»hi,'-^Tre !?1i0CaDtV!n 0f the ramp between Kensington Parkway and the 
eastbound Capital Beltway to the southeast quadrant of the Connecticut 
Avenue, Capital Beltway interchange, and Connecticut 

northb^und^^^ 

so^hboind ^mp? 0f SUbStandard COnditi0nS at the end of the eas^bouSd^nd 

Both of the aforegoing are to be as proposed by the State Highway 

^loS ^1^^^ fo;n I^^CA^W^rNTERcS 
ssr^sfr ir^D ROUTE i85)" - - s^UTsyns 

The following should also be done with respect to this project: 

1. All movements from Kensington Parkway into the Intersection of 
pe^nte'J?96       Connecticut Avenue should continue .,^ they are now 

2. The "Green Road" should not be constructed. 

exKtL Ar7nh1
tTf

0VementS
J
0n .Connect1c«t Avenue should be made within the 

existing right-of-way and without widening outside the existina curb 
1 nes, except for the minor portion required in the parcel in the e«S 
side nearest to the interchange in order to accomnodate the new Ramp N-" 

l§^ Maryland Department ofTtdnsportation 
State Highway Administration 

Richard H. Trainor 
Sacratarv 

Hal Kasioff 
Administralor 

MAR 171 

The Honorable Ida G. Ruben 
Maryland State Senate 
204 James Senate Office Building 
100 College Avenue 
Annapolis, Maryland  21401-1991 

The Honorable Michael R. Gordon 
Maryland House of Delegates 
222 Lowe House Office Building 
6 Governor Bladen Boulevard 
Annapolis, Maryland  21401-1991 

Dear Senator Ruben and Delegate Gordon: 

«„„.. Thank ^OU !0r your February 10th letter regarding the 
Montgomery County Delegation's recommendation concerning the 

ZIZT iflllliVl^  the Capital BeltWa* ra^ at Connlcti^ut ^h^,'.- »  aPPreciate your review of this issue and your 
11 HZ T  re=om^nd?tion.  This will be of great value to us as 

^c^ir^tL'^ar^St^re!116 ^^  He eXPeCt ^  ^h a 

Sine 

Hal Kassoff 
Administrator 

HK/ih 

cc:  Delegate Jennie Forehand 
Mr. Neil J. Pedersen 

^itf.   Louis H. Ege, Jr. 
Ms.   Sue  Ellen White 

My telaphone numbar is lanii        333-1111 

707   North  Calvert   St..   Baltimore.   Maryland   Jl3ni-07t7 



Page 2 
Hal Kassoff, State Highway Administrator 
February 10, 1989 

< 
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DpnarLn? r"0l?rendat1°n shO"l<l be made by you to the Montgomery County 
Department of Transportation that a traffic signal be placed at the 
intersection of Spring Valley Road and Jones Bridge Road that would bl 
of  cXrtw T coc,rd1"atfd H^h the traffic signal at the intersection 
?IttPr   tn     hUtrAVer,Jenand   JCneS   8r1d9e   ROad-      B^   SePar«e   "P*   Of   this 
thl ^traffic \innZt^n

DepartT-nt 0f ^"^o^ation. we urge them to place tnis trarric signal in operation. 

Brldgl'Roa^6^ Sh0U,d ^ n0 w1den'n9 of Connecticut Avenue south of Jones 

«8l„<.We
th»nd/rStaKnd that 0fuers w111 be mde t0 Purchase at fair market 

rnlrtJ four houses on the east side of Connecticut Avenue whose only 
current access Is on Connecticut Avenue. 

hotw„W! .K6""6!* tthat you
J 

1nvest<9ate the construction of a sidewalk 
between the interchange and Jones Bridge Road and check with the owners of 

L^rarb0iT^tyyof0nthat! *"' ^ 0f Connect1cut Avenue to detennine the 

Conne^^^Av^ ^o? ^^^^^^^^^ 

Ida   G.    Rtlhpn.    fhairman "its-* i    n      A        . Ida G. Ruben, Chairman 
Montgomery Co. Senate Delegation 

ICR:MRG/sv 

Michael R. Gordon, Chairman 
Montgomery Co. House Delegation 
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H«:H»«ON.O.XOI. 

SAMU«uCUHTOH 

NAMCYl-'*""^',, 

HOUSE  OF  DELEGATES 

February  28,   1989 

U.  O 

BOOM"1   

3Cn-84l33l6 

3SOf f # 
Administrator 

tration 

I 

Mr.  Hal Kas_       toinis 

State H^h^Vert Street 
707  North c^"lnd  21202 
Baltimore,  Marya 

5    . _  «r,fience,   J- 
1    Lliow    j- 

Thanks very much. 

Toothy F- Maloney 

cr 
•ZJ-<-T3 

.- ": o 

Maryland Department of Tmnsponation 
State Highway Administration 

Richard H. Trainor 
Sec,»(ary* 

Hal Kassoff 
Administrator 

MAR 14 1989 

The Honorable Timothy F. Maloney 
Maryland House of Delegates 
431 T.H. Lowe House Office Building 
6 Governor Bladen Boulevard 
Annapolis, Maryland  21401-1991 

Dear Delegate^ 

OPI^^-     :?ce!ved the le4ter from the Montgomery County 
Delegat on outl.n.ng their recommendation regarding the orooosed 
ramp re ocation at Connecticut Avenue and thl Be tway  We a?e 

citizens and ^?ry C0Unty Planning Board and individual 
Once a dee?^on      V

0UPS'    be'0re We make a final decision. 
rnur,.   t,l°        *   ^^^   We wil1 ''"^^   V0" <=' our proposed 
course of act.on.  In the meantime, if I can be of any assistance 
regard,ng ,h,s matter, P|eaSe do not hesitate to  aM"me 

Hal Kassoff 
Adm inistrator 

HK/ih 

cc: -a,r .   Nei I J. Pedersen 
Mr. Michael Snyder 

J-' 
I'll 

(To - o L.       •—> •H.       y 

<fL A .      T^—^S 

My lelephone number is linn        TTT-1111 

39,-7,,, aa„im~. L, .     T9letVPewrlter for Imoalred Hearing or Sceecn 
333   7555 Bammo,. M«,o  -65-045, O.C. Me„o -  ,-300-«92-5GS2 Statawld*   To..  F,99 

'07   Norm   Calv,rt   at..   Baltlncre.   yarvland   2!203-07t7 

^^ 

V 
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SENATE OP MARYLAND 
ANNAPOLIS. MARYLAND 21401-1991 

MARGARET COLUNS SCHWEINMAUT 
COMWTTCC 

JUOOAl. PPOCEEO»*G5 

HOME AOORESS; 
3001 SAUL MOAO 

KENSINGTON. MARYLAND 200*9 

MONTGOMERY COUNTY 

May 16, 1989 

< 
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Mr. Hal Kassoff 
Administrator 
State Highway Administration 
707 North Calvert Street 
Baltimore, MD 21203-0717 

Dear Hal: 

Your letter of May 8 concerning the decision 
on the Kensington Parkway entrance to the beltway 
Is a reason for many to sing hallelujahs.  This 
matter has been of concern to me for a great 
many years and I am much relieved that a decision 
has finally come about.  I am personally indebted 
to you and to all those who participated in finalizing 
it.  I wish there were a way to soothe the feelings 
of those in opposition, but I know of none such. 

1 am 
With personal appreciation of your help. 

NOTE: 

This letter was received in 
response to SHA's May 8, 1989 letter 
to elected officials advising them of 
the Selected Build Alternative decision. 

l)^lk~**~Jk*X 

% 



CONSTANCE A. MORELLA 

COMMTTIIK 

FOST OfTKt AND CIVtL SERVtCt 

SClEMCt Sf *Ct ANO TECHNOLOGY 

SELECT COMMITTEE ON AGINQ Congress of t^c IBnittb States 
%ou4t of IRepretfentatibe* 

June 8,   1989 

WAtMMGTON OfTKt. 

1014 LOMCWOKTM HOUSI Ot'Kt •WXIHO 
WASMMOTON. OC I0»1» 

|10ni»-iJ4t 

CHSTMCT W*>Ct: 

ni«t ClOKUk AVfNUI 
sum HI 

WMtATOM. WO 10*07 
<»t>«4*-4Mt 

Mr. Hal Kaasoff 
Administrator 
State Highway Administration 
707 N. Calvert Street 
Baltimore, MD 21202 

Dear Mr. Kassoff: 

< 
I 

I have enclosed correspondence which I have received from my 
constituent, Sandra Alexopoulos.  I would be grateful if you would 
review the information provided and keep me apprised of your position. 
I am certain you would like to resolve this community dispute to the 
satisfaction of all those involved. 

Thank you for your cooperation and consideration in this matter. 
If you have any questions please contact my district office. 

Sincerely, 

Cofstance A. Morella 
Member of Congress 

CAM:jk 
Enclosure 

a >~:~ 

Maryland Department of Transportation 
State Highway Administration 

Jzi. 

Richard H. Trainor 
7"S©cr*tiry 

Hal Kassoff 
Administrator 

June 27, 1989 

The Honorable Constance A. Morella 
United States House of Representatives 
11141 Georgia Avenue 
Suite 302 
Wheaton, Maryland  20902 

Dear Congresswoman Morella: 

Thank you for your June 8th letter on behalf of Ms. Sandra Alexopoulos 
have reviewed her comments and they will be taken into consideration in the 
preparation of the final environmental document. 

We 

The State Highway Administration recognizes the inappropriateness of having 
interstate ramp traffic travelling on a local street such as Kensington Parkway   For 
this reason, we have recommended the relocation of the ramp to Connecticut 
Avenue.  While we feel the ramp should be relocated, we are making every effort to 
minimize the impacts to the homes along Connecticut Avenue.   Based on the 
information we have available at this time, we believe that the proposed improve- 
ments can be accomplished within existing SHA-owned right-of-way.   Final right-of- 
way requirements will not be known until detailed engineering is complete. 

We are also sensitive to the issue of pedestrian safety.  During the final design 
phase of this study, consideration will be given to the feasibility of adding sidewalks 
along the east side of Connecticut Avenue in the area under question.  In addition 

*! meilf" fiP t!' b! re,ained ,0 Serve as a refu9e area for Pedestrians crossing in the middle of the block. 

In recognition of the difficulties faced by residents of the four homes whose 
only access is off Connecticut Avenue in the vicinity of the new ramp take-off, we 
have offered to purchase the homes, at the request of the homeowners, when the 
project is ready for construction. 

This projert decision was not an easy one.  There were very strong feelings 
and compelling arguments on both sides of the issue.  We have tried to mitigate the 
impacts of the proposed ramp relocation to the extent reasonable and will continue 
to be sensitive to the issues raised during the development of engineering plans. 

My telephone number is (301)_  

383-7555 Baltimore Mwro^fe's^sTo'? '»%!?* ^'.T9 ? S!X"Kh 

y^i 



JUNObiysg 
8911 Connecticut Avenue 
North Chevy Chase, Md.  20815 
May 25, 1989 

The Honorable Constance A. Morella 
Page Two 
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The Honorable Constance Morella 
U.S. House of Representatives 
Washington, D. C.  20515 

Dear Representative Morellai 

For the past 11 years I have lived at 8911 Connecticut 
Avenue In the Village of North Chevy Chase.  This Is the last 
block before the beltuay on the east side of Connecticut 
Avenue and, while conditions are far fron perfect, most of 
the families who live on this block were content until three 
years ago.  At that time our tranqulllty was shattered when 
we received our monthly Village newsletter which Included a 
copy of an agreement our Village Citizens' Committee was to 
sign with the State Highway Administration to move the beltway 
on-ramp located on Kensington Parkway to Connecticut Avenue 
at the end of our block.  While most of the families on 
Connecticut were aware of our Citizens' Committee's efforts 
to have this ramp moved, we trusted that they would never 
agree to anything that would harm their own Connecticut Avenue 
residents.  You cannot Imagine our shock when we saw that our 
Village officials had agreed to the widening of the east side 
of Connecticut Avenue, which would take 12 feet of our front 
yards to provide an entry lane for this ramp (see Enclosure 1). 

The families on Connecticut Avenue protested to our 
Citizens' Committee and were told that we were just being 
paranoid and that, in any event. It was our own fault for being 
so "stupid" as to have purchased homes on Connecticut Avenue. 
Our arguments that our elected officials should be concerned 
with the well-being of aj_l Villagers and not just those on 
Kensington Parkway - many of whom purchased their homes after 
the two permanent beltway ramps had been constructed there - 
were in vain. 

The Connecticut Avenue families then turned to the State 
Highway Administration and were told that this project was 
to be done as a "special exception" and that there would be 
no public hearings and no impact studies and that we must 
bear the burden for the greater good of the community.  How 
Connecticut Avenue was to be widened, the existing loop ramp 
on the east side of Connecticut moved to the west side of 
Connecticut, a new on-ramp constructed, and a new road built 

f• ^".T" a9aiM f(?r„y0ur letter-  * you hav9 any further questions, please feel 
free to contact me or Ned Pedersen, Director of Planning and Preliminary 
Engineering.  Neil may be reached at 333-1110. 

Sincerely, 
ORIGINAL SIGNrrj pv 

-WALKASSOFr 
"• Hal Kassoff 

Administrator 

HK/ih 

cc:      Mr. Neil J. Pedersen 

bcc:    Mr. Louis H. Ege, Jr. 
Ms. Cynthia Simpson   (w/incoming) 
Mr. David Wallace   (w/incoming) 
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The Honorable Constance Morella 
May 25, 1989 
Page Two 

between Kensington Parkway and Connecticut Avenue within the 
monetary constraints of a special exception was nevej 
explained. 

At this point, the families on Connecticut Avenue were 
frantic.  We had not only been cast aside by our own Village, 
but we now learned that the SHA had only developed this 
proposal under Intense political pressure from our state rep- 
resentatives (Senator Margaret Schweinhaut and Delegates 
Donald Robertson, Patricia Sher and Lawrence Wiser).  We had 
nowhere to turn and expected to see bulldozers in our front 
yards at any moment. 
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Chevy Chase Valley, which consists of 55 homes between 
Jones-Bridge Road and the beltway, had been bearing the 
extremely deleterious effects of the 1981 relocation and 
could see that this further relocation would only worsen their 
situation.  Although Chevy Chase Valley is a non-taxing 
entity - unlike the Village of North Chevy Chase - and had to 
levy a special tax on their residents to pay for legal 
assistance to oppose ramp relocation, they "adopted" the 
Village residents on the east side of Connecticut Avenue and 
have represented us ever since. 

S^ 
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The Honorable Constance Morella 
May 25, 1989 
Page Three 

Due to the efforts of Chevy Chase Valley, this matter 
was taken up the Montgomery County Planning Board an4 the 
State Highway Administration was finally forced to do an 
Environmental Assessment and hold a Design/Location Public 
Hearing. 

The Environmental Assessment and the study done by the 
Planning Board staff did nothing to assuage our concerns, 
but instead confirmed our worst fear that, while the Village 
Connecticut Avenue families and Chevy Chase Valley would 
bear the brunt of the relocation, the entire Connecticut Avenue 
corridor from Chevy Chase Circle to the beltway would be 
seriously harmed. 
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As for health issues, the Environmental Assessment con- 
firmed that noise levels in front of our homes even now exceed 
the Federal Highway Administration's criteria for noise 
abatement.  The study also claims that nothing can be done to 
alleviate these high noise levels, except that, by some 
miracle beyond my ken, SHA claims that noise levels will 
decrease  (although still be far above federal criteria) with 

^ 
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The Honorable Constance Morella 
Hay 25, 1989 
Page Four 

che addition of 12,000 cars and 370 trucks per day directly 
In front of our homes (see Enclosure 2). 

Pedestrian safety was not even addressed In th£ Environ- 
mental Assessment.  The east side of Connecticut Avenue has 
no sidewalk and the lack of traffic gaps make crossing the 
avenue a nightmare.  Pedestrians often find themselves 
marooned In the median strip.  If the ramp Is moved. It will 
be Impossible to cross Connecticut during the AM and PH rush- 
hours - the very times when most of us are leaving or returning 
home. 

A very large increase in truck traffic on the e 
of Connecticut Avenue is predicted by the SHA in the 
Environmental Assessment (see Enclosure 3).  Kensing 
Parkway prohibits trucks so, when both ramps were lo 
there, they served as a constraint to trucks using C 
Avenue.  When the southbound exit ramp was moved in 
truck traffic on the west side of Connecticut Avenue 
considerably.  The SHA has suggested that, as truck 
become aware that they can enter the eastbound beltw 
Connecticut Avenue, they will switch from the more 
routes through commercial districts they now use and 
increase of up to 370 additional trucks per day on C 
Is predicted.  Any plan that will deliberately draw 
truck traffic onto a residential street (which Conne 
Avenue assuredly is) is unconscionable. 
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I think the disastrous effect this relocation will have 
on the Village Connecticut Avenue families Is summed up best 
by these remarks in the study done by the Montgomery County 
Planning Board staff: 

"The people who are most harmed by this Beltway 
ramp relocation are the people who reside on the 
east side of Connecticut Avenue.  These people 
will have a situation similar to, but worse than, 
what Is experienced each day by the residents on 
Kensington Parkway.  The homes are closer to 
Connecticut Avenue, the driveways in many cases 
are already at steep grades, and they already 
have heavy volumes of traffic passing by their 
homes." 

The studies done by SHA and the Planning Board staff 
galvanized opposition to the ramp relocation and the 
following groups and Citizen Associations In Chevy Chase 
have voiced opposition to this proposal: 
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Village of Chevy Chase, Section 3 
Village of Chevy Chase, Section 5 
Town of Chevy Chase 
Hamlet Citizens Association 
Chevy Chase Hills 
Chevy Chase Valley 
Chevy Chase Recreation Association 

The familes on Connecticut Avenue embarked on what can 
only be called an "Alice in Wonderland" journey in which 
up is down and black is white and from which we learned 
why "politics" is a dirty word in some people's lexicon. 
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The ramp relocation proposal was brought up before the 
State Delegation Transportation Committee on November 3, 
1988.  At this meeting, representatives of the SHA dropped 
all pretense that this proposal had anything to do with road 
improvements.  They stated that the proposal was instigated 
solely as a result of political pressure and that the SHA 
was now officially "neutral" and would make their decision 
based on recommendations from our State delegates and the 
Planning Board. 

The Montgomery County Planning Board, after holding 
several hearings on this matter, made their "final" decision 
on November 17, 1988, after hearing testimony from Mr. Neil 
Pedersen of the SHA, in which he reiterated that political 
pressure was the impetus for this proposal and that there 
would be no improvement in the traffic flow on Connecticut 
Avenue and no improvement in the function or safety of 
access to 1-695.  Mr. Pedersen also stated that, if Connecticut 
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Avenue had to be widened north of Jones-Bridge Road and homes 
condemned as a result thereof, It was unlikely that SHA 
could approve this project due to the costs Involved.  After 
hearing this testimony from SHA and remarks from proponents 
and opponents, the Planning Board decided to recommend to 
SHA that. If the ramp were to be moved, the east side of 
Connecticut Avenue must be widened, the four homes whose only 
access Is Connecticut Avenue must be condemned and offers to 
purchase the other seven homes must be made, if any of them 
remained viable after widening. 
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This was a low point for me in this whole sorid saga. 
While I felt the first recommendation of the Planning Board 
was mistaken, at least I thought their decision was made in 
what they felt was the best interest of the community and 
was untainted by political considerations.  Seeing what 1 had 
always believed to be an Independent board forced to capitulate 
under public political pressure was disgusting. 
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Once the Planning Board's recommendation had been 
sanitized and made politically palatable, the proposal to 
relocate the ramp was taken up by our State Delegation.  I 
won't go Into all the details, except to say that many of 
the delegates and senators, when contacted by residents of 
Chevy Chase Valley, had not even seen any of the studies 
and were not aware that anyone was opposed arid were only 
voting for relocation as a "courtesy" to District 18 represen- 
tatives (see enclosure 4).  Not surprisingly, the recommenda- 
tion to move the ramp was approved and sent to SHA.  While 
this recommendation goes to great lengths to assure the 
residents south of Jones-Bridge Road that no widening of 
this section of Connecticut Avenue is contemplated, no such 
assurances were given to residents living north of Jones- 
Bridge (see Enclosure 5). 

Two weeks ago, the SHA issued a Public Notice confirming 
that they had decided to seek approval for relocation of 
this ramp from the Federal Highway Administration (see 
Enclosure 6).  Again, no assurances are given that Connecticut 
Avenue north of Jones-Bridge Road will not be widened.  When 
I telephoned the SHA, I was told by Ms. Sue Ellen White, 
Project Manager, that she was unsure how much right-of-way 
(our front yards) would be required for what she called a 
"deceleration lane."  I asked If I could see the plans that 
would be submitted to the FHA and was told that they would not 
be available for public perusal until after approval by FHA. 
Ms. White also stated that the preliminary design submitted 
for FHA approval would not have to be resubmitted to FHA 
even If changes were made In the final design before construction. 
A recent newspaper article  which included a diagram of the 
proposal, shows that the new ramp seems to begin in the front 
yards of the last two homes on my block (see enclosure 7). 
How can we possibly comment on this proposal to the FHA if 
we don't even know if the east side of Connecticut Avenue is 
to be widened and by how much? 

I know this has been a long letter, but I think you 
should also be aware of how SHA, our District 18 representatives 
and the elected officials of the Village of North Chevy Chase 
have misrepresented this Issue to the public on many occasions. 
First, I am enclosing a letter from Mr. Michael Snyder of 
SHA in which residents on the east side of Connecticut Avenue 
are assured that no right-of-way in front of our homes 
would be required for this project (see Enclosure 8). 
Unfortunately, I do not have a transcript of the January 5. 
1989, Planning Board hearing at which Senator Schwelnhaut 
and Delegates Robertson and Wiser misrepresented many Issues, 
but I am enclosing a letter I sent to Delegate Jenny Forehand 
In which I recount many of their statements (see Enclosure 9). 
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In addition, this controversy has always been misrepresented 
by proponents of ramp relocation as a disagreement between 
the Village of North Chevy Chase and Chevy Chase Valley - 
completing Ignoring opposition from all over Chevy Chase and 
from within the Village Itself.  The Village of North Chevy 
Chase has repeatedly misrepresented elements of the proposal - 
not only to the public - but to their own residents.  For 
example, the Village has denied that they ever supported 
widening Connecticut Avenue.  Yet, as you can see from Enclo- 
sure 1, the plan they designed with SHA included widening. 
The Village has called the issue of additional truck traffic 
a "red herring" and has claimed that up to 200 trucks per 
day are illegally using Kensington Parkway.  They have no 
studies to back up this claim and in fact - it is not only 
ludicrous - it is not true.  In contrast, the estimate of up 
to 370 additional trucks per day using the east side of 
Connecticut Avenue is the result of a study done by SHA (see 
Enclosure 3).  Recently Senator Margaret Schweinhaut has 

<1    attempted to appease residents living south of Jones-Bridge 
I     Road by Intimating that she would attempt to have truck 
to     traffic barred from Connecticut Avenue, even though she is 
O     well aware - and SHA has made clear - that this is impossible. 
**     While the cost of this project has always been projected 

at between $6-10 million, the Village has maintained that it 
would cost no more than $2 million (see Enclosure 10).  The 
Village has also vastly exaggerated the cost of maintaining 
Kensington Parkway.  At the Design/Location Public Hearing, 
Jeff Noah, Chairman of the Village Citizen's Committee, stated 
that the Village had spent almost $50,000. in 1986 to maintain 
Kensington Parkway (see Enclosure 11).  In fact, according 
to Village records, almost no monies were expended on Kensington 
Parkway during that year and the $50,000. referred to was spent 
on resurfacing other streets in the Village.  As for the 
Village's contention that SHA had agreed that the ramps on 
Kensington Parkway would only be temporary, SHA has been unable 
to find any record of any such commitment (see Enclosure 12). 
As you can see from the above, the Village doesn't let the 
truth get in their way when it comes to having this ramp 
moved. 

None of us like traffic in front of our homes, but we 
cannot, accept all the advantages afforded by the automobile 
while attempting to foist all the disadvantages onto our 
neighbors.  At some point our elected officials must decide 
whether they want any homes to remain on our major roads or 
whether they wish to create massive roadways - devoid of all 
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signs of human habitation and plant life - fit for nothing but 
ferrying vehicles back and forth.  If the residential character 
of many of our major roads Is to be maintained, then* certain 
small concessions must be made to those living along these 
roads.  At the very least, they must be able.to enter and exit 
their driveways with some degree of safety and projects like 
the one to relocate this ramp must be stopped. 

1 live In one of the four homes that SHA has said it 
would "consider" purchasing, if the ramp is moved.  SHA says 
these purchases will be voluntary, but, since I cannot subject 
my family to the unsafe and unhealthy conditions that will 
be created by this relocation, I will be forced to leave. 
This is so unfair.  The question that all of us who will be 
so terribly effected by relocation keep asking is why is our 
safety less important than those on Kensington Parkway.'  Are 
we less valuable because we live on a state highway? 

I am enclosing photographs of my home so you can see just 
how very close to the road it is and that my fears are not 
exaggerated. 

Mrs. Morella, we who live on the east side of Connecticut 
Avenue, have no where else to turn.  We desperately need your 
help.  We implore you to try to stop the unjust relocation 
of this ramp - not only for the Village Connecticut Avenue 
families - but for all the communities with homes on 
Connecticut Avenue. 

Yours very truly, 

S<^C^/^J <z2^*4yL*~l**-J 
Sandra Alexopoulos 

ends. 
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INTERSTATE ROUTE 495/MARYLAND ROUTE 185 
INTERCHANGE RECONSTRUCTION 
CONTRACT NO. M 600-101-370 

FINDING OF NO SIGNIFICANT IMPACT 

V.  CORRESPONDENCE 

C  AGENCY COORDINATION (1 thru 16) 
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Date 

C.  AGENCY COORDINATION 

Coordination 

# 

i 

July 24, 1987 

August 6, 1987 

August 6, 1987 

August 10, 1987 

August 13, 1987 

August 18, 1987 

August 19, 1987 

August 21, 1987 

August 21, 1987 

September 8, 1987 

November 11, 1987 

November 12, 1987 

November 23, 1987 

Letter from Maryland Department of Natural 
Resources, Maryland Geological Survey, 
regarding archeological resources. 

Telephone call from Maryland Department of 
Natural Resources, Non-Tidal Wetlands, 
regarding wetlands. 

Telephone call from Maryland Department of 
the Environment, Standards and Certifications 
Division, regarding stormwater management. 

Telephone call from Maryland Soil Conserva- 
tion Service, regarding prime farmlands. 

Letter from Maryland Historic Trust regarding 
significant standing structures. 

Letter from Maryland Historic Trust regarding 
archeological resources. 

Letter from Maryland Historic Trust regarding 
cultural resources. 

Letter from Maryland Department of Natural 
Resources Forest Park and Wildlife Service 
regarding known Federally threatened or 
endangered plant or wildlife species. 

Letter from Maryland Department of Natural 
Resources, Capital Programs Administration, 
regarding park properties. 

Letter from U.S. Department of Commerce, 
National Marine Fisheries Service, regarding 
Federally listed endangered or threatened 
species. 

Letter from Maryland Department of the 
Environment, regarding air quality analysis. 

Letter from U.S. Environmental Protection 
Agency, regarding air quality analysis. 

Letter from Montgomery County Department of 
Transportation regarding update for Ken- 
sington/Wheat on and Bethesda/Chevy Chase 
Master Plans. 
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Date Coordination 
f 

December 4, 1987     Letter from M-NCP&PC Chairman providing their 
recommendations. 

September 2, 1988    Letter from Montgomery County Department of 
Transportation regarding park-n-ride lot at 
I-495/MD 185 interchange. 

January 11, 1989     Letter from M-NCP&PC Chairman providing their 
revised recommendations. This letter was key 
in SHA's decision regarding the Selected 
Build Alternative. 
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sa Maryland Department of Natural Resources 

Marj land Geological Survey 
2300 St. Paul Street 
Baltimore, Maryland 21218 
Telephone:   OOl)  SSt-SSOO 

William Donald Schaefer 
Govtmor 

Division of Archeology 

(301) 554-SS30 

Torrey^C. BrowSvt.D. 

Kenneth N. ^fflg 
o^^S 55 O c_ 
Emeryga^^^ 
DtputyVirraoZZ. -^ Lj 

24 July 1987 

Mr. Louis B. Ege, Jr. 

Deputy Director 
Division of Project Development 
State Highway Administration 
P.O. Box 717/707 North Calvert Street 
Baltimore, Maryland 21203-0717 

RE: Proposed Interchange Reconstruction 
and improvements  to Connecticut Avenue at I-49S 
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Dear Mr. Ege: 

I have reviewed the above-referenced project with regard to archeological 
resources. Within the immediate area on the south side of the intersection 

there is a low potential for the presence of archeological sites. The terrain 
is relatively steep (8-15*) with eroded to severely eroded soils. There is a 
small section of land on the southeastern side of the intersection that is 
generally level, but residential development appears to have introduced 
substantial disturbance to the landscape. It is anticipated that the land 
immediately around the intersection has experienced disturbance from road 
construction activities. If prehistoric sites were in the area, they probably 
would have been located on the level terrain, and have been seriously impacted 
by development. Eighteenth and 19t" century maps do not record historic sites 

at the intersection. 

If I can be of further assistance, please do not hesitate to contact me. 

Sincerely,    ,.*--} 

/Ted M.   Payhe 
>/ Highway Project Director 

cc:    Cynthia D.  Simpson 

Ooseph Hopkins,  III 
DNR TTY for Deaf: 301-974-3683 
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RUMMEL* KLEPPER & KAHL  consulting engineers 
103S H. WIVCRT STREET • BALTIMORE. KO. 21202-3891 • 30I*a5-3IQ5 

July 30, 1987 

K«I^H E. UAPQixSS 
Ate£*n L OEEH. J*. 
encK.««csEn 
£. WetBT SEflZ 
MAASW f. SOWAlf. J^. CPA. 
YflJJ*** K. »di.UANH 

EaW*Oi2ECt£R 
M. LCTOrwuTUf*. Jl 

HENW M. HApeems. ^t 
TWOUASN. LASH 
0*0 W, MMJJICE 
FRANK M. CXXAUSON 
CM*A£S M. CASIW. A 
CAPfOJ. E. PVOCMQ A 
IAARY £. NEWUAM 
F. DUNCAN sum 

Hr. Richard J. Aj-ella 
Uetland Division 
Department of Natural Resources 
Water Resources Adrainfstratton 
Tawes State Office Building 
Annapolis, Maryland    21401 

Project:    I-495/Connectlcttt Avenue Interchange Study 
Montgomery County, Maryland 

Dear Mr. Ayella: 

t < rT»e H,ary1a^(, state Highway Administration Is evaluating Improvements for the 
existing 1-495 (Capital Beltway) interchange with Connecticut Avenue (Maryland Route 185) 
in Montgomery County, Maryland. As indicated on the attached map, the study area extends 
along Connecticut Avenue from 1-495 to south of Jones Bridge Road. 

The purpose of this study Is to evaluate options for relocating the existing 
entrance ramp for eastbound 1-495 from Kensington Parkway (a local street) to Connecticut 

^ Avenue (Maryland Route 185). Options being studied include new ramp construction (within 
I D L lt,n9 1nterchan9e area), portions of a new local street, and widening of Jones 

M Bridge Road. Traffic operations and circulation, traffic and pedestrian safety, and 
0 neighborhood impacts are some of the issues being addressed. None of these options would 
^Q require property from Rock Creek Park. 

As part of the environmental evaluation, we are concerned If the project would 
Impact any wetlands or other ecologically sensitive sites. 

If you have any questions or comments, please contact me at (301) 685-3105. 
Thank you for your assistance in this matter. Your timely response would be qreatlv 
appreciated. 3 J 

Very truly yours, 

RUMMEL. KLEPPER J KAHL 

David W. Wallace,  P.E. 

DWW/sms 
Enclosure 
cc: Ms. Sue Ellen White, SHA 

August 6,  1987 - telephone call 
from Hs.  Denise Clearwatet 
Hd.  Dim, Non-Tidal Wetlands 
(S74-3841) 

1. There are no non-tidal vetlands In 
project area. 

2. Requested a wetlands Inventory. 

Response to Wetlands Division. MD DHR (Letter «21 

A wetlands field inventory was conducted and determined tha* there 
are no wetlands located in the project area. 
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RUMMEL- KLEPPER & KAHL.  consulting engineers 

ims H. otvoii smn - BAUIMORE. MO. ZIMJSSI • sot-ess-aios ^^'ST^i^f3" 
HALPH t. MAHUUfSS 
ALSERT L 0££N. JR. 
CRC K. WEBER 
t noecm SEITZ 
MAWW f. SCMWAt£. JR„ CPA. 
VMLUAM K. HELLMANN 

July 30. 1987 

Ks. Jo Ann Watson 
Division of Water Quality 
Hd. Department of Mental Hygiene 
Office of Environmental Programs 
201 W. Preston Street 
Baltimore. Maryland 21201 

EDwTO 1 ZEIGl£R 
H. L£BOr VXHiT€t£Y,.«. 
WtUJAM R. 6UUEA. JR. 

W4 WUUNSON 
J. KENMCTH JAReOC 
STEPKN »* MOOT 
KMff U. MAASCRR Jt 
TWOMASN. LASM 

FRANK H. DONALDSON 
CHARLES M. EASTER. Jl 
CAPROLL E. PWCKARQ *. 
lARRT E. NEVVWAN 
f. (XJNCAN SMITH 

Project: I-495/Connectlcut Avenue Interchange Study 
Hontgomery County, Maryland 

Dear Ms. Watson: 

The Maryland State Highway Administration Is evaluating Improvements for the 
existing 1-495 (Capital Beltway) interchange with Connecticut Avenue (Maryland Route 185) 
in Montgomery County, Maryland. As indicated on the attached map, the study area extends 
along Connecticut Avenue from 1-495 to south of Jones Bridge Road. 

The purpose of this study is to evaluate options for relocating the existing 
entrance ramp for eastbound 1-495 from Kensington Parkway (a local street) to Connecticut 
Avenue (Maryland Route 185). Options being studied Include new ramp construction (within 
the existing interchange area), portions of a new local street, and widening of Jones 
Bridge Road. Traffic operations and circulation, traffic and pedestrian safety, and 
neighborhood Impacts are some of the issues being addressed. None of these options would 
require property from Rock Creek Park. 

As part of the environmental evaluation, we are concerned 1f the project could 
have an adverse effect on flood control, or water quality In the project area. 

If you have any questions or comments, please contact me at (301) 685-3105. 
Thank you for your assistance in this matter. Your timely response would be greatly 
appreciated. 

Very truly yours, 

RUMMEL, KLEPPER i KAHL 

David W. Wallace, P.E. 

DWW/sms 
Enclosure 
cc: Ms. Sue Ellen White, SHA 

August 6,  1987 - telephone call 
from Kr.  Andrew Der 
Maryland Dept. of the Eirrlionment 
Standards and Certification Division 
(225-6293) 

1. Stormrater management issues  are 
critical,  and must be  addressed 
in final design. 

D.ff.H. 

Rgspppse to HP Oepartment of Mental Hvolene fT-etter <m 

Stormwater Management Plans will be developed during final design 
and submitted to the Maryland Department of Environment for review 
and approval. 
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RUMMEL* KLEPPER & FLA.HL  consulting engineers 
1035 N. CAIVERI SISEn • MlIIHORt MO. 21202-3891 • 301-SSSJ105 

July 30. 1987 

Hr. Richard Hagel 
State Conservationist 
Soil Conservation Service 
Room 522 
4321 Hartwick Road 
College Park, Maryland    20740 

Project:    I-495/Connecticut Avenue Inter 
Montgomery County, Maryland 

ALBCTT «. SUUKNECXT 
<MtfM E. MAflOUGS 
**B£nT L CEEH. A 
ef»CltW£B£R 
E. noecm senz 
KMWt f SCHMALE. A. CPA. 
WXUAM K. »<U.UANN 

£>«aoa2Ecu« 
H. unor »»«MTEUr. A 
W*JJAM*6UH£R..«. 

W&W1UUGON 
J. KENNETH JIASOC 
$TEP»<N W. IOOW 
»<NRr M. HAflSEmS. ^. 
TKJMASN. LASH 
DMDw. tMtLOCE 
FRAN< »t 0OMALD5ON 
CKAfltES M. EAS^ft. Jt 
CAAfKU. £. MOCAAQ A 
LMRYE. NEWVAN 
r. DUNCAN SMm 

:hange Study 

Dear Mr. Nagel: 

existino l^^r?'^ o'^6 H»l9I,Wfy 'W|,'inistra«<=" <s evaluating improvements for the 
in ^nJoilt r( ? taL Be,,twa/5 Interchange with Connecticut Avenue (Maryland Route 185} 
U Montgomery County. Maryland. As Indicated on the attached map. the study area extends 
along Connecticut Avenue  from 1-495 to south of Jones Bridge Road. 

ont,., ,„ The Pl,rpose °f *h!s "rty is t0 evaluate options for relocating the existing 
entrance ramp for eastbound 1-495 from Kensington Parkway (a local streetl  to Connecticut 

tte"L{^ZU?\ R0UKte 185)- ?pU0nS be1n9 Studl'ed inc1"de neH ramP consiruction (wilhin ftrL£ D } 1n
T
terfh?n9e area), portions of a new local street, and widening of Jones 

ZMlLl t, ! ,C 0Perat,ons and circulation, traffic and pedestrian safety, and 
neighborhood impacts are some of the Issues being addressed. None of these options would 
require property from Rock Creek Park. 

>«•„,,. AS ?art 0f ^ environmental evaluation, we are concerned If the project would 
affect any prime or unique farmland soils (the project area  is residential). 

Th>-i. !/ y0U  have  ?ny  <'uest;1ons  or comments,  please contact me at  (301)  685-3105. 
Innr^iTJ1 l°r y°Ur assistance in th1s ma"er. Your timely response would be greatly appreciated. 3 J 

Very truly yours, 

RUMMEL,  KLEPPER 1 KAHL 

David W. Wallace,  P.E. 

DWW/sms 
Enclosure 
cc: Ms. Sue Ellen White, SHA 

August 10,  1$87 - telephone call 
from «r. Sic* Bzush 
Soil Conservation service 
(251-2290) 

1, While there are  some prlne farm- 
land soils In the project area, 
the  intensity of development in 
the Umedlate project  area would 
preclude any need to assess prime 
farmlands. 

D.ff.W. 
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J. RuxMEnra 

TRUST August  13,   1987 

Ms.   Cynthia Simpson,   Chief 
Environmental Management 
Maryland Department of Transportation 
State Highway Administration 
P.   0.   Box 717 
707 North Calvert Street 
Baltimore, Maryland 21203-0717 

Dear Ms. Simpson: 

RE:  Interstate Route 495/ 
Maryland Route 185 
(Connecticut Avenue) 

 Improvements Study 

Thank you for your letter of August 7, 19 87 concerning the 
above-referenced project.  Our office concurs that the area outlined 
contains no significant standing structures.  Your cooperation is 
appreciated. 

< 
I 

M 

Sincerely, 

George J. Andreve 
Project Review and 

Compliance Administrator 
Office of Preservation Services 

GJA/AHL/mmc 
cc:  Ms. Rita Suffness 

Mr. Paul Wettlaufer 
Ms. Mary Ann Kephart 
Ms. Margaret M. Coleman 

9-w Howe. 21 So* G«fe. A«»po&. MwyW 21401 {301(974-2212.974-2418 
tnpmrr AlW Arnold VH^ Pmfa^J &=» 1517 Ridii Htfmy. AroU. Mvykni 21012 
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MARYLAND 
HISTORICAL 

TRUST August 18, 1387 

Mr. Louis H. Ege, Jr. 
Deputy Director 
Project Development Division 
State Highway Adninistration 
707 North Calvert Street 
Baltimore, Maryland    21203-0717 

Dear Mr. B;e: 

CoCKmor 

SxrcUoy. DECD 

  r^r-O 
—   .Oc_ 

~1 o 

EE: K) Rt. 18S (Ctonnecticut Ave.) 
with 1-495 

Inprovenents Stu3/ 
Hontgomery County, Maryland 

We have reviewed the above-referenced project for effects to archeolcgical 
resources. 

This office concurs that the study area on the south side of 1-495 has a low 
potential for the presence of significant archeological resources, due to the area's 
topography and extent of modem disturbances. Archeolcgical investigations are 
not warranted for this southern portion. Houever, the area north of 1-495 
includes level, relatively undisturbed park lands alorg Pock Creek. If construction 
or related construction activities outside the existirg right of way are proposed 
for this area, we would reccmaend that archeological testing be conducted to 
identify and evaluate the area's archeological resources prior to iropact. 

If you have any questions, please contact Ms. Beth Brown at (301) 974-4450. 

RBg/BCB/tac 
cc: Dr. Jody Hopkins 

Mr. Tyler Bastian 
Ms. Mary Ann Kephart 
Ms. Margaret M. Colenan 

Sincerely, 

Richard B. Hughes 
Chief Administrator, 
Archeological Prograns 
Office of Managment and Planning 

Sm How. 21 Sm Cnk. Anapok MurWi 21*01 (J0I) 974.2212.974.2438 
•Snporuy MW AraoW V&*t Pmfc^jmJ Coo. 1517 R«}w Kih•. Am-U, Muyt-d 21012 

^ 

^ 
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TRUST 

waum DOTU ScWfa 

J. R^ill Em. 

Ai^ust 19,  1987 

Mr. David W. Wallace, P.E. 
Rumel, Klepper S Kahl 
1035 N. Calvert Street 
Baltimare, Maryland   21202-3891 

KE:    I-495/»D Rt. 185 Interchange Study 
Montgonery Caimty, Maryland  

Dear Mr. Wallace: 

refer^^tS^.3'0'" "^ '" ^^ reSOUrCeS inCao»tI«» - tte abov^- 

Fte archeology, there are no known sites presently recorded on our inventory for 
!£jSft f63^ ^ ^ "P^0"' «* sectian « «» ^th side of 1-495 has a^ 
SS?^       -^ P^61106 of "g^icant archeol^ical resources, du* totoJ 
area s topography and extent of modem disturbances.    Ardieological investioations 
are not varranted for this ^ttem section.   However, tS^TSt^TSlff 
includ^level, relatively undisturbed park laitfs adjacent to Pock^S. If 

<!       S^fS^) * 2?structiai related activities are pr^osed for outside the existiro 
I ^t^ S ^ aiea'u^ ^^ reral1^3 «at archeological testmg be conduced 
^       to identify and evaluate the area's archeolcgical resourci^prior to iiipact.^^^ 

*»       cm Jl^3 0f stai?di"g structures, our office has recently been in contact with 
SHA concermng «hat is apparently the sare project (see enclosures) but with a 
significantly waller study area.    There are at least two krown historic structures 

SSTi^ ^^S^ "^T10  (?ayeS Karar) "* M35-U '^"-y Staticn/Oievy Chase Lake) which are noted on the enclosed map.    Other, unsurveyed structures ma/exist 
within your larger area. •* Ii^J-='- 

r^o,,,"^ ^^^f^ticn is of utility to'you. If you have any qv^stions or 
r^uire •ddifcional information, please contact Ms. Beth Brown (for archeology) or 
Dr. Al Luckeri>ach (for structures)  at (301)  974-4450. 

Sincerely, 

'George J.'Andreve 
Project Review and Ccraoliance Administrator 

GTO/MI/BCBArc "f^ 0f Pre£ervation' Services 
cc:    Ms. Mary Ann Kejhart 

Ms. Margaret M. Coleman 

a~ H»»:. 21 Su Crefc. Asopob. MayUad 21401 (301) 974.2212.974.2438 
•K=(T AAW AmU Va,^ PJmioJOna. 1517 RidJc K^ny. AmJi Mu^J 21012 

^ 



Maryland Department of Natural Resources 

Forest, Park and Wildlife Service 
Taw« State Office Building 
Annapolis, Maryland 21401 

^ ^ iaaara^^q-.r^l 

William Donald Sduefer Torrey C. 8rown« M.D. 
Sccnttny 

Donald E. MacLaucfitan 
Dirtctoe 

8 

August 21,  1987 

Mr. David W. Wallace, P.E. 
Rumnel-Klepper & Kahl 
1035 N. Calvert Street 

Baltimore, Maryland 21202-3891 

Dear Mr. Wallace: 

< 
I 

t-1 

U1 

This Is In response to your July 30, 1987 letter requesting Infonaatlon 
about populations of listed threatened or endangered species in the 1-495/ 
Connecticut Interchange study in Kontgooery County, Maryland.  This will 

inforn you that there are no known Federally threatened or endangered, or 
State threatened or endangered plant or wildlife species in the proposed 
improvement area. 

If I can be of any further assistance to you on this matter please feel 
free to contact me. 

Sincerely, 

o /C 

James Burtls,  Jr. ^/* 
(      /Assistant Director 

JBrenip 

cc: Therres 
Boone 

Telephone:. 
DNR TTY for Deaf: 301-974-3683 

^ 



Maryland Department of Natural Resources 

Capital Programs Administration 
2012 Industrial Drive 
Annapolis, Maryland 21401 

'iii ti i iT'rirriiVT-rrrni]— 

Williim Donald Schaefcr 
Co«vrTior 

Torrty C. Brown. M.D. 
Secmary 

Michael J. Nelson 
Assistant Secretary 
for Capital Pro trams 

August 21, 1987 

Mr. David W. Wallace, P.E. 
Rummel, Klepper and Kahl 
1035 North Calvcrt Street 
Baltimore, Maryland 21202 

Dear Mr. Wallace: 

Re:  I-495/Connectlcut Avenue 
Interchange Study 
Montgomery County 

< 
I 
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Your letter to Mr. Chip Price concerning the above referenced pro- 
ject has been refered to me for response as I am the Regional Administrator 
assigned to Montgomery County. 

North Chevy Chase Recreational Area was not funded by Program Open 
Space. The State of Maryland, through Program Open Space, has invested 
nearly 1.2 million dollars in Rock Creek Park for land acquisition and 
facility development. 

If required more information, please feel free to contact me. 

Sincere 

eorge K. Forlifer 

Regional Administrator 

GKF:drg 

Telephone:       301-974-2231 

DNR TTY for Deaf: 301-974-3683 

^ ov 



UNfTED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE 
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration 
NATIONAL MAflttvE FISHERIES SEHVCE 
Management Division 
Habitat Conservation Branch 
Oxford Laboratory 
Oxford, Maryland  21654 10 
8 September 1987 

David W. Wallace, P.E. 
Rummel Klepper & Kahl 
1035 N. Calvert Street 
Baltimore, Maryland  21202-3891 

Dear Mr. Wallace: 

Reference is made to your letter, dated 30 July 1987, relative to 
the I-«9 5/Connecticut Avenue Interchange Study. 

There are no endangered or threatened species within the purview 
of the National Marine Fisheries Service found within the project 
area.  We are concerned, however, that project implementation may 
adversely affect water quality within tributaries to the Potomac 
River. 

Please apprise our office as to the progress of the subject 
study. 

< 
I 

Sincerely, 

Ph.D. 
Asst.   Branch Chief 

% 
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DEPARTMENT OF THE ENVIRONMENT    t-        S-o 
201 WEST PRESTON STREET     •     BALTIMORE. MAHY1AN0 21201 "^      ^r"^ 

AREA COOE 301     -     225- -Cr-o 

Secretary   ^^    ^ r^ 

Kovember 11,1987 ^        _< 

Ms. Cinthia D. Simpson, Chief 
Environmental Management 
Project Development Division 
Maryland Department of Transportation 
State Highway Administration 
707 North Calvert Street, Room 310 
Baltimore, Maryland 21202 

Dear Ms. Simpson: 

RE:   Interstate Route 495/Maryland Route 185 
Connecticut Avenue Interchange 
Contract No. M-600-101-370-N 

I have reviewed the air quality analysis performed for the improvements of the Interstate 
Route 495 interchange at Maryland Route 185 and concur with its conclusions. 

^ Given the expected increase in traffic predicted for the region, the Department believes 
,_, that any buUd alternate will yield the best air quality for the area by minimizing traffic 
QQ congestion. 

The proposed project is consistent with the transportation control portion of the State 
Implementation Plan for the MetropoUtan Washington Interstate Air Quality Control 
Region. Furthermore, adherence with the provisions of COMAR 10.18.06.03 D will ensure 
that the impact from the construction phase of this project will be minimal. 

Thank you for the opportunity to review this analysis. 

Very truly yours, 

Mario E. Jorquera, Chief 
Division of Air Quality Planning 
Air Management Administration 

MEJ/mop 
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y-*"^    UNITED STATES ENVIBONMEMTAt PBOTECTION AGENCY 

f^^»,' REGION III 
W^2/ 841 Chntnut Building 
% «o* Phlllflelphii. Ptnntylytnii 19107 

H0VltB87 

Ife. CjnthU 9. Stapsoa, 0>Uf • 
Znvlronaratil Maaagcamt — 
rrejKt D**alepB<nt Dtrlaloa (taea 310) 
Stata Highway Malatacratlea 
707 SoTtb CxlTtrc Strasi 
•altlaora, Narjland    21202 

la:    loata IIS (Conntetleut Araaua) lotarchaaga    (SI-10-082) 

Star Hi* Slapaoat 

ta aeeerdaaea with ttta Ratleeal Bnvlraaaaatal Mlcy Jet (HEM) 
aad Saetlea 309 ef tha Qaaa Air Act, CFA ha a raTtanad tha Draft Air 
Qoallty Analyala for tha abeva rafaranead yrojaet.    Via ftspoaad 
projact la locatad la a aonattalnaant araa for both oasna aad carfeoa 
aoaeilda (CO).    Wiarafora, tha lapaeta ef thla proJact aoat to avaluata4 
carafully trlth ragard ta both tha oaa-hour aad alght-hour Stata and 
ktleaal Aabltat Air Quality Scaedarda (S/RAAQS) for CO. 

The CALINE 3 alenaeala CO pollatloe dlffoalea analyala aaa 
•tad ta pradlet petaatlal CO larala raaoltlng froa tha Ik>-Ball4 and 
Build Altamatat.    Iha aaaisptloaa aaad la tha aedal to darlva potantlal 
aobllt aourca aaltdont ara eaaaatlally correct.   Tha raaulta ef tha 
analyale, hownar, lad lea ta that tha lulld Altamata* trill loeraasa 
aabtaat CO loval* along Cannactlcat Avanua, vhlla alelaally dacraaalaj 
CO larala along bntlngton Farkwy (Tabla 2).    ITta raaaon for thla 
Incraaa*, at aaplalnad la a talephoaa coe*ariattoa with Iruca Ct-ay, 
aa air (paelallst ea year ataff, la that tha wldaalag of Cbnnaetleut 
Avaaua brlnga tha roadway cloiar to tha racaptor altaa. 

Of graatar concern, ho«e*er, ara tha alght-hour aerafcatc 
potantlal air quality lapaeta aaaoclatad with tha lulld (Optlooa) 
Alternate.    Table 2 ehowa that In 2010 the CO cone an tret lone et 
receptor eltea *,  3 aad t approach (with potantlal to aaceed due 
to aodellm error) the S/MAQS.    Csnaaquently, the propoaed project 
doee not eppear to prerlde any obvloua air quality banaftta. 

At the very laaat, the final Air Quality Analyela ahould axplala 
the potaatlal Increaae In CO levele along Connecticut Avenue and 
dlecuaa Ita laplleatlone.    CFA auggaata that the Maryland SKA explore 
•eane to altlgate any potential  Increaaea In CO ceacentretlaaa. 

Baak j«s for lacladlng CTA ia the early coordInatloa of thla 
report.    Should yea ha»e eay ^uaatlone or If we ten be of further 
aaelataaee, pleeae contact Lynn 7. lothBan or Harold A. franUord 
at 213/397-733i or 3J7-1323 reapectlTaly. 

Itncerely, 

YJ Sri? 
S=   c/>^r<i 

Build Options D, E, & G are not included as part of the Selected 
Alternate. 

The predicted build eight-hour concentrations for receptor sites 
4, 5, & 6 consist mostly of background concentrations. The 
difference between the no-build and build concentrations for 
these receptors in 2010 is negligible (i.e. .2-.4 ppm). 

Air quality is not a concern on this project as discussed on 
pages 111-19-20 of this document and in the Air Quality 
Technical Report. 

Xflrey K. Alper, Qilef 
K'A Coaplleace Section 
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November 23, 1387 

Mr. Hal Kassoff. Adolntstrator 
Maryland Statt Highway Administration 
707 north Calvert Street 
Baltimore. Maryland 21202 

Dear Mr. Kassoff: 

In preparing our suggested update to the Kensington/Wheaton and 
Sethesda/Chevy-Chase Master Plans, we are Investigating the feasibility of a 
park-and-r1de lot or deck on SHA property at the I-495/MD 185 Interchange. 
Specifically, the facility would be located where the former loop ranp 
existed, which took westbound Beltway traffic onto southbound Kensington 

< Parkway. While this location Is large enough for a pjrk-and-rlde facility, 
I the question remains as to how aornlng traffic would safely access it froa 
NJ westbound 1-495 and how evening traffic would leave It and re-access 1-495 
•^ eastbound. 
O 

We have not yet formed an opinion about which options at the I-495/M0 185 
Interchange we should support; we want to support options that would not 
preclude a park-and-rlde facility. I would appreciate your staff evaluating 
which options would allow safe and efficient access to and from the site, and 
deternine what modifications (if any) would be necessary tc accoirmodate this 
access. 

If you have any questions, please contact Clenn Orlln (251-2145). 

Sincerely. 
Original »::.,. 
Jtobtrt $. AfcGirry 

Robert S.  HcGarry. Director 
Department of  Transportation 

RSN:t»Jo 

cc: Nell J. Pedersen 
Sue Ellen yhite 

CrY\ 
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Maryland Department of Transportation 
State Highway Administration 

•~F> 

RICHARD H. TRAINOR 
Sacral ary 

HAL KASSOFF 
Administrator 

•JAN 0 6 

CO  - o O t- 

xr  o 31c' 

3=    JC 

Mr. Robert S. McGarry, Director 
Montgomery County Department 
of Transportation 
Executive Office Building 
10th Floor 
101 North Monroe Street 
Rockville. Maryland  20850 e» 

Dear Mr. McGarry: 

Thank you for your recent letter asking that we consider a 
park-and-ride lot for the northeast quadrant of the Interstate 
Route 495/Maryland Route 185 interchange. 

You will be pleased to know that we will investigate the 
feasibility of a park-and-ride lot in the interchange area as 
part of our current interchange study.  We anticipate completion 
of the study in about 90 days. 

Since funding is currently not available for a park-and-ride 
lot at this location, if the lot is found to be feasible, we 
would assume that then you will pursue funding for the project 
as well as responsibility for community coordination. 

Please feel free to contact me or Neil Pedersen if we can be 
of further assistance.  Mr. Pedersen may be reached at 333-1110. 

Sincerely, 

0RIGIHA1 SIGITSS BTf 
Kir. ussorr 
Hal Kassoff 
Administrator 

HK:tn 

Mr.   Neil  J.   Pedersen 
Mr.   Michael   Snyder 

yrfr•   Louis   H.   Ege,   Jr. 
Mr.   Jack  F.   Ross 

My telephone number l»_ 

TalMypwrlter (or Impaired Haarlng or Spaaeti 
383-7555 Baltimore Metro - 565-0451 D.C. Metro - i-eo0-«e2-5062 Statwlda Toll Free 

707 North Calvart  St..  Baltimore. Maryland 21203-0717 
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THE [MARYLAND-NATIONAL   CAPITAL   PARK   AND   PLANNING   COMMISSION 

8787 Georgia Avenue • saver Spring, Maryland 20910-3760 

(301)S7BXt00QC 
495-4525 

< 
I 

to 

December 4, 1987 

Mr. Hal Kassoff, Administrator 
State Highway Administration 
707 N. Calvert Street 
Baltimore, Maryland 21202 

Re: Project Planning Study 
1-495 Capital Beltway 
Interchange at Connecticut 
Avenue (M0 185) 

Dear Mr. Kassoff: 

onr- ,-1•!r1?""1"? !0frd revlewed the referenced project durino 
our regularly scheduled meeting of December 3, 1987  We annrf- 

liES ^T^at^ndance at our m"tin9 of Neil P4ders^ anl SS 
SiiS?«      ffm yOUr staff and Davi(i Wallace from your engi- 

sriSTrssiS"^ ss^ssr"wa3 of 9reat as"istan cI to 

p^nl^T^i-'-^^^ prior to making a decision about this project.     The Plannina 
bllore^rcarmakfi'd0"?1 <

StUdie3 Whi=h "e thin^are^ece'slary cerore we can make a decision. Mr. Pedersen indicated thai- <;wi 
can do these studies and provide us with adSitionlf Inforaat!^. 

tion of^h^^V1^?111? Board generally supports the reloca- 
It^Zl 1*1 ramPJ

trfffi= from Kensington Parkway,  we cannot 
?r?f?To %      pro:iect "ntil we »re assured that the  impact of this 
E£«5i K96 "E?" the residents along both sides of Conrecticut 
m^tU|ritica! Issufof^hi^6 iBpa^ "h the8e residen^lfthf 
sllutton must be  found.   ^ PrOPOSed PrOJeCt and an ac"Ptable 

T^PlaUning staff recommendation avoids additional traffic 
on southbound Connecticut Avenue by maintaining Kens?n£on""k? 
«?»*5%«^ 2 tX  (rather than building the "green road".).    The 
on cLZirZTZ???i0n W0Uld also ^Prove^traffil  flow soutAbound 
•2-^?      ^i?"* Avenue   («rom the residents viewpoint)   by imole- 
menting Option B to improve visibility and crefte traffic |aps. 

Montgomery County Planning Board 

UbC z 4 1987 

Mr. Norman L. Chrlsteller 
Chaiman 
Montgomery County Planning Board 
The Maryland-National Capital Park 
and Planning Commission 
8787 Georgia Avenue 
Silver Spring, Maryland    20910-3760 

Dear Mr. Chrlsteller: 

Thank you for your letter with the recommendations of the Planning 
Board staff about the proposed changes to the Interstate Route 496/Maryland 
Route 185 Interchange.   We are studying these reeonmtendations and will 
respond with the results when our investigation Is complete. 

Sincerely, 

ORIGINAL S'GMD BYj 
HAL KASSOFfi 

Hal Kassoff 
Administrator 

HK/ih 

bcc:Mr. Nell J. Pedersen 
Mr. Michael Snyder 
Mr. Louis H. Ege. Jr. 

•Ms. Sue Ellen White 
Ms. Patricia Wlllard 

Prepared by: Sue Ellen white 
ProJ. Dev. Dlv. 
Ext. 6431 
12/21/87 

tt,W»'6     M 
HOiSlAIQ 

lH3Wd013Aaa 
loarobd 

^b 
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The Planning staff addressed the mitigation of traffic 
bvPr^om•L^

08e^eSidenu8 0n the east side of Connecticut Avenue by recommending the purchase of those homes whose only access is 
^hnnTH0^60 iC?Vrnl!!-  The Planning Board felt that this idea 
should be carried further.  We asked Mr. Pedersen to study the 
?n^Hfe^^alhthM?0ne8 ?long the east si<ie- Thl3 ^udy should include protecting the residences along Kenilworth Avenue from 
the impact of traffic on Connecticut Avenue. 

«•>,,«. P^rlng 0Yr discussions with your staff, it became apparent 
that the queuing problem identified earlier in the study has not 
yet been resolved.  Mr. Pedersen suggested the possibility that 
a• ask?n«%h

02trOllable thrOUgl? traffic signal coordination,  we 
adliUona! inlo^ti^rul?^1" ^ thiS meaSUre and P"Sent 

^Si!??e,you will,be studying the possibility of acquiring the 
residential properties along the east side of Connecticut Avenue, 
we requested that you study the feasibility of adding an addl- 
tiSS •S?!!1      in e^ directl°n (still with a fourteen foot 
^?•w it\t3  rec°mm?"ded by our staff) with the widening to be 
t•£?iy.S^h° east side.  This study in combination with the 
traffic evaluation of a signal coordination system mentioned 
above should begin to provide answers to some of the still un- 
answered questions regarding the impact of this ramp relocation. 

The following recommendations are those prepared bv the 
Planning Board staff.  The Board favors these recommendations 
SSU?!!«-fB?!!?Sed !frli?r' "Vn•* na*e a final decision until additional information is available.  These recommendations are 
for your Information. 

1. Remove Ramp H (northbound Kensington Parkway to east- 
bound Beltway) and construct new Ramp N-E (northbound 
Connecticut Avenue to eastbound Beltway).  This change 
will remove Beltway oriented traffic from the local 
roadway (Kensington Parkway) and place the Beltway 
oriented traffic on Connecticut Avenue (MD 185) which is 
a State highway.  From a transportation systems view- 
point, this change is an appropriate action.  However, 
the construction of Ramp N-E will necessitate various 
other reconfigurations at the Beltway/Connecticut Avenue 
Interchange and will have an impact upon traffic opera- 
tions and upon the liveability of the residences along 
the east side of Connecticut Avenue between Jones Bridge 
Road and the Beltway. * 

2. SHA should purchase those houses along the east side of 
Connecticut Avenue whose only access is to Connecticut 
Avenue. SHA should provide some form of buffer for the 
remaining homes to protect the residents from the impact 
of the approximately l,loo vehicles per hour during the 
PM peak hour that will use the curb lane of Connecticut 
Avenue to reach the Capital Beltway. Access to these 

driveways in the midst of this heavy traffic flow will 
be hazardous and egress will be extremely difficult. 

Kensington Parkway should continue to function as a two- 
YfL?*!;66* for it8 entire length.  The Level of Service 
(LOS) improvement for the Connecticut Avenue/Jones 
Bridge Road/Kensington Parkway intersection created by 
eliminating southbound traffic at Jones Bridge Road is 
small (remains at LOS F).  The gap in norttibound 
traffic created by the signal phase devoted to this 
movement has the benefit of enabling pedestrians to 
«h^^CKnneCti?Ut *venue' therefore, this signal phasing 
should be continued.  Pedestrian crossings have been a 
ma^or concern and deserve high priority. 

Remove existing Loop Ramp c (eastbound Beltway to 
northbound Connecticut Avenue) and add new lanes to Ramp 
B so that this traffic will use a new intersection with 
Connecticut Avenue.  This new intersection will be sig- 
nalized; traffic exiting the eastbound Beltway to travel 
north on Connecticut Avenue will have two lanes in which 
to approach Connecticut Avenue and make the left turn. 
The removal of Ramp C is necessary to provide space for 
the construction of Ramp N-E. 

The removal of Ramp c will eliminate the weave on the 
Beltway between Ramp D (traffic entering from southbound 
Connecticut Avenue) and Ramp c (traffic exiting to 
northbound Connecticut Avenue).  As traffic volumes have 
increased, this weave has begun to be a traffic opera- 
tional problem.  The removal of Ramp C will also elim- 
,J?a f*?1® weave on Connecticut Avenue between Ramp c 
(traffic northbound on Connecticut Avenue from the 
eastbound Beltway) and the ramp carrying northbound 
Connecticut Avenue traffic to the westbound Beltway. 

Relocate Ramp B (eastbound Beltway to southbound Con- 
necticut Avenue) to the north of its present location to 
reduce speed of vehicles using this ramp and to improve 
visibility for motorists and pedestrians at Woodlawn 
Road.  This movement may need to be signalized to create 
gaps for local traffic entering and exiting the chevy 
Chase Valley community. 

Install a sidewalk along the east side of Connecticut 
Avenue north of Jones Bridge Road. 

Replace the existing monolithic median and barricades 
along Connecticut Avenue with a grass median to match 
the existing 14 foot grass median.  These medians should 
be planted with trees. 

Improve the Connecticut Avenue/Jones Bridge Road/Ken- 
sington Parkway intersection similar to Option "G" with 

^7 
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special attention to the Jones Bride Road/Sprlnq Vallev 
Road intersection. z 

In summary, we are defe/ing our decision regarding this 
project until further information is available about (1) the 
effectiveness of a traffic signal coordination system upon the 
??^ ^f1^10" *? "»? I"495 «mp/Connecticut Avenue intersec- 
tion, (2) SHA's evaluation of the purchase of all residences 
."f^r10 eaBt side of Connecticut Avenue and 3) the-feasibilitv 

of adding two additional traffic lanes between Jones Bridge Road 
e?H . capital Beltway with the widening being made on the east 
side of Connecticut Avenue. 

„>,„. I*8 ?nderstan^ ^is to be a very difficult study and we share 
what we know are your concerns with finding a solution that is 
equitable and fair to all concerned. 

< 
I 
N> 
to 
CO 

.Sincerely, 

^NBrman 'Norman L. Christeller 
Chairman, MCPB 

NLC:PBW:vgn\kass.pbw 

^r 
V 
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to 

Nr. Hjl Ultoff, Adalnlstrator 
Raryland Stitt Highway Administration 
707 North Ctlvert Street 
Baltlraort, Maryland 21202 

Dear Nr. Kattoff: 

/bfl^ptnay Gxnty Gbveromsot 
Septe-.er 2. l-RECEjygj) 

4ni 
iz?    H   1388 

SHUJ,.. i..,; ; is; 
'"'""W i Hf IfiiMjur USIMUIIK 

In NovMber of last year we asked SHA to Investigate the feasibility of a 
park-and-rlde facility at the I-495/ND 185 interchange; you responded that SHA 
would conduct such a study and that Us findings were anticipated In April 
(ootn itxitrS Are dttacnea). 

- '/•-TKII* ^he C0,*l«'J1.t» of, th« I-WS/W) 185 Interchange study, and can 
understand that the resolution of the Issue has been slower than expected 
However, wt have a deadline regarding the park-and-rlde facility that Is fast 
approaching. The County Planning Board's draft of the Kenslngton/Wheaton 
Master Plan makes reference to a possible park-and-rlde facility at this 
location, and refers to the State's study. The draft was forwarded to us at 
the beginning of August; the County Executive has sixty days to make revisions 
to this draft before It goes to the County Council for Its consideration The 
sixty-day parlod ends on September 30. ' 

We would very much appreciate your connents regarding the feasibility of 
the park-and-rlde facility so that the Executive can sake a definitive 
reconnendatlon to the Council. The most critical Issue Is whether the 
facility can be reasonably and safely accessed froa the east off of 1-495 and 
to the •«$t on to the Beltway. In order to Include the substance of your 
connents, we need thea by Friday, Septerter 16 

I appreciate your attention to this matter. 

Sincerely, 

Rbbert S. K 
Director 

He Garry 

cc: Nell Pedtrsen 
Sue Elian White 

Offic* of die Dirccnx, Depvnaent ot Traaiponmrioa 

10: Monroe Sireei. iOih Floor RocttdJe. MirrUnd 20850, JO1/2I7-2170 
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Mr. Robert S. McGarry 
Director, Montgomery County 

Department of Transportation 
Executive Office Building 
101 North Monroe Street 
Rockville, Maryland  20850 

Dear Mr. McGarry: 

Thank you for your September 2nd letter regarding the pro- 
ES9?oC

P?   nd"ride lot in the northeast quadrant of the 1-495/ 
MD 185 interchange. 

-v.  T
W?o=aVLSeVere reservation3 about permitting access between 

tne 1-495 off-ramp and the proposed park-and-ride lot.  The ramp 
has been a high accident location during each of the past three 
years.  There is currently limited sight distance for vehicles 
coining off the beltway at high speeds.  An exit from the park- 
and-ride lot onto the ramp would introduce a weave movement in 
the middle of this ramp. 

In sum, from a safety perspective, we feel that introducing 
an access point onto a ramp would create a higher accident poten- 
tial and, regrettably, is not a concept that we can support. 

We regret any delay in our response and hope you will feel 
*  ?,.   ;?ntact me or Neil Pedersen, at 333-1110, if you wish to 
further discuss this matter. 

Sincerely, 

ORIGINAL SI0NSD B7t 
HAL KASSOif? 

Hal Kassoff 
Administrator 

HK:tn 

cc:  Mr. Neil J. Pedersen 

bec: Mr^Jlichael Snyder 
J*fT Louis H. Ege, Jr. 
Mr. Thomas Hicks 
Mr. Glenn Orlin 
Ms. Patricia Willard 
Mr. David Wallace 

dictated by Neil Pedersen 
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MN 
THE j MARYLAND-NATIONAL CAPITAL PARK AND  PLANNING  COMMISSION 

8787 Georgia Avenue • Silver Sonng. Maryland 20910-3760 

< 
I 

c? ::.? 

Mr. Hal Kassoff 
Administrator 
Maryland State Highway- 
Administration 

707 N. Calvert Street 
Baltimore, MD 21202 

(JJ 

January  11,   lg89 

RECEIVED 
JAN  13 1=89 

oisfcios, office OF 
PUMIINfi S PSEUaiSASY ESGISEERIHS 

Project Planning study 
1-495 Capital Beltway 
Interchange at 
Connecticut Ave. (MD 185) 

RE: 

Dear M^." Kassoff 

At the request of the District 18 Delegation, the Planning 
Board discussed the referenced project at our regularly 
scheduled meeting of January 5, 1989.  This discussion was the 
fourth time that the Planning Board has reviewed that project. 
The Delegation, represented by Senator Schweinhaut, Delegate 
Robertson, and Delegate Wiser, (Delegate Sher being out of town) 
reviewed their involvement in this particular project over the 
years and explained their work with the State Highway Adminis- 
tration on the very difficult problem of relocating the Beltway 
ramp to Connecticut Avenue.  In particular, the Delegation asked 
us to reconsider our recommendation that you purchase the 11 
houses on the east side of Connecticut Avenue and construct a 
fourth northbound traffic lane at that location. 

The Planning Board voted to modify the recommendation that 
we sent to you in our letter of December 1, 1988.  The following 
is a list of recommendations which the Planning Board supports 
with respect to this ramp relocation.  We recommend relocating 
the existing ramp from Kensington Parkway to the eastbound Belt- 
way to Connecticut Avenue with the following conditions: 

1. The Board supports the intersection improvement at 
Connecticut Avenue/Jones Bridge Road/Kensington Parkway 
(Option G in the Project Planning Study). 

2. Kensington Parkway should remain open for two-way traffic. 

MarylandDepartment of Transportation 
State Highway Administration 

Richard H. Trainc 
Secrelary 

Hal KassoH 
Admimstraior 

February 2, 1989 

Mr. Norman L. Christeller 
Chairman, Montgomery County Planning Board 
8787 Georgia Avenue 
Silver Spring, Maryland 20910 

nTr: rJ*—- Dear Mr. 

Thank you for your January 11th letter about the Planning 
Board's revised recommendation regarding the relocation of the 
beltway ramp from Kensington Parkway to Connecticut Avenue. 

We are considering your comments as we work toward a 
decision on this issue.  We appreciate your input and support. 

Sincerely,, 

Hal Kassoff 
Administrator 

KK/ih 

cc: -•Mr. Neil J. Pedersen 
Mr. Louis H. Ege, Jr. 
Ms. Sue Ellen White 
Ms. Patricia wiliard 

My teleonone number is (301)_ 

Teletypewriter for Impaired Hearing or Speech 
383-7555 Baltimore Metro - 565-0451 OX. Metro - 1-300-492-5062 Statewide  Toll Free 

707 Norm Calvert  St..  Baltimore. Maryland 21203-0717 

X 
-*- 



3.  We recommend that SHA purchase, from a willing seller, any 
of the four houses whose only access is onto Connecticut 
Avenue.  The Board feels that those houses should not be 
resold until the Beltway relocation is accomplished and 
purchasers of these houses can see traffic conditions along 
Connecticut Avenue. 
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4. 

5. 

< 
I 
to 

CTl 

We support relocating Ramp C to Ramp B and moving the 
existing Ramp B (east to south traffic) northward with that 
movement to be controlled by the new traffic signal. 

There should be no additional lanes on the west side of 
Connecticut Avenue, that is, the southbound lanes should 
remain as they are today. 

The Board continues to be concerned with the traffic envi- 
ronment created by this ramp on the east side of Connecticut 
Avenue but we realize that the expense and the precedent-setting 
nature of the purchase of the 11 homes may cause an additional 
burden which this project simply cannot bear. 

Sincerely, 

orman L. Christeller 
Chairman, MCPB 

NLC:PBW:Jccw/b:I4 95.pw 

cc:  Montgomery County Delegates and Senators 
Montgomery County Council 


